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Abstract
With the growth of the Internet, computational systems have become more and more com-
plex, often including complicate interconnected networks of autonomous components.
The need to bring some organisational structure into autonomous systems becomes ur-
gent, as this allows regulating the behaviour of the different autonomous components to
ensure their objectives are aligned with the holistic objectives of the system.
Normative Systems are one of the mechanisms that can be applied to define and en-
force acceptable behaviour within distributed electronic systems which should comply
with some (human) regulations. One of the requirements to effectively implement Nor-
mative Systems is to be able to assess, at runtime, the state of the normative environment.
Existing lines of research have already tried to tackle this issue on some simple scenarios.
However, more complex scenarios may appear, for instance, scenarios where the norma-
tive context is not static, but it expands and contracts as new norms are added to the
institution and removed from it respectively.
As in human legal systems, it is easy to foresee that some of these electronic normative
environments will not be static. They should be able to evolve through time as regulations
change, effectively adapting to new situations and behaviours. Under these conditions, a
monitoring system must be able to continue computing the state of the normative envi-
ronment at runtime, as often we can not afford to perform the changes on the normative
context off-line. Furthermore, it must be guaranteed the monitoring system can keep pro-
ducing states of the normative environment that are consistent with the changes performed
on the normative context. For instance, if a norm has been removed from the normative
context, it does not make sense anymore to compute normative states where the norm has
been violated.
In this thesis we present NoMoDEI, a normative monitoring framework for dynamic
Electronic Institutions. We formalize and develop an extended normative framework and
architecture to cope with scenarios where the normative context is dynamic, therefore
norms can be added, removed and updated. The operations are to be performed at run-
time, without having to stop computing the normative state. The normative states com-
puted are consistent with the expansion and contraction operations.
NoMoDEI is introduced in three steps. First, we formally define the operations to
be supported in order to allow for expanding and contracting the normative context.
Then, we instantiate the formal operations, providing implementation details. Finally,
we demonstrate our framework by applying it to two use cases: E-health systems and
waste-water management on a river basin.
xi

Resumen
Con el auge de Internet, los sistemas computacionales se han vuelto mucho más complejos,
a menudo incorporando complicadas redes interconectadas de componentes autónomos.
Es por ello que la necesidad de incorporar estructuras organizacionales en los sistemas
autónomos se acentúa, dado que esto permite regular el comportamiento de los diferentes
componentes autónomos para asegurar que sus objetivos se encuentran alineados con los
objetivos generales del sistema.
Los Sistemas Normativos (i.e. Normative Systems) son uno de los mecanismos que
podemos aplicar para definir e imponer patrones aceptables de comportamiento en sis-
temas electrónicos distribuidos. Esto es especialmente importante cuando el sistema es
regido por regulaciones (normalmente humanas). Uno de los requisitos para implemen-
tar Sistemas Normativos es ser capaz de determinar, en tiempo de ejecución, el estado del
entorno normativo. Existen líneas de investigación que ya han abordado este problema
en algunos escenarios simples. Sin embargo, el mundo real nos provee de escenarios más
complejos, por ejemplo, escenarios donde el contexto normativo no es estático, si no que
se expande y contrae a medida que nuevas normas son añadidas o eliminadas de la insti-
tución.
Justo como ocurre con los sistemas legales humanos, es fácil prever que algunos de
estos contextos normativos electrónicos no serán estáticos. Estos contextos deberían ser
capaces de evolucionar a través del tiempo a medida que las regulaciones cambian, adap-
tándose a nuevas situaciones y comportamientos. Bajo estas condiciones, un sistema de
monitorización debe ser capaz de continuar calculando el estado del entorno normativo
en tiempo de ejecución. Esto viene dado porque a menudo no vamos a poder permitirnos
realizar los cambios en el entorno normativo deteniendo el proceso de monitorización.
Es más, se debe garantizar que el sistema de monitorización puede ser capaz de seguir
produciendo estados del entorno normativo consistentes con los cambios realizados. Por
ejemplo, el hecho de eliminar una norma hace que no tenga mucho sentido continuar cal-
culando estados normativos donde esa norma ha sido violada.
En esta Tesis presentamos NoMoDEI, una infraestructura de monitorización normativa
para instituciones electrónicas dinámicas. Formalizamos y desarrollamos una infraestruc-
tura de monitorización normativa extendida capaz de trabajar en escenarios donde el con-
texto normativo es dinámico. Es por ello que diversas normas pueden ser introducidas,
eliminadas o actualizadas del contexto normativo en cualquier momento. Dichas opera-
ciones deben ser realizadas en tiempo de ejecución, esto es, sin dejar de calcular el estado
normativo. Es más, los estados normativos calculados deben ser consistentes con las re-
spectivas operaciones de extensión o contracción del contexto.
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xiv ABSTRACT
Durante la Tesis, presentamos NoMoDEI en tres pasos. Para empezar, proveemos una
definición formal de las operaciones que la infrastructura debe soportar para permitir ex-
pandir y contraer el contexto normativo. A continuación instanciamos dichas operaciones
al proveer detalles de implementación. Finalmente, demostramos que nuestra infraestruc-
tura es capaz de ser aplicada a casos de uso reales introduciendo dos casos: sistemas de
salud electrónicos (i.e. E-health) y sistemas de tratamiento de aguas residuales en la cuenca
de un rio.
Resum
Amb l’expansió d’Internet els sistemes computacionals han esdevingut més complexos,
sovint incorporant complicades xarxes interconnectades de components autònoms. Es per
això que la necessitat d’incorporar estructures organitzacionals en el sistemes autònoms
s’accentua, donat que aquestes estructures permeten regular el comportament dels difer-
ents components autònoms, tot assegurant que els seus objectius es troben alineats amb
els objectius generals del sistema.
Els Sistemes Normatius (i.e. Normative Systems) són un dels mecanismes que podem
aplicar per definir i imposar patrons acceptables de comportament dintre de sistemes elec-
trònics distribuïts. Això esdevé especialment important quan el sistema es troba regimen-
tat per regulacions (normalment humanes). Un dels requeriments per implementar Sis-
temes Normatius és ser capaços de determinar, en temps d’execució, l’estat de l’entorn
normatiu. Existeixen línies de recerca que ja han tractat aquest problema en alguns esce-
naris simples. El món real però ens ofereix escenaris més complexes, com per exemple,
escenaris on el context normatiu no és estàtic, si no que s’expandeix i contrau a mesura
que noves normes són afegides o eliminades de la institució.
Tal com passa als sistemes legals humans, és fàcil preveure que alguns contex-
tos normatius electrònics no seran estàtics. Aquests contextos haurien de ser capaços
d’evolucionar a través del temps a mesura que les regulacions canvien, adaptant-se a noves
situacions i comportaments. Sota aquestes condicions, un sistema de monitorització ha de
ser capaç de continuar calculant l’estat de l’entorn normatiu en temps d’execució, ja que
sovint no ens podem permetre realitzar els canvis a l’entorn normatiu aturant el procés
de monitorització. És més s’ha de garantir que el sistema de monitorització sigui capaç
de continuar produint estats de l’entorn normatiu de forma consistent amb els canvis re-
alitzats. Per exemple, el fet d’eliminar una norma fa que no tingui gaire sentit continuar
calculant estats normatius on aquesta norma ha estat violada.
A aquesta Tesi presentem NoMoDEI, una infraestructura de monitorització normativa
per institucions electròniques dinàmiques. Formalitzem i desenvolupem una infraestruc-
tura de monitorització normativa estesa capaç d’operar en escenaris on el context normatiu
es dinàmic. Es a dir, diverses normes poden ser introduïdes, eliminades o actualitzades
del context normatiu en qualsevol moment. Aquestes operacions s’han de poder realitzar
en temps d’execució, es a dir, sense deixar de calcular l’estat normatiu. Es més, els es-
tats normatius calculats han de ser consistents amb les respectives operacions d’extensió o
contracció del context.
Durant la Tesi presentem NoMoDEI en tres passos. Primer proporcionem una defini-
ció formal de les operacions que la infraestructura ha de suportar per permetre expandir
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i contraure el context normatiu. A continuació instanciem aquestes operacions proporcio-
nant detalls d’implementació. Finalment demostrem que la nostra infraestructura pot ser
aplicada a casos d’ús del món real introduint dos casos: sistemes de salut electrònics (i.e.
E-health) i sistemes de tractament d’aigües residuals a la conca d’un riu.
CHAPTER 1
Introduction
With the growth of the Internet and the World Wide web, computational systems have
become more and more complex. As systems grow to include more autonomous com-
ponents (sometimes hundreds or thousands of them), often resulting in complicate inter-
connected networks of components, the need to bring some organisational structure into
autonomous systems becomes urgent. One of the main motivations behind this is regu-
lating the behaviour of the different autonomous components to ensure their objectives
are aligned with the holistic objectives of the system. Therefore, implementing complex
systems (e.g., Multi-Agent Systems) able to cope with social and organisational guidelines
becomes a necessity.
Several authors argue that the design of Multi-Agent Systems in complex (and specially
open) environments can benefit from social abstractions in order to deal with problems in
coordination, cooperation and trust among agents ( please notice that such problems are
also present in human societies). These has been explored in various formalisations and
there are many formal theoretical frameworks that allow to implement and operationalise
social abstractions such as policies and norms. Such formalisations come in several ab-
stractions at different levels of expressivity. Some of them (frequently aimed at providing
system governance for real world scenarios) tackle this issue by interpreting events as sym-
bolic facts rather than limiting them to pure numerical metrics. In other words, they move
the events from the subsymbolic world of arithmetic to the symbolic world of logic.
Among those approaches, the most relevant regarding this work is Normative Systems.
Normative Systems focus on the concepts of Norm and Normative Environment (also known
as Instution) in order to create normative frameworks. These frameworks will be able to
guide and restrict the behaviour of (intelligent software) agents. The core idea behind
these concepts is that the interactions among a group of agents (either between them or
with the environment around them) are to be ruled by a set of explicit norms. Such norms
are expressed in a computational language representation that agents can interpret and
understand.
To put our proposal in context, in the following sections we will provide a brief intro-
duction to the following relevant research topics:
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• Agents and agent societies
• Organisations,
• Institutions
• Norms and Norm-Governed Systems
• Governance in dynamic normative contexts
1.1 AGENTS AND AGENT SOCIETIES
Computational systems are steadily moving from being based on individual stand-alone
computational resources to a situation where distributed, open and dynamic systems play
an important role. Agent based systems [WJ95] [Wei99a] are an alternative for designing
and implementing open and dynamic systems. Nowadays, agent systems are being used
in an increasingly wide variety of applications, from relatively small systems (such as e-
mail filters for spam detection) to large, open critical systems (such as air traffic control).
In order to be autonomous, effectively reducing the need of user intervention, software
agents are able to get some information about the world in which they operate. This way,
they can solve most of the minor problems they find during their operation cycle. This
allows Multi-Agent Systems to operate in scenarios where typical software solutions might
have problems operating, for instance, scenarios where the environment is not predictable
(e.g., due to the actions performed by entities external to the system that alter it). Typically,
agents as autonomous intelligent entities have provided a solution to deal with complex
systems that have multiple and distinct components.
As defined by Wooldridge and Jennings in [WJ95]:
An agent is an encapsulated computer system that is situated in some environment
and that is capable of flexible, autonomous action in that environment in order to meet
its design objectives.
The important aspect on this definition is autonomy, which means that agents can operate
on their own, without the need for human guidance. An autonomous agent has full con-
trol over its internal state and its actions, which means that an agent can decide weather
or not to perform a requested action. The definition also situates the agent in a particular
environment, which can be both sensed and affected by the agent. In other words, agents
are capable of both perceiving the state of the environment and altering it. The definition
states that agents have goals to achieve and show flexible and pro-active behaviour to-
wards them. Agents are also capable of social behaviour, they can communicate, compete
and cooperate among them. Last but not least, agents also show the capability to learn as
they interact with the environment and with another agents. This set of capabilities, which
are commonly shown by intelligent beings, is what has lead some researches to refer to
agents as intelligent agents.
Being capable of social behaviour, the idea of building agent systems which capture
notions from human society is recurrent in Artificial Intelligence research. The notion of
agent societies is associated to two main motivations:
• Being aware of the benefits of human societies, building software systems which
incorporate them.
• Integrating already existing agent systems with rapidly growing of electronically-
based human societies associated with the growth of the Internet.
The main idea behind a society is to allow its members to coexist in a shared environment
and pursue their respective goals in cooperation or competition with others. Therefore,
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artificial social systems [MT95, ST95] define an abstract social level over computational
systems. The social level models the Multi-Agent System as a society of entities, defin-
ing structured patterns of behaviour that facilitate and enhance the coordination of agent
activities [VS03]. The social structure is usually defined by the following elements: roles,
interaction rules, norms and a communication language. Both rules and norms define the
desired behaviour of members in the society. They are established and enforced by insti-
tutions that will provide legitimacy and security to society members. By specifying the
expected (i.e., accepted) patterns of behaviour, guidelines are imposed on the patterns of
interaction among agents, facilitating them. At the same time this will effectively reduce
the danger of a combinatorial explosion in the number of available patterns of interaction.
When designing agent societies the constraints the society imposes to an agent’s ac-
tions might vary. Davidsson [Dav00] analyses the types of constraints in the context of
artificial societies. This allows him to produce a taxonomy able to classify the four differ-
ent approaches to the development of agent societies. The approaches are as follows:
• Open agent societies, where anyone with an Internet access may contribute one or
more agents without any particular restrictions.
• Closed agent societies, where an agent based approach is adopted by a team of soft-
ware developers for implementing a complex software system.
• Semi-closed agent societies, where anybody may contribute an agent. However, en-
trance to the society is restricted and behaviour might be monitored by an Institution.
Agents are implemented and run locally.
• Semi-open agent societies, just like semi-open agent societies, but agents are imple-
mented and run on remote servers.
1.2 ORGANISATIONS
With the aim of achieving adaptability to the environment, organisational models that
specify the structure of societies have appeared during the last years, playing an important
role on the design of information systems. In [Les90] Lesser provides this definition of
organisation:
An organisation provides a framework for activity and interaction through the defini-
tion of roles, behavioural expectations and authority relationships (e.g., control).
In [WJK00a] Wooldridge, Jennings and Kinny propose another definition:
We view an organisation as a collection of roles, that stand in certain relationships to
one another, and that take part in systematic institutionalised patterns of interactions
with other roles.
From these definitions, the following main features of an organisation are inferred:
• An organisation is formed by agents (i.e., individuals) that manifest a particular be-
haviour.
• The overall organisation might be divided into partitions. Such partitions might
overlap. We will refer to these partitions as groups.
• Introduction of the concept of role: Behaviours of agents are functionally related to
the overall organisation activity.
• Agents engage into patterns of activities (that is, dynamic relationships) which might
be classified using a taxonomy of roles, tasks and protocols.
• The different types of behaviours are related through relationships between roles,
tasks and protocols.
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A very important element in organisations is the concept of role. A role can be defined
as the description of an abstract behaviour of agents. A role defines the constraints an
agent has to satisfy in order to obtain it, the benefits the agent will receive when playing
it and the responsibilities associated to that role. The role is also the placeholder for the
description of patterns of interaction agents playing that role will have to perform.
An organisation might be divided in two aspects, the structural aspect and the dynamic
aspect [FGM04]. The structural aspect consists in a partitioning structure and a role struc-
ture. The partitioning structure defines how agents are assembled into groups and how
groups relate to each other. Then, for each group, a role structure is defined, including
the set of roles and their relationships. The dynamic aspect of the organisation defines the
following elements:
• The modalities to create, dissolve, enter groups and play roles.
• How these modalities are applied and how deontic elements (obligations and per-
missions) are controlled.
• How both partitioning and role structures are related to the agent’s behaviour.
1.3 INSTITUTIONS
Institutions are another type of social structure which can be used to define and check for
acceptable behaviour. Institutions are identified by the set of social constraints that govern
both the behaviour and the relationships between members of a society.
1.3.1 Human Institutions
North [Nor90] claims that institutional constraints ease human interaction by shaping
choices and making outcomes predictable. Via these constraints, institutions can become
more complex while keeping reduced interaction costs. Constraints also allow participants
on the institution to act (and expect others to act) according to a list of fixed protocols of
interaction. Institutions can create trust among parties, even when they do not have much
information about each other.
According to North, institutions can be created from scratch and remain static or be con-
tinuously evolving. Institutions can be informal (i.e., defined by informal constraints such
as social conventions and codes of behaviour) or formal (i.e., defined by formal rules, po-
litical and judicial, economic rules or contracts). The purpose of formal rules is to promote
certain kinds of interaction while increasing the cost of undesired kinds of interaction.
1.3.2 Electronic Institutions
Just like in human institutions, in Multi-Agent Systems the lack of information about other
members of an organisation leads to low trust, which can penalize the efficiency of inter-
actions on the organisation. An Electronic Institution [VS03] is the model of an human
institution with a norm specification provided in some machine-readable formalism. The
idea is capturing the essence of an institution (norms and protocols) in a machine process-
able form. Institutions, as norm providers and enforcers, try to solve the following issues
in the context of Multi-Agent Systems:
• Reduce the uncertainty about other agents’ behaviours inside the institution.
• Reduce misunderstanding with a common set of norms governing the interactions
inside the institution.
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• Allow agents to predict the outcome of a certain interaction between the participants
in the institution.
• Simplify the decision making process inside the agents participating in the institution
by reducing the number of possible actions in each particular context.
1.4 NORMS AND NORM-GOVERNED AGENTS
In scenarios where Multi-Agent Systems are applied to systems with an overall holistic
goal, it is not desirable that an agent’s autonomous and emergent behaviour diverges from
the overall goal of the system. In order to limit this agent autonomy and ensure a certain
coherence between the goals of the particular agents and the overall goals of the system,
agent organisations are designed. The institutional interpretation of reality and the rules
of behaviour for the agents within an organisation are described using norms.
Normative Systems are composed of regulative and non-regulative components:
• Regulative rules explain what should happen ideally (e.g., a winner of an auction
will pay for the auctioned product before leaving the auction). Regulative rules are
typically represented in terms of deontic concepts [GAVSD06] such as obligations,
permissions and prohibitions. However, some authors [MBB+11, Sin96] use other
notions such as authorisations or commitments.
• Constitutive rules (also known as counts-as rules) describe ’what counts as what’ in a
given institution. In order words, they are able to transform low level facts perceived
from the environment into high-level interpreted institutional facts. It is important
to note that constitutive rules are relative to a context. As a clear example, raising a
hand in the context of a Japanese auction counts as leaving the auction, effectively
refusing to bid for the product. However, raising a hand in an English auction counts
as making a bid for the product.
Regarding how this set of norms affects agent behaviour, two main lines of though arise
[GAD07]. On the one hand, some authors [GCNRA05] see norms as inflexible restrictions
to agent’s behaviour. Agents will never be able to violate them. On the other hand some
authors [Ald07] see norms as a guide to agent’s choices that agents can choose to follow
or not. Anyway, both lines of thought agree on one fact: norms make the behaviour of the
agents more predictable, effectively reducing the complexity of the system.
In [UBSA10] Artikis et al. define the social state of a Norm Governed system as an ex-
tension of the physical state with social attributes (e.g., sanctions imposed on participants,
norms violated, etc.).
A Normative Multi-Agent System is a set of autonomous agents that must comply to
social norms [BvdTV08, Dig99]. Normative Multi-Agent Systems are typically used to
design electronic institutions. Even though Normative Multi-Agent Systems implementa-
tions are different from one another, the following general characteristics can be identified
[LLLd07]:
• Membership: Agents in a society must be able to deal with norms, but they must
also be able to recognise themselves as part of the system. This social identification
means agents adopt the norms of the society, and by doing so, show their willingness
to comply with these norms.
• Social Pressure: Effective authority can not be exerted if penalties or incentives are
not applied when norms are violated or complied with respectively. This control
must not be an agent’s arbitrary decision, it must be socially accepted.
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• Dynamism. Normative Systems are dynamic by nature. New norms are created and
obsolete norms are abolished. Compliance or non-compliance with norms might
activate other norms and force other agents to react accordingly.
1.5 GOVERNANCE IN DYNAMIC NORMATIVE CONTEXTS
The word governance derives from a Greek verb that means ’to steer’ and implies assuring
that an organisation provides a good pattern of results while avoiding an undesirable pat-
tern of bad circumstances. When governance is applied to Normative Systems results and
circumstances are instantiated into states of the normative environment. Therefore, gov-
ernance on Normative Systems can be seen as checking patterns of states of the normative
environment.
Therefore, one of the requirements when implementing Normative Systems is being able
to assess, at runtime, the state of the normative environment (e.g., a norm has been vio-
lated, a sanction has been fulfilled, etc.). Some existing lines of research (e.g., [ÁNAVSD10]
[OPVS+09]) already try to tackle this issue on some scenarios.
Human legal systems are seldom static. They evolve through time as regulations
change [Fri77] [Hud93], effectively adapting to new situations and behaviours. Typically
regulations will change due to a wide range of factors, some examples are:
• Behavioural changes: Changes in the behaviour or the distribution of the actors
forming the institution. If the institution has an increase on free-raiders or misbehav-
ing actors the regulations and protocols governing it will have to evolve to become
more strict, in order to detect and sanction the non-compliant behaviours. However,
if the actors in the institution are well-behaved the regulations can be relaxed and
minimised in order to improve efficiency.
• Technological advances: New technologies (e.g., electronic cigarettes, e-prescriptions,
etc. ) will typically imply an update on regulations and protocols.
• Social changes: Habits that were widely accepted in the past and are not socially
accepted anymore. For instance, slavery.
• Environmental changes: Actors actions can alter the environment, and therefore
change the set of norms regulating the institution. For example, the pollution of
a water source will imply a change in the regulations and protocols governing the
actors that access the water source.
• Contextual changes: Different institutions have different regulations and protocols.
An actor in transition between different institutions will see a change in the regu-
lations and protocols that apply to him. For instance, a driver travelling through
different countries will find different speed limits along his way.
Therefore, the normative context (that defines the normative environment) will not be
static in many scenarios. It is adapted, and expands and contracts as new norms are added
to the institution and removed from it respectively. As electronic institutions are meant to
mirror the regulations and protocols governing the institution they represent, it is easy to
foresee that some of the electronic normative environments will not be static. Therefore, we
will see electronic normative environments evolving through time as norms are inserted,
removed and updated.
Under this condition, a monitoring system must be able to continue computing the
state of the normative environment at runtime. This is an important feature, because in
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many application domains we can not afford to perform the changes on the normative
context off-line, as we could be missing some important information w.r.t. the normative
contexts. For instance we could be missing a massive amount of norm violations, in case
miss-behaved actors use the off-line period to do their will without being sanctioned. Fur-
thermore, it must be guaranteed that the monitoring system can keep producing states of
the normative environment that are consistent with the changes performed on the norma-
tive context. For instance, if a norm has been removed from the normative context, it does
not make sense anymore to compute normative states where the norm has been violated.
Existing frameworks tend to fail when trying to apply them to dynamic scenarios,
where the set of regulations and protocols governing the system will evolve over time.
In this thesis we aim to tackle this problem, enriching and extending existing lines of re-
search.
1.6 OBJECTIVES
The main objective of this thesis is to formalize and develop an extended normative frame-
work and architecture to cope with scenarios where the normative context is dynamic,
therefore it can expand and contract at runtime. We also aim to meet some requirements
on the normative context update operations:
• The operations are to be performed at runtime, without having to stop computing
the normative state. If we stop observing the actors in the institution to update the
norms, we could be missing some important information w.r.t. the normative state.
For instance, some actors might take advantage of the off-line period and violate
norms without being sanctioned.
• The normative state computed must be consistent with the expansion and contrac-
tion operations. That is, it might not make sense to account for norm violations that
happened before the norm was added to the normative environment. If we remove
a norm, we might have to forget about former norm violations.
• Following the prior requirement, we want our system to be expressive, effectively
providing tools for the legislator or the policy maker to decide how to perform the
updates on the normative context. If the legislator wants to add a norm and account
for norm violations that happened even before the norm was added, we want to
open this possibility. If the legislator wants to remove a norm, and forget about past
norm violations, compensating for the fines agents paid for violating it, we want to
provide this option.
Our goal is to tackle this issue by formally defining the operations to be supported
in order to allow for expanding and contracting the normative context. Then, we take a
base formal framework for norm monitoring and extend it, mainly providing support for
a more expressive norm life cycle.
By fulfilling these objectives, we provide the following contributions:
1. A conceptualization of the extended framework supporting the context update op-
erations.
2. A formal model of the extended framework, focused, but not limited to, the context
update operations.
However, we do not want to stop on the formalization process. Our goal is to imple-
ment a running prototype providing expansion and contraction operations. By providing
the prototype we achieve the following contributions:
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1. The model of an architecture for a normative monitor supporting the context update
operations.
2. A prototype for a norm visualization component for documenting the results of our
research.
Finally, our goal is also to demonstrate our framework by applying it to two use cases:
e-health systems and wastewater management on a river basin. By applying the frame-
work to the use cases, we achieve the following contributions:
1. A model of the agents involved in wastewater management in the river basin. The
model includes both the social and the normative structure.
2. An instantiation of the generic architecture to the river basin scenario.
3. A model of the agents involved in the e-health scenario. The model includes both
the social and the normative structure.
4. An instantiation of the generic architecture to the e-health scenario.
1.7 STRUCTURE OF THIS DOCUMENT
The rest of the document is structured in five chapters and one annex.
Chapter 2 provides an analysis of the state of the art. It mainly covers work on exist-
ing frameworks for computing the normative state of a system. It also includes analysis
on works regarding Normative Systems and existing works on dynamic normative frame-
works. Finally, an analysis of Normative Systems applied to environmental management
and healthcare is provided.
Chapter 3 introduces NoMoDEI, our framework for computing normative states. The
framework effectively allows for performing expansion and contraction operations on a
normative context at runtime, that is, without having to stop the monitoring process. The
chapter starts by introducing an example to motivate norm dynamics. The chapter goes
on by formalising a base framework for monitoring normative contexts. Then, the base
framework is extended by introducing norm dynamics. Norm dynamics are introduced
via the expansion and contraction operations to be supported in order to allow monitoring
dynamic normative contexts. The chapter provides a formal representation of these oper-
ations based on a formal extension of the base framework. The main extension is defining
a more expressive norm life-cycle. Then we proceed to provide a particular instantia-
tion of our formal framework. The chapter goes on by providing the formal algorithms
for supporting expansion and contraction operations. Special care is put into ensuring the
normative states computed after any operation are consistent. All the algorithms proposed
on this section are formal and generic, ready to be applied to any particular instantiation
(i.e., implementation) of the formal method for computing normative states we use as ba-
sis. Then, the chapter provides an architectural design that includes the definition of the
different components in the architecture including interfaces for norm update, monitoring
components (with special emphasis on the monitor’s knowledge base) and institutional
agents. The architectural definition is abstract enough so as to be able to instantiate it
with a variety of technical solutions. Then, the chapter instantiates the formal algorithms
for supporting expansion and contraction operations, providing implementations details.
The chapter also provides an instantiation of the architecture, with particular technological
solutions selected for the different components. Finally, conclusions are drawn.
Chapter 4 provides an application scenario based on wastewater management in a river
basin. The scenario covers all aspects of the formalisation and implementation of the
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framework, and a justification of the advantages provided by it on a scenario where norms
can simplify operational management, but where adaptation to changing and unexpected
situations requires using the framework presented in this document. The chapter provides
a wide example of our framework, covering all the normative components it provides and
all the possible operations on norms it supports.
Chapter 5 provides an application scenario based on e-health. The scenario covers all
aspects of the formalisation and implementation of the framework, and a justification of
the advantages provided by it on a highly regulated scenario, but where adaptation to
changing technological and social contexts requires using the framework presented in this
document. The chapter provides interesting examples of the application of our framework,
such as the option of using sanctions as rewards, the utility of retroactive promulgation of
norms and the usage of constitutive norms as an abstraction layer.
Then, Chapter 6 summarizes this document, including conclusions drawn from each
chapter. The chapter includes a small section justifying the relevance of the work presented
to Artificial Intelligence. It includes an analysis on the accomplishment of the objectives
pursued by the thesis. Finally, it presents future lines of research.
Finally, Annex A contains an in-depth analysis of two lines of work for norm monitoring
that have influenced the framework presented in Chapter 3.

CHAPTER 2
State of the art
This chapter contains an analysis of the relevant state of the art in the scope of our proposal.
It covers both, state of the art for the framework that we propose and state of the art for
the applications of our framework to real world scenarios.
The first two sections of the chapter (§2.1 and §2.2) are devoted to relevant works in
the literature that can be applied to any domain. They are works directly related to the
framework we propose in this PhD thesis. The first two sections introduce some relevant
works on Norms and norm monitoring systems on §2.1. They go on with a deep analysis
of two formal frameworks for norm monitoring in §2.1.6 and §2.1.7. The next step is §2.2
an analysis on support for Dynamic Normative Contexts.
The following two sections of the chapter (§2.3 and §2.4) introduce domain specific
works applied to environmental management and healthcare. They are relevant for the
application of the framework we propose to our test scenarios. In §2.3 we introduce an
analysis on Normative Systems for environmental management scenarios in general and
wastewater treatment scenarios in particular. The next section §2.4 introduces an analysis
on Normative Systems applied to health care scenarios.
Finally, discussion on the analysis of the state of the art is provided in §2.5.
2.1 NORMS AND MONITORING SYSTEMS
One of the requirements when implementing Normative Systems is being able to assess,
at runtime, the state of the normative environment. Although there are many works in
the literature that refer to Norms and Nomative Systems, this section will focus on works
presenting relevant information regarding norm monitoring.
2.1.1 Social Power and Norms
In her PhD thesis Fabiola López y López [LL03] studies the impact of social power and
norms on agent behaviour. In this work, among other things, she performs an interesting
analysis of norm dynamics. She states that norms are not a static concept, there are several
processes started by norms in which different agents can be involved. The state of a norm
can be inferred from these processes.
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Figure 2.1: Norm transitions in Lopez y Lopez’s Norm Life Cycle
Indeed one of the most interesting concepts defined in her work, regarding the scope
of this proposal, is the definition of the transitions between one state of the norm and the
following state. Such transitions form the norm life-cycle, and are depicted in Figure 2.1
and are defined as follows:
• Issue: Legislators issue a norm. Legislators are institutional agents, that is, either
agents connected to a graphical interface and controlled by users or autonomous
software agents introducing norms in the system autonomously.
• Spread: The norm is spread among the participants in the institution via direct or
indirect communication mechanisms.
• Adoption: Adoption of the norm by addressee agents takes place. By adoption,
agents express its willingness to fulfill the norm as a way of being part of the so-
ciety.
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• Activation: Once a norm has been adopted it remains inactive until its applicability
condition is satisfied.
• Dismissal: Exception states can be defined where agents are not obliged to com-
ply with some norms (norms in dismissal state) and therefore, such norms can be
ignored.
• Compliance: Whenever addressee agents comply with a norm, it reaches a compli-
ance state.
• Reward: After a norm is complied with, a reward can be offered. However, since
agents responsible for the application of rewards have limited perception it is pos-
sible that the compliance of a norm remains unnoticed and, therefore, no reward is
offered even when the design of the norm states a reward is to be offered if the norm
is complied with.
• Violation: Whenever addressee agents violate a norm, it reaches a violation state.
• Punishment: After a norm is violated, offenders are punished.
• Non-punishment: Since agents responsible for the application of punishments have
limited perception it is possible that the violation of a norm remains unnoticed and,
therefore, offenders are not punished.
• Modification: Legislators modify a norm. The norm goes to spread state and the
modification is spread among the participants in the institution via direct or indirect
communication mechanisms.
• Abolition: Legislators abolish a norm, effectively removing its legal effects. The
norm goes to spread state and the abolition is spread among the participants in the
institution via direct or indirect communication mechanisms.
In general, the definition of norm transitions presented in Fabiola’s work seems expres-
sive and rich. The idea of adopting such norm transition definition in the work we propose
looks promising.
However Lopez y Lopez’s work focuses on studying impact of social power and norms
on agent behaviour, without providing means to monitor and observe this behaviour, ef-
fectively putting it in contrast with the norms.
2.1.2 Opera and Opera+
In [Dig04] [DWX02] Dignum et al. present Opera, a framework and methodology for agent
societies that specifies the steps to design and develop an agent-based system in the scope
of a particular domain. The methodology takes the organisational perspective as a start-
ing point, effectively accounting for the influence of the social organisation model on the
functionality and objectives of an agent society. The idea is creating a general framework
based on an organisational view that can complement and be complemented by existing
agent-based design methodologies. This will effectively contribute to the acceptance of
agent-based solutions by real world organisations and give answer to the following devel-
opment challenges, as introduced in [Syc98]:
• How to engineer Multi-Agent Systems that are practical and applicable to real world
scenarios?
• How to decompose complex problems into simple tasks and allocate these tasks to
individual agents?
• How to coordinate agent control and communication?
• How to coordinate agent capabilities so agents act in a coherent manner?
• How to include other agents and the state of the coordination into agent’s reasoning
process?
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• How to detect and solve conflicting goals between collaborating agents?
The motivation of taking the agent paradigm [Wei99b] as starting point is that it pro-
vides a natural and easy way to view and characterise intelligent systems. As intelligence
is deeply coupled with social interactions, Multi-Agent Systems provide insights about the
interactions between intelligent beings, as they organise themselves into social structures
(e.g., groups, societies, etc.) in order to achieve their individual and common objectives.
In general, Multi-Agent Systems represent the interactions between agents and are the vir-
tual counterpart of societies and organisations typically found in the real world. Therefore,
the methodology proposed in Opera simplifies the design of the system by reducing the
distance between the electronic organisation and the real world organisation it models.
Previous works, tackle the aspect of coordination in Multi-Agent Systems by consider-
ing technical aspects related to coordination and planning. The Opera methodology goes
further by taking into account the implications of the coordination model for the Multi-
Agent System architecture and design method.
Figure 2.2: Opera coordination models and facilitation services
The coordination model depends on the topology of the organisation represented by
the Multi-Agent System. An organisation is a specific solution created by autonomous
actors to achieve common goals. Social interaction emerges from a set of negotiated social
norms and is regulated by mechanisms of social control. The way a society organises
and balances its objectives is effectively reflected in the coordination model. For instance,
when transaction costs are high (e.g., uncertainty or unpredictability of events, transactions
require specific or expensive investments, the risk of opportunistic behaviour of patterns is
high, etc.) societies tend to choose a hierarchical coordination model, tightly controlling the
transaction process. However, if transactions costs are low (e.g., straightforward and non-
repetitive) market coordination models are the optimal choice. Finally, if transactions are
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highly dependent on the different actors of the organisation and coupled to coordination
rules and norms, a network coordination model is the optimal choice. Figure 2.2 shows
a classification of the different coordination models along with the facilitation services
supporting them.
In markets, agents are self-interested, following their own goals and preferring freedom
of association over security and trust. Facilitation services offered by the institution are
limited to matchmaking. Matchmakers keep track of agents in the system, knowing their
needs (demand) and capabilities (supply) and mediate in the process of matching demand
and supply of services. Matchmakers can also provide reputation mechanisms by building
confidence to their customers and offering some guarantees to the agents using them. In
case ways to value the services exchanged are required (e.g., for determining profit and
fairness) banking and currency facilities can also be provided.
Network organisations are built around general patterns of interaction known as con-
tracts. Coordination between agents is highly dependent on clear communication patterns
and social norms. Agents in network societies are willing to trade some freedom for en-
hanced security and trust. Facilitation services include gatekeepers, notaries and monitor-
ing agents. Gatekeepers accept and introduce new agents into the market, informing them
about the capabilities of the market and negotiating the terms of a social contract between
the new agent and the members of the market. Notaries keep track of collaboration con-
tracts between the agents, mediating in disputes. Monitoring agents (typically consisting
in trusted third parties) check agent actions (typically by looking at their states) and im-
pose sanctions if undesirable states of the world are reached (e.g., an agent not paying for
a service).
Hierarchical organisations are typically composed of altruist agents willing to con-
tribute to a common global goal. Facilitation services assume the global control of the
society and mediate between the agents and the world outside the institution. For this,
controller and interface agents are defined. Controllers monitor and orient the overall per-
formance of the organisation, coordinating the actions of the autonomous agents (whose
perspective and actions are typically local) and aligning them with holistic goals. Interface
agents regulate the communication between the agents in the institution and the outside
world.
The Opera methodology defines the following levels, providing increasing refinement
of the resulting system into a more structured and precise form:
• Coordination: determines a coordination structure for the domain and designs a co-
ordination model based on market, network or hierarchical architectures. Table 2.1
summarizes the models available and their properties.
• Environment: based on the coordination model selected in the previous step, de-
scribes the interaction between the organisation and the environment where it oper-
ates. Includes a description of the expected functionality of the society, that is, what
the society is intended to do or produce as output.
• Behaviour: describes the intended behaviour of the organisation in terms of roles
and agent interaction patterns. Is concerned only with a high level description of
agents and their goals.
• Agent: introduces the internal architecture of the agents in terms of requirements for
communication, action, interface and reasoning. Provides agents in the organisation
with the capability of performing their own task and interacting between them.
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Market Network Hierarchy
Society Goal Service Ex-
change
Collaboration Service produc-
tion
Agent Auton-
omy
High Medium Low
Agent Goals Individual Both Global
Relation forms Negotiation
Protocol
Defined by soci-
ety norms
Fixed workflow
Communication
Capability of
agents
Based on stan-
dards
Defined by soci-
ety norms
Fixed on design
Interface to en-
vironment
Open for agents
with identifica-
tion
Admittance
procedure
Closed for
agents, open
for data via
interface agents
Table 2.1: Coordination Models
The Opera+ methodology [JDT12] extends Opera for describing collaboration relation-
ships in inter-organizational partnerships. Inter-organizational collaboration will typically
take place in complex, dynamic and unpredictable environments. If agents require to anal-
yse the overall setup and decide on their participation, regulating structures should be
represented explicitly. Furthermore, they should be represented independently from the
acting components and at different levels of abstraction. The idea of the Opera+ method-
ology is to specify different types of components in a common model creating the opacity
inter-organizational systems require, and at the same time making it easier for actors to
understand their partnerships.
Inter-organizational interactions are represented in two dimensions. The specification
dimension depicts the regulating structures in terms of connected roles and organisations.
It focuses on the objectives to be achieved in inter-organizational collaboration. The enact-
ment dimension presents the acting components in terms of agents enacting the roles. It
focuses on which role achieves what objectives.
The Opera+ methodology refines roles into atomic and composite roles. Each compos-
ite role refers to a unique organization at a lower level in the hierarchy which elaborates the
objective of the composite role into fine-grained roles. This refinement will effectively pro-
vide more information and define more constraints on how to accomplish the objectives.
Atomic roles are not further specified, providing an abstraction layer over agent enact-
ment. Therefore, an atomic role can be enacted by any type of agent, whereas a composite
role presents two main options:
1. Be directly enacted by a composite agent, as long as the internal organisation of the
agent matches the one of the composite role.
2. Be indirectly enacted by a set of independent agents, where each of them is enacting
a sub-role.
Regarding the relation between agents and roles, each agent can enact one or more
roles, as long as the capabilities of the agent meet the requirements of the role. Further-
more, an agent enacting a role is allowed to further extend the role specification according
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to its own requirements and functionalities, which may not be completely known in ad-
vance.
Finally, a particular specification can cover multiple role enactments. For each enact-
ment, a set of agents enacting the role in the specification is defined. Some of the agents
may have their own internal understanding of the objectives of the role they enact. There-
fore, agents can effectively extend the inherited specification according to their own capa-
bilities. This allows agents to further refine the specification to better achieve their objec-
tives. Furthermore, it also provides a balance between autonomy and conformity.
The Opera methodology provides support for normative structures (specially focused
on network coordination models) via monitoring agents. Market coordination models also
support normative frameworks via contracts and negotiation protocols. Hierarchical mod-
els lack a normative framework due to the their tightly controlled nature, where agents
trade autonomy for trust and security. Being a generic methodology, Opera does not pro-
vide details about the structure or architecture of these normative frameworks. However,
the methodology does not specify support for norm dynamics. Regarding the Opera+
methodology, it focuses only on structural aspects, leaving the normative issues for future
work.
We consider our approach can benefit from the Opera methodology in order to define
the social structure underlying to our normative structure (e.g., roles affected by the norms)
and the Opera methodology can be effectively extended with a dynamic normative frame-
work for supporting evolving institutions, that change as the topology of the agent society
evolves when groups of agents enter or leave the organisation. For instance, we can have
a initial set of agents aiming for autonomy on a market coordination model and evolve
to a hierarchical model as the society changes when new (non-trustworthy) agents enter
the system. Both the method to trigger a change in the coordination model and how to
support this change are out of the scope of this document, but we can effectively provide a
method to make the normative framework present in the methodology evolve when social
changes happen.
2.1.3 Autonomy vs. Conformity
In his PhD thesis [Ald07] Huib Aldewereld presents a scenario where autonomous agents
decide weather or not share information (privacy sensitive information) based on the ap-
plicability of local norms. This scenario arises the need for a global frame of enforcement
for the global norms. In other words, local agents (each of them bound to local procedures
and rules) have to adhere to global regulations. It has to be checked that information trans-
actions are not in conflict with the global laws, and this check has to be performed on real-
time. Most software and even agent design methodologies see these global regulations as
extra requirements on the analysis phase. The result: the regulations are hard-coded into
the software or the agents themselves. Therefore, if the regulations change, it becomes
very hard to track all the changes required in the implementation, as there is no explicit
representation of the regulations (e.g., in form of norms).
The alternative is to have an explicit representation of norms. That is, an electronic
institution. As introduced in §1.3 an electronic institution is an entity defining a set of
norms over the individuals participating in the institution. Electronic institutions provide
a safe environment effectively mediating the interactions of the individuals participating
in it. Such mediation is achieved by expressing the expected behaviour of agents by means
of an explicit specification of the norms. However, according to Aldewereld, introducing
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electronic institutions in highly regulated domains usually requires to solve issues related
to:
• Abstractness of human regulations.
• Lack of operational information.
• Implementation of norm enforcement from an institutional perspective.
In his thesis, Aldewereld tackles these problems by introducing a framework to make the
connection between the norms and the agent practice explicit. Both the normative specifi-
cation and the procedure (i.e., protocols that agents can use to achieve common tasks) of an
electronic institution are derived from the laws and regulations that govern the domain.
Some form of enforcement is required to ensure none of the agents participating in the
electronic institution break the laws and regulations that govern the domain. Aldewereld
proposes two options for performing this enforcement:
• Restricting the agents to a specific set of procedures that is known to be norm-
compliant.
• Monitoring the behaviour of the agents and punishing them in case they violate a
norm.
Aldewereld argues the later holds more benefits since restricting the agents to pre-defined
behaviours restricts their autonomy and only enables them to act via procedures defined
beforehand. This effectively negates the agent’s capacity to handle new and unforeseen
situations. However, this requires the implementation of an active norm enforcement sys-
tem based on the detection of violations, and reaction to such violations. This can be hard
because of the abstractness of the norms and the lack of operational information in them.
Therefore, Aldewereld tries to tackle this issue by introducing a formal representation of
norms based on a representation in deontic logic. Annotations including all the opera-
tional information necessary to implement the norms from an institutional perspective are
included.
A semi-automatic procedure for translating the specifications given by the norms into
particular patterns that can be used to create interaction protocols is provided. This is
because, introducing protocols for an institution provides agents with a default manner
to achieve certain common tasks without having to take the norms into notion (as they
know beforehand the protocols are norm-compliant). The procedure is achieved by intro-
ducing an intermediate level of landmarks between the norms and the practice where the
landmarks express the important immediate steps any protocol should contain. This way,
agents know that following a protocol, by the letter, they will never break any norm.
By putting together active norm enforcement and the design of norm-compliant pro-
tocols for electronic institutions, Aldewereld is able to create a framework that links laws
(expressed in a normative specification) to the agent practice. The framework takes the first
steps needed in order to cover the most important aspects of institutional design. Aldew-
ereld assess the implementation of norms, as proposed in his framework by the creation
of an active norm enforcement procedure, ensures a good balance between autonomy and
conformity of the agents participating in the electronic institution.
However, the framework does not propose mechanisms for norm dynamics. Even if
the framework is able to cope with normative changes by dropping the current institution
and creating a new one (with the new set of norms) it is unable to cope with changes in the
norms seamlessly. When changing norms the transition between the old institution and
the new one may cause some consistency problems in the set of norms, for instance norm
violations may be lost when transitioning between institutions.
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2.1.4 Designing Invisible Handcuffs
In his PhD thesis [Gro07] Davide Grossi develops a precise view of institutions and or-
ganisations and how events can be interpreted to conform an institutional reality. Grossi
states that institutions are Normative Systems, and Normative Systems impose terminolo-
gies which are defined by means of constitutive rules. Normative Systems define contexts
(sets of situations that can be ordered from concrete to abstract) which make the rules of
the Normative System true. The idea is providing a way to make institutions and organi-
sations formal and therefore visible in some way.
In his work, Grossi analyses the differences between constitutive and regulative norms.
• Counts-as statements are statements talking about institutions, which are viewed as
terminologies defining contexts. Counts-as rules can express:
– What logically forms a given terminology (classificatory counts-as).
– What logically follows from a given terminology which does not hold in general
(proper classificatory count-as).
– Which axioms does the terminology contain (constitutive counts-as).
• Regulative rules can be seen as special types of constitutive rules. They define the
concept of violation for a given institution.
Grossi defines organisations as structures laid upon the set of roles of the organisation.
The structure has a direct impact on the activities of the agents enacting the roles of the
organisation. In particular, links between roles define the following information:
• Stablish what activities can be performed by the agents, in the sense links between
roles define what kind of system transitions are possible and under which conditions
in a given Multi-Agents System.
• Specify what kind of effects can be determined by the performance of certain activi-
ties by the agents enacting the roles at issue. Such effects can be institutional (there-
fore they depend on the being in force of the set of constitutive rules) or mentalistic
(certain speech acts that, when successfully performed, will change the mental state
of the receiver).
• Formal properties of the structure formed by the link between roles can effectively
derive performance, robustness, flexibility and efficiency metrics.
In his work, Grossi already outlines the necessity to tackle the issue of norm implemen-
tantion from a game-theoric perspective (by using implementation theory and mechanism
design). The idea is to:
• Understand how a set rules can be implemented on a society of agents via appropri-
ate mechanisms.
• Evaluate the impact of different sets of rules implemented by different mechanisms
on the same society.
This would effectively provide norm designers with tools to better understand the impact
of sets of norms on the to-be-regulated society, effectively improving the quality of the
legislative action.
However, there are neither implementations nor tools supporting Grossi’s language
and mechanisms.
2.1.5 Efficient Norm Monitoring Frameworks
This subsection analyses some proposals for improving the efficiency of production sys-
tems and norm monitoring systems.
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In [UBSA10] Visara Urovi, Stefano Bromuri, Kostas Stathis and Alexander Artikis
present a formal framework with an associate run-time support infrastructure that is able
to compute physically possible and permitted actions at each point of time. The frame-
work is also able to apply sanctions that should be applied to violations of prohibitions.
In order to provide run-time support, a specific version of Event Calculus with support
for efficient temporal reasoning is selected. The framework can be distributed in order to
support real-time computation of the physical and social states. The main idea is describ-
ing a Multi-Agent System as two concurrent and inter-connected composite structures that
evolve over time. One represents the physical environment and the other represents the
social environment. In order to be able to compute both of them at run-time, the frame-
work is able to distribute the environments in different computational resources.
The framework presented in this work is exemplified using an open packet world prob-
lem. In such problem, agents are located in a grid-like world (e.g., formed by an 8× 8 grid)
and pick coloured packets, delivering them on the delivery posts of the same colour. As
agents have a limited view of the grid, they need to collaborate in order to solve the prob-
lem in an efficient way. Such collaboration is achieved by agents placing flags in particular
locations. Such flags let other agents know that a particular area has been explored and,
therefore, has no packets left. Agents compete among them, as points are assigned to every
agent based on the number of packets he has delivered. Therefore, cheating agents might
try to obstruct other agents by placing flags in non-explored areas, fooling other agents
into thinking there are no more packets left in the area. As these actions result in a loss of
efficiency of the society of agents (one can easily see the average time to pick all the pack-
ets increases if fake flags are placed) norms are introduced in order to prevent agents from
using these techniques. Whenever an agent puts a flag in an unexplored area, his points
are reduced.
The usage of norms implies a computational process must be used for detecting cheat-
ing agents and applying the corresponding sanctions. This approach fulfils this require-
ment by implementing a component known as Social Calculator. This component encapsu-
lates the state of the physical environment, and access it in order to check for violations.
Then, extends the state of the physical environment by storing detected violations, effec-
tively building up a normative environment. The social calculator can also answer agent
queries about their permissions at a specific point of time. The idea is distributing the state
of a particular environment into sub-states. Each of them will have its particular com-
putational resource supporting a local social calculator component. For instance, a 8 × 8
grid representing the world can be divided into four 4 × 4 grids. Procedures for sharing
the normative environment on border areas are described in the approach as well. Finally
some performance tests are executed to show that distributing the normative state allows
for larger-scale (in this case, with more agents) Multi-Agent Systems with norms.
In [Che93] Albert Mo King Cheng explores parallel execution as an approach to achieve
higher execution speeds in rule-based systems. This approach is specially suited for do-
mains requiring high performance and real-time response. When rule-based systems are
used to monitor and control real-time systems the ability to meet stringent response times
constraints is as important as the ability to produce correct results. In particular, this
approach focuses on demonstrating how rule-firing parallelism can be automatically ex-
tracted from a rule-based system by analysing the source code. Rule-firing parallelism
consists in firing non interfering rules in parallel. Cheng applies his approach to the EQL
rule firing language, which contains rules with the typical left-hand side and right-hand
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side format.
Cheng’s approach is based on building a High Level Dependency Graph from the set of
rules contained in the source code of the program. Cheng formally ensures the process
of building the graph can be performed in a bounded amount of time. Cheng starts by
defining the concept of rule dependency. Formally:
Definition 1 (Rule Dependency)
Given two disjoint set of rules S and Q, a predicate for querying the elements in the right part
of the rule R and the analogue predicate for the left part of the rule L:
S is independent from Q if the following conditions hold:
• LS ∪ LQ = ∅
• Rules in Q do not potentially enable rules in S. That is: RS ∪ LQ = ∅
2
Once the concept of rule dependency has been formalized, Cheng models the set of
rules as a graph. Every rule is a node. There is an edge between two nodes if the rules
representing them are not independent as defined above. Then, a Strongly Connected Com-
ponent analysis is performed, finding the Strongly Connected Components (denoted as SCC
from now on) in the system. Please, notice this process has effectively created clusters of
dependent rules. The High Level Dependency Graph is the graph containing as nodes the
different Strongly Connected Components detected and edges among nodes whenever rules
in the components are dependent. Finally, for deciding whether two rules can be fired
in parallel or not, the High Level Dependency Graph can be effectively queried for checking
whether two given norms belong to the SCC or not.
In [GFK+88] Anoop Gupta et al. explore very fine-grained parallelism for achieving
significant speed-ups on the OPS5 production system implementation. Gupta states that
when trying to perform such optimizations one must be very careful with resulting over-
heads, otherwise, overheads might nullify the gain achieved by the optimization. The
optimization is based on a Rete Match algorithm [For82], a data-flow network able to sig-
nificantly speed-up the match phase on production systems. The idea is, first exploiting
the fact that only a small fraction of the working memory changes every cycle by storing
results from match in previous cycles and reusing them in future cycles. Then exploit-
ing the similarity between condition elements of production rules to effectively reduce the
number of tests that have to be performed during a matching phase.
In order to support the parallelism, Gupta defines a control process and N match pro-
cesses. The control process is responsible for conflict resolution, handling input/output
and evaluating the right-hand side of the rules. It also starts the match process and com-
putes working memory changes with respect to the last execution cycle. As soon as the
first working memory change is detected, information about that change is passed to the
match processes that start to work. When the last match process finishes, the control pro-
cess performs conflict resolution, and is ready to start the next cycle. Regarding the match
process, the idea is divide the match in independently schedulable units of work known
as tasks and execute them in parallel.
In [LE80] Lesser and Erman present a new model for organizing distributed systems.
In this model, the distributed system is able to function effectively even if particular pro-
cessing nodes have inconsistent or incomplete views of the information required for their
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computation. Lesser and Erman apply their model to the area of interpretation systems,
that accept a set of simple signals from an environment and produce higher level descrip-
tions of the events in the environment. The idea is developing an architecture able to
allocate processing resources at the sensor sites requiring only limited communication be-
tween the processors. It is proposed as a solution able to provide real-time response and
reliability on environments requiring the use of limited communication bandwidth.
Their main idea is to search for a general solution by the incremental aggregation of
partial solutions. The aggregation process is able to effectively solve errors and uncertainty
derived from inconsistent or incomplete local views of the information required for solving
the problem.
Lesser and Erman apply their model to the speech understanding software Hearsay-II
[EHRLR80]. Each computational node will be a completely functional Hearsay-II system,
but will have access only to a particular segment of the speech input data of the utterance.
Neighbouring nodes cooperatively generate an interpretation of the complete utterance by
sharing partial interpretations based on their local views.
The Hearsay-II system allows for interpretations to be built by combining partial inter-
pretations derived from different knowledge modules known as knowledge sources. The ar-
chitecture’s design allows for both collaborative and competitive problem solving among
the different knowledge sources. First the set of all possible partial interpretations defines
a search space. The more alternative hypothesis generated by the different knowledge
sources, the larger the fraction of the space that is searched. Then, a subset of the existing
partial interpretations is selected for extension. At this step, the resulting extended partial
interpretations compete for selection with those previously generated. On the one hand
the system tries to focus quickly on information that constraints the search in order to pre-
vent combinatoric explosions of the search space. On the other hand, promising tentative
decisions can be made and reused later when new information is available. In general,
three requirements must be satisfied in order to effectively use this approach for problem
solving:
• Sufficiency of knowledge: Knowledge able to generate some sequences of partial
interpretations that culminate in a correct complete interpretation.
• Sufficiency of credibility evaluation: The credibility function that chooses what par-
tial interpretation to expand must be able to rate higher correct complete interpreta-
tions than incorrect complete interpretations.
• Sufficiency of control strategy: The system must be able to find a correct complete
interpretation within the bounds of the computational resources allocated to the task.
When applying his model for distributed systems to the Hearsay-II system Lesser ends-
up with a system with the following characteristics:
• There is a network of systems (network nodes), and each of them is able to perform
significant local processing in a self directed way. For instance, if a node does not
receive a given piece of information in a limited amount of time, it is able to continue
processing, using whatever information is available to it.
• The parts of the problem a particular node is responsible for working on is known as
area of interest. It is defined by the information it needs and produces. Areas of inter-
est in different nodes overlap. Therefore, the local knowledge base of a node might
be inconsistent with respect to the knowledge bases of neighbouring nodes. Nodes,
however, are able to resolve the uncertainty in this information using an iterative
asynchronous interchange of partial tentative results.
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• Control of cooperation among the nodes is decentralized and implicit in the au-
tonomous behaviours of the individual nodes. Each node will use its local estimation
of the state of the problem for controlling its processing (i.e., which fraction of the lo-
cal search space to expand) and the transmission of information to another nodes.
As the overall solution is constructed via incremental aggregation (putting together mutu-
ally consistent information) incorrect partial solutions are automatically discarded during
this process, as they will naturally contain non consistent information. This will effectively
allow the distributed system to reduce the impact of incorrect decisions caused by incom-
plete and inconsistent local information. Finally, defining problem solving as a search
process implies exploring many alternative partial solutions. These searches can be effec-
tively carried out in parallel in different network nodes. This parallelism implies there are
multiple paths from where the solution can be derived. So, it is possible to over-pass er-
rors that would be considered as fatal errors in conventional problem solving systems (e.g,
process getting stuck in local maxima).
2.1.6 Towards a Formalisation of Electronic Contracting Environments
One line of work regarding norm monitoring which is of special interest for our proposal is
the one presented by Nir Oren et al. [OPVS+09] when defining a formal representation for
electronic contracts. This section provides a brief summary on Oren’s approach. A more
detailed description can be found in §A.1.
In their work Oren et al. present a formal representation of contracts that focuses on the
specification of clauses by a model of norms. The model supports both constitutive and
declarative1 norms. Within this model, a norm is associated with a status, that changes as
the environment (either the physical environment or the normative one) changes. A nor-
mative environment is defined. It can be used to track the status of a set of norms through
their life cycle and to describe predicates to evaluate norm’s status. Such predicates are
used by agents to evaluate and reason about the status of norms. Furthermore, the predi-
cates can be used by agents to predict how their actions are going to affect the normative
environment. The applicability of their framework to real world domains is proved by
showing an example where the execution of a contract, taken from a real world problem,
is monitored.
Oren et al. motivate their work on the appearance of web-services and the need to
regulate interactions between them. According to them, this fact highlights the desirability
of fully automated contracting. Fully automated contracting formalization requires the
following properties:
• Ability to describe the contract on a machine interpretable way
• Ability to describe the contract on a form over which inference may be performed
• Techniques for automatically generating and enforcing contracts
• Protocols allowing agents to create and modify contracts
Oren et al. define contracts as normative documents, able to impose a set of requirements
on agent behaviour. Such requirements come in the form of actions the agent may under-
take and states of the world (i.e., environment) the agent should or should not allow to
occur. Normative components are formalized based on deontic logic, with a special focus
on tracking the changing state of norms. For instance, tracking when the norm is active
(that is, the norm has a normative force on an agent) and when the norm has been violated.
1Oren’s declarative norms correspond to the regulative norms in our framework, as we will introduce in §3.3
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It must be remarked that in this later case, they consider a violated norm can be unviolated.
At the same time, They define norms as socially derived prescriptions specifying some
sets of agents (known as the norm’s targets) must perform some action or see to it that
some state of the world is met. Norms are imposed on the target by some entity (known
as norm’s imposer). Imposer is granted (typically by the society) some power to impose the
norm by imposing penalties on agents violating a norm. Oren et al. impose the following
restrictions on the contracting domain in which he operates:
• The model should allow for determining if a violation took place. If it did, which
agent was responsible for causing the violation.
• Support for norm verification. That is, determining weather conflicts between norms
occur, and weather a norm could be complied with (never, sometimes or always).
• Agents should be able to use the normative model to support their reasoning process,
effectively deciding which action they should undertake.
• Norms must be able to cope with conditions based on the state of another norms,
and specially, norm violations.
• The model must be extensible, allowing for different knowledge representations and
reasoning mechanisms to make use of it.
Oren et al. consider norms to have normative force only in particular situations. Norms
that do not apply to a situation are considered abstract and are instantiated when their acti-
vation condition holds. An instantiated norm remains active until a specific expiration condi-
tion holds true, then the norm does not have normative force any longer. They distinguish
between two different norm types, obligations and permissions. Finally, it defines a norma-
tive goal, used to specify when the norm is violated (in the case of obligations) or what the
agent is allowed to do (in the case on permissions). Please note that additional norm types
can be created from the original norm types. For instance, a prohibition is an obligation
with a negated normative goal.
However, the framework does not introduce mechanisms to update the set of clauses in
a contract. Intuitively in case the clauses in a contract are updated, the actual contract can
be removed, adding a new contract with the modified clauses. However, in order to apply
this mechanism, procedures to ensure the consistency of the normative environment must
be applied. For instance, what happens if the old contract has been violated? Do violations
hold in the new one? Lacking these procedures, Oren’s approach does not fit perfectly in
scenarios where contracts can evolve and be modified over time.
2.1.7 Normative Monitoring: Semantics and Implementation
One of the lines of work regarding norm monitoring which is of special relevance for our
proposal is the one presented by Sergio Alvarez-Napagao et al. [ÁNAVSD10]. They present
a formalism for the monitoring of regulative (deontic) and substantive (constitutive) norms
based on Structural Operational Semantics and a reduction to Production Systems semantics.
This section provides a brief summary on Alvarez-Napagao et al. approach. A more de-
tailed description can be found in §A.2.
Alvarez-Napagao et al. state that literature on the topic of Normative Systems is grow-
ing rapidly, and many approaches are being presented. However, most of these ap-
proaches lack a proper implementation of the ontological connection between brute events
and institutional facts.
They justify the need of mechanisms where normative specifications can be added to
the agent’s knowledge base at run-time and be practically used in the agents’ reasoning.
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This would allow agents to be able to interpret institutional facts from brute ones (by using
constitutive norms to decide if a given brute fact counts as a given institutional fact on a
particular context) and to decide what ought to be done (by using regulative norms to
change the normative environment from an unacceptable state to a an acceptable one).
Alvarez-Napagao et al. propose using production systems to build a norm monitoring
mechanism that can be used by agents to perceive the normative state of their environ-
ment. The same system can be used by the environment (e.g., in the form of institutional
agents) to detect non desirable states of the world (e.g., norm violations) and enforce ac-
tions that will return the world to a normal state (e.g., sanctions and repair actions). Their
basic idea is that an agent can configure, at a practical level, the production system at run-
time abstract organisational specifications and sets of counts-as rules. Basically, in their ap-
proach, the detection of normative states is a passive procedure consisting in monitoring
past events and checking them against a set of active norms. By using a forward-chaining
rule engine, events will automatically trigger the normative state without requiring a de-
sign on how to do it .
One of the most interesting features in Alvarez-Napagao et al. approach is being able to
decouple the normative state monitoring from the agent reasoning. This allows for easily
implementing third party and facilitator agents that are capable of observing, monitoring
and reporting normative state change or even enforcing behaviour in the organisation. For
this to be achieved the following elements are required:
• A direct syntactic translation from norms to rules.
• A logic implemented in an engine that is consistent with the process to be accom-
plished.
However, the monitoring mechanism does not account for norm change. In case norms
are updated, the current monitoring process can be stopped and a new monitor started,
accounting for the new set of norms. However, it may cause the system to stop observ-
ing the social reality while the monitor transition is performed, and in some scenarios we
can not afford to stop observing the social reality even for a brief amount of time. For
instance, if we take this approach, miss-behaving actors may take advantage of the situ-
ation and violate norms massively, as the system is transitioning between monitors and
therefore unable to observe these norm violations and sanction them. Furthermore, this
procedure would require communication between the old and the new monitor for com-
municating the normative state (e.g., which norms have been violated) and techniques to
perform this exchange of information have not been introduced in Alvarez-Napagao’s ap-
proach. Therefore, even if the approach is suited for static normative contexts it must be
extended in order to support dynamic ones.
2.2 DYNAMIC NORMATIVE CONTEXTS
Just like in human legal systems, it is easy to foresee that electronic normative environ-
ments must not be static, but will have to change and evolve through time, as regulations
change to adapt to new situations and behaviours. Furthermore, as seen in §1.4, dynamism
is one of the characteristics of Normative Systems.
That is one of the main reasons why there is already some work regarding dynamic nor-
mative contexts. This section will analyse some of the most relevant approaches regarding
the scope of this proposal.
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2.2.1 Changing Legal Systems: Abrogation and Annulment
In [GR08a, GR08b] Governatori et al. explore alternatives for modelling abrogation and
annulment operations on Normative Systems. Their work aims at contributing to create a
model for capturing norm change in Normative Systems by taking some steps in this di-
rection: exploring the notion of legal modification. Legal modification is the way in which
human law systems implement norm dynamics. Governatori et al. focus on explicit law
modifications that modify the system by specifying why and how existing norms should
be modified. To do so, they start by studying the concepts of derogation and annulment:
• Annulment: Makes a norm invalid and removes it from the legal system. It applies
ex tunc effectively preventing the norm to produce its legal effects, no matter if such
effects where produced before the annulment operation or not. For instance if some-
one is imprisoned as a sanction for violating an annuled norm, he/she should be set
free.
• Abrogation: Makes a norm invalid and removes it from the legal system. It applies
ex nunc. Prevents the norm from producing its legal effects from now on, but does
not alter legal effects produced before the abrogation of the norm. For instance if
someone is imprisoned as a sanction for violating an abrogated norm, he/she should
remain imprisoned.
In their work, Governatori et al. try to tackle the formal modelling of abrogation and
annulment by using Defeasible Logic [PN88, ABGM01] because rule-based systems seem
a natural way to represent legal systems. Their idea is trying to adjust belief and theory
revision in Defeasible Logic in order to capture both abrogation and annulment. They
explore the following options on their first approach:
• Revising extensions of Normative Systems. Consists in blocking the effects of ab-
rogated or annulled rules. Requires a method to state which rule generates which
effects. This approach is problematic if several rules generate the same effect, and
only one of them is abrogated or annulled.
• Adding exceptions. New rules (with higher priorities) are introduced in order to
block the effects of abrogated or annulled rules. This approach does not reflect how
the law implements norm changes. Legal effects of rules can guide how rules can be
changed but are unable to specifically determine what and how rules are changed.
• Revision of normative bases. Consisting in removing some rules from the base of a
theory. This approach is problematic when dealing with ex nunc modifications as the
whole rule should not be removed.
In general, Governatori et al. conclude that both norm abrogation and annulment can only
be partially represented in the approaches he explores. Therefore, he tries to address the
issue from a different starting point, via Temporal Defeasible Logic [GRS05]. Temporal De-
feasible Logic is an extension of Defeasible Logic where every literal has an associated
timestamp. The main idea behind this second approach is capturing dynamics of a le-
gal system as time-series of its versions. Every time a modification is applied to the legal
system, a version (norm repository) is stored. If a modification is applied to the legal sys-
tem, the subsequent norm repository will contain a modification of the rule, preventing
it from entailing consequences. Governatori proposes introducing new auxiliary literals
to signal whether literals are revoked as a consequence of an annulment or not. The idea
is creating copies of the annuled norms using these auxiliary literals that will never entail
consequences. However, as ex nunc operations only must prevent this entailing since a par-
ticular point in time, Governatori proposes leaving a set of norm repositories unmodified
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(the ones corresponding to the point of time before abrogation). These norm repositories
will be able to effectively entail the consequences of the rule.
However Governatori’s approach presents the following limitations:
1. Norm annulment presents a problem under this approach, conclusions of annulled
norms might remain on the repository after the norm has been annulled, and the
solution proposed to remove the conclusion seems quite ad-hoc.
2. Governatori’s solution provides no explicit support for retroactive promulgation.
3. Governatori’s approach is not able to update obligations and permissions, in fact
Governatori states that an explicit differentiation between norms, obligations and
permissions has to be made.
4. Governatori’s approach does not provide support for constitutive norms (i.e., counts-
as) or institutional powers.
5. Governatori approach is mainly formal. He does not mention any implementations
or tools supporting his norm change mechanisms. There is no outline of the feasibil-
ity to create them or the computational cost of his operations.
2.2.2 Dynamic Context Logic and its Application to Norm Change
In [AGHL09] Aucher et al. formalize a dynamic logic that supports characterizing oper-
ations of contraction and expansion theories. Then, they use the logic to develop and
axiomatic and semantic analysis of norm change in normative contexts. The work focuses
on two specific context change operations:
• Context expansion, accounting for norm promulgation. Formally X + ψ. That is, we
enlarge a context with some worlds that satisfy ψ.
• Context contraction, accounting for norm derogation. Formally X − ψ. That is, we
enlarge a context with some worlds that satisfy ¬ψ. An exception to this is the case
where ¬ψ already exists in the context (¬ψ ∈ X). In this case X is not modified.
Please note that this fact implies there might be several possible contractions of a
given model X .
Then, Aucher et al. use this context (model) expansion and contraction operations to for-
malize norm change. Formally:
• Rule promulgation: Given a classificatory rule ϕ → ψ, and a context X the rule is
added to the context. Formally: X + (ϕ→ ψ).
• Rule derogation: Given a classificatory rule ϕ → ψ, and a context X the rule is
removed from the context. Formally: X − (ϕ→ ψ).
• Obligation promulgation: Given a state of the world ψ, an atom that holds true when
there is a violation V and a context X , adding the obligation of ψ to the context
implies there is a violation when ¬ψ holds. Formally: X + (¬ψ → V).
• Obligation derogation: Given a state of the world ψ, an atom that holds true when
there is a violation V and a context X , removing the obligation of ψ to the context
implies there is no more a violation when ¬ψ holds. Formally: X − (¬ψ → V).
It is important to note how rules entailing violations are added and removed from the
system when obligations are added or removed respectively.
However Aucher’s approach does not provide support for both ex tunc and ex nunc
forms on norm operations. Only one normative context expansion and one normative
context contraction operations are introduced on his approach; both operations seem to
(implicitly) be of ex nunc type. Furthermore, Aucher’s approach is mainly formal. Im-
plemented frameworks or tools supporting his proposal are not mentioned. Finally, even
though classificatory rules are supported there is no support for institutional power.
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2.3 NORMATIVE SYSTEMS FOR ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
There is a growing interest on wastewater treatment. On the one hand, demand for
wastewater treatment is increasing fast [GBRHP12], and will continue to do so in the near
future. On the other hand, wastewater management is a complex scenario requiring the
simultaneous consideration of technical, economic, social and environmental factors. This
is due to two main reasons:
• Even though there are many process-specific technologies capable of adequately
treating wastewater, there is no single technology or even group of technologies ca-
pable of providing a global solution to the potentially infinite number of wate-water
scenarios. Typically, different modules are combined and coordinated in a treatment
train to meet specific requirements. The increase of wastewater treatment processes
available has caused an explosion in the number of possible combinations for a treat-
ment train configuration.
• The need to coordinate a big number of activities performed by different actors with
different goals, sometimes not aligned with the holistic goals of the system, also
makes this scenario a complex one. Not to mention the fact that wastewater treat-
ment presents several situations (e.g., heavy rains, droughts, river pollution) that
require a response from the system in a timely manner.
The combination of this two factors results in the fact that wastewater management sce-
narios are very complex. Normative systems are one of the solutions we can apply to tame
this complexity.
This section presents a short survey on the existing work in the area of Multi-Agent
Systems applied to environmental scenarios, with special emphasis on the works focused
on water management and on applying Normative Systems to align individual and social
goals.
2.3.1 Distributive Justice for Self-Organised Common-Pool Resource Management
In [PBM14] Jeremy Pitt et al. present an approach for enduring common pool resource man-
agement. The approach is based on complementing Ostrom’s institutional design princi-
ples [Ost90] with Rescher’s theory of distributive justice [Res66] based on the concept of
legitimate claims.
On the one hand, Ostrom identifies eight institutional design principles for enduring
common-pool resource management, effectively defining a general framework to specify
institutions enabling appropriators to sustain a resource. Summarizing, the most relevant
principles w.r.t. the approach presented are:
1. Congruence of the resource allocation method taking into account both the resources
available and the environment.
2. Participation of the actors affected by the resource allocation method in the selection
of the method.
On the other hand, Rescher identifies a set of mechanisms for allocating resources. Ac-
cording to him, distributive justice consists on identifying legitimate claims in the context,
accommodating them in case of plurality and reconciling them in case of conflict. The idea
is using fairness mechanisms to keep the different actors as happy and satisfied as possi-
ble. This will effectively avoid situations where unsatisfied actors start misbehaving, and
by extension the negative effects of missbehaviour on the society.
A fair resource allocation method providing a fair resource allocation outcome requires
operational choice rules grounded on a theory of distributive justice. Therefore, Pitt et al.
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propose to complement Ostrom’s institutional design principles with Rescher’s theory of
distributive justice. The main idea is developing a formal model of resource allocation
according to legitimate claims. The model is implemented in a Multi-Agent System based
simulation that combines the principles of enduring self-organising institutions [JAP13]
with methods for distributive justice.
The simulation consists in a variant of the linear public good game (LGP) [Gäc07]
known as LGP’. The LGP game is a cooperation game used to study voluntary contri-
butions, opportunities for free riding and many other issues. In the game, a set of agents
form a cluster. The game is played in rounds. At every round, a particular actor in the
cluster will perform the following actions:
1. Determine the resources it has available.
2. Determine its needs for resources
3. Make a demand for resources.
4. Make a provision for resources.
5. Receive an allocation for resources.
6. Make an appropriation of the allocated resources.
The LGP game makes the following assumptions:
• There is full disclosure among the actors participating in the scenario.
• There are no monitoring costs, that is, we can have an omniscient module observing
actor’s actions, interactions and mental states.
• There is no cheating in appropriation. If a particular actor is allocated an amount m
of resources, the actor will appropriate an amount n of resources, where m > n.
• There are no diminishing returns.
The assumptions have to be relaxed in open systems (i.e. there might be cheating in ap-
propriation as we do not have controls on actor’s behaviour) and in systems modelling
an economy of scarcity with a limited pool of resources. In order to meet this require-
ments, the LGP’ game variant is defined [PS12]. In such variant actor’s need for resources
is greater than the resources it can generate by itself. Therefore, actors depend on each
other (i.e. they have to cooperate) and there is an incentive not to comply with the rules.
Furthermore, in LGP’ games actors are organized in clusters with access to a common pool
of resources. If an actor considers resource distribution is not fair, it will leave the cluster.
Therefore, cluster cohesion (how long a cluster can withstand without its member aban-
doning it) can be used a metric of fairness in resource distribution. This scenario makes it
necessary to design a mechanism that will:
• Put an incentive on the provision of resources.
• Encourage an accurate representation of resource requirements.
• Discourage excess appropriation (i.e. appropriating more resources than the ones al-
located).
The nature of LGP’ results in a scenario where actors demand more resources than they
actually need, provision less than what they actually generate and appropriate more than
the amount they are allocated. Applying the fair resource allocation method proposed
(that results of the combination of Ostrom’s and Rescher’s approaches) ensures fairness
in demand and provisioning, effectively providing an enduring cluster where no actor is
encouraged to leave due to a non-fair distribution of resources. However, appropriation
presents a real threat for cluster’s endurance. By ignoring their allocation, cheating actors
bypass the whole legitimate claims mechanism designed for a fair allocation of resources.
This is because, even if allocation is fair, the fact actors can cheat on appropriation (effec-
tively bypassing allocation) results in an unfair distribution of resources. Authors claim
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that, in order to tackle this issue, they need methods for preventing this behaviour, such as
using retributive justice to punish cheating actors. Authors propose to use monitoring and
sanctioning mechanisms to identify non-compliant behaviours (e.g., appropriating more
resources than the ones allocated) and fine cheating actors.
2.3.2 Improving urban wastewater management through an auction-based
management of discharges
In [MBD+11] Murillo et al. propose the use of auction based processes in which Wastewater
Treatment Plant (WWTP) capacity is sold in order to coordinate different industrial water
discharges in the scope of an Urban Wastewater System (UWS). The coordination is aimed
at providing a steady inflow rate of wastewater and pollutants to the WWTPs, avoiding
situations where the plant receives peaks of wastewater and pollutants which can not be
properly treated.
The treatment capacity of a plant is limited, therefore all pollutants arriving at the
WWTP should be below certain limits, otherwise the water can not be properly treated
and there is an environmental impact on the river. Current solutions tackle this goal by
imposing a fixed amount of authorized discharges to each industry. Such solutions might
not be sufficient to guarantee the correct treatment of wastewater, because, even though
individual industries will respect WWPT capacity thresholds, simultaneous industrial dis-
charges are not taken into account. Therefore, WWTP limits can be exceeded even if every
single industry connected to the plant has not bypassed the limits. In order to tackle this
issue authors propose an auction process in which the resource capacity of the WWTP is
sold. The approach has already been applied to the energy market, in which energy from
different sources is auctioned in order to favour the use of non-pollutant sources [HZ00]
as well as for auctioning CO2 emission credits [Vig07].
The problem tackled in [MBD+11] could be solved using a centralized approach. Given
all the planed discharges for industries a new schedule is generated for each of them, such
that the maximum capacity of the plant is never exceeded. This technique is known as
pre-emptive cumulative scheduling [BLPN99]. However, it presents two main drawbacks:
1. Finding the solution is computationally expensive and often not applicable in prac-
tice.
2. A centralized scheduler would take all the decisions using complete information
from industries. However, industries may not be willing to reveal information about
their production process (specially taking into account other industries are involved
in the process) and this information is mandatory to compute their wastewater treat-
ment requirements.
In order to tackle the problem, and bypass these drawbacks, authors propose a coordina-
tion mechanism where both hydraulic and pollutant treatment capacities are modelled as
individual resources shared by all industries. Each time a conflict in a resource is detected
(either hydraulic capacity is exceeded or the capacity to treat a particular pollutant is ex-
ceeded) an auction is held in order to determine which of the conflicting discharges will
be authorized and which one will be delayed. In order to support this mechanism it is
assumed every industry has a retention tank where it can store a discharge whenever it is
delayed and empty it later on. It is also assumed every industry can estimate in advance
the discharges it will generate according to its production process.
During the coordination process proposed, every industry agent will communicate the
WWTP agent its discharge schedule for a given period of time (e.g., a day). The schedule
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contains the discharges planned for a given period of time, and for every discharge, in-
formation about water quantity and pollutant concentration. Once the WWTP agent has
received all the schedules for a given day it starts checking for conflicts. When a conflict is
detected. the involved industry agents are informed about it, and an auction is started to
solve it, effectively forcing some industries to modify their discharge schedule. Reschedul-
ing should not alter industry agents’ production process. In case it has to reschedule the
agent will try to store the rejected discharge into its retention tank. The discharge of the
tank is scheduled as the first action to be performed by the agent once the conflict has been
solved. Please note that if tank is already full (or there is no tank) the discharge will be per-
formed anyway. Authors propose a mechanism [MMB+07] to minimize these situations
during the auction process, but to the best of our knowledge, it is not applied. Further-
more, authors assume industries are naive and they will not try to cheat. They state in the
real world application a mechanism to ensure the bid price corresponds to the industry’s
urgency for discharging should be implemented.
Experimental results performed via simulations demonstrate the method proposed by
the authors effectively reduces the impact of industrial discharges. This is achieved by
reducing the variability in the quality of the waters entering the treatment plant. A steady
concentration of water quantity and pollutant concentration allows the plant to process
pollutants more efficiently.
2.3.3 Ant Colony Optimization-based Method for Managing IndustrialInfluents in
Wastewater Systems
In [VCP12] Verdaguer et al. propose a system aimed at avoiding temporal overloads
(caused either by water volumes or pollutant concentrations) that exceed a Wastewater
Treatment Plant (WWTP) capacity. The idea is using a combinatorial optimization proce-
dure with multiple constraints that is applied when the plant lacks the capacity to treat
the wastewater in all of its influents. A Multi-Agent System manages all the information
related to the state of the entire system, effectively applying optimal influent assignment
criteria via an ant-colony optimization based method.
Industrial wastewater has a high variability regarding quantity and pollutant concen-
tration. WWTPS in general, and in particular the ones using biological treatments, require
to smooth both flow and loads to protect the microbial community used to treat wastew-
ater. Current solutions[AAKS98] tackle this goal by imposing a fixed limit of authorized
discharges to each industry. Such solutions might not be sufficient to pursue this two ob-
jectives:
• Ensure the optimal capacity of the plant at any time.
• Treat industrial effluents according to their urgency.
In the scenario presented in [VCP12] industry agents with water retention tanks are
connected to (i.e. are influents of) a WWTP agent that treats industrial wastewater before
discharging it to an efluent, typically a river. When industrial wastewater is generated via
their production process, industries can choose weather to discharge it to the WWTP or
store it on the retention tank, which has limited capacity. The proposal is using a coordi-
nating agent that aims at finding a good combination of industrial discharges w.r.t. WWTP
efficiency, that is, as much capacity as possible is used from the plant without overloading
it. The process of looking for a good solution is performed using ants randomly placed
on a graph-like search space, where nodes are industrial activities and edges possible dis-
charges.
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Figure 2.3: Ant Colony: decision cycle of the coordinating agent
Figure 2.3 shows the decision cycle of the coordinating agent used in the proposal by
Verdaguer et al. The section in white background depicts the rules used for linking autho-
rized flows to industrial activities. The rules are as follows:
1. Data acquisition from the WWTP agent. This step determines the current status of
the WWTP.
2. Data acquisition from the industry agents. Where industrial activities on the next
24 hours are planed. Industrial wastewater flow and pollutant compositions are de-
rived and communicated.
3. In case WWTP agent does not have enough capacity to treat all industrial wastew-
aters, a combinatorial optimization process for discharges is executed. Otherwise,
industrial discharges are authorized.
4. Accepts industrial discharges as authorized in step 3.
5. Process industrial discharges as accepted in step 4.
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The sections in gray background cover the combinatorial optimization process, which con-
sists in iterations of two main phases. In the first one each ant is placed in a random lo-
cation of the solution space and constructs a solution using a probabilistic state transition
rule. Ants that cover a path leading to a successful solution reinforce their pheromone
trail. The idea is generating large amounts of pheromone when a successful solution is
built, and smaller amounts in the case the solution is not successful. Therefore, the amount
of pheromone in a particular path constructing a solution is related to the quality of the
solution, and the best solution found in the iteration can be identified. In the second phase
the best solution is selected. The solution is improved first using an optimization tech-
nique aimed at promoting the partial discharge of wastewaters stored in retention tanks.
If a new (i.e. higher) volume of discharge provides an improvement over a feasible solu-
tion, the new volume (coming from tank discharge) is added and the solution considered.
Then, the solution is improved using a second optimization that performs a neighbour-
hood search. The optimization increases one of the pollutants, reduces another and leaves
the rest unchanged. Pollutants are selected at random. If a new pollutant concentration
provides an improvement over a feasible solution, the concentration is updated and the
solution considered.
The method proposed results in a tendency to favour large pollutant concentration
discharges in the case industrial activities have the same value regarding water volumes.
When WWTP influents show large fluctuations in pollutant concentrations, the method
proposed in [VCP12] reduces variability effectively achieving a better wastewater treat-
ment cost for the solution.
2.3.4 Integration of freshwater environmental policies and wastewater treatment
plant management
In [CAGP13] Coromines et al. present a simulation based analysis of the different directives
for regulating the characteristics of the discharged water and the chemical characteristics
of the received ecosystems.
In the last years political awareness of river quality issues has steadily grown and there-
fore legislation is adapting accordingly. In the case of the European Union, where Wastew-
ater Treatment Plants (WWTPs) have been identified as major sources of point source pol-
lution [BRT06], two different directives regulate both the characteristics of the discharged
water and the chemical characteristics of the received ecosystems. Current legislation re-
flected in WWTP management implies plants will adjust their operation, effectively adjust-
ing waste removal capacities. This is because the legislation sets a limit on the pollutant
concentration of the receiving water body, which depends on the pollutant concentration
of both the WWTP and the receiving water body. Therefore, the impact on receiving waters
as regulated by the legislation changes over time as a result of river-flow variation. The
negative impact of this policy is worsened in arid and semi-arid regions with low river
flow values, such as the Mediterranean area, because the difference between the amount
of water discharged by the WWTP and the river flow is relatively high. In fact, in some
extreme cases the river flow will be nearly empty unless it receives discharged waters from
the WWTPs.
With this scenario in mind, authors suggest considering the specific characteristics of
the water bodies in the management of the WWTPs in order to minimize the impact on
receiving water bodies and achieve the objectives of good environmental status. They
also propose an economic analysis estimating the volume, prices and costs of the water
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services in order to evaluate the cost effectiveness of the alternative possible regulations.
Coromines et al. model a particular WWTP located in the north east of Spain [DCT+09] and
run several simulations to find the combination of plant operational settings that match the
target as specified in the legislation. Optimizations are applied separately for winter and
summer seasons, effectively taking into account contextual information such as tempera-
ture and rainfall.
The simulations show it is possible to integrate the chemical status of receiving wa-
ter bodies into WWTP management. Therefore, there is a gap in the current wastewater
treatment legislation, which should be updated to account for an integrated perspective
allowing for a more flexible management of the WWTP, effectively maximizing not only
the ecological benefits of the system, also the social and economical ones. Simulations
show the environmental impact can be decreased to guarantee the achievement of good
chemical status while maintaining similar treatment costs in the WWTP. This is achieved
by adjusting plant operation conditions to the pollution loads measured not only in the
influent, but also in the river.
2.3.5 mWater, a Case Study for Modeling Virtual Markets
In [GGBN13] Garrido et al. present mWater, a regulated virtual market where autonomous
agents trade rights for the use of water in a closed basin. The aim is achieving the complex
balance between economic, administrative, environmental and social factors involved in
water management. The hypothesis is more efficient uses of water may be achieved inside
an institutional framework where water rights may be exchanged more freely under dif-
ferent market conditions [Tho97]. However, there are many aspects that may be regulated
with many parameters involved. The consequences of the many combinations available
are difficult to predict, not to mention the conflicting interests of the different actors partic-
ipating in the institution. Therefore, policy makers need tools that allow them to visualize
the potential consequences of new regulations and protocols, so they can fine-tune them
before enacting them in the real world, effectively avoiding undesirable consequences.
The work in [GGBN13] is supported by an Electronic Institution that handles multiple
negotiation protocols in a coherent and flexible way. The Electronic Institution supports
contract definitions, modelled as set of formal commitments that can have complex nested
structures. The work is complemented with a generic negotiation framework that includes
tools to specify system performance indicators, introduce agents in the simulation and
allow both human and software agents to participate in the simulations.
According to the authors, a transition from a regulated centralized system to an open
virtual market raises the following questions:
1. How to agree on semantic alignments involving multiple ontologies that meet the
new requirements of the virtual market?
2. How to recruit agents (or agentified services) to form teams or composed services for
the market?
3. How to negotiate in the emerging organization?
4. How the conventions, norms and negotiation protocols of the market change over
time, and how participants on these markets react to these changes?
5. How to interpret the outcomes of the market in terms of economic, social and envi-
ronmental impact, effectively dealing with aspects of the market related to welfare?
And at the same time, requires the following capabilities:
1. Rich ontology and semantics.
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2. Entities supporting norm reasoning, monitoring, enforcing and regulation.
3. Organization schemes that are flexible and able to adapt to a changing environment
with multiple situations.
4. Coordination, cooperation and dynamic group formation mechanisms
5. Rules for negotiation, argumentation frameworks and conflict resolution techniques.
6. Trust and reputation models and mechanisms.
7. Control and security procedures.
8. A transparent and seamless way to ingrate all the components.
In order to tackle this issues, the main objectives in mWater are:
1. Help in finding the conditions and taking the best decisions when designing a water
market, effectively providing an environment for testing these parameters.
2. Contribute to deploying a virtual market, to simulate the interplay between intelli-
gent agents, rule enforcing mechanisms and performance indicators. It is possible
to test new mechanisms for trust, negotiation, cooperation and argumentation, effec-
tively assessing their impact on market performance indicators.
3. Evaluate the effects of norms in the market, including government norms, local
norms and social norms. The idea is helping in developing the appropriate water
laws to regulate user actions, effectively promoting the exchange of water resources
in the scope of the market.
mWater is inspired by the MAELIA [BMJ09] and NEGOWAT [Dur04] projects. Its
conceptual model of a virtual market includes scenes (connected among them in networks
known as performative structures) and regulations based on structural norms. The model
includes the following performative structures:
1. Top performative structure of the market. Including common concepts such as en-
titlement (allowing to trade water rights), accreditation (allowing to enter the mar-
ket and participate in it), agreement validation (checking if the agreement complies
with the conventions and therefore is valid), contract enactment (effectively creating
a water transfer contract signed by the actors involved once a valid agreement has
been reached) and annulment (to deal with a temporary or permanent withdrawal of
rights).
2. Trading hall. Where actors become aware of the trading activity, initiate and re-
ceive trading proposals, start formal complaint procedures and get informed about
anomalous situations (e.g., heavy rains and droughts). It also contains a scene to
mediate in disputes about water rights.
3. Trading table. Contains multiple trading scenes, each one corresponding to a trad-
ing mechanism or negotiation protocol. The scenes support face to face negotiation,
Dutch auction protocols, English auction protocols and blind double auction proto-
cols.
4. Grievances. Once an agreement is active and is being executed it is monitored to
asses weather it is being executed properly. Otherwise contract repair actions may
apply and conflicts solved via Alternative Dispute Resolution mechanisms [Sou08]
and Online Dispute Resolution mechanisms [SBLB01].
5. Arbitration. If a formal complaint is presented by any actor an arbitration process
starts. The conflicting parties present their allegations to a jury that passes a resolu-
tion on the conflict.
mWater simulation procedures are implemented based on the JADE agent platform
[JAD] offering flexible and open templates to implement different agent behaviours and
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norms. The system includes an open norm model, supporting norm violation, detec-
tion and resolution via Grievance performative structures. The system aims at supporting
evolving regulations, beyond parametrised protocols and reusable scenes.
2.4 NORMATIVE SYSTEMS AND HEALTH CARE
Population ageing is becoming a global problem, as older population (aged 60 years or
over) is estimated to grow from the current 11% to 22% by 2050 [Pop12]. Moreover, the
cost of supporting an elder is greater than the cost of supporting a child in a ratio of five
to three [Uni04], most of this cost being caused by higher health expenses. In the com-
ing years this situation (together with other economic factors) will put great pressure on
the national healthcare budgets, mainly because therapies for managing chronic diseases
(e.g., diabetes, Parkinson, etc.) are performed away from the institutional care setting, typ-
ically at home. This distributed approach to daily care requires that elders be capable of
autonomously taking several different medications at different time intervals over extended
periods of time. This can easily lead to forgetfulness or confusion when following the
prescribed treatment, specially when the patient is suffering multiple pathologies that re-
quire a treatment with a drugs cocktail. This gets worsened in elders suffering from a
cognitive impairment. Since medication compliance is a critical component in the success
of any medical treatment, this becomes an important problem to tackle for the patient’s
well-being and the efficient use of resources.
In this context, Assistive Technologies (AT) have been able to provide successful solu-
tions on the support of daily healthcare for elder people, mainly focused on the interaction
between the patient and electronic devices. However, the distributed approach that such
kind of healthcare has to follow in the current socio-economical setting (e.g., people mobil-
ity, online available services, shared costs, hetereogeneous knowledge sources, distributed
responsabilities, etc) requires more complex AT designs that go further than the interac-
tion with a tool and are able to focus on the relationship between the users and their social
environment: caretakers, relatives, health professionals.
The increasing dependence on information technologies in health care organisations
has increased the interest in security techniques applied to healthcare. Typically, security
is concerned with the protection of information from unauthorized access, either while
stored or communicated. It is widely accepted that sensitive medical data (ranging from
complex genome information to simple medical records) must be dealt with special care
regarding security. It is clear that research on secure access to data will be fundamental in
ensuring any software component in general and agents in particular may access or update
sensitive information. However, in highly regulated scenarios involving several tasks that
must be coordinated by a range of actors, both the roles for some of the actors (e.g., who
can act as patient’s caregiver) and the way they should or may interact with patients (e.g.,
who can access patient compliance records) are clearly defined and regulated, and this
requires security from a higher level point of view [FD00]. Not only sensitive data must
be protected, but the activities carried out by the actors should be controlled, and this
implies that the rules and protocols regimenting the medical organisation where the agents
operate must be represented, understood by the different agents (either human agents or
computational processes) and enforced[Nor90]. Including such rules and protocols into
the system will not only enhance security but also social acceptance (from patient’s point
of view) and professional acceptance (from doctor’s point of view). Therefore, the need
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to use information technologies that comply with pre-defined patterns of behaviour (i.e.
medical regulations and protocols) arises. Electronic specifications of norms are one of
the mechanisms being applied to define and enforce acceptable behaviour of electronic
distributed systems which should comply with some (typically human) regulations.
In order to meet the information needs of both health care professionals and patients,
health care software systems are deployed. On the one hand, the information provided
by these systems needs to be available in real-time and without errors, so the software can
effectively provide secure and trustworthy recommendations. On the other hand, health
care software systems operate in environments characterized by shared and distributed
decision making and management, requiring the communication of complex forms of in-
formation and the coordination of different healthcare professionals with a wide range of
skills and roles. Therefore, since the properties of Multi-Agent Systems (autonomy, reac-
tivity, pro-activity and sociability [JSW98]) match quite precisely the requirements of such
complex scenarios, there is a growing interest in the application of agent-based techniques
to the medical domain [NM03].
This section presents a short survey on the existing work in the area of Multi-Agent
Systems applied to healthcare, with special emphasis on the works focused on represent-
ing and tackling the rules and protocols regimenting the medical organisation where the
agents operate.
2.4.1 CARREL and CARREL+
CARREL [VSCP+03] is a virtual organization formalized using ISLANDER [EDLCS02]
and focused on procuring organs and tissues for transplant. The increasing rate of success
in both organ and tissue transplant is leading to an increase in the number of requests, ef-
fectively overwhelming the human coordinators at hospitals who are responsible for man-
aging the transplant process. Furthermore, the length of time it takes to process a request
can even lead to tissue loss, because tissues exceed their shelf life. In the case of organs, the
relative scarcity of donors has lead to the creation of international coalitions of transplant
organisations, which presents two main issues. First, in order to manage requests at an
international level, there is a need to coordinate both surgery teams (typically distributed
geographically) and organ delivery. Second, the necessity to accommodate (sometimes
conflicting) national and international regulations, legislations and protocols governing
the exchange of organs. Please notice that such regulations might even change over time,
and Electronic Institutions(EI) [VS03], along with the norms governing them, are the key
to a system that is able to adapt automatically to changes in regulations.
The main idea behind CARREL is supporting policy makers in designing, implement-
ing and verifying tissue and organ allocation policies, so that survival rates can be maxi-
mized. Carrell formalizes tissue and organ allocations processes by specifying interactions
between agents (i.e. hospital, donor and receiver). This is because ISLANDER interprets
an agent-based Electronic Institution as a type of dialogical system where all the interac-
tions inside the institution are the composition of (several) dialogic activities (i.e. message
exchanges). The interactions (known as illocutions) are structured through agent group
meetings known as scenes that abide to defined protocols. The second important element
of the ISLANDER formalism is the concept of role. Each agent is assigned several roles,
and these roles define the scenes the agent can participate in, and the protocols that should
be followed.
CARREL+ [TCM+06] proposes enhancing organ selection process by supporting a
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more deliberative organ availability assessment. CARREL+ aims at coordinating joint de-
liberation between donor and recipient agents (representing medical professionals respon-
sible for donor and recipient respectively) in an argument-based dialogue that can evaluate
the exchanged arguments. The idea is moving from the actual situation, where deciding
weather to offer a particular organ is based exclusively on the assessment of experts at the
donor site, to a situation where a joint deliberation takes place between donor and recip-
ient representatives. Therefore, an organ that an expert at the donor site would normally
discard can still be transplanted, as long as the recipient agent can successfully argue the
organ is viable for the recipient. For ensuring compliance with institutional norms and
protocols, the CARREL+ system is able to analyse proposed arguments in order to ensure
they are relevant (i.e. they follow the specified guidelines and protocols). Finally, please
note that both CARREL and CARREL+ are decision support systems, they will provide
suggestions and human experts will take the final decisions.
2.4.2 Automated monitoring of medical protocols
Controlling the correct application of medical protocols is a key issue in health care envi-
ronments. In [AAB+03] a system for automated real-time monitoring of medical protocols
is proposed. The system consists on two main components. First, a domain-independent
language for protocol specification, accompanied by a user-friendly specification tool that
that allows health care experts to model a medical protocol and translate into the systems
protocol specification language. Second, a semi-autonomous system that understands the
protocols and supervises their application. Medical services are modelled as agents, and
a medical protocol is interpreted as a negotiation process between agents. The system is
able to observe the negotiation, effectively warning about forbidden actions and decisions.
The system is applied to health care environments where every staff person plays one
or more roles. A role specifies a particular service (e.g., infirmary, surgery, etc. ) and a
medical protocol specifies possible interactions between the different services in front of a
particular pathology. The protocol can suggest or forbid medical decisions depending on
the medical history and evolution of the patient. Suggested actions correspond to medical
guidelines and forbidden actions to medical protocols.
The system is composed by three main components:
• A user-friendly graphical environment (known as JAFDIS [ABA+98]) to represent a
negotiation process (and by extension, a medical protocol) in a mMulti-Agent Sys-
tem. The environment is grounded in the notion of electronic institution.
• Suitable MAS architectures for real time monitoring medical protocols in distributed
health care environments. Agent interactions are performed as message exchanges
through a communication layer. Supervisor agents track such interactions and vali-
date their validity.
• Robust communication interface providing privacy, integrity and authentication to
the process of exchanging information between agents.
2.4.3 A Multi-Agent Systems approach for monitoring the prescription of restricted
use antibiotics
Hospitals have a specified set of antibiotics for restricted use which are aggressive, expensive
and only recommended for specific pathologies. Typically, the pharmacy department is
responsible for checking prescriptions for this kind of antibiotic. The work in [GPGS+03]
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presents a Multi-Agent System to monitor and help in the revision of medical prescrip-
tions including antibiotics of restricted use. The system assigns an agent to each patient
which is responsible of monitoring medical aspects related to patient’s prescribed therapy.
A centralized pharmacy agent receives monitored data, analyses it and assigns alternative
antibiotic treatments. This will effectively automate a process that is currently being car-
ried out by the pharmacy department. The system is specified using the methodology of
electronic institutions ISLANDER [EDLCS02].
The system consists in a patient-centric Multi-Agent System application in a hospital
environment. The whole hospital can be viewed as a Multi-Agent System, where each
patient has an agent attached that interacts with other kind of agents (i.e. pharmacists,
physicians, laboratories, etc. ). Using electronic institutions allows to model the protocols
and interactions that take place among the different agents involved in the application.
Agent interactions take place inside scenes, which are basically group meetings composed
of a set of agents playing different roles and interacting via a communication protocol. The
set of roles allowed to participate in the scene are identified, and any agent playing such
roles may enter the scene. To specify the communication protocol, the scene is structured
as a graph, where the nodes represent the different states of a conversation and arcs are
labelled with utterances belonging to the communication language.
Actors participating in the institution are attached to governor agents. Governors act as
proxies hiding the low-level details of interacting with the institution to the agent. They
also control the actions of the agent, according to the current state of the institution, effec-
tively filtering actions that do not abide with institutional norms and protocols.
2.4.4 Toward a Conceptual Agent-based Framework for Modelling and Simulation of
Distributed Healthcare Delivery Systems
In [CM08] Charfeddine and Montreuil present theAOE2 framework for agent-based mod-
elling and simulation in distributed healthcare delivery systems. They propose a frame-
work that integrates (in a model that is both general and coherent) the main concepts to be
considered in order to build an agent-based simulator for the particular domain of health
care. An overview of the framework is depicted in Figure 2.4. The framework is demon-
strated using a real field case: The Québec regional COPD (Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary
Disease) network.
The AOE2 framework is applied to agent-based simulations, which are abstract rep-
resentations of the reality. They include a model able to reproduce the behaviour of the
system by presenting the decision making entities of the studied system as agents. Multi-
Agent System simulated environments combine the benefits of agent systems with those
of the simulation modelling approach. They provide researches, policy-makers and man-
agers in health care with a tool for asking ’What-if’ questions, effectively testing different
scenarios about the implications of their decisions on the care delivery performance.
The main idea behind the AOE2 framework is focusing in high level conceptual issues
regarding health care model development process, while offering a guideline for carry-
ing out this process independently of technical choices. According to authors, using this
generic framework abstracted from technical issues, helps in accelerating the model devel-
opment process for agent-based simulation in distributed health care system. Furthermore
the framework minimises the risks of missing any critical element, concept or interaction.
The idea of applying a framework to agent-based simulations in the healthcare do-
main is appealing. The complexity and dynamics of the domain (e.g., the high degree of
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Figure 2.4: Overview of the AOE2 framework
uncertainty inherent to clinical processes, the involvement of multiple distributed service
providers and decision makers, etc.) make it useful for applying agent-based simulations.
Furthermore, the approach is also valid for providing a tool able to asses the possible out-
comes of the different actions that can be taken in order to improve the system, making it
more efficient or sustainable from an economic point of view.
2.5 DISCUSSION
This section will draw conclusions on the different lines of work analysed in this chapter.
Two main lines of work for norm monitoring have been analysed in this section, Nir Oren’s
et al. in §2.1.6 and Sergio Alvarez-Napagao et al. in §2.1.7, therefore conclusions will focus
on these two main lines of work without neglecting the rest of the works analysed.
Nir Oren et al. present a theoretical framework, focused on electronic contract moni-
toring, for determining weather a norm violation takes place. It also supports detection
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on the occurrences of additional critical states (e.g., norm violation, norm fulfillment, etc.),
even allowing to introduce new domain dependent critical states. According to Oren et al.
the framework can support verification of Normative Systems by forward simulation over
the domain and normative environments. Their framework provides a rich language for
contract definition and a clear formalisation of the language’s semantics.
However, they do not make any reference to the computational cost of their procedure,
that seems to be complex, specially if the number of norms and predicates to take into
account is considerably high. Indeed, no reference is made on how to efficiently maintain
the state of the normative environment. Their framework assumes all agents participating
in one contract share the same normative environment. Therefore, their framework can be
seen as strict, not designed to cope with inconsistencies among normative environments
and not allowing agents to participate in more than one normative environment (that is,
one contract) at the same time. For instance, Oren et al. framework might have problems
dealing with cases where a particular agent has the obligation to perform a given action
and, at the same time, will be sanctioned if he performs it, due to the agent being in two
inconsistent normative environments at the same time. Thus, their framework might not
be suited for scenarios where several local agent theories could coexist, for instance, in non
fully observable environments. The framework does not make any reference about what
should occur if an obligation is violated, and lacks an outline on how to define the institu-
tional agents that will take care of some core tasks of their framework (such as obligation
enforcement, sanctioning, performing repair actions or solving disputes if different local
points of view of a particular fact arise).
In general, analysing Oren’s approach has been useful in the scope of this proposal, be-
cause it provides an easy to understand and well-structured language for defining clauses
on the contracts (norms, for the scope of this proposal) as well as meta-information asso-
ciated to such norms (such as contract participants or the contract state). In our opinion,
the most relevant contribution of Oren et al. approach to our proposal is the definition of
the formal operational semantics concerning the different states on contract’s clauses, spe-
cially in the scope of our work that will focus mainly on monitoring these states. Putting
together a clear norm formalisation like the one performed by Oren with a more expres-
sive norm life-cycle like the one presented by Fabiola López y López in [LL03] seems an
interesting line of future work.
Alvarez-Napagao et al. present a theoretical framework and a implementation (anal-
ysed in §2.1.7) focused on allowing agents to perceive the current normative state of the
environment, and allowing the environments to detect norm violations and enforce sanc-
tions. The main idea is the detection of normative states by monitoring past events and
checking them against a set of active norms. This is achieved via production systems with a
forward-chaining rule engine that automatically trigger the normative state as new events
arrive into the system. This allows for fully decoupling the procedure for normative state
monitoring from the procedure for agent reasoning, while allowing the agents to interpret
institutional facts from brute ones and decide what ought to be done. In short, Alvarez-
Napagao et al. work allows for combining constitutive norms with regulative ones. They
present a clear and bold line of work that can be seen as an improvement of the approach
by Oren et al. First, it supports both constitutive and declarative norms. Second, it has
proved it is as expressive as conditional deontic statements with dead-lines. Third, and
most important, reducing the framework to production rules on production systems al-
lows for guaranteeing the computational cost is constant in the best case and linear to the
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number of productions contained in the rules in the worst case. It might not be efficient
enough on scenarios with a heavy load of events (or rules) but formally stating a computa-
tional cost is a step ahead regarding Oren’s work. Finally, Alvarez-Napagao et al. proposal
contains a proof of concept prototype that facilitates the task of testing his framework on
real world scenarios.
However, Alvarez-Napagao et al. approach presents a feature that can become prob-
lematic on some scenarios. It needs to perform a reduction process from the institutional
specification to the production rules he uses in his production system. Alvarez-Napagao
et al. do not make any reference to the computational cost of this procedure, but regarding
this fact, he has two factors on his favour. First, the process does not seem to be complex,
so one can assume it can be run efficiently enough. Second, as most scenarios have static
institutional specifications, it should be performed only once in most scenarios. However,
having to run this reduction process can be a problem on scenarios with dynamic insti-
tutional definitions or in multi-institutional scenarios, where the monitoring process has
to jump from one institutional definition to another. This is mainly due the fact Alvarez-
Napagao’s is not able to perform changes to the institutional definition on the fly, without
having to stop the monitoring process. In fact, supporting this dynamic normative changes
seem like an interesting line of work. Another possible improvement lies on providing ef-
ficient access to the log of past events. As Alvarez-Napagao’s approach requires keeping
a memory of past events, accessing the memory can be costly in case the scenario contains
a heavy load of events or in case the monitoring system has been running for a long time.
Implementing efficient access to the event log and advanced procedures for discarding
past events seem like an interesting line of work for improving Alvarez-Napagao’s ap-
proach. Just like in the case of Oren’s framework, looks like Alvarez-Napagao’s approach
could benefit from more expressive normative states too, improving the norm life-cycle he
defines with richer state definitions, like the ones presented by Fabiola López y López in
her proposal [LL03].
In general, we consider that analysing Alvarez-Napagao’s approach has been useful in
the scope of this proposal, because it provides a fully supported language for monitoring
the state of a normative environment. The language covers all the aspects, from formal-
ization and reduction to production system rules to implementation. Yet it contains room
for improvement. It provides a prototype that can be adapted and improved providing a
effective continuation to Alvarez-Napagao’s line of work. All in all, we have decided to
use it as a starting point (and even a base system) to be used during the development of
my line of research for my PhD Thesis.
Opera and Opera+ present a framework and methodology for defining both the so-
cial structure and the normative structure of an organization. Therefore, our proposal can
benefit from Opera and Opera+ when using formal models of organizations (including
concepts such as roles and objectives) and norms. However, neither Opera nor Opera+
provide details about the structure or architecture of the normative framework. Further-
more, they do not seem to support dynamic Normative Systems.
Aucher et al. framework for supporting dynamic logic contexts (analysed in §2.2.2)
provides an interesting analysis on the modifications to be performed to logic contexts
in order to support norm promulgation and derogation. Its strongest point is the way it
is modelling obligations, although we miss the same analysis regarding permissions (or
prohibitions), which would have clarified how to fully express deontic statements. We
consider providing an expansion to the model with support for such elements would be
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an interesting research work. Another possible improvement would be allowing to dif-
ferenciate between ex tunc and ex nunc promulgation and derogation, allowing for a fully
expressive normative context expansion and contraction.
The framework formalizing changes in legal systems proposed by Governatori et al.
(analysed in §2.2.1) provides an interesting analysis on the alternatives available for sup-
porting two normative context change operations. The analysis is complete, as it explores
many formal alternatives, effectively summarising the possible problems one might en-
counter when trying to formalize such changes. However, we consider a refinement of the
framework is required, mainly because:
• We have doubts about the framework’s applicability at a practical level. Leaving old
versions of norm repositories allows for effectively modelling abrogation. However,
we consider this approach might have a negative impact regarding performance,
specially if many abrogation operations have taken place and the number of versions
(norm repositories) is high.
• The framework focuses on normative context contraction (removing norms) and
does not take into account normative context expansion (adding norms). It means
support for norm update (where norm update is understood as removing the old
version of the norm and adding the new version) is not supported.
During this chapter we have also analysed Normative Systems applied to environmen-
tal management scenarios in §2.3 and to health care scenarios in §2.4. On the one hand,
theses works are not related to the framework we propose, but to the application of our
framework to the testing scenarios we propose. On the other hand, these related works
are domain specific (applied to environmental management and healthcare). Therefore,
we will put these related works in contrast with our proposal in sections §4.7 and §5.6 for
environmental management scenarios and health care scenarios respectively. For simplic-
ity, we also summarise the conclusions drawn from this comparison in §6.3.
The next chapter will provide a formal definition of our framework for computing nor-
mative states. The framework effectively allows for performing expansion and contraction
operations on a normative context at runtime, that is, without having to stop the monitor-
ing process. The formal definition is provided by introducing a base framework for nor-
mative monitoring and then extending it with support for dynamic normative contexts.

CHAPTER 3
Building Support for Dynamic
monitoring systems
3.1 INTRODUCTION
In the last 15 years, most of the research on normative environments has focused on norm
specifications that are static and stable, and do not change over time. Norms are designed
off-line, when the system to be governed is not running, and norms do not change at run
time. This approach can be analysed both from agent perspective and from institutional
perspective.
On the one hand, this approach is not appropriate from an agent perspective. Dur-
ing their life time, agents may enter and leave several institutional contexts, each with its
different normative framework. Furthermore, agents may even be operating in several
institutional contexts simultaneously, or in contexts where more than one normative spec-
ification applies. For instance, an agent under the Catalan institutional context is affected
by the Spanish and the European institutional contexts as well. Therefore, mechanisms
where normative specifications can be added to the agents knowledge base at run time
are required. Then, such specifications can be integrated in the agent’s reasoning cycle,
allowing it to interpret institutional facts from brute ones, and to decide what ought to be
done.
On the other hand, this approach is also not appropriate from a institutional perspec-
tive. Most electronic institutions are designed off-line and will maintain a monolithic set
of norms, regimenting them. However, electronic institutions are one of the mechanisms
being applied to define and enforce acceptable behaviour of distributed electronic systems
which should comply with some human regulations. As in human legal systems, it is easy
to foresee that such electronic normative environments will not be static, but will have
to evolve through time as regulations change to adapt to new situations and behaviours.
Therefore, the need for electronic institutions able to evolve the set of norms, regimenting
them on-line arises.
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Our proposal consists on extending an existing base framework with operations for
the expansion and contraction of the normative context, and adapting our architecture to
support such operations. We aim to achieve real-time expansion and contraction of the
normative context, without having to stop monitoring the state of the world and inferring
information about it.
This chapter is structured as follows. We start by presenting an example scenario. Later,
we present the base formal framework we will extend during this chapter. Then we for-
malise a framework for norm change, providing a formal definition of the operations to
be supported. We do this by extending the base framework with operations that allows us
to perform normative context modifications at run-time. The chapter goes on by provid-
ing the formal algorithms for supporting expansion and contraction operations. Then, the
chapter provides an architectural design that includes the definition of the different com-
ponents in the architecture including interfaces for norm update, monitoring components
(with special emphasis on the monitor’s knowledge base) and institutional agents. Later,
the chapter instantiates the formal algorithms for supporting expansion and contraction
operations, providing implementations details. The chapter also provides an instantiation
of the architecture, with particular technological solutions selected for the different com-
ponents. Finally, conclusions are drawn. Finally we present a discussion on the framework
presented in this chapter relating it to other relevant lines of work analysed as state of the
art. We also draw some conclusions.
3.2 EXAMPLE SCENARIO
This section defines a sample scenario we will use for providing some examples along the
chapter. We illustrate our approach via a scenario that models a simplified version of the
2005 Spanish smoking law that has been recently amended. Basically, the 2005 law obliges
bars and restaurants with a size bigger than 100m2 to provide an isolated area for smoking
customers. They will incur in a violation if they do not fulfil this obligation, the violation
is considered as repaired once the bar abilitates an area for their smoking customers. The
amended 2011 law forbids bars and restaurants to have any smoking area. They will incur
in a violation if they have a smoking area, and the violation will be considered as repaired
once the bar removes the smoking area. In the scenario presented we define the set of bars
as [B1, . . . Bk] ∈ B.
Once we have depicted the example we are ready to present the formal framework we
will use as basis.
3.3 BASIC FORMAL NORMATIVE MODEL
Keeping track of the normative state in a context can be a cumbersome task. Some works
such as [ÁNAVSD10] (analysed in §2.1.7) propose a reduction from deontic norms to gen-
eral production systems. A representation based on production systems is easier to use
at run-time. This allows building a norm monitoring mechanism that can be used both
by agents to perceive the actual normative state of the environment and by institutions to
detect norm violations and enforce sanctions. The production system can be configured at
run-time by adding both abstract organisational specifications (i.e., regulative norms) and
sets of counts-as rules (i.e., constitutive norms). In such works, the detection of normative
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states is a passive procedure that consists in monitoring past events and checking them
against a set of active norms.
A clear advantage of a norm monitoring mechanism implemented using general pro-
duction systems is that the efficiency of the system is bound to the complexity of the sys-
tem. That is, linear to the number of productions contained in the rules in the worst case
and constant in the best case.
In this section we present the formalism for monitoring Normative Systems which we
will use in the rest of the chapter. Our formalism is an extension of the one by Alvarez-
Napagao introduced in §2.1.71 and analysed in detail in §A.2.
We assume the use of a predicate based propositional logic language LO with predi-
cates and constants taken from an ontology O, and the logical connectives {¬,∨,∧}. The
set of all possible well-formed formulæ of LO is denoted as wff(LO) and we assume
that each formulæ from wff(LO) is normalised in Disjunctive Normal Form (DNF). For-
mulæ in wff(LO) can be partially grounded, if they use at least one free variable, or fully
grounded if they use no free variables.
We define the state of the world st as the set of predicates holding at a specific times-
tamp t, where st ⊆ O, and we denote S as the set of all possible states of the world,
where S = P(O). We call expansion F (s) of a state of the world s as the minimal subset of
wff(LO) that uses the predicates in s in combination of the logical connectives {¬,∨,∧}.
We define a substitution instance Θ = {x1 ← t1, x2 ← t2, ..., xi ← ti} as the substitu-
tion of the terms t1, t2, ..., ti for variables x1, x2, ..., xi in a formulæ f ∈ wff(LO). Thus,
Θ(f(x1, x2, ..., xi)) ≡ f(t1, t2, ..., ti). We denote as ϑ(wff(LO),S) the set of all possible sub-
stitution instances containing the variables in wff(LO) and the terms in S.
Definition 2 (Regulative Norm) A ’regulative norm’ n is a tuple n = 〈fA, fM , fD, fw, w〉,
where
• fA, fM , fD, fw ∈ wff(LO), w ∈ O,
• fA, fM , fD respectively represent the activation, maintenance, and deactivation conditions
of the norm.
• fw is the explicit representation of the target of the norm, and w is the subject of the norm
(role or agent).
2
A regulative norm is defined in an abstract manner, affecting all possible participants
enacting a given role. Whenever a regulative norm is active, we will say that there is a
norm instance ni = 〈n, θ〉 for a particular regulative norm n and a substitution instance Θ.
We can formalise the norms of Definition 2 as the equivalent deontic expression (using
the formalism of the inference rules[DBDM04]):
Property 1 A regulative norm is considered fulfilled if, and only if:
fA → [Ow(Ewfw ≤ ¬fM )U fD]
1The main differences between our formalisation and the one in §2.1.7 are the inclussion of constitutive norms
as first-level elements in our framework, and the addition of institutional powers (including normative powers
and constitutive powers).
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Norm N0: Let Bi ∈ B be a Bar, with a size ≥ 100m2. Since Jan 2005 the bar has one month
to set up a smoking area
Sanction S0: The bar must remain closed until a smoking area is set up.
Activation ConditionN0 hasSize(Bi) ≥ 100m2
Expiration ConditionN0 isT ime(Feb 2005)
Maintenance ConditionN0 True
DeadlineN0 hasSmokingArea(Bi)
Activation Condition S0 isV iolated(N0, Bi)
Expiration Condition S0 hasSmokingArea(Bi)
Maintenance Condition S0 isClosed(Bi)
Deadline S0 True
Figure 3.1: Example of regulative norm specification
where Eap means that agent a sees to it that (stit) p becomes true and U is the CTL∗ until
operator.
Intuitively, Property 1 states that after the activation of a regulative norm, the subject is
obliged to see to it that the target becomes true before the maintenance condition is negated
(either the deadline is reached or some other condition is broken) until the norm is deacti-
vated (which is either when the norm is fulfilled or has otherwise expired). Intuitively, the
unfulfillment of the obligation of a regulative norm Ni entails the activation of a sanction,
known as violating handling norm Si. Formally:
Definition 3 (Violation handling norm) A norm n′ = 〈f ′A, f ′M , f ′D, f ′w, w′〉 is a violation han-
dling norm of a regulative norm n = 〈fA, fM , fD, fw, w〉, denoted as n; n′ iff fA∧¬(fMUfD) `
f ′A 2
Violation handling norms are special in the sense that they are only activated once a
regulative norm is violated. They are used as sanctioning norms, if they are to be fulfilled
by the norm violating actor (e.g., the obligation to pay a fine if the driver broke a traffic
sign), or as reparation norms, if they are to be fulfilled by an institutional actor (e.g., the
obligation of the authorities to fix the broken traffic sign).
Figure 3.1 shows an example of a regulative norm specification following our formal-
ism. The norm is introduced in the system in January 2005. The norm activates for bars
with size ≥ 100m2. The norm expires a month after entering the system (i.e. February
2005). There is no maintenance condition in the norm, therefore, setting it to True ensures
the condition is always fulfilled. The deadline (i.e. the state of the world to be accomplished
before the expiration condition) states the bar has set up a smoking area. The sanction S0
is an example of a violation handling norm. The sanction activates when an instance of the
regulative norm N0 is violated. The sanction expires once the bar has a smoking area. And
the maintenance condition states the bar must remain closed while the sanction is active,
effectively promoting a behaviour where the smoking area is set up. There is no deadline
condition in the norm, therefore, setting it to True ensures the condition is always fulfilled.
Please, notice that we could define a more stringent sanction S′0 for bars violating S0 (e.g.,
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Event processed:
ei = 〈α, t, p〉
〈s〉 ep 〈s ∪ {p}〉
(3.1)
Constitutive norm activation:
Θ(γ1) ≡ f Θ(γ2) /∈ s
〈γ1, γ2, si〉 ∈ C f ∈ F (s) si ⊆ s
〈s〉 〈s ∪ {Θ(γ2)}〉
(3.2)
Constitutive norm deactivation:
Θ(γ1) ≡ f Θ(γ2) ∈ s
〈γ1, γ2, si〉 ∈ C f ∈ F (s) si 6⊆ s
〈s〉 〈s− {Θ(γ2)}〉
(3.3)
Regulative norm instantiation:
activated(n,Θ) n ∈ N ¬∃n′ ∈ N,n′ ; n 〈n,Θ〉 /∈ is
〈is〉 nii 〈is ∪ {〈n,Θ〉}〉
(3.4)
Norm instance violation:
¬maintained(〈n,Θ〉) NR =
⋃
n;n′
〈n′,Θ〉 n ∈ N 〈n,Θ〉 ∈ is 〈n,Θ〉 /∈ vs
〈is, vs〉 niv 〈(is− {〈n,Θ〉}) ∪NR, vs ∪ {〈n,Θ〉}〉
(3.5)
Norm instance fulfilled:
deactivated(n,Θ′) n ∈ N 〈n,Θ〉 ∈ is Θ′ ⊆ Θ
〈is, fs〉 nif 〈is− {〈n,Θ〉}, fs ∪ 〈n,Θ〉〉
(3.6)
Norm instance violation repaired:
〈n′,Θ〉 ∈ fs n, n′ ∈ N n; n′ 〈n,Θ〉 ∈ vs
〈vs, rs〉 nir 〈vs− {〈n,Θ〉}, rs ∪ {〈〈n,Θ〉, 〈n′,Θ〉〉}〉
(3.7)
Figure 3.2: Inference rules for the transition relation 
bars opening while the sanction S0 is active may have their license revoked and be eco-
nomically sanctioned). Then we can define another sanction for bars violating S′0 (e.g., S′′0
for bars opening without a license and S′′′0 for bars not paying economic sactions) and so
on. Our formalism allows to effectively define complex and complete sets of behaviour
enforcing policies. Chapters §4 and §5 contain more norm specification examples based on
our use cases.
One common problem for the monitoring of normative states is the need for an
interpretation of brute events as institutional facts, also called constitution of social
reality[Gro07]. The use of constitutive norms helps solving this problem. Constitutive
norms (also known as constitutive rules) are contextual rules mapping uninterpreted brute
facts into interpreted institutional facts.
In the scope of agents literature, constitutive norms are typically formalized in sets of
counts-as rules [Gro07]. Counts-as rules are multi-modal statements of the form [c](γ1 →
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γ2), read as “in context c, γ1 counts-as γ2”. In our proposal, we consider a context as a set
of predicates, that is, as a possible subset of a state of the world:
Definition 4 (Constitutive norm) A constitutive norm is a tuple c = 〈γ1, γ2, s〉, where γ1, γ2 ∈
wff(LO), and s ⊆ O.
We also define constitutive norms in function form, formally:
counts_as(γ1, γ2, s)
Where we can omit the context if it is obvious (e.g., the institution contemplates only one context).
counts_as(γ1, γ2)
Both forms are equivalent:
〈γ1, γ2, s〉 def= counts_as(γ1, γ2, s)
2
It is important to note here that, while regulative norms may be instantiated several
times, constitutive norms have no instantiations. Constitutive norms may be added (be-
coming active) and removed (becoming inactive). It is also worth to remark that while
regulative norms can be violated (that is why we define violating handling norms) consti-
tutive norms cannot.
The set of constitutive norms that are active in a particular context in denoted as C.
Although the definition of counts-as in [Gro07] assumes that both γ1 and γ2 can be any
possible formulæ in our work we limit γ2 to a conjunction of predicates. This will ensure
every well-formed formulæ is on a standard Disjunctive Normal Form.
Definition 5 (Institution) Following the definitions above, we define an institution as a tuple of
regulative norms, roles, participants, constitutive norms, and an ontology:
I = 〈N,R, P,C,O〉
where:
N is a set of norms
R is a set of roles
P is a set of participants
C is a set of counts-as rules
O is a set an Ontology
2
In order to track the normative state of an institution at any given point of time, the
state of each of the norms inside the context should be tracked. In order to ease this task,
we define the following sets:
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Definition 6 (Normative State)
IS is an instantiation set
FS is a fulfilment set
V S is a violation set
RS is a repairment set
Each of these sets contains norm instances {〈ni,Θj〉, ..., 〈ni′ ,Θj′〉}
The normative state is a tuple formed by these sets NS = {〈IS, FS, V S,RS〉}
2
Definition 6 defines the possible normative states. In order to operationally define
the states a norm instance may be in, we adapt the semantics for normative states from
[OPVS+09] as follows:
Definition 7 (Regulative Norm Lifecycle) Let ni = 〈n,Θ〉 be a regulative norm instance, such
that n = 〈fA, fM , fD, w〉, and s be a state of the world with an expansion F (s). Then we define
the lifecycle for a norm instance ni by the following normative state predicates:
activated(ni)⇔ ∃f ∈ F (s),Θ(fA) ≡ f
maintained(ni)⇔ ∃Θ′,∃f ∈ F (s),Θ′(fM ) ≡ f ∧Θ′ ⊆ Θ
deactivated(ni)⇔ ∃Θ′,∃f ∈ F (s),Θ′(fD) ≡ f ∧Θ′ ⊆ Θ
instantiated(ni)⇔ ni ∈ IS
violated(ni)⇔ ni ∈ V S
fulfilled(ni)⇔ ni ∈ FS
repaired(ni, ni′)⇔ 〈ni, ni′〉 ∈ RS
Where IS is the instantiation set, FS is the fulfillment set, V S is the violation set, and RS is
the set of those norm instances ni′ that have repaired a norm instance ni. 2
Definition 8 (Constitutive Norm Lifecycle) Let:
c = 〈γ1, γ2, s〉 be a constitutive norm.
I = 〈N,R, P,C,O〉 be an institution.
We define two possible state predicates for the constitutive norm:
active(c)⇔ c ∈ C
inactive(c)⇔ c /∈ C
2
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Definition 9 (Event) An event e is a tuple e = 〈α, t, p〉, where
• α ∈ O, an actor of the system,
• t is the timestamp of the reception of the event, and
• given a fully grounded subset of the set of states of the world p′ ∈ S : p = p′ ∨ p = ¬p′
2
We define E as the set of all possible events, E = P(P × S). We define H as the subset
of E that has been observed by the monitor, that is, a history.
From these definition we can formalise the concept of Normative Monitor and the con-
cept of Labelled Transition System for a Normative Monitor as follows:
Definition 10 (Normative Monitor) A Normative Monitor MN for a set of norms N is a tuple
MN = 〈N,S, IS, V S, FS,H〉. Where:
• S = P(O).
• IS = P(N × S ×Dom(S)).
• V S = P(N × S ×Dom(S)).
• FS = P(N × S ×Dom(S)).
• H ∈ E is the history of events that has been observed by the monitor as defined before.
2
ΓMN is the set of all possible configurations of a Normative Monitor MN .
Definition 11 (Labelled Transition System) The Labelled Transition System LTSMN for a
Normative Monitor MN is defined by LTSMN = 〈ΓMN , L,〉 where
• L = {ep, nii, niv, nif, nir} is a set of labels, respectively representing event processed,
regulative norm instantiation, norm instance violation, norm instance fulfilled, and
norm instance violation repaired, and
•  is a transition relation such that  ⊆ ΓMN × L× ΓMN
2
The inference rules for the transition relation  are described in Figure 3.2.
This formalism, as shown in §2.1.7, has been reduced to the semantics of general pro-
duction systems and an implementation in DROOLS is already available.
As seen in Definition2 our approach models regulative norms as tuples including acti-
vation, maintenance and deactivation conditions. These norms also include a target (also
known as deadline condition) and a subject, that is, the role or particular agent responsible
of seeing to it that the regulative norm is complied with. In this aspect, we support two
types of obligations.
First, the obligation to achieve, at least once, a state of the world. The obligation is
active only after the activation condition holds true. The obligation must be fulfilled before
the deactivation condition holds true. The typical example is ’a citizen has the obligation
to pay his taxes at least once each year. Taxes must be paid once the fiscal year opens,
not before. Taxes must be paid before the fiscal year ends, not after’. As seen in Figure
3.3 we use the target of the norm (i.e. deadline condition) to model a state of the world
to be achieved at least once since the activation of the regulative norm and before the
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Norm N0: Let citizen be a particular citizen, and taxes(citizen) the taxes a citizen has to
pay. We assume the fiscal year starts on 01-Jan and ends on 31-Dec
Activation ConditionN0 isDate(01− Jan)
Expiration ConditionN0 isDate(31−Dec)
Maintenance ConditionN0 True
DeadlineN0 paid(citizen, taxes(citizen))
Figure 3.3: Example of obligation with deadline
Norm N0: Let citizen be a particular citizen, a1 and a2 artefacts and using(x, y) a function
returning true if a person x is using an artefact y and false otherwise. We can model via
constitutive rules which artefacts count as a proper helmet and a as a motorbike. We
assume we are in the institutional context X
Activation ConditionN0 using(citizen, a1) ∧ countsAs(a1,motorbike,X)
Expiration ConditionN0 ¬using(citizen, a1)
Maintenance ConditionN0 using(citizen, a2) ∧ countsAs(a2, helmet,X)
DeadlineN0 True
Figure 3.4: Example of obligation with maintenance condition
deactivation of the regulative norm. As there is no maintenance condition we set it to
True to reflect it is always fulfilled.
Second, the obligation to maintain a state of the world while the norm is active. The
obligation is active only after the activation holds true. The obligation holds until the de-
activation condition becomes true. The typical example is ’a citizen riding a motorbike has
the obligation to use a helmet. The obligation holds once the citizen is on a motorbike, not
before. The obligation holds while the citizen is on a motorbike, once he abandons it, the
obligation to wear a helmet does not hold’. As seen in Figure 3.4 we use the maintenance
condition to model a state of the world to be achieved at least once since the activation
of the regulative norm and before the deactivation of the regulative norm. As there is no
deadline condition we set it to True to reflect it is always fulfilled.
Please note that it is convenient to distinguish both types of obligations, because they
are very different from a functional perspective. It makes no sense to force citizens to con-
tinuously pay taxes during the fiscal year and it makes no sense to encourage motorbike
riders to wear a helmet just during a brief period of time while driving a motorbike. Also,
please notice how both types of obligations can be easily combined in the same norm.
We can specify the condition to be met in order to violate a norm. Intuitively, our
regulative norms are violated when the following conditions are met:
1. The activation condition holds true. If the regulative norm is not active, it can not be
violated.
2. Condition 1 holds and the expiration condition holds true before the deadline con-
dition holds true. As seen in Definition 9 the events in our system have the specific
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representation of the time performing it when the events happen. Informally, the
expiration condition holds true before the deadline condition when the event regis-
tering the expiration condition have a smaller timestamp than the event registering
the deadline condition.
3. The activation condition evaluates true and the expiration condition false and the
maintenance condition false. While the regulative norm applies, the maintenance
condition has been violated.
Formally:
Definition 12 (Obligation Violation)
Given an obligation in the form of regulative norm n = 〈fA, fM , fD, fw, w〉
Given an event of the form e = 〈α, t, p〉
Given the set of times as [τ1, . . . τk] ∈ T
Given the free variable _ which matches any value.
V iolated(n = 〈fA, fM , fD, fw, w〉) iff
〈_, τ1, fA〉∧((
(¬∃τ2 ∈ T : 〈_, τ2, fD〉 ∧ T2 ≥ T1)∧
(∃τ3 ∈ T : 〈w, τ3,¬fM 〉 ∧ T3 ≥ T1)
)
∨(
(∃τ2 ∈ T : 〈_, τ2, fD〉 ∧ T2 ≥ T1)∧
(¬∃τ3 ∈ T : 〈w, τ3, fw〉 ∧ T3 ≥ T1)
))
2
In our proposal permissions are modelled as the dual operator of the prohibition. We
allow norm designers to model prohibitions (assuming states of the world not explicitly
prohibited are permitted) or model permissions (assuming states of the world not explic-
itly prohibited are permitted). Therefore, if a particular state of the world ϕ is permitted
¬ϕ is prohibited. Analogously if ϕ is prohibited ¬ϕ is permitted. Formally:
Definition 13 (Permission and prohibition duality) Let wff(LO) be the set of all well-formed
formulæ. ∀ϕ ∈ wff(LO) P (ϕ) stands for ϕ is permitted in our normative context. Analogously
F (ϕ) means ϕ is prohibited (i.e. forbidden) in our normative context.
Let wff(LO)P ⊆ wff(LO) be the set of permitted states of the world, that is ∀ϕ ∈
wff(LO)P : P (ϕ). Analogously let wff(LO)F ⊆ wff(LO) be the set of prohibited states of the
world, that is ∀ϕ ∈ wff(LO)F : F (ϕ). As we know everything not permitted is prohibited and
vice versa we know wff(LO)F ∩ wff(LO)P = ∅ and wff(LO)F ∪ wff(LO)P = wff(LO).
Therefore, given the set of permitted states of the world wff(LO)F we can define the set
of prohibited states of the world wff(LO)P and vice versa. It allows us to express prohibi-
tions as permissions and permissions as prohibitions. Formally, given a set of states of the world
wff(LO)S ⊂ wff(LO):
P (S) def= F (S′) ∧ S′ = wff(LO)− S
F (S) def= P (S′) ∧ S′ = wff(LO)− S
2
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As Definition 13 demonstrates, permissions in our proposal can be effectively modelled
as prohibitions, and prohibitions as permissions.
Norm N0: Let citizen be a particular citizen, a1 and a2 artefacts and using(x, y) a function
returning true if a person x is using an artefact y and false otherwise. We can model via
constitutive rules which artefacts count as headphones and as a motorbike. We assume
we are in the institutional context X
Activation ConditionN0 using(citizen, a1) ∧ countsAs(a1,motorbike,X)
Expiration ConditionN0 ¬using(citizen, a1)
Maintenance ConditionN0 ¬(using(citizen, a2) ∧ countsAs(a2, headphones,X))
DeadlineN0 True
Figure 3.5: Example of prohibition using maintenance condition
In our proposal, prohibitions can be seen as states of the world to be avoided while the
regulative norm applies (i.e. between activation and deactivation condition). Intuitively
they can be expressed as the obligation to maintain a state of the world while the norm is
active, where this state of the world is the negation of the prohibition. The typical example
is ’a citizen riding a motorbike has the prohibition to use headphones’. The prohibition holds
once the citizen is on a motorbike, not before. The prohibition holds while the citizen is
on a motorbike, once he abandons it, the prohibition to use headphones does not hold’.
As seen in Figure 3.5 we use the maintenance condition to model the negation of the state
of the world to avoided. As there is no deadline condition we set it to True to reflect it is
always fulfilled.
Please notice that we model prohibitions as obligations. The model is more simple,
because we are never using the deadline condition (we only model type 2 obligations).
Formally:
Definition 14 (Modelling prohibitions as obligations)
According to Definition2 a norm in our model is is a tuple n = 〈fA, fM , fD, fw, w〉 with
activation, maintenance and deactivation conditions, as well as target (deadline) and subject.
According to Definition9 an event in our model is is a tuple e = 〈α, t, p〉, with the actor
responsible of the event, a timestamp and the state of the world representing the event.
Assuming we want to forbid ϕ for agent w while the norm is active (fA holds and fD does not
hold) our norm will be of the form n = 〈fA,¬ϕ, fD, fw, w〉.
Formally prohibition violation in our model is defined as follows:
Given the set of times as [τ1, . . . τk] ∈ T
Given the free variable _ which matches any value.
V iolated(n = 〈fA,¬ϕ, fD, fw, w〉) iff
〈_, τ1, fA〉∧
(
(
(¬∃τ2 ∈ T : 〈_, τ2, fD〉 ∧ T2 ≥ T1)∧
(∃τ3 ∈ T : 〈w, τ3, ϕ〉 ∧ T3 ≥ T1)
)
2
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Inspired by [JS96], we understand institutional power in two forms:
1. Normative power: The power to alter the normative context. Adding norms to it or
removing norms, effectively expanding and contracting the normative context. As
the framework presented in this section does not account for norm change, norma-
tive power do not apply. Therefore, we will define our formal notion of normative
power later, in §3.4.
2. Constitutive power: The power to create certain states of affairs by performing spe-
cific acts. The typical example is a priest enacting a marriage by the utterance of a
particular set of words following a clearly prescribed protocol or ritual.
As we will see in §3.6 the first form of power can be achieved by implementing a filter
in the interface that allows agents to modify the normative context. The filter will have
a list of agents allowed to alter the normative context. If a request to alter the normative
context is performed by an agent on the list, it will be fulfilled, effectively expanding or
contracting it. Otherwise the request will be ignored and will have no affect. The list of
agents with power to alter the normative state can be represented in the Ontology. In this
section we will focus on constitutive power.
Constitutive power creates high level states of affairs from certain low level acts. As an
example, a particular actor following a prescribed ritual will count-as a marriage. How-
ever, in order for the ritual to be effective it must be performed by an actor with constitutive
power, that is, a priest. If the ritual is performed by some other actor without the constitu-
tive power (e.g., during a theatre play or a joke to annoy some work mates) the ritual will
have no institutional effect. Our proposal is to support constitutive power via constitutive
norms.
Intuitively constitutive power is closely related to constitutive norms, as defined in Def-
inition 4 constitutive norms are defined as tuples c = 〈γ1, γ2, s〉with two states of the world
and a context. In order to effectively apply constitutive power we need to analyse the state
of the world γ1. When the state of the world is associated to an actor (please, remember
our definition of event includes the actor performing it) we have to check if that state is
restricted by normative powers. If it is the case, the actor must have constitutive power to
bring that state of the world. We can formalize the extension of constitutive norms for sup-
porting constitutive power. For doing it, we will assume there is a list mapping restricted
actions to actors. Formally:
Definition 15 (Constitutive Power)
Let c = 〈γ1, γ2, s〉 be a constitutive norm. Where γ1 ∧ γ2 ∈ wff(LO) that is, they are
conjunctions of states of the world.
Let cpow = 〈a, %〉 be an entry in the list of constitutive power permissions, where:
• a ∈ wff(LO) is a state of the world that must be performed by a particular actor or set of
actors. Function a(cpow) returns the component a of an entry in the list.
• % is the set of actors with constitutive power to perform a. Function %(cpow) returns the
component % of an entry in the list.
Let P(r, p) be a function that returns true if actor r has constitutive powers on state of the world
p. Formally:
P(r, p) = ∃w ∈ cpow : a(w) = p ∧ r ∈ %(w)
Let H be the set of all registered events.
We can extend the definition of constitutive norm. Given a constitutive norm c = 〈γ1, γ2, s〉,
γ1 entails γ2 iff γ1 contains a state of the world such that we have registered an event with this state
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Ex Tunc Ex Nunc
Context expansion RetroactivePromulgation
Prospective
Promulgation
Context
contraction Annulment Abrogation
Figure 3.6: Possible operations on norms
of the world. In the event, the state of the world is associated to an actor. The actor has constitutive
power associated to the state of the world. Formally:
γ1 entails γ2, formally γ1  γ2 iff
P(r, γ1)∧
∃〈α, t, p〉 ∈ E : γ1 = p ∧ r = α
2
Definition 15 introduces into our framework the concept of constitutive power. Please
notice that we assume function P(r, p) contains entries for all the possible actions defined
in the ontology. A simple enhancement is registering only actions restricted by constitutive
power and making the function return True in case the action queried has no entry (i.e. it
is not restricted by constitutive powers).
Once we have introduced the basic conceptual framework we can extend it to support
norm change.
3.4 A FORMAL FRAMEWORK FOR NORM CHANGE
This section defines the operations required for supporting expansion and contraction of
normative contexts. It also depicts the norm life-cycle extension required for supporting
these operations.
According to legal literature, one can specify two types of change operations on a
normative context: context expansion (adding norms) and context contraction (removing
norms; norm updates can be seen as norm removal followed by a norm addition). Each
of these operations comes in two forms: Ex Tunc(i.e., from the outset) and Ex Nunc (i.e.,
from now on). Both terms are Latin legal terms which are common in law literature. An
Ex Tunc norm is a norm that retroactively changes the normative consequences (or status)
of actions committed prior to the existence of the norm, whereas an Ex Nunc norm affects
only actions committed after the existence of the norm. To summarize, one can apply four
distinct operations to normative contexts, as depicted on Figure 3.6.
This section provides a formal definition of the four operations when applied to reg-
ulative norms, constitutive norms and institutional powers (including both constitutive
powers and normative powers).
3.4.1 Regulative norm dynamics
This subsection provides a formal definition of the four operations for norm change when
they are applied to regulative norms. A formal definition of the operations is as follows:
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Prospective promulgation +P : Introduces a new regulative norm on the normative
context. Events happening on the context can instantiate the norm as soon as it has been
promulgated. The norm will not check for violations caused by past events, but it can be
activated by past events. This is because if a given fact has been made true in the past we
assume it to be true until we have prove of the contrary. For instance, if we received the
event bornAt(Spain, Manolete) in the past we can assume the fact Manolete is born in Spain
still holds in the present. Thus, if a norm applies to (i.e., is activated by) individuals born
in Spain, it should apply to the individual Manolete even if he was born before the norm
promulgation.
Intuitively prospective promulgation of a regulative norm will incur in norm violation
only if the event triggering the violation occurs after the operation. Formally:
Definition 16 (Prospective promulgation of a regulative norm)
Given the following elements:
Given the set of times as [τ1, . . . τk] ∈ T
Given the free variable _ which matches any value.
Given a norm (n = 〈fA, fM , fD, fw, w〉)
We can formalize prospective expansion also known as prospective promulgation:
+P (n = 〈fA, fM , fD, fw, w〉), τ+ def=
V iolated(n = 〈fA, fM , fD, fw, w〉) iff
〈_, τ1, fA〉∧((
(¬∃τ2 ∈ T : 〈_, τ2, fD〉 ∧ τ2 ≥ τ1)∧
(∃τ3 ∈ T : 〈w, τ3,¬fM 〉 ∧ τ3 ≥ τ1 ∧ τ3 ≥ τ+)
)
∨(
(∃τ2 ∈ T : 〈_, τ2, fD〉 ∧ τ2 ≥ τ1) ∧ τ2 ≥ τ+)∧
(¬∃τ3 ∈ T : 〈w, τ3, fw〉 ∧ τ3 ≥ τ1)
))
2
Retroactive promulgation +R: Introduces a new regulative norm on the normative
context. Events happening on the context can instantiate the norm as soon as it is pro-
mulgated. The norm will check for norm instance activations or violations caused by past
events. Retroactive promulgation can lead to a massive amount of norm instances being vi-
olated (especially if the number of past events is high). Few scenarios should require this
operation for normative context modification. In fact, most real-world normative contexts
forbid this operation (e.g., most countries forbid retrospective law promulgation on their
constitutions and bills of rights).
Intuitively retroactive promulgation of a regulative norm will incur in norm violation
even if the event triggering the violation occurs before the operation. Formally:
Definition 17 (Retroactive promulgation of a regulative norm)
Given the following elements:
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Given the set of times as [τ1, . . . τk] ∈ T
Given the free variable _ which matches any value.
Given a norm (n = 〈fA, fM , fD, fw, w〉)
We can formalize retroactive expansion also known as retroactive promulgation:
+R(n = 〈fA, fM , fD, fw, w〉), τ+ def=
V iolated(n = 〈fA, fM , fD, fw, w〉) iff
〈_, τ1, fA〉∧((
(¬∃τ2 ∈ T : 〈_, τ2, fD〉 ∧ τ2 ≥ τ1)∧
(∃τ3 ∈ T : 〈w, τ3,¬fM 〉 ∧ τ3 ≥ τ1)
)
∨(
(∃τ2 ∈ T : 〈_, τ2, fD〉 ∧ τ2 ≥ τ1))∧
(¬∃τ3 ∈ T : 〈w, τ3, fw〉 ∧ τ3 ≥ τ1)
))
2
Annulment −R: Removes a regulative norm from the normative context. All the in-
stances of the norm are removed as well, including violated ones. This implies removing
sanctions and repair actions that are yet to be enacted. Repair actions already enacted must
be de-enacted, so the agents responsible of enacting repair actions (i.e., manager agent)
must be aware of the annulment.
Intuitively annulment of a regulative norm will prevent norm violation even if the
event triggering the violation occurs before contraction. Formally:
Definition 18 (Annulment of a regulative norm)
Given the following elements:
Given the set of times as [τ1, . . . τk] ∈ T
Given the free variable _ which matches any value.
Given a norm (n = 〈fA, fM , fD, fw, w〉)
We can formalize retroactive contraction also known as annulment:
−R(n = 〈fA, fM , fD, fw, w〉), τ− def=
V iolated(n = 〈fA, fM , fD, fw, w〉) iff false ∧
compensated(n = 〈fA, fM , fD, fw, w〉) iff repaired(n = 〈fA, fM , fD, fw, w〉) ∧
repaired(n = 〈fA, fM , fD, fw, w〉) iff false ∧
fulfilled(n = 〈fA, fM , fD, fw, w〉) iff false
2
Please notice that our norm life supports both violated and repaired norm instances,
and they receive a different treatment. Specifically, repaired norm instances are compen-
sated when norm is abrogated. It is worth to remark that we apply norm compensations
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Figure 3.7: Extending the life cycle of regulative norms
before removing norm reparations. We will introduce a formal definition of compensated
norm instances once we finish extending our norm life-cycle.
Abrogation −P : Tags a norm from the normative context as being In transition. The
norm can not be instantiated anymore. Instances of the norm remain in the normative
context as long as they are not in a terminal state (that is, either fulfilled or repaired). Once
all norm’s instances have reached a terminal state, the norm is removed from the system
along with its instances.
Intuitively abrogation of a norm will prevent norm violation only if the event triggering
the violation occurs after the operation. Please notice that our norm life cycle also supports
violated and repaired norm instances. That is why we keep norm instances which have
been violated before context contraction and are not repaired yet. Formally:
Definition 19 (Abrogation of a regulative norm)
Given the following elements:
Given the set of times as [τ1, . . . τk] ∈ T
Given the free variable _ which matches any value.
Given a norm (n = 〈fA, fM , fD, fw, w〉)
We can formalize prospective contraction also known as abrogation:
−P (n = 〈fA, fM , fD, fw, w〉), τ− def=
V iolated(n = 〈fA, fM , fD, fw, w〉) iff
〈_, τ1, fA〉∧((
(¬∃τ2 ∈ T : 〈_, τ2, fD〉 ∧ τ2 ≥ τ1)∧
(∃τ3 ∈ T : 〈w, τ3,¬fM 〉 ∧ τ3 ≥ τ1 ∧ τ3 6 τ−)
)
∨(
(∃τ2 ∈ T : 〈_, τ2, fD〉 ∧ τ2 ≥ τ1) ∧ τ2 6 τ−)∧
(¬∃τ3 ∈ T : 〈w, τ3, fw〉 ∧ τ3 ≥ τ1)
))
2
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In order to effectively support these operations we have to extend our basic regulative
norm life-cycle introduced in Definition 7. Figure 3.7 depicts the new norm lifeycle adding
the following states:
• In force: Once a regulative norm has been promulgated (either in a prospective or
retroactive form) it achieves an In force state. From this point, the regulative norm can
be effectively activated if its activation condition is met. In some scenarios, regulative
norms introduced in the system off-line (i.e., they are already there when the system
starts its execution) are by default in this state. In other scenarios they can lack this
state (i.e., be in Deleted stated instead) and are moved to it by institutional agents
in case they consider they are beneficial for the overall goals of the system. This
will effectively provide agents with a pool of norms that can be promulgated (either
in a prospective or retroactive form) if required. A mixture of both approaches is
also possible, where system designers put some important norms In force since the
beginning of system’s execution, leaving a second set of norms in the pool of norms
that can be put into force by institutional agents.
• In transition: Abrogated regulative norms go into this state. It means the regulative
norm can not be instantiated anymore. However, instances of the norm that have
been already instantiated (i.e., they are in active or violated state) remain in the system.
Once these instances change to Fulfilled state the norm in transition can effectively
move on to Deleted state.
• Deleted: As stated before, abrogated regulative norms with no active instances are
moved to this state. Annulled regulative norms are also moved to this state, no
matter if they contain active instances or not. Therefore, active instances of annulled
norms are removed from the system. Mechanisms based on the already available
violation handling can be defined to compensate for violated instances of annulled
norms that have been repaired (e.g., if an agent pays a fine for violating a norm, and
then the norm is annulled, return the amount paid to the agent).
In Definition 6 we introduced the set of states on our regulative norm life-cycle. That is,
the set of states where norm instances transition. In order to support the new norm life-
cycle we have to extend these states. Informally, we have to add compensated set of norm
instances for the compensations generated by regulative norm annulment. Formally:
Definition 20 (Dynamic Normative States)
IS is an instantiation set
FS is a fulfilment set
V S is a violation set
RS is a repairment set
CS is a compensated set
Each of these sets contains norm instances {〈ni,Θj〉, ..., 〈ni′ ,Θj′〉}
The normative state is a tuple formed by these sets NS = {〈IS, FS, V S,RS,CS〉}
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2
In Definition 7 we introduced the operational definition of the regulative norm instance
life cycle. By adding a new state (i.e. compensated) with the corresponding set of norm
instances (i.e. CS) we have to extend the operational definition as well. Formally:
Definition 21 (Dynamic Regulative Norm Lifecycle) Let ni = 〈n,Θ〉 be a regulative norm
instance, such that n = 〈fA, fM , fD, w〉, and s be a state of the world with an expansion F (s).
Then we extend the lifecycle for a norm instance ni by the following normative state predicates:
activated(ni)⇔ ∃f ∈ F (s),Θ(fA) ≡ f
maintained(ni)⇔ ∃Θ′,∃f ∈ F (s),Θ′(fM ) ≡ f ∧Θ′ ⊆ Θ
deactivated(ni)⇔ ∃Θ′,∃f ∈ F (s),Θ′(fD) ≡ f ∧Θ′ ⊆ Θ
instantiated(ni)⇔ ni ∈ IS
violated(ni)⇔ ni ∈ V S
fulfilled(ni)⇔ ni ∈ FS
repaired(ni, ni′)⇔ 〈ni, ni′〉 ∈ RS
ni′ ∈ CS ⇔ ∃ni : 〈ni, ni′〉 ∈ RS ∧ ∃Θ : ni = 〈n, θ〉 ∧ −R(n)
compensated(ni′)⇔ ni′ ∈ CS
Where IS is the instantiation set, FS is the fulfillment set, V S is the violation set, and RS is
the set of those norm instances ni′ that have repaired a norm instance ni. Finally CS is the set of
norm instances ni′ that have repaired a norm instance ni where ni is an instantiation of a norm n
that has been annulled.
2
In the base framework introduced in §3.3 norm instances have states, because they
transition from one to another as events are processed. However, regulative norms lack
the definition of state, because they have only one possible state (the equivalent to our In
force state). We can extend the base framework with the notion of regulative norm state.
Informally we have to account for the following states:
• In force (NF ): The set of regulative norms in force. An initial set of regulative norms
and the promulgated ones.
• In transition (NT ): Set of abrogated regulative norms with violated or active norm
instances.
• Deleted (ND): Set of abrogated regulative norms without violated or active norm
instances. Also includes the set of annulled norms.
For doing it we extend the base definition of normative monitor in Definition 10, formally:
Definition 22 (Dynamic Normative Monitor) A Dynamic Normative Monitor MN for a set of
initial regulative norms N is a tuple MN = 〈〈NF , NT , ND〉, S, IS, V S, FS,RS,CS,H〉. Where:
• S = P(O).
• IS = P(N × S ×Dom(S)).
• V S = P(N × S ×Dom(S)).
• FS = P(N × S ×Dom(S)).
• RS = P(N × S ×Dom(S)).
• CS = P(N × S ×Dom(S)).
• H ∈ E is the history of events that has been observed by the monitor.
• NF = N ∪ (n : +P (n) ∨+R(n)).
• NT = n ∈ NF : −P (n) ∧ ∃ni,Θ : ni = 〈n, θ〉 ∧ (ni ∈ IS ∨ ni ∈ V S).
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Figure 3.8: Example of the execution of regulative norms N1 and N2
• ND = n ∈ NF : −R(n) ∪ n ∈ NT : ¬∃ni,Θ : ni = 〈n, θ〉 ∧ (ni ∈ IS ∨ ni ∈ V S).
2
Figure 3.8 shows examples of some operations on a normative context. Specifically
it shows how the regulative norm (N1) and the amendment (N2) are activated, fulfilled,
violated or repaired depending on the events happening on the environment.
Basically N1 is activated as soon as bar instances with more than 100m2 are detected on
the environment. Please notice how both prospective and retroactive norm promulgation
check for past events. In this case, it is because if in the past a bar instance had more
than 100m2 we assume this fact to be still true if we have not prove of the contrary. Once
the regulative norm is promulgated it instantiates. The instance goes to fulfilled state if
the bar has an isolated area for smoking customers, and to violated state if it does not. If
the regulative norm is violated, violation can be repaired by creating an isolated area for
smokers. This action will take the norm to repaired state.
Then, regulative norm N1 is abrogated and N2 promulgated. Once promulgated N2
instantiates as soon as bar instances are detected, no size constraints are to be met. The
norm instance is fulfilled if the bar has no smoking area, and violated if it does. If the
norm is violated, violation can be repaired by removing the isolated smoking area from
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the bar. As norm N1 has been abrogated, Bars that are on violated state on instances of N1
have to perform their repair actions in order to move to repaired state even if N1 has been
already abrogated and N2 promulgated. It would be the case if norm N1 was annulled
instead of abrogated as annulment would force norm violations to be removed from the
system.
This simple scenario allows us to reinforce the idea system designers need to be very
careful when using regulative norm abrogation. Bars that have spent money in creating
areas for smokers due to the promulgation of N1, have to spend money again for removing
these areas once norm N2 is promulgated. Otherwise they would be violating N2. There-
fore, in order to achieve a fair regulative norm promulgation, system designers should
include a reward for bars that fulfilled norm N1 by creating areas for smokers when pro-
mulgating norm N2.
3.4.2 Constitutive norm, constitutive power and normative power dynamics
We can apply the same operations to constitutive norms as introduced in Definition 4. In-
tuitively:
• Prospective expansion of a constitutive norm implies the brute facts will count as
institutional facts as long as they occur after expansion.
• Retroactive expansion of a constitutive norm implies the brute facts will count as
institutional facts even if they occur before expansion.
• Prospective contraction of a constitutive norm implies the brute facts will not count
as institutional facts as long as they occur before contraction.
• Prospective contraction of a constitutive norm implies the brute facts will not count
as institutional even if they occur before contraction.
Formally:
Definition 23 (Operations on constitutive norms)
In our proposal we observe brute facts via events. The formal concept of event 〈α, t, p〉 is tightly
coupled with the concept of time ’t’. We can formalize constitutive norm expansion and contraction
operations from this set of elements:
Given the set of times as [τ1, . . . τk] ∈ T
Given the free variable _ which matches any value.
Given a constitutive norm c = 〈γ1, γ2, s〉
And the entailment definition associated γ1 entails γ2, formally γ1  γ2
Given an event 〈α, t, p〉 and the set of all events E
We can formalize prospective expansion also known as prospective promulgation of a constitutive
norm:
+P (c = 〈γ1, γ2, s〉), τ+ def=
γ1 entails γ2, formally γ1  γ2 iff
∃〈α, t, p〉 ∈ E : γ1 = α ∧ t > τ+
We can formalize retroactive expansion also known as retroactive promulgation of a constitutive
norm:
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Figure 3.9: Extending the life cycle of constitutive norms and constitutive powers
+R(c = 〈γ1, γ2, s〉), τ+ def=
γ1 entails γ2, formally γ1  γ2 iff
∃〈α, t, p〉 ∈ E : γ1 = α
We can formalize prospective contraction also known as abrogation of a constitutive norm:
−P (c = 〈γ1, γ2, s〉), τ− def=
γ1 entails γ2, formally γ1  γ2 iff
∃〈α, t, p〉 ∈ E : γ1 = α ∧ t 6 τ−
We can formalize retroactive contraction also known as annulment of a constitutive norm:
−R(c = 〈γ1, γ2, s〉), τ− def=
γ1 entails γ2, formally γ1  γ2 iff false
2
When defining dynamics for constitutive powers, the idea is exactly the same as in
constitutive norms. All we have to do is match the event with the brute fact with the
actor uttering it and the time when the power was added or removed from the normative
context. For simplicity, we will skip the formal definition, as the analogous definition of
the operations for constitutive norms has been already provided.
In the base framework presented in §3.3 constitutive norms have no life-cycle because
there is only one possible state. The same stands for constitutive powers. In order to effec-
tively support these operations we have to extend our constitutive norm and normative
power life-cycle, as depicted in Figure 3.7, adding the following states:
• Active (CA): Once a constitutive norm has been promulgated (either in a prospective
or retroactive form) it achieves an Active state. From this point, the constitutive norm
starts interpreting brute facts. The state contains both the constitutive norm and a
time stamp. The same holds for constitutive powers with the set PA.
• Deleted (CD): Once a constitutive norm has been annulled or abrogated it achieves
a Deleted state. From this point, the constitutive norm will not interpret brute facts
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anymore. The state contains both the constitutive norm and a time stamp. The same
holds for constitutive powers with the set PD.
To add the states we extend the Dynamic Normative Monitor in Definition 22, formally:
Definition 24 (Extended Dynamic Normative Monitor) A Dynamic Normative
Monitor MN for a set of initial regulative norms N , a set of initial constitu-
tive norms C, and a set of initial constitutive powers PC is a tuple MN =
〈〈NF , NT , ND, CA, CD〉, S, IS, V S, FS,RS,CS,H, 〈PA, PD〉〉. Where:
• S = P(O).
• IS = P(N × S ×Dom(S)).
• V S = P(N × S ×Dom(S)).
• FS = P(N × S ×Dom(S)).
• RS = P(N × S ×Dom(S)).
• CS = P(N × S ×Dom(S)).
• H ∈ E is the history of events that has been observed by the monitor.
• NF = N ∪ (n : +P (n) ∨+R(n)).
• NT = n ∈ NF : −P (n) ∧ ∃ni,Θ : ni = 〈n, θ〉 ∧ (ni ∈ IS ∨ ni ∈ V S).
• ND = n ∈ NF : −R(n) ∪ n ∈ NT : ¬∃ni,Θ : ni = 〈n, θ〉 ∧ (ni ∈ IS ∨ ni ∈ V S).
• Let the actual time be t.
• CA = (〈c, 0〉 : c ∈ C) ∪ (〈c, 0〉 : +R(c)) ∪ (〈c, t〉 : +P (c))
• CD = (〈c, 0〉 : −R(c)) ∪ (〈c, t〉 : −P (c))
• PA = (〈p, 0〉 : p ∈ PC) ∪ (〈p, 0〉 : +R(p)) ∪ (〈p, t〉 : +P (p))
• PD = (〈p, 0〉 : −R(p)) ∪ (〈c, t〉 : −P (p))
2
Finally, we can extend the Labelled Transition System for a Normative Monitor definition.
Intuitively a constitutive norm will activate only under the following conditions:
• The brute fact γ1 holds true.
• γ1 has happened on a time when the constitutive norm is active, according to the set
CA.
• γ1 has been uttered by actor with constitutive power.
• The constitutive power is active on the time when γ1 holds true, according to PA.
Formally:
Definition 25 (Constitutive norm activation)
Let utters(γ1, α) be a function that returns true if the state of the world γ1 is uttered by actor α,
and false otherwise.
Θ(γ1) ≡ 〈α, t, p〉 Θ(γ2) /∈ s〈γ1, γ2, si〉 ∈ C f ∈ F (s) si ⊆ s
c = 〈γ1, γ2, si〉 ∧ ∃ < c, t′ >∈ CA : t′ ≥ t ∧ utters(γ1, α) ∧ ∃ < p, t′′ >∈ PA : t′′ ≥ t ∧ p = 〈γ1, α〉
〈s〉 〈s ∪ {Θ(γ2)}〉
2
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Once we have introduced the operations to update the normative context we can pro-
vide a definition of normative power. Normative power is the power to alter the normative
context, that is, power to perform the operations we have introduced on this section. The
operations are requested by the actors in the institution and affect the norms in the nor-
mative context. Therefore, normative power is a list mapping actors to norms, < a, n >
meaning actor a has normative power to modify norm n. Norm stands for regulative
norm, constitutive norm, constitutive power and even normative power itself. There-
fore, we support an actor granting normative power to another actor on a particular set
of norms. Modify stands for applying any operation defined in this section to the norm.
We could easily extend the concept of normative power to differentiate between the oper-
ations (i.e. an actor can abrogate a particular norm but not annul it) but we consider such
fine-grained permissions are not required in the scope of our framework. Formally, we
define normative power as:
Definition 26 (Normative power)
Let:
a be an actor defined in the ontology: a ∈ O
PN denotes the set of all normative powers.
n be a norm: n ∈ N ∧N = NF ∪NT ∪ND ∪ CA ∪ CD ∪ PA ∪ PD ∪ PN
a has normative power to modify norm n is formally denoted with the tuple:
< a, n >
Where:
PN denotes the set of all normative powers: PN = 〈< a1, n1 >,< a1, n2 > · · · < an, nn >〉
We can use the free variable _ to denote any actor or any norm.
< a, _ > means actor a has normative power on any norm.
< _, n > means any actor has normative power on norm n.
2
Intuitively, normative power dynamics account for adding normative powers when
expansion operations are performed on the set PN (either prospectively or retroactively)
and removing normative powers when contraction operations are performed on PN (ei-
ther prospectively or retroactively). In the scope of our framework we will not distin-
guish between prospective and retroactive operations w.r.t. normative powers. Therefore,
prospective promulgation of a normative power φ (denoted as +P (φ)) is equivalent to the
retroactive promulgation of a normative power φ (denoted as +R(φ)). The same stands
for abrogation of a normative power φ (denoted as −P (φ)) and annulment of a normative
power φ (denoted as −R(φ)). In §3.6 we will see our framework can be easily extended for
accounting for prospective and retroactive operations on normative powers. Formally:
Definition 27 (Normative power dynamics) Let:
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+P (〈a, n〉) denote prospective promulgation of normative power to actor a on norm n
+R(〈a, n〉) denote retroactive promulgation of normative power to actor a on norm n
−P (〈a, n〉) denote abrogation of normative power to actor a on norm n
−R(〈a, n〉) denote annulment of normative power to actor a on norm n
We support only prospective operations on normative powers, therefore:
+P (〈a, n〉) def= +R(〈a, n〉)
−P (〈a, n〉) def= −R(〈a, n〉)
To provide a clearer definition closer to natural language we denote:
+Pow(a, n) as the prospective promulgation of normative power to actor a on norm n
−Pow(a, n) as the abrogation of normative power to actor a on norm n
2
We define normative power dynamics as:
Definition 28 (Extended Dynamic Normative Monitor with normative power) A Dynamic
Normative Monitor MN for a set of initial regulative norms N , a set of initial constitutive norms
C, a set of initial constitutive powers PC and a set of initial normative powers PP is a tuple MN =
〈〈NF , NT , ND, CA, CD〉, S, IS, V S, FS,RS,CS,H, 〈PA, PD〉, PN 〉. Where:
• S = P(O).
• IS = P(N × S ×Dom(S)).
• V S = P(N × S ×Dom(S)).
• FS = P(N × S ×Dom(S)).
• RS = P(N × S ×Dom(S)).
• CS = P(N × S ×Dom(S)).
• H ∈ E is the history of events that has been observed by the monitor.
• NF = N ∪ (n : +P (n) ∨+R(n)).
• NT = n ∈ NF : −P (n) ∧ ∃ni,Θ : ni = 〈n, θ〉 ∧ (ni ∈ IS ∨ ni ∈ V S).
• ND = n ∈ NF : −R(n) ∪ n ∈ NT : ¬∃ni,Θ : ni = 〈n, θ〉 ∧ (ni ∈ IS ∨ ni ∈ V S).
• Let the actual time be t.
• CA = (〈c, 0〉 : c ∈ C) ∪ (〈c, 0〉 : +R(c)) ∪ (〈c, t〉 : +P (c))
• CD = (〈c, 0〉 : −R(c)) ∪ (〈c, t〉 : −P (c))
• PA = (〈p, 0〉 : p ∈ PC) ∪ (〈p, 0〉 : +R(p)) ∪ (〈p, t〉 : +P (p))
• PD = (〈p, 0〉 : −R(p)) ∪ (〈c, t〉 : −P (p))
• PN = (φ : φ ∈ PP ∪ φ : +P (φ) ∪ φ : +R(φ))− (φ : −P (φ) ∪ φ : −R(φ))
2
Once we have completed the formal definition of our framework and the operations to
update the normative context we will proceed by describing the operational semantics of
our framework. We do so by introducing the pseudocode of the algorithms required for
fulfilling each normative context operation from a monitoring perspective.
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3.5 IMPLEMENTING NORM CHANGE SUPPORT
In this section we present the operational semantics of our framework. We do so by in-
troducing the pseudocode of the algorithms required for fulfilling each normative context
operation form a monitoring perspective. The operational semantics will take care of some
aspects we have not covered in the formalisation provided in §3.4 such as the operational
description of how to maintain each set of norm instances.
If norms are represented as rules, then rule change can be represented as non-
monotonic inference. According to [GR08a], changing a Normative System would amount
to adding new rules or removing the existing ones. The formalism presented in Section 3.3,
based on rule creation from normative specifications, allows us to define the operational-
isation of norm change, in its four forms, as extensions of the main monitoring process.
By using all or some of the labels described in Definition 11, we can constrain the exact
normative-related actions that the monitor will be able to carry out, and thus we can de-
fine and create, at runtime, diverse monitoring contexts.
The ability to create a different monitoring context is due to the fact that some norm
changes can be retroactive. Thus the only way to generate a normative state compliant
with the one we had before the norm change is to analyse the full stream of events gen-
erated since the beginning of the monitoring process. Such a monitoring context can be
created at runtime by using two constructs from the monitoring formalism: the normative
monitor and the labels of its labelled transition system. With the first one we can create a new
monitor, specific to a set of norms (the ones to be added), and by constraining the labels
we can control the level of retroactivity of the norm change type.
How these constructs have to be used depends on each type of norm change, as defined
in §3.4. As seen on Figure 3.6 there are a total of four possible operations on a normative
context, formalised by the algorithms presented in this section. First we will introduce
the application of the operations to regulative norms. Then, to constitutive norms and
normative powers.
3.5.1 Implementing Norm change support for regulative norms
Algorithm 1 Prospective Promulgation of PPNorm
Require: PPNorm = 〈fA, fM , fD, fw, w〉
Require: MN = 〈〈NF , NT , ND, CA, CD〉, S, IS, V S, FS,RS,CS,H, 〈PA, PD〉, PN 〉
Require: PPNorm 6∈ NF
MN′ = 〈〈NF ∪ {PPNorm}, NT , ND, CA, CD〉, ∅, ∅, ∅, ∅, ∅, ∅, H, 〈PA, PD〉, PN 〉
LTSMN′ = {Γ, {nii}, .}
engine.create(LTSMn′ )
it = E.iterator
while it.hasNext do
engine.insert(it.next)
engine.infer
MN .IS = MN .IS ∪MN′ .IS
Algorithm 1 models the prospective promulgation of the regulative norm PPNorm.
The idea is creating an auxiliary monitor MN ′ with the current set of norms and the pro-
mulgated regulative norm. We run the operational rules on the auxiliary monitor, effec-
tively inferring the set of norm instances and their respective states. As the promulgated
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norm can be instantiated by past events (but not violated,repaired or fulfilled) we merge
the auxiliary monitor and the main one by inserting in the main monitor only the norm
instances which are in instantiated state (denoted as MN ′ .IS) according to the auxiliary
monitor.
Algorithm 2 Retroactive Promulgation of RPNorm
Require: RPNorm = 〈fA, fM , fD, fw, w〉
Require: MN = 〈〈NF , NT , ND, CA, CD〉, S, IS, V S, FS,RS,CS,H, 〈PA, PD〉, PN 〉
Require: RPNorm 6∈ NF
MN′ = 〈〈NF ∪ {RPNorm}, NT , ND, CA, CD〉, ∅, ∅, ∅, ∅, ∅, ∅, H, 〈PA, PD〉, PN 〉
LTSMN′ = {Γ, {nii, niv, nif, nir}, .}
engine.create(LTSMn′ )
it = E.iterator
while it.hasNext do
engine.insert(it.next)
engine.infer
MN .IS = MN .IS ∪MN′ .IS
MN .V S = MN .V S ∪MN′ .V S
MN .FS = MN .FS ∪MN′ .FS
MN .RS = MN .RS ∪MN′ .RS
Algorithm 2 models the retroactive promulgation of the regulative norm RPNorm. The
idea is creating an auxiliary monitor MN ′ with the current set of norms and the promul-
gated regulative norm. We run the operational rules on the auxiliary monitor, effectively
inferring the set of norm instances and their respective states. As the promulgated norm
can be in any state (e.g., instantiated, violated, fulfilled or repaired) due to past events we
merge the auxiliary monitor and the main one by performing the following sequence of
operations:
• Inserting in the main monitor the norm instances which are in instantiated state (de-
noted as MN ′ .IS) according to the auxiliary monitor.
• Inserting in the main monitor the norm instances which are in violated state (denoted
as MN ′ .V S) according to the auxiliary monitor.
• Inserting in the main monitor the norm instances which are in fulfilled state (denoted
as MN ′ .FS) according to the auxiliary monitor.
• Inserting in the main monitor the norm instances which are in repaired state (denoted
as MN ′ .RS) according to the auxiliary monitor.
Algorithm 3 models the annulment of the regulative norm AnNorm. The idea is re-
moving from the monitor’s memory all references to the annulled regulative norm. Norm
instances in either instantiated, violated or fulfilled state are directly removed. In the case
of repaired instances, apart from performing the removal operation, we also notify a man-
ager (i.e. an institutional agent responsible of sanctions) the repaired norm instances af-
fected by the annulment. This way, the manager can compensate the sanctions paid by
agents when repairing the annulled regulative norm (e.g., return fines paid or take actors
out of jail) effectively undoing the sanctions associated to norm repairing.
Algorithm 4 models the abrogation of the regulative norm AbNorm. The operation con-
sists in three main steps. First, we remove fulfilled and repaired instances of the regulative
norm from the monitor’s memory. Then, we mark the norm to be in transition, effectively
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Algorithm 3 Annulment of AnNorm
Require: AnNorm = 〈fA, fM , fD, fw, w〉
Require: MN = 〈〈NF , NT , ND, CA, CD〉, S, IS, V S, FS,RS,CS,H, 〈PA, PD〉, PN 〉
Require: AnNorm ∈ NF
for all ni ∈ IS do
if ni.norm == AnNorm then
IS = IS − ni
for all ni ∈ V S do
if ni.norm == AnNorm then
V S = V S − ni
for all ni ∈ FS do
if ni.norm == AnNorm then
FS = FS − ni
for all 〈ni, ni′〉 ∈ RS do
if ni.norm == AnNorm then
RS = RS − 〈ni, ni′〉
CS = CS + ni′
NF = NF −AnNorm
ND = ND + AnNorm
blocking its instantiation. It means the monitor will not infer new instances of the regula-
tive norm from this point of time. Therefore, no new norm instances will be in instantiated
state. An easy way to accomplish this is to keep a list of regulative norms in transition on
the monitor’s knowledge base. Instances that are already in instantiated state will transi-
tion to fulfilled or violated states as a consequence of agent’s actions. Instances that are
already in violated state will transition to repaired state as a consequence of agent’s ac-
tions. Finally, we perform a periodic check on the norm instances. We query monitor’s
memory for fulfilled and repaired instances of the norm. If we find any of them, we re-
move the instance form memory. Otherwise, it means the norm can be deleted from the
set of norms in the monitor, effectively finishing the abrogation operation.
Once we have introduced the algorithms for regulative norms, we can proceed to con-
stitutive norms and normative powers.
3.5.2 Implementing Norm change support for constitutive norms and normative
powers
As seen in Definition 25, modifying constitutive norms (either prospectively or retroac-
tively) will account for a modification of CA and CD sets and running the production rules
used in the monitor. Therefore, the operational semantics is contained in the production
rules, and no meta-algorithm is required (except for modifying sets CA and CD, which is
trivial). Same stands for constitutive powers with sets PA and PD. An informal definition
of the procedures associate to each operation is as follows:
Prospective Promulgation of a constitutive norm c: Add 〈c, t〉 to the set of active con-
stitutive norms CA where t is the actual time. CA = CA ∪ 〈c, t〉. As new events are pro-
cessed, institutional facts will be entailed by the new norm. If 〈c, _〉 is in the set CD remove
it from this set.
Retroactive Promulgation of a constitutive norm c: Add 〈c, 0〉 to the set of active con-
stitutive norms CA. CA = CA ∪ 〈c, 0〉. Run the rules engine to process old events, entailing
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Algorithm 4 Abrogation of AbNorm
Require: AbNorm = 〈fA, fM , fD, fw, w〉
Require: MN = 〈〈NF , NT , ND, CA, CD〉, S, IS, V S, FS,RS,CS,H, 〈PA, PD〉, PN 〉
Require: AbNorm ∈ NF
for all ni ∈ FS do
if ni.norm == AbNorm then
FS = FS − ni
for all 〈ni, ni′〉 ∈ RS do
if ni.norm == AbNorm then
RS = RS − 〈ni, ni′〉
{At this point, AbNorm becomes InTransition}
TS = TS + AbNorm
while AbNorm ∈ N do
deleteNorm = true
for all ni ∈ IS do
if ni.norm == AbNorm then
deleteNorm = false
for all ni ∈ V S do
if ni.norm == AbNorm then
deleteNorm = false
if deleteNorm then
for all ni ∈ FS do
if ni.norm == AbNorm then
FS = FS − ni
for all 〈ni, ni′〉 ∈ RS do
if ni.norm == AbNorm then
RS = RS − 〈ni, ni′〉
NF = NF −AnNorm
ND = ND + AnNorm
sleep(sometime)
institutional facts via the new norm. If 〈c, _〉is in the set CD remove it from this set.
Abrogation of a constitutive norm c: Remove 〈c, _〉 from the set of active constitutive
norms CA. CA = CA − 〈c, _〉. As new events are processed, institutional facts entailed by
the old norm are blocked. Add 〈c, t〉 to the set CD where t is the actual time.
Annulment of a constitutive norm c: Remove 〈c, _〉 from the set of active constitu-
tive norms CA. CA = CA − 〈c, _〉. Run the rules engine to process old events, blocking
institutional facts entailed by the old norm. Add 〈c, 0〉 to the set CD.
Prospective Promulgation of a constitutive power p: Add 〈p, t〉 to the set of active
constitutive powers PA where t is the actual time. PA = PA ∪ 〈p, t〉. Constitutive power
applies to new utterances received as events. If 〈p, _〉 is in the set PD remove it from this
set.
Retroactive Promulgation of a constitutive power p: Add 〈p, 0〉 to the set of active
constitutive powers PA. PA = PA ∪ 〈p, 0〉. Check history of utterances received as events,
constitutive power applies to all of them. If 〈p, _〉 is in the set PD remove it from this set.
Abrogation of a constitutive power p: Remove 〈p, _〉 from the set of active constitutive
powers PA. PA = PA − 〈p, _〉. Constitutive power is blocked for new utterances received
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as events. Add 〈p, t〉 to the set PD where t is the actual time.
Annulment of a constitutive power p: Remove 〈p, _〉 from the set of active constitutive
powers PA. PA = PA − 〈p, _〉. Check history of utterances received as events, constitutive
power is blocked on all of them. Add 〈p, 0〉 to the set PD.
Modifying normative powers (either prospectively or retroactively) will account for
modifying the list of normative powers inside the monitor’s memory. As this operation is
trivial, we will not introduce an algorithm for depicting it. An informal definition of the
procedures associate to each operation is as follows:
Prospective Promulgation of a normative power φ = 〈a, n〉: Add φ to the set of nor-
mative powers PN . PN = PN ∪ φ. Requests performed by the actor a to modify norm n
are fulfilled.
Retroactive Promulgation of a normative power φ = 〈a, n〉: Add φ to the set of nor-
mative powers PN . PN = PN ∪ φ. Requests performed by the actor a to modify norm n
are fulfilled.
Abrogation of a normative power φ = 〈a, n〉: Remove φ to the set of normative powers
PN . PN = PN − φ. Requests performed by the actor a to modify norm n are blocked.
Annulment of a normative power φ = 〈a, n〉: Add φ to the set of normative powers
PN . PN = PN − φ. Requests performed by the actor a to modify norm n are blocked.
Once we have introduced the formal extensions that allow us to support normative
context modifications at run-time, we are ready to introduce the monitoring architecture
we have designed for effectively supporting monitoring of dynamic normative contexts.
3.6 MONITORING ARCHITECTURE SPECIFICATION
This section introduces the architecture of the normative monitor presented in this docu-
ment, depicted in Figure 3.10. Dotted lines represent information flow. Continuous lines
represent interfaces. Both types of lines contain arrows indicating the direction of the in-
teraction. The architecture is composed by three main levels:
• The monitoring system, which tracks agent behaviour compliance in terms of organ-
isational norms.
• The agent organisation, composed by the agents operating within the organisation
boundaries.
• The norm definition, which contains the high level definition of the norms governing
the system and interfaces to updated them.
The norm definition is contained on an Opera file created via the ALIVE framework
[APV+10]. Our system will typically contain an initial norm definition file provided by
the system designer. The ALIVE framework provides graphical means to easily edit norm
definition files in Opera format. The monitor starts by asking the parser component to
obtain the normative context contained on an Opera file.
The parsing process translates the norms inside the normative context to a set of rules
that will effectively allow the rules engine component to instantiate norms and modify
norm instance states. The rules engine updates information on the knowledge base. As seen
in Figure 3.10 the monitor’s knowledge base contains several sets, including:
• IS: With norm instances in instantiated state. That is, instances that have fulfilled
their activation condition and are not in transition.
• FS: With norm instances in fulfilled state. That is, instances that have fulfilled their
deactivation condition and have not been violated.
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Figure 3.10: Architecture of the normative monitor
• VS: With norm instances in violated state. That is, instances that have been violated.
Typically norm instances in this state will trigger violating handling norm instances
on institutional agents (e.g., manager agents) so the sanctions associated to the viola-
tion can be applied.
• RS: With norm instances in repaired state. That is, norm instances that have been
violated and repaired, their sanctions have been applied and their repair actions ex-
ecuted.
• TS: With regulative norms in transition. Associated to norms that have been abro-
gated and can not be removed from the system yet according to algorithm 4.
• CS: With norm instances to be compensated. That is, instances that have been re-
paired and can require a compensation after the annulment of the associated norm
according to algorithm 3.
• NP: With the list of institutional powers. It contains both the agents with permissions
to update the normative context (set NP and the list of constitutive powers (set NC)
as seen in definition 15. The Opera file will typically contain an initial definition of
normative powers, so the set can be initialized.
The rules engine runs a process, that along with the constitutive rules and the
constitutive powers, allows for the monitor to infer new events. For instance in-
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stanceOf(FrankfurtBar,BarEtto) can infer instanceOf(Bar,BarEtto) and paid(fine,BarEtto) can in-
fer NormInstanceRepaired(SmokingBan,BarEtto).
The event bus is the component that provides information to the monitor and all the
agents, allowing it to perceive the environment. Agent actions that have an impact on the
environment are reported to the event bus as events. Furthermore, the event bus is a bidi-
rectional communication mechanism, that allows the monitor to share inferred knowledge
with the set of agents participating in the institution in case it is required. In this aspect, the
event bus is used to announce norm violation and norm compensation to manager agents.
Therefore, the event bus is the central component to build a shared model of the normative
state of the organisation.
Information passed to the agents by the event bus is captured and processed by the
manager agent. The manager agent captures norm instance violations that the monitor has in-
ferred and applies the corresponding sanctions and repair actions. Once the corresponding
sanctions and repair actions have taken effect, the manager agent notifies this by sending a
new event to the event bus. The monitor will update the state of the norm instance, marking
it as repaired. The manager agent must be capable of de-enacting repair actions in case of
norm annulment. In this case, the manager agent captures norms compensations, applying
them by compensating sanctions (e.g., return a fine) and de-enacting repair actions (e.g.,
take out the ban of an actor).
Finally, the norm modification interface allow agents to modify the normative context,
adding, removing and updating the norms governing the system. Norms can be updated
either by human actors or computational actors. The norm modification interface will query
the set of normative powers into the knowledge base to see if the actor has permissions to
update the normative context. In case the actor lacks permissions, the update action will
have no institutional effect, and the normative context will remain unchanged. According
to Figure 3.10 a institutional agent will be responsible of updating the norms in the norma-
tive context. In case any other agent (e.g., Agent1 in the figure) wants to change the norm,
he will typically send a request to the institutional agent. In case the norm modification
request is successful, the norm modification interface will run the algorithms introduced in
§3.5. For supporting the norm modification algorithms the norm modification interface has
direct access to the monitor.
It is worth to remark that all norm modification requests pass through the norm mod-
ification interface component. Therefore, in order to extend normative power support to
retroactive operations (please, remember we decided to implement only prospective ones)
all we have to do is keep a memory of past requests on the norm modification interface.
When a retroactive operation is received we can check the memory of the norm modification
interface component and apply requests retroactively.
Please note that we do not provide support for norm update via modifications of the
Opera file. That is because the Opera model lacks the concepts of prospective and retroac-
tive norm promulgation and derogation. Therefore, even though the Opera model is the
perfect option to support our normative concepts, it is not expressive enough to support
our norm modification operations. We could extend the model to support our norm mod-
ification operations. However, we consider, in the scope of this PhD thesis, supporting the
operations via the norm modification interface is enough. We can leave the extension of the
Opera model as future work.
Once we have outlined the design of our monitoring architecture for dynamic norma-
tive contexts, we can proceed with implementation details.
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3.7 IMPLEMENTATION
The abstract architecture specification introduced in the previous section is instantiated by
the following technological stack:
• Opera Norm Definition: Created using the last version of the ALIVE metamodel 2.
Figure 3.11: Example of parsed norm
• Monitor Norm parser: We have used the wire project 3 which contains the func-
tion eu.superhub.wp4.monitor.core.regulative-parser.parse-file to transform a Opera norm
specifications into a Clojure 4 data structure. The data structure in particular is an
associative map which can be easily processed. Figure 3.11 shows an example of a
parsed norm.
Figure 3.12: Example of Clara rule
• Monitor Production rules: Parsed norms are transformed into Clara rules 5. Clara is
a rules engine with support for clojure. Clara works with a set of production rules,
a Knowledge base where facts are inserted and retreated, and a rules engine. Pro-
duction rules are composed by two mains sets. The set of parsed norms, that will
vary between scenarios and can be updated dynamically and a set of base produc-
tion rules that are static and constitute the monitor’s core. Base production rules are
programatically introduced to support the different operations provided by our nor-
mative monitor. For instance, Figure 3.12 depicts the rule required for injecting active
2http://sourceforge.net/projects/ict-alive/
3https://github.com/tranchis/wire
4http://clojure.org/
5https://github.com/rbrush/clara-rules
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instances of norms into the knowledge base, which is required for the prospective
promulgation operation. It is important to note how the rule is updating the knowl-
edge base in line 10 by inserting an instance of a norm.
Figure 3.13: Example of parsed norm
Figure 3.14: Example of ALIVE norm
• Norm modification interface: As NoMoDEI is currently a prototype we are actually
retrieving norms from a MongoDB database 6 and injecting them on the system using
live testing functions, adapted to our different scenarios. Therefore, the interface,
6https://www.mongodb.org/
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along with the Norm modification filter is not currently supported. However, as we
are already using a norm model decoupled from the monitor component, it would
be very easy to integrate the interface with the database. Figure 3.13 depicts one of
our testing procedures for Prospective Promulgation.
• Event Bus: The event bus is based on RabbitMq technology 7 where messages are
observed from the agents and passed to the monitor. As seen in Figure 3.13 the mes-
sages are captured, along with their arguments, and inserted into the monitor.
• Agents: Messages for the prototype are directly generated via testing functions. On
the tests based on our example scenarios, autonomous agents generate the messages
and provide them to the monitor.
As a summary, NoMoDEI makes use of the following technologies:
• ALIVE framework: Provides a metamodel of norms which is expressive and com-
plete enough for the scope of this thesis. Includes both constitutive and regulative
norms based on deontic logics. Norms are connected to an organizational model
including roles and partial states descriptions of the world and to an OWL ontol-
ogy so both organizational and ontological concepts can be effectively referenced in
the norms. The metamodel lacks the concept of constitutive power and normative
power, as well as a model of the different operations for norm dynamics. We plan
to extend the metamodel to cover such concepts as future work. Figure 3.14 shows
an example of several ALIVE norms related to one of our test scenarios. The reason
to select ALIVE instead of another alternatives (such as RuleML [Gov05] or SWRL
[HPSB+04]) is that it is expressive enough and easy to use. Furthermore we have
already some experience using the ALIVE metamodel.
• Wire project: Provides a basic non-dynamic norm monitoring framework as well as
several auxiliary functions (e.g., parsing norm definitions specified using the ALIVE
metamodel). The project has been selected because it provides a basic norm monitor-
ing framework that is easy to understand and extend due to the tidy and well-written
code structure. The project lacks deeper documentation but support was provided
eagerly by the main developer on demand.
• Clojure: We have decided to use Clojure for extending the wire project. The original
wire project is already written in Clojure, and porting it to another programming lan-
guage would incur in a development cost. Furthermore, the Clojure programming
language presents some useful properties, such as:
– Runs on top of a Java Virtual Machine, uses Java code for integrating with other
components and Java interop for transparently using Java libraries and projects.
– Facilitates working with maps, vectors and specifically data encoded in JSON
format.
– Homionicity and first class functions. Supports evaluating data as code in case
it is required.
• Clara rules: We have selected this technology over other alternatives (e.g., Jess 8 and
Drools 9) mainly because it is easy to integrate with Clojure code, provides an im-
mutable consistent working memory and most data structures can be treated as Clo-
jure data structures (e.g., rules and facts) and therefore, easily processed.
7https://www.rabbitmq.com/
8http://herzberg.ca.sandia.gov/
9https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Drools
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• Rabbit mq: We have selected this technology because it is a robust cross-platform
messaging system that provides slight performance gains over similar systems, such
as JBoss 10.
• MongoDB: MongoDB is a document store supporting JSON format. Document stores
are used for storing semi-structured document object data and metadata. Documents
can be queried by their properties in a similar manner to relational databases but
are not required to adhere to the strict structure of a database table, like in typical
relational databases. We have selected MongoDB because it does not require the
design of a tight data model and integrates seamlessly with Clojure data structures.
Figure 3.15: Example of visualization time-line
It is important to note we have extended our base architecture during implementation
including a norm visualization component. When inferring relevant events (e.g., norm
instantiations, violations etc.) the monitor populates a visualization database that is pe-
riodically queried and visualized. The visualization is inspired by state of the art norm
visualization techniques [COML12] and provides live information on the normative state
of the system. The visualization system uses MongoDB for data storage, is implemented
in Clojure and is currently using the lacij library 11 to generate the visualizations. Two
main visualizations are available, time-line visualization and norm visualization. On the
one hand, time-line visualization, as depicted in Figure 3.15 represents the stream of events
received and generated by the monitor. On the other hand, a norm visualization, as seen in
Figure 3.16, depicts the set of events relevant for the different states of a norm and colours
them depending on weather they have already ocurred (green box) or have not happened
yet (red box). It is important to note the norm visualization is able to cope with logic
operands such as negation and disjunction. Chapters 4 and 5 provide more information on
norm visualizations applied to our tests scenarios.
The NoMoDEI software is currently available as a fork of the wire project, which has
been extended for supporting dynamic normative monitoring. The project is hosted at 12.
The project can be downloaded, installed and tested following the instructions provided
on the README.md file. The project is open source (GPL license) so the source code is also
hosted at the mentioned URL. The norm visualization component is deployed in a private
repository 13. Access to the repository can be provided on demand.
10http://docs.jboss.org/jbossmessaging/docs/guide-1.0.1.SP5/html_single/
11https://github.com/pallix/lacij
12https://github.com/ignasi-gomez/wire
13http://kemlg.mooo.com/igomez/nomodei/tree/master
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Figure 3.16: Example of visualization norm
Once we have introduced our implementation details, we can proceed with conclu-
sions.
3.8 DISCUSSION
The NoMoDEI framework introduced in this chapter provides support for monitoring dy-
namic normative contexts that can expand and contract. Expansion and contraction op-
erations are performed on the fly, without having to stop the monitoring process. In this
section we have presented the four normative context operations we implement in order
to support norm dynamics. We have outlined the formal extension of the base monitoring
model, required for implementing these operations and algorithms for performing them.
Then, a monitoring architecture for supporting dynamic normative contexts is presented.
Finally, implementation details will enhance this chapter in the final version of this docu-
ment. Our proposed framework will effectively provide support for monitoring scenarios
with dynamic normative contexts, and what is more important, scenarios with multiple
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normative contexts where the normative monitor has to jump from one context to another
at run-time.
There is currently an important amount of work being done in context change manage-
ment:
• Governatori [GR08b] proposes an extension of his logics for normative monitoring
that enables capturing the different temporal aspects of abrogation and annulment.
The extension increases the expressive power of his logics allowing it to represent
meta-norms describing norm modifications. Meta-norms refer to a variety of pos-
sible time-lines through which conclusions, rules and derivations can persist over
time. In particular, the extension defines temporal constraints that permit either al-
lowing for or blocking persistency with respect to specific time lines. The idea behind
Governatori’s approach is blocking of derivations across repositories (i.e., timelines).
When a modification is applied to the normative context, it is split into two reposito-
ries: where the modification occurs and where it does not. For instance, if a norm is
abrogated, norm’s conclusions are derived only in the repositories where the rule has
not been abrogated. When compared to our approach, Governatori’s has the following
drawbacks:
1. Norm annulment presents a problem under this approach, conclusions of an-
nulled norms might remain on the repository after the norm has been annulled,
and the solution proposed to remove the conclusion seems quite ad-hoc.
2. Governatori’s solution provides no explicit support for retroactive promulgation.
3. Governatori’s approach is not able to update the deontic part of the context (i.e.,
obligations and permissions), in fact Governatori states that an explicit differ-
entiation between norms, obligations and permissions has to be made.
4. Governatori’s approach does not provide support for classificatory rules (i.e.,
counts-as).
• Aucher’s proposal [AGHL09] is mainly theoretical. This approach is similar to ours,
in the sense both are event-based, it does not make distinctions between deontic
statements and norms and has full support for classificatory rules. However, neither
context expansion nor contraction provides support for ex tunc operations. In fact,
only one expansion and one contraction operations are introduced on his approach;
both operations seem to (implicitly) be of ex nunc type. Means for ensuring that
the normative context is consistent (after the expansion/contraction operation) are
included on Aucher’s approach, whereas we have not taken care of such issues. As
seen in §3.6 we use the ALIVE framework [APV+10] for specifying our norms. As
ALIVE relies in the Opera methodology [Dig04] it ensures modifications result in a
consistent and non-redundant model via model checking techniques. Therefore we
can assume the normative context we deal with is consistent and non-redundant.
Please notice that non-redundancy is an interesting property on normative contexts
(can increase performance when reasoning about the model), however, it is neglected
on Aucher’s approach.
• Campos’ approach [CLSRAE09] raises from the need of turning Electronic Institutions
(EI from now on) into Situated Electronic Institutions (SEI from now on). EI are static
and self-contained, agent actions are filtered so norm violations will never occur. SEI
control over external agents is not tight, therefore violations can occur, and SERI can
adapt themselves to changes in the dynamic existing social systems. Campos’ ap-
proach uses a Bridge for communicating the SEI with the environment. The Bridge is
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similar to the event-bus we use on our approach, but contains an API tightly coupled
with the domain the environment refers to, while our event-bus is domain indepen-
dent. Besides this, Campos’ approach does not support classificatory rules. However,
Campos’ approach allows for SEI to automatically adapt the normative context in
order to perform better in new environments. Re-configuration is achieved via tran-
sition functions (TF) that define some basic updates on the normative context of the
SEI. For instance, if violating the norm N implies the payment of a fine, and the sys-
tem detects the number of violations of N is higher than the expected value, a TF can
increase the value of the fine. Thus, TF define very simple modifications to the nor-
mative context, without support for norm promulgation, abrogation and annulment.
As a summary, the main contributions of this chapter are:
1. A conceptualization of a norm monitoring framework supporting the context update
operations.
a) We include four operations supporting prospective and retroactive norm inser-
tion and deletion. We also define norm updates.
b) The operations can be applied to regulative and constitutive norms.
c) The conceptualization is enhanced to support constitutive powers and norma-
tive powers.
2. A formal model of the norm monitoring framework, including:
a) A formal model of the four norm update operations.
b) Formal algorithms for supporting the operations.
c) Extension of the formalism, so the operations can support both regulative and
constitutive norms. The extension is also supported via formal algorithms.
d) Extension of the formalism to include constitutive powers and normative pow-
ers. The extension is also supported via formal algorithms.
3. A base architecture for the norm monitoring framework.
4. An extension of the base architecture to support norm update operations, constitu-
tive powers and normative powers.
5. An implementation of the architecture.
6. A prototype for a norm visualization component for documenting the results of our
research.
We have based our work in these previous existing works:
1. The norm model we use is directly based on the ALIVE metamodel for norms
[APV+10], so it is not an original contribution. We have collaborated in defining
this metamodel in the past.
2. The basic norm monitoring framework and architecture we use is directly based on
the norm monitoring framework defined by Alvarez-Napagao et al. [AÁNDVS10], so
it is not an original contribution. We have collaborated in defining the architecture
in the past. We have extended the original framework and architecture during this
chapter to support norm dynamics, normative powers, constitutive powers and a
high level visualization architecture.
In this chapter we started by providing the formal details of our proposed framework.
We have introduced a base framework and extended it to support norm dynamics. We
have also introduced the formalisation including both architectural and implementation
details. In general, this chapter can be considered as a complete description of NoMoDEI,
our proposed framework. In chapters §4 and §5 we apply NoMoDEI to demonstration sce-
narios in order to show the utility and applicability of our framework to real world prob-
lems. Specially problems that can be tackled using information technologies in general
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and Multi-Agent Systems in particular. §4 applies NoMoDEI to wastewater management
on a river basin. §5 applies NoMoDEI to Ambient Assisted Living for elder patients.

CHAPTER 4
A Practical Use case: Wastewater
management on the Besos River
Information technologies applied to environmental issues show potential in a wide range
of fields, among others, decision support systems [PCRR+04] and simulations [H+69].
However, the complexity of environmental problems introduces several challenges that
information technologies should tackle. The first one is the fact that environmental issues
must be considered in terms of complex systems, mainly due to the amount of variables
to be considered and their dependencies. Also the high degree of uncertainty associated
to the system and the potential impact (and therefore, risk) of the decisions taken w.r.t.
these systems. The second issue is the fact that, in environmental systems, the scenario
should often reflect conflicting goals, and we need to take into account a set of heteroge-
neous (sometimes conflicting) views and perspectives. In the particular case of Wastew-
ater management a variety of factors (e.g., economical, technical, ecological, etc.) are to
be considered, and associated with each factor is a different set of goals. These complex
scenarios, where a wide variety of actors with different (sometimes conflicting) goals in-
teract between them, can benefit from norm-aware electronic distributed systems based
on agent technologies. Such systems can ensure compliance with the different actors to
the expected behaviours and environmental policies, where environmental policies are
designed to guide the overall system to a common higher goal, such as the preservation of
the environment while keeping an active economy.
In this Chapter we propose a norm-aware agent-based model for integrated Wastewater
management systems. The idea of using Autonomous Agents to cope with the problem
has been done in view of the various, sometimes conflicting, goals that the identified actors
have to fulfil their private interests. In this scenario each actor requires its own system
view with customized privileges and access to differing control tools, either managerial or
operational.
The agent-based model is applied to the scenario depicted in Figure 4.1. The system
proposed aims at managing the wastewater treatment capabilities of WWTPs, coordinat-
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Figure 4.1: Sample wastewater management scenario
ing them with another plants and the different actors in the scenario. Plants treat wastew-
ater coming from different sources before discharging it to the river, treated and with the
appropriate ecological conditions. To ensure river’s ecological quality, water sensors mea-
suring different parameters (e.g., temperature, acidity, suspended solids on water, river
oxygen demand, etc.) are located along the river in interesting points, such as water dis-
charge points for WWTPs. Plants are connected to different elements providing wastewa-
ter with different characteristics, including: towns providing househould wastewater with
a steady flow of quantity and variable pollutant concentrations; rain retaining tanks pro-
viding lightly polluted meteo wastewater, which comes in very high quantities during
short periods of time; industries providing industrial wastewater with high variability
both in quantity and pollutant concentrations. Some of the elements (e.g., towns) are con-
nected directly to the plant, effectively providing a steady flow of wastewater. Some ele-
ments have a retainer tank between the wastewater source and the plant (e.g., metereolog-
ical wastewater).
Also, some elements present both options, they can discharge wastewater directly to
the plant or store it on a retention tank (e.g., industries). The different elements are con-
nected using pipes that form a sewage network. Some points in the network (e.g., where in-
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dustrial wastewater is mixed with househould wastewater) might be observed by sewage
inspectors. Finally, a competent authority oversees the whole system taking decisions to
ensure both the ecological quality of the water and the economic sustainability of the soci-
ety.
The idea behind applying an agent-based model to the scenario is supporting so-
cial simulations and the study the impact of social norms [Axe86] on a river basin. In
social simulations human reasoning activities are emulated via computational methods.
When embedding social constructs such as norms and social structures into agent based
simulations we are effectively bridging the gap between simulations and social simula-
tions. Therefore, this Chapter provides an extensive description of the social structures
used by our agent-based model. Specifically, our Agent-based model is supported by the
ALIVE [APV+10] framework. This Chapter focuses on the specification of ALIVE ’s or-
ganisational model, putting special emphasis on the norms and how they evolve due to
organisational, technological, social and contextual changes.
The rest of this Chapter is organized as follows. Section §4.1 provides an introduc-
tion to the problem of integrated management of wastewater systems, analysing previous
approaches and outlining our proposal to tackle this problem. Section §4.2 describes the
process followed, and the case study. It is an urban wastewater system inspired on the
actual Besós river basin which is fully described in §4.2.1. Section §4.3 explores the objec-
tives, roles and social structure of the system with the communication links. In §4.4 we
introduce the basis and elements for the decision making from a wastewater management
perspective. Later, §4.5 introduces the norms governing the system and provides examples
of how they can evolve dynamically. Later, in §4.6, we document the implementation of
our test framework focusing on the architecture and the norms resulting from the tests in
our scenario. Finally, §4.7, presents a discussion and the main conclusions of this chapter.
4.1 INTEGRATED MANAGEMENT OF WASTEWATER SYSTEMS
The integrated management of wastewater systems has acquired notorious importance
since the beginning of the 21st century. The combined pollution considered in this ap-
proach establishes the relation between the characteristics of effluent from urban wastew-
ater systems (UWSs) and the quality of the receiving waters. In order to obtain an effluent
with pollution levels according to the values that preserve an adequate state of receiving
waters, the processes of all stakeholders should be performed in a coordinated way. But
it becomes a difficult management task due to the intertwined factors and the different
(macro, micro) scales of the processes involved.
In literature, several authors (e.g., [Van96], [RAK+98], [BS05]) propose different ap-
proaches focused on the receiving waters’ objectives for solving the UWSs integrated man-
agement. In [CAGP13] the need for integrated wastewater management policies is anal-
ysed, with the aim of allowing a more efficient and sustainable management of wastewater
treatment plants, effectively maximizing the ecological, economical and social benefits of
the system as a whole.
Rauch [RAK+98] proposes to simplify the integrated model focusing on a significant
impact of wastewater discharges although he describes difficulties to combine the models.
He proposes avoiding compatibility problems through the definition of the relevant im-
pact on receiving waters, the identification of the minimum set of state variables, and the
processes necessary for defining the impact, in addition to the specification of inputs and
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transformations in the model interfaces. Butler [BS05] focuses his research by considering
the performance criteria through a tool that includes simulation models for the compo-
nents. Seggelke [SRVK05] studies the control of the wastewater treatment plant (WWTP)
influent as a factor that contributes to reduce the global impact on the receiving waters.
Schmitt [SH06] evaluates the permissiveness to exclude system components or interactions.
He remarks that the system complexity and heterogeneity. Meirlaen [MHS+01] proposes
the use of substitution models for reducing the complexity. According to this study, substi-
tution models provide lower (but sufficient) accuracy while reducing computational com-
plexity, effectively reducing execution times. However, it requires an increased amount of
data for calibration purposes. A further work of the [MVAV02] proposes the real-time con-
trol as a valid option for minimizing the impact of effluent on receiving waters, in similar
way to the proposal of the revision work by Schutze [SCC+03]. Furthermore, for signifi-
cant interactions, Erbe [ERSL02] exposes the requirement of simultaneous numerical simu-
lations of discharges in the sewer system and the treatment. In later works [EFG+02, ES05]
he proposes flow analysis through the overall system in order to manage in terms of treat-
ment state variables or of receiving waters. Benedetti [BBB+05] studied the identification
of pollutant flows according to the supply system.
In order to manage the complexity of wastewater systems, Rendón-Sallard
[RSSMAC06], Poch [PCRR+04], Cortés [CSMC+00], Comas [CPRRC02], Makropoulos
[MNL+08] and Benedetti [BPN+09] propose the use of decision support systems. In
this context, the introduction of autonomous decision support systems, defined as agents
(Wooldridge [Woo97]), has opened a new way in management systems (Cortés and Poch
[CP09]). This approach allows modeling the interactions between components and/or
stakeholders and to model the different variable scales of the elements in the domain.
Agents have capacity to acquire local environmental data through sensors and to act over
their surrounding environment in real time without the need of a centralized controller.
They have both individual and collective aims that drive their behavior. The former ones
typically consist of both environmental and economic goals from individual stakeholders,
which can be achieved individually with the agents’ own resources and capabilities. The
latter ones typically refer to societal aims and challenges and require the participation
of several agents in order to be achieved (Sycara [Syc98]). This set of agents (multiagent
system, MAS) show a collective behavior to achieve the aims inaccessible by individuals.
Mataric [Mat95] considers the collective behavior of agents as the temporal pattern of
interactions and their direct or indirect communications as the more habitual way to inter-
act. The action limits of agents [Bar99] would be managed in a negotiated and coordinated
way [Jen01, Cas98]. Therefore one central aspects of multiagent systems is to coordinate
actions. Coordination is the process of managing dependencies between activities [MC94]
By such process an agent reasons about its local actions and the foreseen actions that
other agents may perform, with the aim to make the community to behave in a coherent
manner. In the context of multiagent systems, coordination mechanisms are necessary for
the effective operation of all stakeholders in order to get a well-balanced division of labour
while reducing logical coupling and resource dependencies of agents.
Literature shows different methodologies for developing systems of agents. Several
widely referenced are Gaia [WJK00b, ZJW03], MaSE [DWS01, WD01], Tropos [BPG+04]
and Prometheus [PW03]. The analysis of these methodologies shows that all (with the
exception of Prometheus) present difficulties for considering different abstraction levels
[SS04]. However, as Zambonelli remarks in [ZO04], generic MAS methodologies pose
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some difficulties when developing real, complex applications. Indeed, the performance
characteristics of wastewater systems, with characteristics of influent, effluent, and receiv-
ing waters changing, and new wastewater inputs entering to the system with wastewater
being retained and treated by infrastructures from different stakeholders can be partially
modeled as the result of the interaction of different actors.
However, modern wastewater systems are the result of the interaction of several public
and private stakeholders with clear responsibilities and complex interdependencies. We
require a more expressive framework to model not only the actors’ capabilities, actions and
effects in the system, but also some social factors such as their individual and collective re-
sponsibility, the ways interactions are structured in agreed patterns, social phenomenon
such as authority, power and influence, and the existence of regional, national and inter-
national regulations.
With all this in mind we have selected the ALIVE Framework [VSVP+10]. ALIVE is
both an agent-oriented software modeling framework and a methodology for the design
distributed computational systems. It is the result of the FP7 European project ALIVE.
The framework allows designing and implementing systems, taking into account organi-
sational, coordination and service perspectives [ÁNCPVS09]. Basically, ALIVE can be ap-
plied in highly regulated scenarios where changes can occur at either abstract or concrete
levels, and where services are expected to be continuously changing, with new services
entering the system and existing services leaving it at run-time [DDPVS09]. ALIVE has
been applied both for the dynamic orchestration of distributed, on-line services and even
to support dynamic, flexible coordination of human teams in crisis management scenarios
[DDPVS09].
We propose that each actor is represented by an agent, see §4.3. Modeling and simulat-
ing of such an integrated system is a solid means to transpose our actual knowledge of that
system into predictions of it and will bridge the existing gap between theory and practice
(see [RSSMAC06]) The system has been developed using state-of-the-art knowledge about
the Besós river basin.
This Chapter presents the high-level organizational structure for the integrated man-
agement of an urban wastewater system conceptualized as a MAS. The new proposal is
developed based on the ALIVE methodology. The approach focuses not on the configura-
tion of interactions between the main functions of the system in the environment, but on
the (individual and collective) responsibilities of every stakeholder and how they depend
on other in order to achieve their (individual and collective) goals, ensuring an adequate
global system performance. This target means that the characteristics of wastewater efflu-
ent would be as adequate as possible for the expected quality in receiving waters.
4.2 METHODOLOGY
In the organizational model described in ALIVE roles are the central concept. Roles iden-
tify the activities necessary to achieve organizational objectives and enable abstraction
from the specific actors that perform them [DDPVS09]. Based on these conceptualizations,
the modeling process follows an iterative application of the following steps:
• identify the stakeholders in the system
• formally define the roles, identifying their goals and their dependencies
• model the interaction scenes between roles in order to manage every single depen-
dency
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• organize the scenes into a coherent interaction structure
• identify the way agents will enact roles at run-time.
All this process is supported by the OperettA Tool [AD11], this is one of the results of
the ALIVE FP7 project [VSVP+10].
4.2.1 Schema of wastewater flows in the case study
The case study is a River Basin composed by elements generating both wastewater (a set of
households [κ1, . . . κk] ∈ K and a set of industries [I1, . . . Ii] ∈ I) and polluted water (me-
teorological events that generate runoff). For simplicity we will consider both wastewater
and polluted water to be wastewater. There are also elements storing wastewater (a set of
retention tanks [T1, . . . Tl] ∈ T ), treating wastewater (a set of Urban Wastewater Treatment
Plants [W1, . . .Wj ] ∈ WWWTP ), and receiving waters (e.g. a River).
Also, there is a graph si ∈ S that represents the sewerage infrastructure in a urban
sector or city. It encompasses components such as receiving drains, manholes, pump-
ing stations, storm overflows, and screening chambers of the combined sewer or sanitary
sewer. si ends at the entry to a wwtpj . In turn every wwtpj is connected with the receiving
waters. In our model as in many European countries all elements in K and I are obliged
to connect their sanitation and/or wastewater discharge to si where possible.
The wastewater is characterized by the flow (or volume) and the pollutant concentra-
tions of: Total Suspended Solids (TSS), Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD), Chemical
Oxygen Demand (COD), Total Nitrogen (TN ) and Total Phosphorus (TP ), which are de-
fined as the set of pollutants xr with (TSS,DBO,DQO, TN, TP ) = (x1, x2, x3, x4, x5)
[VCP12]. All concentrations related to these pollutants are indicated with a supra-index r,
with r=1, . . ., 5. For subsequent paragraphs, this specification is not repeated in the text in
order to avoid many repetitions.
Figure 4.2.1 shows the schema of the case study components, with arrows indi-
cating the wastewater flow. The household generates a wastewater mass MD ∈ M
with a particular volume volume(MD) = VD, and a concentration for each pollutant
Oj ∈ O concentration(MD, Oj) = CjD, which is discharged in a plant Wk ∈ W . Anal-
ogously, the runoffs retention tank has a wastewater mass stored MM ∈ M with vol-
ume volume(MM ) = LM and pollutant concentration concentration(MM , Oj) = CjM . The
tanks has a volumetric discharge to Wk and feasible volumetric bypass to receiving wa-
ters when the retention tank has an overflow. It means the tank can bypass a water mass
MDM ∈ M with a volume volume(MDM ) = VDM . These two discharge possibilities al-
low adapting the sewer performance of separative or combined run-off collection. Each
industrial activity has its own retention tank, with a water mass Mi ∈ M with volume
volume(Mi) = Li and pollutant concentration concentration(Mi, Oj) = Cji . Its volumetric
discharge to the treatment is volume(Mi) = Vi. The plant Wk is capable of accepting a wa-
ter mass as influent MT ∈Mwith volume volume(MT ) = VT and pollutant concentration
concentration(MT , Oj) = CjT . It provides a water mass as effluent Me ∈ M with volume
volume(Me) = Ve and pollutant concentration concentration(Me, Oj) = Cje to receiving
waters.
Additionally, the treatment has the possibility to bypass wastewater. The bypass con-
sists in a water mass Mb ∈ M with volume volume(Mb) = Vb and pollutant concentra-
tion concentration(Mb, Oj) = Cjb . The upstream provides a water mass MU ∈ M with
volume volume(MU = VU and pollutant concentration concentration(MU , Oj) = CjU to
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receiving waters. The receiving waters correspond to a section of river basin, which has a
water mass MRW ∈ M with volume volume(MRW ) = VRW and pollutant concentration
concentration(MRW , Oj) = CjRW .
4.3 WASTEWATER SYSTEMS’ ORGANIZATIONAL MODEL
Agent based systems [WJ95] are an alternative for designing and implementing open and
dynamic systems. As defined by Wooldridge and Jennings: An agent is an encapsulated
computer system that is situated in some environment and that is capable of flexible, autonomous
action in that environment in order to meet its design objectives. Agents are capable of social
behaviour, they can communicate, compete and cooperate among them.
Being capable of social behaviour, the idea of building agent systems which capture
notions from human society is recurrent in Artificial Intelligence research. The main idea
behind a society is to allow its members to coexist in a shared environment and pursue
their respective goals in cooperation or competition with others. Therefore, artificial so-
cial systems [MT95] define an abstract social level over computational systems. The social
level models the multi-agent system as an organization of entities, defining structured pat-
terns of behaviour that facilitate and enhance the coordination of agent activities [VS03],
effectively providing an Organizational Model agent’s can understand and use.
This section introduces the Organizational Model of our scenario, including the Social
Structure (with roles and their relationships) the Interaction Structure (with the Landmarks,
patterns of interaction by which agents coordinate their behaviour) and the Social model
(mapping abstract roles to particular agents).
4.3.1 Social Structure
In ALIVE the Social Structure allows the description of the roles and their relationships,
connecting them with both the individual goals and the societal aims. In our proposal
the global aim of the wastewater systems’ organizational structure is to achieve an efflu-
ent with characteristics adequate to the quality requirements of receiving waters. The roles
model the distribution of responsibilities among stakeholders and their dependencies. Fig-
ure 4.2 shows the set of roles and their associated objectives and sub-objectives.
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Table 4.1 provides an enumeration of roles and their objectives and sub-objectives.
Some objectives (in italics) depend on another role, via the role interaction structure, to
be achieved. Figure 4.2 defines scenes that describe how agents coordinate, and how tran-
sitions are done from one scene to another. Role dependencies come in three flavors, hierar-
chically dependencies (where the parent role has some form of authority over the child role,
and therefore when the parent role requests the child role to perform a task, the child role
is expected to abide), which are indicated withH in Figure 4.2, network dependencies (where
roles coordinate themselves as peers by mutual interest and support each other to fulfill
a common goal) and market dependencies (where there is a set of producer roles offering
information and/or services to consumer roles for a given price), which are indicated with
a M in Figure 4.2. Also in Figure 4.2 External Ex and Internal In roles are shown. Internal
roles are roles controlled by the organization. Typically, if they are software components it
means the organization has access to the software source code and is able to control and
verify it. External roles are roles participating in the organization, but not controlled by it.
Following the same example, in the case of software components it means they have not
been necessarily developed by the organization, and therefore there it might be no way to
access the component’s code and formally verify its behaviour.
Role Objectives
Industrial
Operator
• MakeProfit
– Produce
– ManageIndustrialWW (Depends on Industri-
alWWRetainer)
Industrial
WWRetainer
• StoreIndustrialWW
• ManageStoredWW (Depends on IndustrialWWBro-
ker)
– DischargeIndustrialWW
• LogIndustrialWWDischargeCharacteristics (De-
pends on WSensor)
Industrial
WWBroker
• AssessAmountOfIndustrialWWDischarge
– ObtainDischargeReservedCost
∗ ObtainDischargeReceiverPrice (Depends
on WWReceiver)
∗ ObtainDischargeReferencePrice (De-
pends on CompetentAuthority)
Household
WWDischarger
• ObtainHouseholdWWCharacteristics (Depends
on WSensor)
• DischargeHouseholdWW
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Meteo
Retainer
• StoreMeteoWW
• ObtainMeteoWWCharacteristics (Depends on
WSensor)
• AssessMeteoWWDestination
• DischargeMeteoWW
• BypassMeteoWW
– InformBypassMeteoWW (Depends on Com-
petentAuthority)
Competent
Authority
• EnforceWaterQualityPolicies
– AssessRiverWaterQuality
∗ CollectRiverSensorData (Depends on
WSensor)
– InformExceptionalRestrictions
• VerifyDischarge (Depends on SewageInspector)
• VerifyWWTPEffluent
– CollectRiverSensorData (Depends on WSen-
sor)
• CalculateDischargeReferencePrices
• CalculateEffluentLimits
– AssessRiverWaterQuality
∗ CollectRiverSensorData (Depends on
WSensor)
– CalculateWWTPEffluentLimits
– CalculateIndustryPermissionLimits
Sewage
Inspector
• VerifyDischarge
– ObtainLogIndustrialDischarges (Depends on
IndustrialWWRetainer)
– ObtainLogWWTPInfluents (Depends on
WWReceiver)
WSensor • ObtainWCharacteristics
– ObtainWPollutantConcentration
– ObtainWVolume
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WWTreater • WWTreatment
• DischargeTreatedWW
• AchieveAdequatePerformance
– CalculateTreatmentEfficiency
∗ ObtainInfluentCharacteristics (Depends
on WSensor)
∗ ObtainEffluentCharacteristics (Depends
on WSensor)
• LogEffluentCharacteristics (Depends on WSensor)
WWReceiver • NegotiateDischarge
– CalculateIndustrialWWDischargePrices
∗ ObtainTreatementEfficiency (Depends on
WWTreater)
∗ ObtainDischargeReferencePrice (De-
pends on CompetentAuthority)
– CalculateIndustrialWWLimits
∗ CalculateIndustrialWWAvailability
· ObtainMeteoDemandForecast (De-
pends on MeteoRetainer)
· ObtainHouseholdDemandForecast
(Depends on HouseholdWWDis-
charger)
∗ ObtainTreatementEfficiency (Depends on
WWTreater)
∗ ObtainWWTPEffluentLimits (Depends
on CompetentAuthority)
• EvaluateInfluentDestination
– ObtainInfluentCharacteristics (Depends on
WSensor)
– CalculateAvailableCapacity
– ObtainTreatementEfficiency (Depends on
WWTreater)
• LogInfluentCharacteristics (Depends on WSensor)
Table 4.1: Roles and their objectives
The following list describes the different roles in the system. Roles are depicted in bold
while their objectives are in italics. Dependencies with other roles are also presented and.
When relevant the dependency relation is also introduced, effectively explaining how the
dependant role supports the dependent role.
• WSensor: This role is focused on analyzing the characteristics of a water body (e.g.
a wastewater mass or a water mass in a river) (ObtainWCharacteristics). This analysis
includes:
1. Determining concentration of pollutants (Total Suspended Solids (TSS), Bio-
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chemical Oxygen Demand (BOD), Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD), Total Ni-
trogen (TN) and Total Phosphorus (TP)) (ObtainPollutantConcentrations);
2. Measuring volume of water (ObtainVolume);
• IndustrialOperator: This role is aimed on industrial processes that generate eco-
nomic revenue and, therefore, allow fulfilling the objective of making profit (Make-
Profit). These industrial processes produce polluted water masses as a trade-off of
their activity (Produce). Dealing with this wastewater requires the collaboration of a
IndustrialWWRetainer which stores the wastewater to be discharged into the sewer
system later on (StoreIndustrialWW).
• IndustrialWWRetainer: Stores wastewater produced by an IndustrialOperator
(StoreIndustrialWW) and takes care of it (ManageStoredWW) until it is possible to dis-
charge it to the sewer system (DischargeIndustrialWW). To perform such discharge it
is required the support of a IndustrialWWBroker to negotiate the discharge price
and assess the feasibility of discharging some or all the wastewater, or keep stor-
ing it. Besides this, it keeps up a registry of all its industrial wastewater discharges
performed (LogIndustrialWWDischargeCharacteristics), which requires the support of
a WSensor to analyze the characteristics of discharged wastewater. This information
can be used by a SewageInspector to verify I are properly managing discharges
(VerifyDischarge).
• IndustrialWWBroker: Negotiates industrial wastewater discharges with a WWRe-
ceiver to assess how much wastewater is feasible to be discharged (Asses-
sAmountOfIndustrialWWDischarge). From the IndustrialWWBroker perspective this
assessment requires knowing its reserved cost (ObtainDischargeReservedCost) (i.e.,
how much Ii is willing to pay according to the discharge price given by the WWRe-
ceiver). The IndustrialWWBroker will compute this reserved cost depending on:
– The above mentioned discharge price requested to the WWReceiver (ObtainDis-
chargeReceiverPrice);
– The reference prices given by the CompetentAuthority with regards to volume
and pollutant concentration discharges (ObtainDischargeReferencePrice);
– The characteristics (i.e., volume and pollutant concentration) of the wastewater
to be discharged, which are provided by the IndustrialWWRetainer as part of
the wastewater discharge negotiation process.
Once negotiation ends, it can happen either:
– An agreement is not achieved and wastewater is kept stored until prices go
down (if storage capacity allows to do so);
– An agreement is achieved and some (or all) wastewater is discharged; it is pos-
sible that the actual discharge complies or not to what was previously agreed.
IndustrialWWBroker is consuming treatment capacity to discharge wastewater and
comply with the policies and norms that regulate wastewater discharges and ensure
water quality. WWReceiver is offering such service thus the relation is a consumer-
provider one thus the dependency between both roles in the role dependency diagram
is a market dependency.
• MeteoRetainer: Stores water coming from meteorological conditions (e.g., rain)
(StoreMeteoWW). This stored water is analysed (ObtainMeteoWWCharacteristics) and
its destination is assessed (AssessMeteoWWDestination) (e.g., the storage tank is over-
flown and it cannot retain more water). Depending on the assessment result water is
either:
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– Discharged to a WWReceiver (DischargeMeteoWW);
– Bypassed to the river (BypassMeteoWW), which also requires informing the
CompetentAuthority of such event (InformBypassMeteoWW);
– Keep it stored, if possible.
The relation between MeteoRetainer and WWReceiver as seen in Figure 4.2 is a network
dependency. Both roles act as equals since none of them have an authoritative power
over the other nor they are consuming any service provided in a market. This relation
is motivated by the willingness to coordinate their actions and achieve the system’s
goal of providing a certain level of water quality which emanates from the competent
authority goals.
• HouseholdWWDischarger: This role generates wastewater produced by residential
areas and discharges it to the sewage system (DischargeHouseholdWW). It provides
the wastewater characteristics that it generates to roles that may need it (Obtain-
HouseholdWWCharacteristics) such as WWReceiver as part of its goal ObtainHouse-
holdDemandForecast.
• WWReceiver: Takes care of negotiating the reception of wastewater masses (Nego-
tiateDischarge). This includes providing discharge prices for I (CalculateIndustrial-
WWDischargePrices) and the treatment capacity available for industrial wastewater
(CalculateIndustrialWWAvailability). To calculate discharge prices the WWReceiver
uses discharge reference prices provided by the CompetentAuthority, the current
treatment efficiency in wwtpj (ObtainTreatmentEfficiency) as well as the characteris-
tics of the industrial wastewater that Ii wants to discharge, which are provided by
the IndustrialWWRetainer as part of the wastewater discharge negotiation process.
Concerning treatment capacity availability, it depends on:
– Wastewater being received from households (ObtainHouseholdDemandForecast);
– Meteorological retainers status (ObtainMeteoDemandForecast);
– Current efficiency in the WWTreater (ObtainTreatmentEfficiency;
– Current wwtpj effluent limits imposed by the CompetentAuthority (Obtain-
WWTPEffluentLimits).
Once influent is received, the WWReceiver determines its destination, either to
be sent for treatment or bypass it directly to the river. This decision depends
on (EvaluateInfluentDestination) wastewater characteristics (ObtainInfluentCharacteris-
tics), wwtpj current treatment efficiency (ObtainTreatmentEfficiency) and available ca-
pacity (CalculateAvailableCapacity). Finally, it also keeps a record of the influent char-
acteristics received (LogInfluentCharacteristics) for the SewageInspector (as part of the
VerifyDischarge task) and WWTreater (in order to calculate treatment efficiency).
• WWTreater: Processes the wastewater to reduce its pollutants concentration
(WWTreatment). Once the treatments ends, treated water is discharged as an efflu-
ent to the river. This effluent is analyzed (ObtainEffluentCharacteristics) and informa-
tion is logged so the CompetentAuthority can audit it (VerifyWWTPEffluent). Given
the effluent and influent characteristics (ObtainInfluentCharacteristics / ObtainEfflu-
entCharacteristics), WWTreater can calculate treatment efficiency (CalculateTreatment-
Efficiency). This calculation is used to keep W as efficient as possible (AchieveAd-
equatePerformance). It is also used to support WWReciever during discharge price
negotiation described before.
• CompetentAuthority: Takes care of ensuring the river has a certain quality level de-
termined by applicable legislation (EnforceWaterQualityPolicies). To do so, it assess
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river water quality continuously (AssessRiverWaterQuality) by means of collecting
river sensor data (CollectRiverSensorData); this data is requested to entities playing
the WSensor role. Such entities are physically located along the river basin. Ac-
cording to the results of this assessment it may request a SewageInspector to verify
Ii are compliant to what they agreed with wwtpj concerning wastewater discharges
(VerifyDischarge).
Depending on the current status or even exceptional meteorological conditions,
it is possible that the CompetentAuthority requires to establish exceptional restric-
tions on the system (EstablishExceptionalRestrictions) to ensure river water quality.
The CompetentAuthority also uses the above mentioned assessment for two main
purposes: First, providing discharge limits for I (CalculateIndustryPermissionLimits)
and effluent limits forW (CalculateWWTPEffluentLimits). In this way CompetentAu-
thority can establish pollutant reductions in certain river sections and, in general, in
the river as a whole. Second, determining reference prices for wastewater discharges
(CalculateDischargeReferencePrices).
These elements are used by both IndustrialWWBroker and WWReceiver as part
of their negotiation process when discharging industrial wastewater.
Finally, CompetentAuthority also checks W are complying with effluent limits
established (VerifyWWTPEffluent). Given that the competent authority has to ensure
that the rest of roles are compliant with water quality legislation, all the dependen-
cies that are related to this role are hierarchical ones, since the system requires the
competent authority to have a power relation on all the roles to oblige them coordi-
nate appropriately. Given the ascendancy role of the competent authority over the
other roles.
• SewageInspector: Monitors activity in the urban sewage system, verifying industrial
discharges (VerifyDischarge) that are being produced and checking that the influents
received by the WWReceiver (ObtainLogWWTPInfluents) and effluents sent by Indus-
trialWWRetainer (ObtainLogIndustrialDischarges) match and there is no such a strong
deviation that placeW into a hazardous or unsuitable state (e.g., too many industries
discharging more water or with more pollutant concentration that the ones agreed,
thus affecting W processes negatively). The result of this verification is reported to
the CompetentAuthority to act accordingly.
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4.3.2 Interaction Structure
In ALIVE the Interaction Structure allows the description of abstract patterns of interac-
tion which are the way the roles coordinate their behavior, managing their dependencies
while they pursue their individual and collective objectives. The interaction structure (see
Figure 4.3) defines interaction patterns known as scenes [DDPVS09] that allow actors to
coordinate. The structure defines a set of scenes and transitions among them. On every
scene one or more role dependencies (identified in the previous phase) are managed. Table
4.2 summarizes the role dependencies shown at every particular scene.
The structure’s entry point is represented by a circle (init label), while the exit points are
represented by triangles (end label). Scenes are represented by rectangles and connected
by lines (scene transition arcs) that allow the system to navigate from scene to scene. Inside
every scene, the landmark patterns describe the protocol that must be used to achieve the
scene result[DDPVS09]. This diagram will focus on scene transition, allowing the following
diagrams to focus on the different particular scenes by showing the landmark patterns in-
side them. The entry point leads to the different wastewater generation scenes (Household,
MeteoWWGenerate and IndustryWWGenerate) and the scenes related to water quality protec-
tion by the competent authority (EnforceWaterQualityPolicies, ComputeWWTPEffluentLimits,
ComputeIndustryPermissionLimits and ComputeDischargeReferencePrices). HouseholdWWGen-
erate leads directly to wastewater treatment scenes. MeteoWWGenerateScene contain partic-
ular scenes for discharging the water toW (MeteoWWDischarge) or bypassing it (MeteoWW-
Bypass). Industrial production is divided in two parts: first wastewater is generated and
stored IndustryWWGenerate and, later on, a negotiation to discharge wastewater in tank
is done (IndustryManageWWTank) where a price to discharge is formed (WWTPAssessDis-
chargePrice); depending on the negotiation result (IndustryAssessWWDischarge) wastewater
is discharged (IndustryWWDischarge) or it is kept.
Some discharges will have a discharge verification performed asynchronously by the
competent authority (VerifyDischarge). Wastewater treatment scenes include receiving
influent (WWTPReceiveInfluent) and either treating (WWTPTreatInfluent) or bypassing it
(WWTPBypassfluent)).
Dependency Scenes
CollectRiverSensorData - EnforceWaterQualityPolicies
- ComputeWWTPEffluentLimits
LogIndustrial
WWDischargeCharacteristics
- IndustryWWDischarge
LogInfluentCharacteristics - WWTPReceiveInfluent
ObtainEffluentCharacteristics - WWTPTreatInfluent
ObtainHouseholdWWCharacteristics - Household
ObtainMeteoWWCharacteristics - MeteoWWGenerate
ManageIndustrialWW - IndustryWWGenerate
ManageStoredWW - IndustryManageWWTank
- IndustryAssessWWDischarge
ObtainDischargeReferencePrice - IndustryAssessWWDischarge
ObtainDischargeReceiverPrice - IndustryAssessWWDischarge
ObtainWWTPEffluentLimits - WWTPAssessDischargePrice
VerifyDischarge - VerifyDischarge
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ObtainTreatementEfficiency - WWTPAssessDischargePrice
ObtainInfluentCharacteristics - WWTPTreatInfluent
LogEffluentCharacteristics - WWTPTreatInfluent
- WWTPBypassfluent
ObtainEffluentCharacteristics - WWTPTreatInfluent
ObtainIndustrialWWCharacteristics - WWTPAssessDischargePrice
AssessMeteoWWDestination - MeteoWWGenerateScene
ObtainIndustrialWWCharacteristics - IndustryManageWWTank
- WWTPAssessDischargePrice
ObtainMeteoDemandForecast - WWTPAssessDischargePrice
ObtainHouseholdDemandForecast - WWTPAssessDischargePrice
ObtainLogWWTPInfluents - VerifyDischarge
ObtainLogIndustrialDischarges - VerifyDischarge
InformBypassMeteoWW - MeteoWWBypass
Table 4.2: Scenes and role dependencies in them
Figure 4.4: Landmark patterns for the household discharge
Figure 4.4 depicts the internal landmark patterns for the HouseholdWWGenerate. It
shows the flow followed by a household wastewater discharge. Household wastewater
lacks retention tanks, and therefore is treated as a continuous wastewater flow. As house-
hold wastewater is generated (HouseholdWWArrives) it is discharged into the treatment
plant (HouseholdWWDischarged). In parallel, water characteristics are analyzed (Household-
WWCharacteristicsObtained) and provided to the competent authority (HouseholdWWChar-
acteristicsSent).
Figure 4.5 depicts the internal landmark patterns for the MeteoWWGenerate, Mete-
oWWDischarge and MeteoWWBypass scenes. It shows how meteorological wastewater is
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Figure 4.3: Diagram of the roles and role dependencies
generated and temporary stored to be either discharged for normal processing or by-
passed to avoid an overflow. Meteorological water is potentially polluted and usually
generated in concentrated intervals (specially in the Mediterranean area), therefore reten-
tion tanks are available to store it. Wastewater is generated (MeteoWWArrives), stored
(MeteoWWStored) and analysed (MeteoWWCharacteristicsObtained). Depending on
arriving wastewater characteristics and tank level three options are available, landmark
MeteoWWDestinationAssessed represents the process of selecting one of these options:
• Tank is discharged to the wwtpj (either partially or totally). Represented by scene
MeteoWWDischarge where tank is discharged (MeteoWWDischarged) and tank charac-
teristics are communicated to the competent authority (MeteoWWCharacteristicsSent)
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Figure 4.5: Landmark patterns for the meteorology discharge
.
• Tank is bypassed to the river. Represented by scene MeteoWWBypass where
tank is discharged in the presence or to prevent an incoming overflow
(MeteoWWBypassed) and the competent authority is informed of this exceptional
situation (BypassMeteoOverflowInformed) and the bypass characteristics (Bypass-
MeteoCharacteristicsSent). This scene is reached when concentrated rain bypasses the
capacity of the conveyor unit connecting the tank with wwtpj and a bigger conveyor
unit with higher capacity (connecting directly to the river) must be used.
• Do nothing. Tank is not full yet andW are busy treating water from Ii or households.
Water is retained in the tank and a final state is reached.
Figure 4.6 depicts the internal landmark patterns for the IndustryWWGenerate and In-
dustryManageWWTank scenes. It depicts how industrial wastewater is produced and tem-
porary stored while Industry agent negotiates with WWTP when to perform a discharge.
Industry water is stored in retention tanks, so I can perform a negotiation process with
W to see which is the best moment for treating wastewater (e.g., looking for valley hours
where the plant is idle). As a result of industry’s production process (Produce) industrial
wastewater is generated (IndustrialWWGenerated) and stored in retention tanks. As tanks
have a limited capacity, they have to be managed (IndustrialWWManaged) finding out the
best moment for releasing their contents into the WWPTs. In order to find out the cost of
treating generated wastewater, when wastewater is available on the tank (IndustrialWWIn-
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Figure 4.6: Landmark patterns for the industry waste generation
Tank), the water is analyzed (IndustrialWWCharacteristicsObtained). In parallel, I start a
negotiation with W to find out the discharge receiver price (DischargeNegotiationStarted)
and obtain the reference price from the competent authority (DischargeReferencePriceAsked).
The negotiation requires wastewater characteristics to be provided to wwtpj (Industrial-
WWCharacteristicsSent so the discharge receiver price can be effectively asked (Discharg-
eReceiverPriceAsked).
Figure 4.7: Landmark patterns for the industry price negotiation
Figure 4.7 depicts the internal landmark patterns for the WWTPAssessDischargePrice
scene. It shows how the price to handle a industrial discharge is determined according to
household and meteorological demand forecasts, limitations imposed by norms, volume
availability and the wastewater characteristics. The price is determined by finding out the
actual wwtpj treatment capacity available for I and putting it in contrast with the water
characteristics provided by the Ii asking the price. Knowing effluent quality required by
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the competent authority (WWTPEffluentLimitsObtained), the actual plant’s efficiency (Treat-
mentEfficiencyObtained) and the characteristics of the wastewater to be treated (Industrial-
WWCharacteristicsObtained) allows the plant to plan ahead and obtain a water treatment
estimation cost. However, typically not all the treatment capacity is available for I, as
W have also to deal with household (HouseholdDemandForecastObtained) and meteorologi-
cal wastewaters (MeteoDemandForecastObtained). Therefore, the plant asks for forecasts on
these two wastewater sources to take them into account in the planning, effectively provid-
ing a more accurate estimated cost for cleaning the industrial wastewater by taking into
account plant’s availability for treating it (IndustrialWWAvailabilityComputed). Putting in
contrast the cost with the discharge reference prices provided by the competent authority
(DischargeReferencePricesObtained) allows the plant to send a final price to the Ii (Discharg-
eReceiverPricesComputed).
Figure 4.8: Landmark patterns for the industry discharge
Figure 4.8 depicts the internal landmark patterns for the IndustryAssessWWDischarge
and IndustryWWDischarge scenes. It shows the decision process carried out by Industry
agent to manage its wastewater: keeping it stored or discharge it so a WWTP can process
it. Such decision depends on the processing price and the agent’s reserved cost. The first
scene combines discharge reference and receiver prices (ObtainDischargeReceiverPrices and
ObtainDischargeReferencePrices) to obtain a discharge reserved cost (DischargeReservedCos-
tObtained). The cost, allows to decide weather it is worth it or not to clean wastewater
stored in Ii retention tank (AssessIndustrialWWDischarge). In case it is not worth it, a final
state is reached. If it is worth treating the wastewater, a new scene is visited Industry-
WWDischarge where wastewater characteristics are obtained (IndustrialWWCharacteristic-
sObtained), water discharged to the treatment plant (IndustrialWWDischarged) and water
characteristics logged (IndustrialWWDischargeCharacteristicsLogged).
Figure 4.9 depicts the internal landmark patterns for the WWTPReceiveInfluent and Ver-
ifyDischarge scenes. Upper diagram shows the process of receiving a wastewater mass
into a WWTP and deciding if it can be effectively processed or it has to be bypassed.
Lower diagram shows how logged information (influents previously received) is double-
checked against agreed industrial discharges. The first scene starts by receiving wastew-
ater (WWArrives) from an industry, household or meteorological tank and analyzing it
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Figure 4.9: Landmark patterns for WWTP receive influent
(InfluentCharacteristicsObtained). Knowing influent characteristics andwwtpj available
capacity (AvailableCapacityCalculated) a decision (InfluentDestinationEvaluated) on weather
to treat the influent or bypass it can be taken. In parallel, influent characteristics are
logged (InfluentCharacteristicsLogged). This step is essential for detecting when a partic-
ular industry I has reached an agreement to provide an amount of water with a pollutant
concentration to be treated for a particular price and has failed to fulfill the agreement (e.g.,
sending more wastewater or with higher pollution concentration). In order to detect and
sanction this undesirable behavior, the VerifyDischarge scene is available. It consists in the
Sewage Inspector asynchronously checking that both volume and composition (e.g., pol-
lutant concentration) declared by industries (LogIndustrialDischargesObtained) match the
actual volume and composition received by wwtpj (LogWWTPInfluentsObtained).
Results of the inspection (DischargeVerified) are notified to the competent authority.
Competent authority analyses results AssessVerificationResults so corrective actions can be
taken (e.g., sanctioning a particular industry I with a fine) and incentives applied (e.g.,
providing lower reference prices to industries that always comply with discharge inspec-
tions).
Figure 4.10 depicts the internal landmark patterns for the WWTPTreatInfluent. It shows
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Figure 4.10: Landmark patterns for WWTP influent treatment
how wastewater is processed in a WWTP. The left diagram shows the treatment process
carried out by WWTP agent: the influent is treated and the effluent characteristics and
process efficiency is logged. The right diagram shows how wastewater is bypassed and
directly thrown to the river; such bypass has to be reported to the Competent Author-
ity. On the one hand, if influent is treated the scene WWTPTreatInfluent is visited, where
the following landmarks are achieved: influent treatment has been decided (Treatment-
Decided) so influent is treated (InfluentTreated) and discharged (TreatedWWDischarged). In
parallel, influent is analyzed (InfluentCharacteristicsObtained). Once the treated water has
been discharged, effluent is also analyzed (TreatedEffluentCharacteristicsObtained) so influ-
ent and effluent characteristics can be contrasted updating treatment efficiency statistics
(TreatmentEfficiencyUpdated). In parallel, effluent characteristics are logged (EffluentCharac-
teristicsLogged) making them available to the competent authority to verify wwtpj effluents
are compliant to the limits established.
On the other hand, if influent is bypassed (BypassDecided), typically when it exceeds
wwtpj capacity, the competent authority is informed (BypassedReported) and bypass char-
acteristics provided (BypassCharacteristicsSent). Competent authority is warned so actions
to protect water quality can be taken if they are required down the river (e.g., modify in-
dustry I permissions or wwtpj effluent limits).
Figure 4.11 depicts the internal landmark patterns for the EnforceWaterQualityPolicies,
ComputeWWTPEffluentLimits, ComputeIndustryPermissionLimits and ComputeDischargeRef-
erencePrices scenes. It shows the different processes carried out by the Competent Au-
thority: upper-left describes how water quality is assessed and restrictions are enabled to
ensure water quality policies. Upper-right show how the effluent limitations for WWTP
are determined. Lower-left diagram depicts how industrial permits are calculated accord-
ing to water policies and current river status. Bottom-right diagram shows how discharge
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Figure 4.11: Landmark patterns for competent authority control policies
references prices are determined to be used later on in the negotiation process between
industries and WWTPs. The scene EnforceWaterQualityPolicies starts by collecting river
data (RiverSensorDataCollected) as input from multiple sources (river sensors, W effluents
and influents, industry effluents, actor notifications, etc.) which is provided to the com-
petent authority (RiverSensorDataSent). Data is put in contrast with water quality policies
(WaterQualityPoliciesObtained) effectively assessing river quality (RiverQualityAssesed). Fi-
nally, the scene is detecting exceptional situations and applying the appropriate restric-
tions ExceptionalRestrictionsUpdated. For instance, if a meteorological overflow is notified,
industries can not discharge wastewater to the river andW must close until the overflow
is solved. In order to tackle these restrictions we will use ALIVE’s normative structure,
grounded on deontic norms (that specify actor’s obligations and permissions). Due to the
complexity of this normative model, we will present it in a separate section (see §4.5). The
scenes ComputeWWTPEffluentLimits and ComputeIndustryPermissionLimits put river data in
contrast with environmental and river quality policies (RiverSensorDataCollected, RiverSen-
sorDataSent and WaterQualityPoliciesObtained) and obtain newW effluent and I permission
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limits (WWTPEffluentLimitsCalculated and IndustrialPermissionLimitsCalculated).
Finally, both W effluent limits (WWTPEffluentLimitsUpdated) and I permission limits
(IndustrialPermissionLimitsUpdated) are updated. These scenes allow for analyzing river
water quality at real-time and putting in place measures to correct deviations in desired
river quality. Scene ComputeDischargeReferencePrices puts is contrast river sensor data (Ri-
verSensorDataCollected) with water quality policies (WaterQualityPoliciesObtained) to pre-
compute discharge reference prices (DischargeReferencePricesComputed). On the one hand,
this allows to adapt discharge reference prices to the state of the river (interpreted from
river sensor data) and the water quality policies. On other hand, this allows to provide a
swift answer when discharge reference prices are asked by I orW .
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Figure 4.12: Roles that each kind of agent can enact
4.3.3 Social Model
Up to this point the overall system has been defined in terms of roles, their aims and
dependencies, without taking into account who will actually enact those roles at run-time.
The Social Model defines the way concrete agents enact the organization roles, guiding
their behaviour and achieving coordinated action by following the organizational patterns
established for the roles they enact. An agent can enact one or several roles, depending on
their objectives, and one role can be enacted by more than one agent. In the case study,
the objectives of UWS infrastructures act as the main driving force for allocating roles into
agents.
Figure 4.12 shows the model of agents. It describes the roles that each kind of agent
can enact during its lifetime. The central axis is composed by the types of agents with a
Household, Meteorological, Industrial, WWTP and River Council agents (square-shaped). The
surrounding nodes represent the roles (round-shaped). The arrows connect each role with
the agents type that performs it.
From the model of roles, agents, and the scenario defined we can enumerate the fol-
lowing relevant elements:
• the set of WWTPs (Receivers and treaters) as [W1, . . .Wk] ∈ W
• the set of Industries (Operators, retainers and brokers) as [I1, . . . Ik] ∈ I
• the set of Households as [κ1, . . . κk] ∈ K
• the set of Meteorological retainers as [ψ1, . . . ψk] ∈ Ψ
• the set of Water Treatments as [T1, . . . Tk] ∈ T
• the set of Water Masses as [M1, . . .Mk] ∈M
• the set of Water Samples as [S1, . . . Sk] ∈ S
• the set of Water Pollutants as [O1, . . . Ok] ∈ O
• the set of Water Sensors as [R1, . . . Rk] ∈ R
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• the set of competent authority representatives (i.e. sewage inspectors) as
[N1, . . . Nk] ∈ N
• a competent authority as C
4.4 AGENTS: BEHAVIOUR AND DECISION-MAKING
The most important roles in our system, from an integrated management perspective, are
two. First, the Competent Authority is responsible for all matters relating to the collection,
treatment and disposal of wastewater. Second the wwtpk which is responsible for treating
wastewaters in that sector or city. In this section we focus on the latter to describe the
decisions it has to make to carry out the negotiation with industries that would like to
discharge the wastewater resulting from their activities. The discharge of a wastewater
mass requires an agreement between a particular Ii and a particular wwtpj that can accept
it for treatment. This process requires knowing if the wwtpj is capable to properly handle
the proposed wastewater discharge.
We define the water characteristics of a water mass W as the pair (V,C), where:
V is the volume of water mass given in cubic meters m3 and, C is the pollutant con-
centration in the water mass. We also define C =
(
C1, . . . , Cr
)
as the set of pol-
lutants concentrations1 where each Ci corresponds to a specific pollutant concentra-
tion (1 ≤ i ≤ r). In our system, as already explained in §4.2.1, we consider five dif-
ferent pollutants: (TSS,BOD,COD, TN, TP ). Thus C =
(
C1, C2, C3, C4, C5
)
=
(TSS,BOD,COD, TN, TP ) [VCP12].
Given this premises, the negotiation process between Ii and a wwtpj can be described
as follows: The wwtpj checks if it can manage the wastewater that the industry wants
to discharge (a wastewater mass characterized as (Vi, Ci)). This means ensuring there is
enough physical space to receive it (volume availability) and that the plant can effectively
treat the pollutants contained in the wastewater mass (pollutant concentration admissibility);
if wastewater contains a high pollutant concentration it can harm the treatment process
since it depends on bacteria colonies that may perish.
Volume availability (Vavailable) depends on the design volume of the wwtpj (Vcapacity),
the amount of domestic wastewater sent by households (Vd) and meteorological phenom-
ena (Vm)(e.g., rain), whose treatment is mandatory. Finally, previously agreed industrial
discharges (Vscheduled) have to be taken into account to know what volume capacity re-
mains available for new industrial discharges:
Vavailable = Vcapacity − Vd − Vm − Vscheduled (4.1)
Therefore, if Vi ≤ Vavailable then there is enough space in the wwtpj to accept the
wastewater mass.
To verify pollutant concentration admissibility the process is similar although wwtpj
can admit a higher concentration than the one it can effectively manage; however, this
will imply a significant higher cost for the industry. Pollutant concentration admissibility
depends on how much pollutant concentration wwtpj can manage as a parameter design
of the plant (Cradmissible). Thus, if C
r
admissible ≥ Cri the wastewater mass will be accepted
without extra cost. Otherwise the pollutant overload will carry an extra cost to the price
1Pollutant concentration is given in ( kg
m3 ).
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that industry has to pay. This price is calculated by wwtpj as follows:
P (WWi, wwtpj) = P ((Vi, Ci), wwtpj) = V C(Vi, wwtpj) + PC(WWi) (4.2)
In equation 4.2 is divided into two parts: a volumetric cost and a pollutant cost. The
first cost represents the cost of accepting a certain volume of wastewater generated by Ii
according to the current state of the wwtpj as well as the taxes defined by the competent
authority. The second cost computes the cost of processing the wastewater discharged by
industry Ii according to its pollutant concentration.
Volumetric cost is defined as:
V C (Vi, wwtpj) = UC(Vi) ·
(
1 + VocWWTP
VtotWWTP
)x
(4.3)
The first part of equation 4.3 is developed as:
UC (Vi) = Vi · [GT + ST (i)] ; (4.4)
GT corresponds to the General Tax paid by industries while ST (i) is the Specific Tax that
depends on the type of industry where Ii belongs to. This formula expresses the taxes paid
by an industry to discharge a certain wastewater volume (Vi). These taxes are defined by
the Competent Authority. The second part of 4.3 is an exponential function that measures
how much volume is already occupied in the wwtpj from its total capacity. The potential
factor, x, expresses the fact that the price increases as the wwtpj gets fuller.
Pollutant cost is defined as:
PC(WWi) = PC((Vi, Ci)) = Vi ·
( 5∑
r=1
Cri · qr · gri
)
(4.5)
Where:
• qr is the reference price for discharging a kilogram of pollutant r and is determined
by the competent authority;
• gri is a peak coefficient that expresses the deviation between the pollutant r concen-
tration in the wastewater mass sent by industry Ii and the pollutant concentration
limits agreed with the competent authority.
The coefficient gri basically allows industries to deal with unexpected situations that
oblige them to discharge more pollutant concentration that they are allowed to, by paying
a higher price for doing so. It is calculated as gri =
Cri
Xr
i
, where Xri corresponds to the
maximum concentration of pollutant r in a discharge, agreed between industry Ii and the
competent authority.
In this way, equation 4.2 is taking into consideration the permits given by the competent
authority to industries in terms of allowed pollutant concentration as well as taxes for dis-
charging wastewater, and the current status of the wwtpj (in terms of volume occupancy).
It also allows industries to overpass pollutant concentration to deal with unexpected situ-
ations as long as they are capable to pay for the extra cost it implies.
Finally, the wwtpj communicates the price and available volume to the industry. Then
Ii decides either to keep storing the wastewater in its internal storage tanks or proceed
with a full or partial discharge.
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4.4.1 Negotiation
We use Autonomous Agents to cope with the problem in view of the various, sometimes
conflicting, goals that the identified actors have to fulfil their private interests. Within this
frame, agents are able to negotiate between them. Negotiation is a means for agents to com-
municate and compromise to reach mutually beneficial agreements [FWJ04]. Specifically,
in this Chapter, we address the negotiation ofwwtpj with several industries that would like
to discharge the wastewater resulting from their activities. As it has been described above
there are, at least, two conflicting variables described by equations 4.1 and 4.2. There are
also issues related with time, like the time of service delivery (e.g. when the discharge can
be done). Also, there is a set of norms and rules to be followed by all agents. It is possible
to address the problem as a multi-issue negotiation process. In a real scenario, issues are
constrained each other and this makes agents’ utilities nonlinear. Furthermore, even in
collaborative situations, in order to reach an agreement, agents need to act competitively
because of their self-interested nature [IHK07].
However, agent negotiation is a complex scenario, offering a wide range of options to
consider and decisions to make at every negotiation step. In order to tame this complexity,
negotiation protocols can be used. Such protocols specify which are the valid options at
every negotiation step. By providing a structured interaction with predictable outcomes
and limiting the options to be taken at every point of time, negotiation protocols will effec-
tively simplify agent reasoning. There is a wide range of negotiation protocols available
[PCJ04].
For this environment we are proposing a negotiation protocol based on the FIPA Iter-
ated Contract Net Interaction Protocol [FIP00], which is an extension of the Contract Net
Interaction Protocol. The protocol starts when an agent acting as Initiator issues a call for
proposals (to perform a particular task) to a set of agents acting as Participants. The Partic-
ipant agents have the option to make a proposal or refuse (because they are not interested
in the call or have no means to perform the task requested on the call). Once a sensible
amount of time has passed (please notice that some Participants might not even respond
to the call) the Initiator gathers the proposals provided and takes a decision. The Initiator
will either provide a refined call for proposals or consider the set of proposals collected
good enough. In the first case, the Initiator is effectively returning to the start of the pro-
tocol, trying to get better proposals by modifying the call. In the second case, the Initiator
will accept a set of proposals and reject the remaining ones. The set of Participant agents
involved in the accepted proposals will perform the associated task and inform about the
outcomes.
An agent’s negotiation strategy is a specification of the sequence of actions the agent
plans to make during negotiation. Such actions will typically consist on offers and re-
sponses to offers. There will usually be many strategies that are compatible with a par-
ticular protocol, each of which may produce a different outcome [FWJ04]. An agent may
change strategy according its utility function and/or scenario.
Thanks to the abstraction level provided by the ALIVE model and the FIPA Iterated
Contract Net Interaction Protocol (where the central element of design is the role rather
than the agent) we can fulfill a two-folded task via the negotiation protocol. On the one
hand, the negotiation protocol allows for I to negotiate withW , in a P2P fashion, in order
to reach an agreement for treating industrial wastewaters.
This protocol is initiated by Ii, and will occur typically when their wastewater tanks
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are full, effectively looking for the lower wastewater treatment prize and therefore the
maximum benefit, which is the ideal situation from I’s perspective. On the other hand,
the protocol allows for W to negotiate with I effectively providing offers for wastewater
treatment. This scenario will typically occur when plant’s demand is low, w.r.t. plant’s
treatment capacity, and will allow to any wwtpj to balance its treatment capabilities, of-
fering to treat wastewater at lower cost when their demand is in valley hours, effectively
getting closer to a constant wastewater treatment demand, which is the ideal situation
fromW perspective.
4.5 NORMS
Scenarios like the one introduced in this Chapter present several actors (e.g., Industrial Oper-
ator, Industrial WWRetainer, WWTreater etc.) with a variety of goals that sometimes are con-
flicting between them. For instance, the Industrial Operator aims at making profit which
in turn will generate wastewater, effectively polluting the environment. The WWTreater
aims at cleaning wastewater for protecting the environment. Therefore, from the individ-
ual point of view of an Industrial Operator, the more industrial activity the better, even if it
results in more polluted water. However, from the individual point of view of a WWTreater
the less industrial activity the better, as the water will be less polluted and therefore will be
easier and cheaper to clean. Bringing this self-interest to the extreme, the ideal situation for
Industrial Operator is a scenario without environmental protection, where the river can be
polluted without constraints. The ideal situation for WWTreater is a scenario where there
are no polluting elements (no industries, no households) and therefore the river is never
polluted. However, the ideal situation from the holistic point of view of the society (as a
group of interconnected individuals) is to find a balance to protect the environment while
promoting industrial activity.
Furthermore, the roles in the scenario depend on each other for achieving their goals,
and therefore they interact in multiple ways. The combination of these two factors results
in a society of interacting agents with heterogeneous goals. In order to tame the complex-
ity of these interactions, and to align the overall system with a common high level goal
(e.g., protecting the environment without compromising industrial activity) norm-aware
electronic distributed systems can be used.
Electronic specifications of norms are one of the mechanisms being applied to define
and enforce acceptable behaviour of electronic distributed systems which should comply
with some (typically human) regulations. One of the options for providing norm-aware
Multi-Agent Systems are Electronic Institutions (EI) [VS03]. They are models of human
institutions with a norm specification provided in a machine-readable formalism. The
main idea behind EI is capturing the essence of an institution (mainly norms and protocols)
in a machine processable form.
Some functionalities in the system depend on the Competent Authority role detecting ex-
ceptional situations and applying the appropriate restrictions. For instance, if a meteoro-
logical overflow is notified WWPTs can exceed their treatment capacity if they take water
from the influent. Therefore plants must limit their influent intake until the overflow is
solved. It means water from the influent is not completely treated and to protect the envi-
ronment industries can not discharge wastewater to the river until the overflow is solved.
In order to tackle these restrictions we use ALIVE’s normative structure, grounded on regu-
lative and constitutive norms. Such norms specify actor’s obligations (WWTPS must limit
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influent intake until the overflow is solved), prohibitions (discharging water masses with
high concentrations of mercury) and permissions (industries can not discharge wastewater
to the river until the overflow is solved). In scenarios like the one presented here, Multi-
Agent Systems are applied to systems with an overall holistic goal and it is not desirable
that an agent’s autonomous and emergent behaviour diverges from the overall goal of the
system. In order to limit this agent autonomy and ensure a certain coherence between
the goals of the particular agents and the overall goals of the system, norms can be ap-
plied. Furthermore, norms make the behaviour more predictable, effectively reducing the
complexity of the system. Taking this into account, the scenario presented in this Chapter
provides an exciting new line of research: modelling and implementing the set of norms
that will make the system’s objectives (e.g., have an environmental sustainable system)
stand on top of individuals’ objectives (e.g., make profit in the case of the industries). Fur-
thermore, the set of norms provided is not static, as norms will have to evolve through
time just as individuals’ behaviour changes to adapt to dynamic circumstances. Not only
deciding how these norms will have to be adapted is an exciting challenge, but also de-
signing mechanisms to support norm dynamics at run-time. Such mechanisms effectively
support adding, removing or updating norms at run-time and while inferring the social
state. On the one hand, we can not afford to miss the violation of a norm just because
we are updating it. On the other hand, we have to infer a social state consistent with the
changes performed in the norms (e.g., it makes no sense to punish an agent for violating a
norm that has been removed).
This section provides examples of norms modelled used the framework introduced in
Chapter 3 and examples on how social and technological changes can affect these norms.
For each norm a formal model is provided, as well as the time line depicting the impli-
cations of the norm change. Examples for all operations supported by our framework
are provided. Norms are inspired on European, national and local wastewater treatment
directives.
Our model supports two possible operations (adding and removing norms, accounting
norm update as a combination of the two basic operations) in two forms (retroactively and
prospectively). The model also supports regulative norms (with obligations, prohibitions
and permissions), constitutive norms and institutional powers (including both constitu-
tive powers and normative powers). This accounts for a total of thirty potential examples
which are organized as follows:
• Prospectively adding an obligation forW to treat wastewater before discharging it.
• Retroactively adding an obligation for W to send water samples to the competent
authority.
• Prospectively removing an obligation for W when unusual situations (e.g., heavy
rains) are in place.
• Retroactively removing an obligation forW to send water samples to the competent
authority, due to the deployment of smart sensors over the river.
• Prospectively updating (i.e. add and remove) limit concentrations (i.e. prohibitions)
on industrial wastewaters.
• Retroactively updating (i.e. add and remove) the obligation of I to inform W of
wastewater disposals.
• Prospectively adding a constitutive norm for defining a sensitive area.
• Retroactively adding a constitutive norm for defining a secondary treatment.
• Adding and removing constitutive powers.
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Norm N1: Let Wi ∈ W be a Wastewater Treatment Plant, Mj ∈ M a water mass and
Tk ∈ T a secondary treatment. Once Wi receives a particular water mass Mj , the plant
has the obligation to treat the water mass with secondary treatment Tk before discharging
the water mass.
Sanction S1: A generic sanction is applied to the Wastewater Treatment Plant if the norm
is not complied with.
Activation ConditionN1 received(Wi,Mj)
Expiration ConditionN1 discharged(Wi,Mj)
Maintenance ConditionN1 True
DeadlineN1 performed(Tk,Wi,Mj) ∧ counts_as(Tk, SecondaryTreatment)
Activation Condition S1 isV iolated(N1,Wi)
Expiration Condition S1 GenericSanction(Wi)
Maintenance Condition S1 True
Deadline S1 True
Figure 4.13: Example of formal norm specification for obligation
4.5.1 Obligation prospective promulgation:
The European council directive for Wastewater treatment [Cou91] in Article 4 and the Cata-
lan plan for Wastewater treatment inspired on this directive [Gen] state:
Member States shall ensure that urban wastewater entering collecting systems
shall before discharge be subject to secondary treatment or an equivalent treatment
as follows:
• At the latest by 31 December 2000 for all discharges from agglomerations of more
than 15 000 p.e. (population equivalent)
• at the latest by 31 December 2005 for all discharges from agglomerations of be-
tween 10 000 and 15 000 p.e.
It means that, by the date ’01 January 2006’ all Wastewater Treatment Plants (WWTPs)
WWTPi ∈ W with a p.e. of 10.000 or more have the obligation to perform a secondary
treatment (or a treatment that counts-as secondary treatment, that is, an equivalent) before
discharging water to the river. Failing to comply with the norm will result in the Wastew-
ater Treatment Plant being sanctioned. Figure 5.8 shows the formal specification of the
regulative norm in our model.
Following the example, the regulative norm is introduced in the system via a Prospec-
tive Promulgation operation on the date ’01 January 2006’. Therefore, if a particular
Wastewater Treatment Plant Wi ∈ W with a p.e. of 10.000 or more violated the regula-
tive norm (i.e. discharged water without treating it) before ’01 January 2006’, the act has no
legal consequences. However, if the plant violates the norm after the promulgation date,
it will be sanctioned for the act. In the example depicted in Figure 5.15 , a Wastewater
Treatment Plant Wi discharges untreated water masses M1,M2 before norm promulgation
without legal consequences. However, discharging untreated water M3 after promulga-
tion results in a sanction being applied.
4.5.2 Obligation retroactive promulgation:
The European council directive for Wastewater treatment [Cou91] states in article 15:
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Figure 4.14: Example of timeline for prospective promulgation of a an obligation
Norm N2: Let Wi ∈ W be a Wastewater Treatment Plant and Sj ∈ S the nth water sample
taken and sent to the competent authority during the year. Once the year starts, the plant
has the obligation to provide the 24th sample (i.e. S24) to the competent authority before
the year ends.
Sanction S2: A competent authority representative Nk ∈ N visits the plant to take water
samples
Activation ConditionN2 isDay(1) ∧ isMonth(1)
Expiration ConditionN2 isDay(31) ∧ isMonth(12)
Maintenance ConditionN2 True
DeadlineN2 sampleProvided(Wi, S24)
Activation Condition S2 isV iolated(N2,Wi)
Expiration Condition S2 visited(Wi, Nk) ∧ sampleTaken(Nk, Sj)
Maintenance Condition S2 True
Deadline S2 True
Figure 4.15: Example of formal regulative norm specification for obligation
Competent authorities or appropriate bodies shall monitor [...] discharges from urban
wastewater treatment plants [...].
Annex A.3 of the same document introduces the monitoring conditions, specifically the
minimum number of water samples to be taken per year (typically between 12 and 24 per
year). In our example, Wastewater Treatment plants have to take the samples (we can set
the minimum at 24 for our example) and send them to the competent authority for analysis.
Therefore, Wastewater Treatment plants have the obligation to take and send 24 water
samples before the end of the year. Failing to comply with the regulative norm will result
in the Wastewater Treatment Plant being visited by a competent authority representative.
The objective of the visit is to take water samples (i.e. repair action). Figure 5.9 shows the
formal specification of the norm in our model.
Following the example in Figure 5.16, the regulative norm is introduced in the system
via a Retroactive Promulgation operation. This allows to classify efficiently the plants that
require an inspector to take samples. If a particular plant (e.g., (W1 in the example) has
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Figure 4.16: Example of timeline for retroactive promulgation of an obligation
always taken and provided the minimum samples required (even if the norm was not in
place, for instance, because the minimum was just a recommendation) it can avoid the of-
ficial inspection. However, if a plant has not reached the minimum (e.g., (W2) or has never
provided a sample in the past (e.g., (W3) it will be visited by a competent authority rep-
resentative to perform an inspection taking water samples. Therefore, when norm N2 is
promulgated, plants requiring an inspection are effectively classified, because past viola-
tions of the regulative norm are detected. Needless to say, once the norm is in place, plants
that do not provide the samples are sanctioned (i.e. inspected). Please note how retroactive
promulgation allows to check agent’s behaviour w.r.t. the norms in the past, effectively
providing a method to identify agents inclined to abide with them.
4.5.3 Obligation abrogation:
The European council directive for Wastewater treatment [Cou91] states in Annex I point
D.5:
Extreme values for the water quality in question shall not be taken into consideration
when they are the result of unusual situations such as those due to heavy rain.
In our example it stands for the obligation to perform a secondary treatment not having ef-
fect in unusual situations, such as heavy rain. The obligation has already been introduced
in §4.5.1 and formally modelled in Figure 5.8. However, the model does not take into ac-
count the fact that the norm is not in place in case of unusual situations. One option is to
include the exception on the model of the norm (i.e. preventing the norm from activating
if water is received by the plant, but an unusual situation is in place). Formally, it would
imply substituting Norm’s N1 activating condition, which is currently received(Wi,Mj)
for received(Wi,Mj)∧¬unusualSituation(). However, this solution would result in more
complex norm formalizations. Furthermore, if new exceptions to the norm are added,
more conditions would be included in the activating condition, resulting in complex and
hard to understand norms. A cleaner solution is to allow the competent authority (or any
other actor with power to alter the norms that govern the system) to temporally remove
the norm from the system when it is considered appropriate (in our example, while the
unusual situation takes place). On the one hand, these norm could be used to keep norms
simple and easy to understand. That is because we are leaving the decision of which
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Figure 4.17: Example of timeline for the abrogation of an obligation
norms should be active in every scenario to higher level (and more expressive) reasoning
processes performed by the agents responsible of introducing and removing norms in the
system. On the other hand, all the exceptions to the different norms do not have to be taken
into consideration at norm design time. They can be introduced later when designing a
process that decides which norms are active in the system at every point of time. That is,
our approach allows supporting a Normative System which is truly dynamic and adapts
to changing (and sometimes even not foreseen) situations.
Following the example depicted in Figure 5.17, the norm N1 is removed from the sys-
tem via an Abrogation operation. This allows to effectively implement a general exception
to the norm while an unusual situation of heavy rain takes place. Therefore, if a particu-
lar Wastewater Treatment Plant Wi ∈ W violated the norm (i.e. discharged water without
treating it) in a situation of heavy rain, the act has no legal consequences. However, if
the plant violates the norm outside the unusual situation, it will be sanctioned for the act.
In this example, a Wastewater Treatment Plant Wi discharges untreated water masses M2
during heavy rain without legal consequences. However, discharging untreated water
M1,M3 outside the unusual situation results in a sanction being applied. Please note that
one of the sanctions (associated to the discharge of M1) is applied during the unusual situ-
ation. This is because the action causing the norm violation occurred outside the unusual
situation, and our framework is expressive enough to detect this particular fact.
4.5.4 Obligation annulment:
The European council directive for Wastewater treatment [Cou91] states in article 15:
Competent authorities or appropriate bodies shall monitor [...] discharges from urban
wastewater treatment plants [...].
This obligation has already been introduced in §4.5.2 and formally modelled in Figure 5.9
via the obligation to provide samples from Wastewater Treatment Plants to the correspond-
ing competent authority. However, this method to monitor discharges from Wastewater
Treatment Plants is not very reliable. Mainly because it depends on the good will of the
plants taking and providing the samples. This is the main reason why regulative norms
are required to promote such necessary behaviour, and repair actions are applied in case
the norms are not complied with (i.e. inspections for plants not providing enough samples
per year). Technological advances, such as the Internet of Things [Kop11] may provide
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Figure 4.18: Example of timeline for annulment of an obligation
better methods to perform these monitoring processes. Connecting smart objects (i.e. em-
bedded systems such as sensors) to the Internet makes it possible to remotely access sensor
data, effectively providing real time monitoring capabilities to the areas covered by such
sensors. Furthermore, the monitoring capabilities are provided with low latency (several
water samples can be taken per hour) and continuously (as sensors can operate 24 hours
per day and 7 days per week). One of the main ideas behind our scenario is deploying
smart sensors over the river basin. Therefore Wastewater Treatment Plants do not have to
provide water samples anymore in order to monitor the state of the river. Furthermore,
Wastewater Treatment Plants which did not provide water samples in the past will not
require an inspection anymore, as the data can be accurately provided by the sensors.
Following the example presented in Figure 5.18, when smart sensors are deployed along
the river basin, the norm N2 is removed from the system via an Annulment operation.
Therefore, Wastewater Treatment Plants no longer have the obligation to send water sam-
ples to the competent authority. Furthermore, if water samples were not provided in the
past, plants will not have to go through an inspection. Mainly because information pro-
vided by smart sensor readings is equivalent to the information provided by an inspector
agent. This allows to effectively cancel pending inspections because both water monitor-
ing and inspection is performed now by a network of smart sensors. Once the norm N2
is abrogated, plants do not have to take and provide samples. Furthermore, if a particular
plant (e.g.,WWTP2 in the example) has neither taken nor provided the minimum samples
required in the past, it can avoid the official inspection. This is because abrogation will not
only remove the norm from the system, but also the associated sanctions.
4.5.5 Prohibition prospective update:
European, national and regional directives impose a limit on pollutant concentrations of
water discharged to the different ecosystems (e.g., river, sea, river basin, etc.). An exam-
ple of such limits is the one in [Gen] Section 4.5.2, where a table with pollutant limits is
provided, as depicted in Figure 4.19. The table covers pollutants such as iron, soap, oils
and fats, mercury, etc. For instance, the mercury limit is fixed at 0.005 mg/l Hg. Figure 5.12
shows the formal specification of the normative limit for mercury in our model.
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Figure 4.19: Table with normative limits for pollutants as seen in directive PSARU2005
[Gen].
As new scientific studies are performed new pollutants might be included in the list
(e.g., emerging pollutants such as hormones that can be harmful for river flora and fauna)
or limits for actual pollutants updated. Therefore, if regulative norms taking into account
such pollutant limits are promulgated, they are likely to change over time. In our frame-
work we support updating a norm by removing the old version of the norm first, and then
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Norm N3: Let Wi ∈ W be a Wastewater Treatment Plant, Mj ∈ M a water mass and
concentration(Mj , Hg) the concentration of mercury in the water mass. It is forbidden
for Wastewater Treatment Plants to discharge water masses to the river with a mercury
concentration higher than 0.005 mg/l. Please note that the norm is always active, as the
prohibition always holds, therefore activation condition is set to True and expiration con-
dition to False.
Sanction S3: A generic sanction is applied to the Wastewater Treatment Plant if the norm
is not complied with.
Activation ConditionN3 True
Expiration ConditionN3 False
Maintenance ConditionN3 discharged(Wi,Mj) ∧ concentration(Mj , Hg) 6 0.005mg/l
DeadlineN3
Activation Condition S3 isV iolated(N3,Wi)
Expiration Condition S3 GenericSanction(Wi)
Maintenance Condition S3 True
Deadline S3 True
Figure 4.20: Example of formal norm specification for prohibition
inserting the new version of the norm back into the system.
Following the example in Figure 5.19, let us suppose the mercury limit is updated from
0.005 mg/l Hg to 0.0025 mg/l Hg as this pollutant is likely to affect human beings via the
food chain. Updating the regulative norm will imply Abrogating norm N3 as defined in
Figure 5.12 and prospectively promulgating norm N ′3. Please note that norm N ′3 is similar
to norm N3 but with the new limit in the Maintenance Condition of the norm. It is relevant
to note that one of the sanctions (associated to the discharge of water mass M2 by plant
W1) is applied after regulative norm Abrogation. This is because the action causing the
norm violation occurred before the norm was removed from the system (due to the update
operation), and our framework is powerful enough to detect this particular fact.
4.5.6 Prohibition retroactive update:
In our scenario, industries are connected to Wastewater Treatment Plants for treating in-
dustrial wastewater before discharging it to the different ecosystems (usually, a river). In
order to control plant treatment capacity, identify its needs and foresee plant updates, in-
dustries interact with plants via an operational contract. The contract specifies the obliga-
tion of the industry to communicate incoming discharges to the associated plants, along
with discharge characteristics. At the same time, the contract sets a limit on the amount of
water and pollutant concentration a particular industry can discharge to a particular plant.
Thanks to these contracts, the plants can effectively plan their water treatment capacities
at real-time, adapting them to industrial demand. At the same time, experts from the com-
petent authority can evaluate plant water treatment capacity, as they know the maximum
water and pollutant concentration load a particular plant could have at any moment in
time. This is because they know the industries connected to a particular plant, and indus-
tries have limited the maximum amount of water and pollutants they can send to the plant
for treatment, via the contract. Figure 5.13 shows the formal specification of the contract
(via regulative norms) in our model. In this case, the contract contains both an obliga-
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Figure 4.21: Example of timeline for prospective update of an obligation
tion (inform before discharging water to the plant) and a prohibition (at any moment in
time, never discharge a higher pollutant concentration that the amount specified by the
contract), and both are modelled in the same norm.
Similar to the example provided in §4.5.4, when technological advances are introduced
(e.g., smart sensors are included in the river), the norm becomes obsolete and is updated.
In this case, including smart sensors in the river excludes the obligation to inform about
discharges from the contract. Furthermore, competent authority experts decide that sanc-
tions incurred for not informing in the past should be abolished, as this act of goodwill
with industries will promote the introduction of smart sensors in the river basin. However,
sanctions associated to overpassing pollutant concentrations limits should remain. As in
§4.5.5 updating the norm will imply removing norm N4 (as defined in 5.13) and adding
a new norm N ′4 which is just like N4 but with the Deadline set to True. As competent
authority experts want to remove sanctions associated to not informing about discharges,
the norm N4 should be abrogated. It means, all industries sanctioned in the past for not
informing about discharges will receive a Generic compensation. However, as the norm is
abrogated as a whole (rather than abrogating only the Deadline) industries sanctioned for
overpassing the limits will receive the compensation as well. This can be solved by adding
the new norm N ′4 retroactively, as it will check for limit overpassing instances in the past
(neglecting missing informs) and sanction them, effectively annulling the compensations
provided for overpassing pollutant limits. Please note that the expressibility of our frame-
work allows to update norms with retroactive effects (just like in the example provided in
this subsection) or without them (just like in the example provided in §4.5.4). Furthermore,
two more operations are possible:
• The old norm is removed retroactively (i.e. annulled) and the new one added
prospectively.
• The old norm is removed prospectively (i.e. abrogated) and the new one added
retroactively.
In the example provided in Figure 5.20 industry I1 is sanctioned for not informing about
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Norm N4: Let Wi ∈ W be a Wastewater Treatment Plant, Mj ∈M a water mass, Ok ∈ O a
pollutant, concentration(Mj , Ok) the concentration of a pollutant in the water mass, Il ∈ I
an industry and maxConcentration(Wi, Il, Ok) the maximum concentration of a particu-
lar pollutant (as allowed by the contract between industry Il and plantWi). It is forbidden
for industries to discharge water masses to a Wastewater Treatment Plant with a pollutant
concentration higher than the one specified in the contract. Furthermore, industries have
the obligation to inform the Wastewater Treatment Plant before discharging the water.
Please note that the norm expires when the water mass is discharged by the industry, and
immediately activates again (as long as there is a contract between the industry and the
plant) ready for the next discharge.
Sanction S4: A generic sanction is applied to the Industry if the contract is not complied
with.
Activation ConditionN4 SignedContract((Wi, Il)
Expiration ConditionN4 discharged(Il,Mj)
Maintenance ConditionN4 concentration(Mj , Ok) 6 maxConcentration(Wi, Il, Ok)∀Ok ∈ O
DeadlineN4 InformDischarge(Il,Wi,Mj)
Activation Condition S4 isV iolated(N4, Il)
Expiration Condition S4 GenericSanction(Il)
Maintenance Condition S4 True
Deadline S4 True
Figure 4.22: Example of formal contract specification with obligations and prohibitions
a discharge and industry I2 is sanctioned for overpassing pollutant limits. When the norm
is updated, both industries receive a generic compensation on normN4 removal. However,
industry Ind2 looses the compensation as it is sanctioned again when the new norm N ′4
comes in place. For simplicity we focus on a single pollutant concentration Hg that has a
contractual limit of 0.005 mg/l Hg.
4.5.7 Constitutive prospective promulgation:
The European council directive for Wastewater treatment [Cou91] states in Article 5 points
1 and 2:
1. For the purposes of paragraph 2, Member States shall by 31 December 1993 iden-
tify sensitive areas according to the criteria laid down in Annex II.
2. Member States shall ensure that urban wastewater entering collecting systems
shall before discharge into sensitive areas be subject to more stringent treatment
than that described in Article 4, by 31 December 1998 at the latest for all dis-
charges from agglomerations of more than 10.000 p.e.
Please note that Article 5 provides an exception for Article 4, which is introduced in
§4.5.1 and formally modelled in Figure 5.8. Article 5 states that Wastewater Treatment
Plants with a p.e. of 10.000 or more should perform before discharge a more stringent
treatment. This means a more stringent treatment than a secondary treatment (or equiva-
lent). The norm applies as long as the plants are located in sensitive areas. Sensitive areas
are identified by member states (i.e. competent authorities). The concept of sensitive area
is an institutional concept (i.e. it has meaning in the scope of an institution) that classifies
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Figure 4.23: Example of timeline for retroactive update of an obligation
Norm N5: Let Wi ∈ W be a Wastewater Treatment Plant with a p.e. of 10.000 or more,
Mj ∈ M a water mass, Tk ∈ T a stringent treatment and location(Wi) the location of
plant Wi. Once Wi receives a particular water mass Mj , the plant has the obligation to
treat the water mass with a stringent treatment Tk before discharging the water mass, as
long as the location of the plant is a sensitive area.
Sanction S5: A generic sanction is applied to the Wastewater Treatment Plant if the norm
is not complied with.
Activation ConditionN5 received(Wi,Mj) ∧ counts_as(location(Wi), SensitiveArea)
Expiration ConditionN5 discharged(Wi,Mj)
Maintenance ConditionN5 True
DeadlineN5 performed(Tk,Wi,Mj) ∧ counts_as(Tk, StringentTreatment)
Activation Condition S5 isV iolated(N5,Wi)
Expiration Condition S5 GenericSanction(Wi)
Maintenance Condition S5 True
Deadline S5 True
Figure 4.24: Example of formal norm specification for obligation with constitutive norm
special areas as sensitive area. Formally, it means a particular area counts-as sensitive areas in
the scope of an institution. Therefore, sensitive areas can be introduced in our normative
context via constitutive norms, supported by the counts_as construct. The formal model
of the norm inspired by the article is depicted in Figure 5.14.
Following the example depicted in Figure 4.25, a particular location L1 is not consid-
ered a sensitive area. Therefore, if a Wastewater Treatment Plant Wi ∈ W with a p.e. ≥
10.000 and located in L1 discharges water performing just a secondary treatment, the act
has no legal consequences. This is because norm N1 is complied with and norm N5 does
not activate. However, if the plant discharges water performing just a secondary treat-
ment after the location is declared a sensitive area, it will be sanctioned for the act. In the
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example a Wastewater Treatment Plant Wi discharges water masses M1,M2 without legal
consequences. However, discharging water M3 after the area is declared sensitive results
in a sanction being applied.
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Figure 4.25: Example of timeline for prospective promulgation of a constitutive norm
Please note that an analogous example can be constructed for prospectively removing
constitutive norms. Following the example depicted in Figure 4.26, a particular location L1
is considered a sensitive area. Therefore, if a Wastewater Treatment Plant Wi ∈ W with a
p.e. ≥ 10.000 and located in Loc1 discharges water performing just a secondary treatment,
the act results in a sanction being applied. However, if the statement declaring the area
sensitive is removed the plant can discharge water performing just a secondary treatment
with no legal consequences. In the example a Wastewater Treatment Plant Wi discharges
water massesM1,M2 being sanctioned for this. However, after the statement declaring the
area sensitive is removed, the plant discharges water M3 with no legal consequences.
4.5.8 Constitutive retroactive promulgation:
The European Council directive for Wastewater treatment [Cou91] in Article 4 and the
Catalan plan for Wastewater treatment inspired on this directive [Gen] state:
Member States shall ensure that urban wastewater entering collecting systems
shall before discharge be subject to secondary treatment or an equivalent treatment
as follows:
• At the latest by 31 December 2000 for all discharges from agglomerations of more
than 15 000 p.e.
• at the latest by 31 December 2005 for all discharges from agglomerations of be-
tween 10 000 and 15 000 p.e.
Article 4 has already been introduced in §4.5.1 and formally modelled in Figure 5.8.
As new scientific studies are performed new water treatment methods are developed and
plants may deploy them. At a particular point in time, an institutional actor (e.g., com-
petent authority) may state a treatment is equivalent to a secondary treatment. Formally,
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Figure 4.26: Example of timeline for abrogation of a constitutive norm
a particular new treatment counts-as secondary treatment (i.e. a regulative norm equiva-
lent to the construct counts_as(Tk, SecondaryTreatment)). And this statement should be
taken into account with retroactive consequences. If a new treatment is equivalent to a sec-
ondary treatment at this point of time, it was equivalent in the past (we assume the new
treatment has not changed). Following the example depicted in Figure 4.27, a Wastewater
Treatment Plant Wi ∈ W is applying an innovating treatment Tk that uses nano-bots to
capture contaminant particles in the water. As treatment Tk has no institutional equiv-
alence to a secondary treatment Wi is sanctioned for treating water masses M1,M2 with
it. Once the treatment Tk has recognised institutional equivalence to a secondary treat-
ment (i.e. counts_as(Tk, SecondaryTreatment)) Wi can treat water masses (e.g., M3) with
the new treatment with no legal consequences. Furthermore, as Tk is considered to be
institutionally equivalent to a secondary treatment also in the past (from the beginning
of time) Wi receives a couple of compensations for both sanctions entailed from treating
water masses M1,M2 with Tk.
Please note that an analogous example can be constructed for retroactively removing
constitutive norms. Following the example depicted in Figure 4.28, a Wastewater Treat-
ment Plant Wi ∈ W is applying a particular treatment Tk ∈ T based on Navajo dream-
catchers to clean the water. As treatment Tk has an institutional equivalence to a secondary
treatment (i.e. counts_as(Tk, SecondaryTreatment)) Wi is not sanctioned for treating wa-
ter masses M1,M2 with it. Once scientific studies demonstrate Tk is based on a pseudo-
science, the constitutive norm is removed and Tk looses its recognised institutional equiv-
alence to a secondary treatment. Therefore, if Wi treats water masses (e.g., M3) with the
treatment Tk it will be sanctioned for not using a secondary treatment. Furthermore, as Tk
is considered to be an invalid treatment also in the past (from the beginning of time) Wi is
sanctioned treating water masses M1,M2 with Tk, even if such water masses were treated
before the constitutive norm was removed.
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Figure 4.27: Example of timeline for retroactive promulgation of a constitutive norm
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Figure 4.28: Example of timeline for annulment of a constitutive norm
4.5.9 Constitutive power
The European council directive for Wastewater treatment [Cou91] states in Article 5 point
1:
For the purposes of paragraph 2, Member States shall by 31 December 1993 identify
sensitive areas according to the criteria laid down in Annex II.
In the case of Spain, identification of sensitive areas is delegated on regional governments
since December 1995 as seen in point 7.3 of [Gov]. Before December 1995 regional govern-
ments in Spain (e.g., Catalan government) lacked constitutive power to declare sensitive
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areas. Therefore, the declaration of a sensitive area from a regional government had no
legal consequences, whereas the same declaration from the national government had full
legal consequences.
The example depicted in Figure 4.29 is inspired in the norm introduced in §4.5.7 and
formally introduced in Figure 5.14. The norm N7 introduces the obligation of Wastewater
Treatment Plants to perform a more stringent treatment if they are located in sensitive areas
(i.e. discharging to sensitive areas). Following the example, a particular plant Wi ∈ W is
not sanctioned for discharging water masses (both M1 and M2) without performing more
stringent treatment. That is, the plant is just performing a secondary treatment T1. This
is because the declaration of sensitive area from the local government has no legal conse-
quences, and therefore normN5 is not activated (and normN1 is complied with). Once the
regional government has constitutive power to declare sensitive areas, the plant violates
norm N5 and is sanctioned for discharging water masses (e.g., M3) without performing a
more stringent treatment.
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Figure 4.29: Example of timeline for prospective promulgation of a constitutive power
An analogous example can be constructed for removing the power prospectively. For
instance, in the example provided, when power is given to the regional governments it
is withdrawn from the national government. It will invalidate institutional statements
uttered by the national government (w.r.t. sensitive areas) since power removal. Follow-
ing the example depicted in Figure 4.30 plant Wi ∈ W is not sanctioned for discharging
water masses (both M1 and M1) without performing a more stringent treatment. This is
because the national government has lost its constitutive power to declare sensitive areas
and therefore the declaration of sensitive area has no legal consequences. As a result norm
N5 is not activated (and norm N1 is complied with) and the plant is not sanctioned.
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Figure 4.30: Example of timeline for abrogation of a constitutive power
4.6 SCENARIO IMPLEMENTATION
Once we have introduced our theoretical framework for the testing scenario we proceed
to depict the implementation performed for our testing framework. We will focus on de-
picting the architecture and the set of norms resulting from simulating the different cases
in our testing scenario.
As depicted in Figure 4.31 we have performed the implementation by simulating the
behaviour of the different actors involved in the river basin scenario in an agent platform.
We have used the JADE agent platform [BPR01] because it allows to easily develop and
deploy agents based on the Java programming language. The platform is FIPA-compliant
supporting negotiation protocols such as contract-net protocol [Smi80] that can be applied
to the scenario presented in this document. The agents in the platform perform tasks
associated to the actors in the scenario they simulate. The tasks are passed through the
event bus to the NoMoDEI platform where the monitor puts them in contrast with the set
of norms in the scenario. A static program triggers norm changes that have prospective or
retroactive impact on the normative state of the system. Finally, we use a norm visualizer
to check the impact of agent actions and norm operations in the scenario.
Figures 4.32 and 4.33 show the annulment of a norm in our test scenario. The example
corresponds to Norm 5.9 and time-line 5.16 in §4.5. Figures 4.34 and 4.35 show the update
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Figure 4.31: Architecture for our testing scenario
Figure 4.32: Annulment of a norm: timeline
of a norm in our test scenario. The example corresponds to Norm 5.13 and time-line 5.20
in §4.5. Finally, figures 4.36 and 4.37 show the effect of a constitutive power in our test
scenario.
Via our testing implementation we have demonstrated we can integrate regulations
and protocols in an agent simulation, bridging the gap between simulations and social
simulations by embedding social constructs (i.e. norms) in the simulation platform. Agent
interactions are observed and put in contrast with the regulations regimenting the sce-
nario, aligning agent’s actions with a common high level goal shared by the society. Fur-
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Figure 4.33: Annulment of a norm: norm events
thermore, regulations and protocols are allowed to evolve through time, reflecting changes
in the society as well as exceptional situations that may cause the norms to cease being in
force.
4.7 CONCLUSIONS AND RELATED WORK
Once we have finished introducing our approach of a norm-aware agent-based model for
integrated Wastewater management systems, we proceed to put it in contrast with similar
approaches. This section compares the state of the art analysed in §2.3 with the work
presented in this Chapter. We will provide a brief summary of every proposal analysed in
§2.3 and compare it to our proposal, focusing on detecting confluence points where our
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Figure 4.34: Update of a norm: timeline
work can be complemented by the different approaches in the state of the art. Then, we
will outline conclusions.
4.7.1 Distributive Justice for Self-Organised Common-Pool Resource Management
In §2.3.1 we analyse an approach for enduring common pool resource management. Even
though the approach is generic and not directly applied to water management, one can
easily see both water and water treatment capabilities (e.g., public wastewater treatment
plants) can be represented as a common pool of resources. Therefore, the approach is di-
rectly applicable to water management. For instance, the incentive to use a water resource
before someone else leads to pumping races in water management scenarios, which has
been identified as a case of the tragedy of the commons. Ostrom [Ost90] demonstrates that
such tragedy can be effectively avoided and cites many cases where the common resource
is sustained over generations [LGC06]. In these cases, the actors (i.e. appropriators) formed
an institution, defining a set of rules that regulate and constraint resource provision, effec-
tively self-governing the commons.
The proposal presented in §2.3.1 combines Ostrom’s institutional design principles
[Ost90] with Rescher’s theory of distributive justice [Res66] based on the concept of legiti-
mate claims. The idea is presenting an approach for enduring common pool resource man-
agement, where a common pool of resources is consumed by agents in a cluster. Agents
will leave the cluster if they consider resource distribution is not fair, according to their
individual point of view.
The proposal is able to ensure fairness in demand and provisioning, effectively provid-
ing an enduring cluster where no actor is encouraged to leave due to a non-fair distribution
of resources. However, appropriation presents a challenge. Actors can cheat on appro-
priation (effectively bypassing allocation) resulting in an unfair distribution of resources.
Authors claim that, in order to tackle this issue, they need methods for preventing this
behaviour, such as using retributive justice to punish cheating actors. Authors propose to
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use monitoring and sanctioning mechanisms to identify non-compliant behaviours (e.g.,
appropriating more resources than the ones allocated) and fine cheating actors.
When it comes to applying monitoring and sanctioning mechanisms to identify non-
compliant behaviours and fine cheating actors the proposal presented in §2.3.1 and our
proposal meet. Their approach is similar to the one we present, where actors can vio-
late the rules of the game as long as they consider it is beneficial from an individual or
even social perspective. It is system designer’s responsibility to define a set of sanctions
such that non-compliant behaviours are de-promoted, and only in exceptional situations
agents will consider it is beneficial to violate norms. Furthermore, our proposal supports
adapting regulations defining compliant behaviour at run-time. We consider the approach
presented in §2.3.1 could benefit from our proposal, where rules of resource appropriation
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Figure 4.36: Constitutive power: timeline
can be adapted to a wide range of contextual situations, such as the state of the pool of
resources (e.g., applying different regulations to full pools than the ones applied to nearly
depleted ones), the state of the actors involved (e.g., taking into account the frequency of
regulation violation or agent cluster size) or even environmental situations (e.g., heavy
rains or droughts that impact the regeneration of the common pool of resources).
4.7.2 Improving urban wastewater management through an auction-based
management of discharges
In §2.3.2 we analyse an auction-based coordination process for industrial discharges to
WasteWater Treament Plants in a way plant’s capacity (for treating water quantity or pol-
lutant concentration in the water) is never exceeded. During the coordination process
proposed, every industry agent will communicate the WWTP agent its discharge sched-
ule for a given period of time (e.g., a day). The schedule contains the discharges planned
for a given period of time, and for every discharge information about water quantity and
pollutant concentration. Once the WWTP agent has received all the schedules for a given
day it starts checking for conflicts, where the plant exceeds its capacity. When a conflict
is detected. the involved industry agents are informed about it, and an auction is started
to solve it, effectively forcing some industries to modify their discharge schedule. In case
it has to reschedule, the industry agent will try to store the rejected discharge into its re-
tention tank. The discharge of the tank is scheduled as the first action to be performed
by the agent once the conflict has been solved. Please note that if tank is already full (or
there is no tank) the discharge will be performed anyway. Authors propose a mechanism
[MMB+07] to minimize these situations during the auction process, but to the best of our
knowledge, it is not applied. Furthermore, authors assume industries are naive and they
will not try to cheat. They state in the real world application a mechanism to ensure the
bid price corresponds to the industry’s urgency for discharging should be implemented.
The coordination process proposed shows the benefits of applying high level institu-
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tional definitions to water management scenarios. Compared to our approach, the pro-
posal in §2.3.2 is more specific (e.g., it is applied only in conflict detection) and also less ex-
pressive. Our proposal consists in a continuous negotiation between plants and industries
(e.g., every time the industry wants to discharge, it will negotiate with the plant) which
allows not only to avoid exceeding plant’s capacity, but also to avoid periods of inactivity,
where plant’s treatment capacities are wasted. This is because setting a prize for water
treatment and negotiating will encourage industries to make use of valley hours, where
the plant is idle, and therefore the cost for water treatment can be reduced. Our proposal
can even support situations where the plant is treating water for free (or even paying in-
dustries for treating it) in the event it needs an industrial wastewater discharge with some
particular characteristics to continue its operation.
The mechanisms to detect and avoid cheating agents proposed in §2.3.2 are more sim-
ple that the ones we propose. On the one hand we complement cheater detection with
regulations and protocols proposed by a competent authority that mirrors the regulations
and protocols we can find in real world scenarios. On the other hand we do not aim at
detecting industries lying on their water treatment requirements (we consider such be-
haviours will be minimized or even disappear in the long run), but detecting defecting
actors in one of the following situations:
• Industries sending more water than the amount agreed during the negotiation pro-
cess, or with different characteristics. A special case of this scenario is sending water
to a plant without a previous negotiation.
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• Industries that exceed their maximum quotas for water quantity or pollutant con-
centration. Please note, this allows to avoid plant overload in a flexible way. If the
plant is idle and other industries have confirmed they do not plan to treat wastewa-
ter in the near future, a particular industry quota could be exceeded if the involved
industry pays higher treatment costs.
• Treatment plants that understand the water quality parameters they have imposed
via regulations and protocols. They are able to understand the effects of such param-
eters and in which exceptional cases they might be bypassed.
• Defecting actors taking advantage of exceptional situations. Industries discharging
wastewater in heavy rain situations, when their wastewater parameters can not be
verified. Industries sending wastewater when the plant is not operating properly
(droughts plant maintenance operations) or when the plant is busy treating excep-
tional pollution from the river or from a particular industry (e.g., caused by accidents
such as a broken retention tank).
Summarizing, we consider our proposal is complementary with the one presented in
§2.3.2. We could benefit from implementing a more elaborated negotiation processes that
applies only when negotiation is required (applying pre-defined water treatment costs
otherwise) and the proposal in §2.3.2 could benefit from applying more flexible and open
negotiation protocols. At the same time, the proposal in §2.3.2 could benefit from our
Normative System to better detect cheating agents and enforce compliant behaviour. The
option to make agents understand regulations and protocols could also be beneficial for
the proposal presented in §2.3.2, as the negotiation process can be clearly affected by the
regulations and protocols in place.
4.7.3 Ant Colony Optimization-based Method for Managing IndustrialInfluents in
Wastewater Systems
In §2.3.3 we analyse a system for coordinating industrial wastewater discharges based on
ant colony optimization. The system aims at finding the best combination of industrial
discharges w.r.t. WWTP efficiency, that is, as much capacity as possible is used from the
plant without overloading it. For doing it, ants are randomly placed on a graph-like search
space, where nodes are industrial activities and edges possible discharges.
The work neglects some issues such as the efficiency of a centralized decision system in
real-world scenarios, or the need to have complete information about industry production
plans in order to entail expected industrial wastewater discharges. Please note that in real
world scenarios industries might not be willing to share this information, specially when
competing industries are involved in the discharge coordination process. Furthermore,
the work presented in §2.3.3 does not take into account agents not abiding to the expected
patterns of behaviour, and lacks methods to deal with such issues. The clearest case is in-
dustries discharging different amounts of water or with different pollutant concentrations
than the ones scheduled by the coordinating agents. Finally, the work does not cover the
case where a particular industry lacks retention tanks, and therefore, its discharge must be
treated, as there is no option to delay it.
The work in §2.3.3 focuses on the internal reasoning process of a coordinator agent
(wich can be fulfilled by the WWTP agent in our scenario) whereas our approach focuses
on the structure of the agent society and the interactions among agents from an organi-
zational point of view, without detailing the internal reasoning processes of the agents.
Therefore, we could state both approaches are complementary and can benefit from each
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other. When put in contrast with our approach, where industry agents negotiate with
plants before discharging, the work presented in in §2.3.3 shows potential for being inte-
grated into a WWTP agent reasoning process. The WWTP agent could analyse industry
proposals (taking into account they are the expected discharge) look for conflicts, where
the WWTP capacity is exceeded, and solve them using the ant colony based optimiza-
tion process. This would allow for deciding which discharges to accept from industries
and establishing a base cost for the negotiation, while keeping industrial production plans
private. Furthermore, the work in §2.3.3 could benefit from the Normative System we
propose for enforcing acceptable patterns of behaviour (e.g., industries comply with the
agreements they reach with WWTPs for wastewater treatment) as well as from our in-
stitutional model to facilitate coordination in complex scenarios where a particular agent
can fulfil more than one role (e.g., industries with their own WWTP that can accept other
industry wastewater as long as they are paid enough for treating it).
4.7.4 Integration of freshwater environmental policies and wastewater treatment
plant management
In §2.3.4 we overview a simulation based analysis of the different directives for regulating
the characteristics of the discharged water and the chemical characteristics of the received
ecosystems.
The work runs several simulations based on the model of a WWTP in the north-east of
Spain, to conclude it is possible to integrate the chemical status of receiving water bodies
into WWTP management, effectively adjusting plant operation conditions to the pollution
loads measured not only in the influent, but also in the river. It recommends updating the
legislation to account for an integrated perspective allowing for a more flexible manage-
ment of the WWTP.
At first glance, it seems the work presented in §2.3.4 is far away from our proposal.
However, taking into account we are proposing to integrate Normative Systems (mod-
elling real-world regulations and protocols) into wastewater treatment scenarios we find
a clear connection point: we can use our proposal to support a Multi-Agent Systems that
will simulate the effect of environmental policies just like in §2.3.4. Furthermore, as our
proposal supports a normative context that can evolve over time, we can support policies
that can be adapted to different situations, such as:
• Season of the year. Taking into account different water temperatures and rainfall
parameters. Furthermore, we do not need to run different simulations modelling
different seasons like in §2.3.4, we can perform season change (adopting a different
set of policies) during the simulation, effectively representing the transition period
between seasons.
• Exceptional situations including heavy rains, droughts, maintenance periods on
WWTPs and river pollution caused by accidents in industries. Such exceptional sit-
uations will require putting in place different sets of policies and regulations to solve
the contingency. Our proposal supports the change, so we can effectively model it.
• Agent behaviour. When regulations are too restrictive, too limp or do not take into
account the whole scenario (as shown in §2.3.4) agents might find them unfair. As in
our proposal, agents have the option to violate regulations we might find a particular
unfair regulation is being violated frequently. In such situations we can effectively
detect the behaviour, analyse it and update the set of regulations regimenting the
system, effectively updating unfair ones with better regulations. This approach is
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specially promising when running simulations to test an improve a set of regulations
(w.r.t. a particular distribution of agent behaviours) and in norm emergence [UM15]
scenarios.
4.7.5 mWater, a Case Study for Modeling Virtual Markets
In §2.3.5 we analyse mWater, a regulated virtual market simulation where autonomous
agents trade rights for the use of water in a closed basin.
The idea behindmWater is allowing policy makers to compare different market config-
urations using market performance indicators. Market configurations contain the follow-
ing parameters;
• Simulation start dates and duration.
• Participant population, supporting different behavioural templates.
• Regulations and protocols to be used during the negotiation process.
• Key decision points to regulate the decisions taken by the participants. In the imple-
mentation analysed such decision points rely on a random basis but there are plans
to extend them with techniques based on short-term planning, trust, argumentation
and even ethical values.
According to the authors, such simulation tool provides the following advantages:
• Includes a model for concepts on water regulation, water institutions and individual
behaviour of water users.
• Represents the interactions between regulations, institutions and individuals.
• Emphasizes actor’s participation in decision making.
• Provides a tool to evaluate modifications on regulations and protocols before apply-
ing them to the real world.
Just like our approach, mWater aims at narrowing the gap between water management
simulations (based on equational descriptions) and social simulations. The motivation be-
hind social simulations is to mimic the behaviour of autonomous rational individuals and
groups of individuals [SHWS09]. The main idea is modelling not only hydraulic factors
(which can be perfectly modelled using equational systems) but also social factors, includ-
ing:
• Norm typology. Including the set of regulations and protocols governing the system.
• Actor’s behaviour (and misbehaviour). Including mechanisms (based, for instance,
in Normative Systems) to detect non-compliant behaviour and enforce a compliant
one.
• Trust and reputation criteria. Effectively supporting long-term collaboration agree-
ments supported by institutional settings.
• Actor willingness to cooperate to achieve common higher level goals. Promoted by
the factors presented above in the list.
mWater and our proposal have several characteristics in common. Both are social sim-
ulations grounded on Electronic Institutions able to represent roles, coordination scenes,
objectives and a Normative System. However, when compared to our approach mWater
presents a more specific and in-depth proposal. mWater focuses on negotiation for wa-
ter use rights, whereas our proposal covers the whole river basin management scenario,
therefore the negotiation process is not presented with such detail. Furthermore, while
mWater correctly emphasises the need to flexible and dynamic Normative Systems (e.g.,
authors stress the need of ’organization schemes that are flexible and able to adapt to a changing
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environment with multiple situations’) no method for supporting them is presented. Our pro-
posal clearly remarks that this method is available, and we provided an exhaustive set of
examples based on river basin management. On the one hand, we consider our proposal
could benefit from the work done in mWater for implementing more expressive and pow-
erful auction mechanisms when negotiating for wastewater treatment resources. On the
other hand, we consider mWater could benefit from our proposal to widen the application
scenario (limited not only to interactions involved on the negotiation for water use rights,
but covering the whole set of interactions present in river basin management) and support
dynamic Normative Systems, able to change the set of norms during the simulations, ef-
fectively adapting them to new situations and requirements. This would allow to simulate
not only new sets of policies but also sets of policies evolving through time, allowing to
evaluate not only the impact of the new set of policies in the system, but also the perfor-
mance of the evolution (e.g., measuring how long does it take for the new policies to be
adopted and the performance of the system during the transition between different sets
of policies). In general we consider evaluating the impact on the system of policy evolu-
tion, while the simulation keeps running and the different actors pursuing their objectives,
opens new, more realistic and exciting lines of future work w.r.t. simulations for policy
optimisation.
4.7.6 Conclusions
This Chapter has presented a norm-aware agent-based model for integrated wastewater
management systems. The Chapter provides an example on how Normative Systems
can be integrated in Multi-Agent Systems where actors’ objectives are heterogeneous and
sometimes conflicting. The Normative System allows to align agent’s objectives with com-
mon organisational objectives. At the same time, it allows to detect undesirable patterns of
behaviour in the agents, such as free raiders. Thanks to our proposal, misbehaving actors
can be sanctioned, effectively enforcing good practices among the actors.
In this aspect, our proposal shows many features in common with several works in
the state of the art. However, our proposal goes beyond, as it allows the set of norms
governing the Multi-Agent System to evolve through time. We provide a wide range of
examples, where regulative norms in the form of obligations, prohibitions and permissions
are inserted, removed and updated. Furthermore, we also show examples of dynamic
operations on constitutive norms and constitutive powers.
While most of the systems analysed show a less expressive normative language (they
typically do not account for constitutive norms and constitutive powers) we provide a
rich set of normative elements, supporting deontic elements (obligations, prohibitions and
permissions), constitutive norms, constitutive powers and violation handling norms (i.e.
sanctions). Furthermore, our normative elements contain a rich structure with activation,
maintenance and deactivation conditions, as well as deadlines.
Finally, we support norm dynamics, which is not supported by the proposals analysed
in the state of the art. We propose four operations to update the Normative System ac-
counting for norm promulgation and derogation both in prospective and retroactive forms.
On the one hand, we combine norm operations with a rich set of normative elements pro-
viding a dynamic normative language that can be adapted to a numerous set of contexts
and situations. This is specially important in wastewater management scenarios, where
the set of norms will evolve adapting to situations which are typically out of control of
managers and legislators (e.g., heavy rains, droughts, pollution of the environment). On
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the other hand we can adapt norms while our system is on-line, inferring a normative state
consistent with the update. In scenarios like wastewater management we can not afford to
stop observing the social reality, as free raiders and other misbehaving actors could take
advantage of this situation.
In contrast, our proposal does not present complex reasoning processes and decision
taking mechanisms for the agents involved in the system. We focus on the Normative
System, so we can effectively benefit from more expressive and complex agents the other
proposals include.
In this chapter, we have seen a wide range of norms and norm operations, inspired in
real world regulations and protocols. The chapter focuses on how the Normative System
can evolve. On the one hand adapting to new regulations and protocols caused by techno-
logical advances. On the other hand adapting to unexpected situations which are typically
out of control of managers and legislators, such as heavy rains.
As a summary, the main contributions of this chapter are:
1. A model of the agents involved in wastewater management in the river basin.
a) The model includes a social structure developed using the ALIVE [APV+10]
methodology.
b) The model includes a normative structure specified in the norm formalism we
use on this document.
2. An instantiation of the generic architecture presented in §3 to the wastewater man-
agement scenario presented in this Chapter .
3. Implementation details and tests on the architecture.
4. The proposal in this Chapter establishes the basis for performing agent-based social-
aware simulations in the river basin scenario.
The river management scenario introduced in this Chapter has been developed in col-
laboration with Mr. Luis Oliva and Doctors Ulises Cortés, Manel Poch and Marta Verda-
guer.
Once we have applied our proposal to wastewater management scenarios we proceed
to next Chapter where we apply it to e-health systems. The next Chapter will focus on
medical regulations and protocols that specify good medical practices. Our system will be
used to:
• Detect and solve in a timely manner potentially dangerous situations, such as a pa-
tient not taking his medication.
• Control security issues related to medical data, such as an unauthorized doctor ac-
cessing a patient medical record.
• Control medical protocols, such as preventing self-medication.
CHAPTER 5
A Practical Use case: Dynamic
Electronic Institutions to support
patient treatment adherence
Population ageing, defined as a process which increases the proportion of old people
within the total population, is one of the main problems of this century as older popu-
lation (aged 60 years or over) is estimated to grow from the current 11% to 22% by 2050
[Pop12]. The size of the population aged between 65 and 80 + years in Europe (EU-27) to-
day is 80 million senior citizens, with a doubling of this figure forecasted by 2050 [Sch08].
Population ageing affects or will affect both developed and developing countries. More-
over, the cost of supporting an elder is greater than the cost of supporting a child in a ratio
of five to three [Uni04], most of this cost being caused by higher health expenses.
The epidemiological shift in disease burden from acute to chronic diseases over the past
50 years has rendered acute care models of health service delivery inadequate to address
the health needs of the population. Chronic diseases are a major and growing problem
in the population. They are by far the leading cause of mortality, representing some 86%
of all deaths in the EU. Adherence to a treatment was defined by the WHO’s adherence
project [HO03] as the extent to which a person’s behaviour – taking medication, follow-
ing a diet, and/or executing lifestyle changes, corresponds with agreed recommendations
from a health care provider. Adherence to long-term therapy for chronic illnesses in de-
veloped countries averages 50%. In developing countries, the rates are even lower. It
is undeniable that many patients experience difficulty in following treatment recommen-
dations. Poor adherence to long-term therapies severely compromises the effectiveness
of treatment making this a critical issue in population health both from the perspective
of quality of life and of health economics. Interventions aimed at improving adherence
would provide a significant positive return on investment through primary prevention (of
risk factors) and secondary prevention of adverse health outcomes [HO03].
In the coming years this situation (together with other economic factors) will put
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great pressure on the national healthcare budgets, mainly because therapies for managing
chronic diseases (e.g., hypertension, diabetes, depression, Parkinson, etc) are performed
away from the institutional care setting, typically at home. This distributed approach to
daily care requires that patients, specially elders, be capable of autonomously taking sev-
eral different medications at different time intervals over extended periods of time. This
can easily lead to forgetfulness or confusion when following the prescribed treatment, spe-
cially when the patient is suffering multiple pathologies that require a treatment with a
cocktail of drugs. This gets worsened when elders suffer a cognitive impairment. Medica-
tion compliance is a critical component in the success of any medical treatment.
Initiatives attempting to address medicine non-adherence promote patient involve-
ment in treatment decisions but remain ineffective in older patients or in patients with
cognitive disorders. Interventions using applied high-technology show potential for sup-
porting medication adherence in patients with diseases that requires poly-pharmacological
treatment. Both concordance and adherence management are of high priority, having a sig-
nificant effect on the cost effectiveness of therapy. This is especially important where there
are disorders with a high healthcare costs, such as oncological diseases, psychiatric dis-
orders, HIV, geriatrician disorders or dementia. Pharmaceutical care could help to reach
optimal cooperation between patients, the healthcare professional using high technology
interventions, as one of the main objectives is to improve the rate of patient adherence in
long-term therapy. Adherence to therapy can vary from 0% to 65% depending on the client
population and the type of treatment. Adherence rates are typically higher in patients with
acute conditions, as compared to those with chronic conditions, with adherence dropping
most dramatically after the first six months of therapy and in prophylaxis [Nat07]. Pa-
tients’ non-adherence to a therapeutic regimen may result in negative outcomes for them
and may be compounded in populations with multiple morbidities that require multiple
drug therapy. The elderly exemplifies such population. Adherence may also be affected
by access to medications, which may be restricted by the use of formularies or insurance
programmes. However, non-adherence may represent a greater risk in older people result-
ing in poor disease control that may be compounded with multiple morbidity and poly-
pharmacy. There are many reasons why patients do not follow their therapy as prescribed.
Maybe they find that they cannot tolerate the side effects. It may be that the high cost of
some medicines prohibits acquisition of their medication until such time that they have
been able to accumulate enough resource to purchase their repeat prescription. Where a
condition is asymptomatic, such as Hypertension, the patient may be lulled into thinking
that their treatment has worked and that they no longer require to take their medication or
follow their diet; distracted by the hectic pace of everyday life, perhaps they simply forget
to take their pills.
Whatever the reason, treatment non-adherence is an expensive and potentially deadly
problem, resulting in 89,000 deaths and 100 billion US dollars per year in unnecessary
hospital costs, in the USA. It has been estimated that there are 194,500 deaths a year in
the EU due to miss-dose and non-adherence of prescribed medication. Non-adherence is
estimated to cost the European Union 125B Euro annually. Unused medications returned
in the UK are incinerated. In UK alone 10% of all drug waste is incinerated each year
about, 369.6M Euro.
Information technologies applied to health care show potential for supporting med-
ication adherence, specially in patients with diseases that require poly-pharmacological
treatment. By using such technologies, pharmaceutical care could help to reach optimal
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cooperation between patients and healthcare professionals. This will effectively improve
the rate of patient adherence in long-term therapy and provide a more fluent relationship
between patients and healthcare professionals.
Due to the distributed, multi-institional nature of pharmacological treatment prescrip-
tion and execution, An agent-based solution [WJ95, Wei99a] can better model the different
actors, along with their needs and responsibilities. Agent-based systems can be applied to
senior and disabled patients, effectively increasing their ability to live an independent life.
The agents will provide presonalised assistance in carrying out activities of daily living
and health care maintenance, such as treatment adherence. At the same time, they will
facilitate both communication and interaction with the different actors involved in health-
care (ranging from patients and relatives to doctors and pharmacists). These tools can be
effectively used to assist the health care and social interaction of patients, delaying their
institutionalisation by prolonging the period of relative independence [CMA01].
The increasing dependence on information technologies in health care organisations
has increased the interest in security techniques applied to healthcare. Typically, security
is concerned with the protection of information from unauthorized access, either while
stored or communicated. It is widely accepted that sensitive medical data (ranging from
complex genome information to simple medical records) must be dealt with special care
regarding security. It is clear that research on secure access to data will be fundamental in
ensuring any software component in general and agents in particular may access or update
sensitive information. However, in highly regulated scenarios involving several tasks that
must be coordinated by a range of actors, both the roles for some of the actors (e.g., who
can act as patient’s caregiver) and the way they should or may interact with patients (e.g.,
who can access patient compliance records) are clearly defined and regulated, and this
requires security from a higher level point of view [FD00]. Not only sensitive data must
be protected, but the activities carried out by the actors should be controlled, and this
implies that the rules and protocols regimenting the medical organisation where the agents
operate must be represented, understood by the different agents (either human agents or
computational processes) and enforced[Nor90]. Including such rules and protocols into
the system will not only enhance security but also social acceptance (from patient’s point
of view) and professional acceptance (from doctor’s point of view).
Therefore, the need to use information technologies that comply with pre-defined pat-
terns of behaviour (i.e. medical regulations and protocols) arises. Electronic specifications
of norms are one of the mechanisms being applied to define and enforce acceptable be-
haviour of electronic distributed systems which should comply with some (typically hu-
man) regulations. But such regulations and the environments they are applied to are not
static. Taking this into account, norm-aware information systems should be capable of
adapting to normative change. Changes in normative environments are typically caused
by environmental changes, social changes or technological changes. An example of an en-
vironmental change is a patient that travels through the European Union along the year,
which requires a information system designed to accommodate (sometimes conflicting)
national and international regulations, policies and protocols governing patient’s (phar-
macological) treatment, taking at all times into consideration the current location of the
patient into account. An example of social change is the death of a patient’s relative that
was playing the role of personal caregiver at home. This will require to redistribute the
responsibilities to other relatives, close friends or institutional actors to ensure that all
tasks and responsibilities are covered. A clear example of a technological change is the
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implementation of e-Prescription systems. As such systems imply a connection, from an
information perspective, of the different actors involved with the medication (e.g., doctor,
pharmacist and patient) they will typically redistribute responsibilities among actors. For
instance, via e-Prescription systems patients do not have the obligation to go themselves
(or send a relative) to the pharmacy to present a physical prescription, as a copy of the e-
Prescription is sent to the patient’s pharmacy of choice. Furthermore, e-Prescription may
support pharmacies in sending the medication to the patient directly.
However, regulations and protocols are subject to social and technological changes that
make them obsolete, effectively requiring their replacement with new regulations and pro-
tocols. As an example, the introduction of the e-Prescription in many countries has up-
dated the medical protocols followed to distribute medication on pharmacies. It also the
case that some information systems (e.g., systems designed to support treatment adherence
on a patient that travels through the European Union along the year) arise the necessity to
accommodate (sometimes conflicting) national and international regulations, legislations
and protocols governing patient’s treatment.
In this Chapter we present an extension of the COAALAS project (COmpanion for Am-
bient Assisted Living on ALIVE-SHARE-it platforms) [GSGGÁN11] applied to a m-health
scenario in the scope of the AVICENA project. We enrich the framework with a dynamic
Normative System grounded on the ALIVE framework [ÁNCPVS09] that allows us to cre-
ate a computational model for the regulations and protocols around treatment prescription
and treatment adherence.
The COAALAS project is a framework for multi-agent systems that combines organ-
isational and normative theories with Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) technologies. The
AVICENA project proposes the development of an innovative m-Health platform and well-
tailored personalized services to improve chronic patients’ medication and treatment ad-
herence. AVICENA includes several modules (e.g., a smart pill dispenser, a social network,
etc.) coordinated as a society via the COAALAS framework. The system we introduce pro-
vides three main properties:
• Flexibility: Rather than restricting the actions of the different actors involved in the
scenario, the framework observes them. Then, it applies corrective actions to pro-
mote patterns of behaviour that are compliant with the regulations and protocols to
be followed. That is, in exceptional situations where actors consider it is beneficial
for the society, actors have the option to violate regulations and protocols.
• Expressiveness: Our framework supports the definition of regulative norms via obli-
gations, permissions and prohibitions. It supports sanctions (either positive or neg-
ative) and repair actions to promote compliant behaviour and deal with undesirable
situations derived from non-compliant behaviour respectively. It supports consti-
tutive norms (providing institutional interpretations of brute facts) and institutional
powers, in the form of constitutive powers and constitutive powers.
• Dynamism: The set of regulations and protocols governing the system can be up-
dated. Updates can be performed at run-time, while the system is checking if regu-
lations and protocols are abided, and inferring a normative state consistent with the
updates performed (e.g., removing an obligation can remove the sanctions associated
to previous violations of the obligation).
This Chapter is structured as follows. First, in §5.1 we introduce the AVICENA project
and the high level motivations of the research being done on Ambient Intelligence for sup-
porting independent living. Then we present proposals existing in the state-of-the-art that
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have properties common to the COAALAS (§5.2) approach we use as basis. Please notice
this analysis focuses on works grounded on Ambient Intelligence for supporting indepen-
dent living. For an analysis on Normative Systems applied to health-care see §2.4. Then
in (§5.3), COAALAS is used to model AVICENA’s social structure, effectively providing
social-awareness to AVICENA’s components. Later, in §5.4 we introduce examples of the
norms defined to support the scenario presented, effectively demonstrating the applica-
tion of NoMoDEI and how it can be used to extend COAALAS and support the AVICENA
approach. Later, in §5.5, we document the implementation of our test framework focusing
on the architecture and the norms resulting from the tests in our scenario. Finally, in §5.6,
we compare our approach with other Normative Systems applied to health-care and draw
some conclusions.
5.1 THE AVICENA PROJECT
In the scope of this Chapter we focus on scenarios where elder users with chronic condi-
tions, physically or cognitively impaired, have to comply with the treatment prescribed by
a doctor. Such scenarios can get especially complex due to a high and uncountable num-
ber of potentially probable circumstances, e.g., the combination of several treatments that
impose a temporal order on the doses, lack of user’s discipline on taking the medicines
during the correct interval, delays on the delivery of the medicines, lack of communica-
tion between the user and the doctor, non-compliance with dietary or activity habits, and
so on.
In such scenarios, the primary goal of our approach is to provide enough support to
enable a change in the users’ (including elders, doctors, health professionals among other
stakeholders) non-compliant behaviors by actively engaging them in the drug intake and
treatment follow-up task. With this purpose in mind we introduce the design and pro-
posed implementation of a social-norm aware m-Health solution for treatment adherence
that includes a smart pill dispenser. AVICENA our m-Health solution, based on the con-
cepts proposed in COAALAS [GSGGÁN11], will support the elderly or people with chronic
conditions to manage their daily doses of medication and treatment indications while pre-
senting the following three properties:
• Social awareness: The device is connected with other assistive devices and with rele-
vant actors (such as doctors, pharmacists, caretakers and other health professionals,
relatives, etc) for helping the patient following his medical treatment.
• Autonomy: The system can react to changes in the physical or social environment
without requiring human intervention. Furthermore, it should be able to react to
simple changes in the scenario autonomously (e.g., a change in the scenario implies
the pill dispenser is not filled by the patient anymore, but by a care giver).
• Normative awareness: The system performs its task while following a set of specified
behavioural patterns. However, due to its autonomy, the m-Health solution has the
option of breaking the patterns, provided it considers it will be in the benefit of the
society (e.g., if an incoming stock break is detected).
5.1.1 The COAALAS project
The COAALAS project aims to create a society of organisational aware devices (typically
sensors and actuators) that are able to adapt to a wide range of AAL situations. This
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approach is in-line with the IoT initiative [VF13]. COAALAS models the device network
around the user as a society, including the set of behavioural patterns the devices are
expected to follow. COAALAS effectively supports smart assistive tools that integrate
human actors with the surrounding devices, contributing to the state-of-the-art in semi-
autonomous and intelligent devices for elder people by allowing the devices to be both
social- and norm-aware.
The mid-term objective of COAALAS was to integrate a wide range of sensors and actu-
ators in a domotic setting, in order to transparently assist the user in their daily activities,
while keeping all the participants of the healthcare workflow involved. The first design
and implementation of such a sensor/actuator is the social electronic reminder for pills
[GSGGAN+12], which tackles the supply of the required stock of medicines to a user with
difficulties to leave their house, while supervising that he follows the medical treatment
prescribed by his doctor, not missing any dose due to forgetfulness or taking it at the wrong
time due to confusion.
5.1.2 AVICENA
AVICENA proposes the development of an innovative m-Health platform and well-
tailored personalized services to substantially improve chronic patients’ medication and
treatment adherence. AVICENA platform incorporates:
• a Smart pill dispenser that provides the medication at the prescribed times inspired
in SPiDer [Mor13], controls missed doses with the included sensors, controls the drug
stock and contains a reasoning engine offering Smart services. A prototype version
of the pill dispenser can be seen in figure 5.7,
• AVICENA mobile app empowering users with the ability to self manage their treat-
ment obtaining tailored information and feedback depending on their treatment con-
cordance,
• a new care model involving all the stakeholders in the chronic treatment process and
in the assessment and management of the treatment adherence,
• AVICENA social network that will connect all the stakeholders in the care process
like patients, clinicians, caregivers and pharmacists.
In figure 5.1 we depict the AVICENA architecture. AVICENA offers the users the oppor-
tunity to self-manage their personalized therapeutic programme under medical supervi-
sion at home using the AVICENAplatform. This allows patients to achieve their treatment
goal(s) in their preferred environment, improving motivation, and providing objective as-
sessment of the personalized protocol and its outcomes during all the process. Further-
more, it provides a unique opportunity to gather a large amount of data on adherence to
therapeutic regimen outcomes for extended periods of time, that can be shared to increase
knowledge on users’ lifestyle and evolution, to predict potential risks or benefits and to
avoid the cold start effect when new users start to use the AVICENA platform. AVICENA
will be able to provide timely and precise indicators of patient adherence and produce rel-
evant reports that will help clinicians to improve the personalization of the treatment and
react when necessary. These reports will be produced from the individual user’s interac-
tion with the AVICENA platform and processed partially in situ. Health outcomes cannot
be accurately assessed if only resource utilization indicators and efficacy of interventions
measure them. The population health outcomes predicted by treatment efficacy data can-
not be achieved unless adherence rates are used to inform planning and project evaluation.
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Figure 5.1: AVICENA General Architecture
The data generated by the use of AVICENA platform would help to overcome this situa-
tion, providing timely precise indicators of patient adherence that will help clinicians to
improve the treatment personalization.
To improve adherence and develop target interventions, it is important to address the
specific reasons why a patient is not able or willing to execute the treatment plan. From this
perspective, interventions should be personalized or tailored to address individual needs
and beliefs. The definition of tailoring describes the features that make tailored health mes-
sages different from other approaches: It is assessment-based and as a result the message
can be individual-focused. In other words, tailoring is based on gathering and assessing
personal data related to health outcomes or several determinants in order to determine the
most effective strategy to meet that person’s needs. With these characteristics, a tailored
message is able to provide personal feedback, commands greater attention, is processed
more deeply, and is perceived as more likable by patients than a general message. Because
of these possibilities, tailored health messages are also more likely than generic informa-
tion to be read, remembered, and viewed as personally relevant. Technologies can be used
to tailor health messages to the personal situation of the patient and might therefore con-
tribute significantly to the development of tailored message strategies. The advantages
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of tailored message strategies can contribute to the incorporation of interactive and con-
tinued self-monitoring, feedback, and information exchange, which play an increasingly
important role in changing patients’ behaviour. AVICENA offers the opportunity to solve
the patient’s non-adherence by encouraging self-management of the treatment and making
possible the continuity of therapeutic regimen; it focuses on developing innovative control
mechanisms for collaborative, adaptive, dynamic and user centred medical concordance
assessment and management systems at preferred environments and highly cooperative,
intuitive patient/machine/pharmacist/doctor interfaces over a network.
The AVICENA approach and its tools, as they are envisaged, belong to a new generation
of intelligent services that are designed to be safely deployed and used by patients along-
side other assistive devices to support their owners in their daily life and improve their
concordance, adherence and persistence to a therapy. Consequently, this will augment
their wellbeing, support adherence and interaction with their caregivers, pharmacist and
doctor. In this sense, the AVICENA platform will be a powerful extender of user’s capabil-
ities and serve society by reducing care costs and providing valuable knowledge about the
everyday people’s experiences in dealing with a therapeutic regime. For effective provi-
sion of care for chronic conditions, it is necessary that the patient, the family and the com-
munity who support him or her play an active role [HO03]. Social support, i.e. informal
or formal support received by patients from other members of their community, has been
consistently reported as an important factor affecting health outcomes and behaviours.
There is substantial evidence that peer support among patients can improve adherence to
therapy while reducing the amount of time devoted by the health professionals to the care
of chronic conditions. For this reason, the AVICENAplatform backbone is envisaged as a
social network that connects all the community related to the healthcare ecosystem: patients,
caregivers, clinicians and pharmacists. AVICENA deploys an integrated self-managed ad-
herence support platform, which will be flexibly adjustable to various requirements and
needs that are associated not only to the user treatment and socio-environmental charac-
teristics, but also to the various particularities of the different national healthcare system.
The EU member states healthcare systems are very heterogeneous, different services are
offered and in a different way. For instance some countries (e.g. Sweden) or only some
regions inside countries (e.g. Catalonia in Spain) have integrated the e-Prescription to the
public healthcare system while others (e.g. Italy) have not. This means that AVICENA
has to cope with a variable context that will require adaptation and tailoring. That is why
the AVICENAsolution is built in a modular way, so the different modules can be stacked
depending on the need of the context. In figure 5.2 can see the AVICENA’s layered and
modular structure:
• At the top we find AVICENA users, whose participation depends on the context
setup. The basically required are a healthcare representative and off course the pa-
tient.
• The AVICENA Social Network that enacts a role of communication channel among
all the stakeholders. The level of connections depends on each case: doctors may
be connected to their patients, pharmacists may be connected to patients and to the
related doctors, caregivers may be connected to the patients and patients may be
connected to all the rest, even other patients. In all cases, legal and ethical regulations
will be enforced to ensure privacy and safety of health sensitive data.
• The Intelligent Layer is a Knowledge Based System that will gather information from
all the rest of the modules and devices in order to process it, extract relevant knowl-
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Figure 5.2: AVICENA Layered Architecture
edge and proactively enact services for the AVICENA platform. These services may
be among others the generation of health summary reports for the clinicians based
on exploitation of data generated by the system, warnings about drug incompat-
ibility, detection of (un)healthy patterns in the patient, generation of motivational
feedbacks to the user to stay adherent to treatment, patient pharmacological history,
etc. The generated information could also, in further developments, be included in
the patient EHR in a context of interoperability.
• The Middleware Layer will interface the different systems and devices that AVI-
CENA could potentially integrate, normalizing the information in order to pass it
to the platform. The Smart Pill Dispenser or the AVICENA app are two of these sys-
tems, but it also could integrate national systems like e-Prescription systems, EHRs,
pharmacy databases, etc.
• The Smart Pill Dispenser is the novel device that will be in charge of the pharmaco-
logical aspects of the AVICENA project (storage, dispensing, stock control, etc). This
device will be integrated in the AVICENA platform, taking advantage of sensor in-
formation and intelligent services.
• The AVICENA app is a mobile application that will enable the patient to self-manage
all the different aspects of his chronic condition. The application will gather infor-
mation from the patient regarding lifestyle, dietary habits or other treatment aspects
through the use of questionnaire-like quizzes. The application, integrated with dis-
penser intelligent services and the AVICENA social network will offer the patient the
opportunity to connect with other users in the same condition, compare experiences
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and to some extent compete in healthy habits and adherence ratios. The app will also
provide with training information and tips in order to engage the user in healthier
behaviours and to be concordant with his treatment.
One of the main concerns when developing assistive technology for the elderly is the need
for respectful interaction with the end-user and this will be contemplated at all times in
AVICENA development. Inputs from the end-users will be captured through a range of
methods like interviews, focus groups and recorded observation of usability performance.
Inputs coming from other relevant stakeholders (caregivers, clinicians) will also be consid-
ered.
5.1.3 A sample scenario
To illustrate the aims of AVICENA we present a representative usage scenario:
Carlos, 63 years old, suffered three months ago from onset of Congestive Heart Fail-
ure. He has been discharged from the hospital after his dyspnoea and he goes back home
where he lives alone. His health situation requires a long-term specialised treatment of
combinations of a number of medicines to be taken three times a day, a light salt free diet
and some exercise. Carlos is not really good at remembering when to take medications
and overlooks to take some of his medication doses, which could affect his recovery and
his delicate health status. He is concerned about this issue and he agrees under the doctor
guidance to join our program. Therefore, he subscribes the obligations derived from norm
N3 (see Norm 5.10).
Carlos undergoes a complete assessment (physical, cognitive, emotional, and func-
tional) - performed by his medical staff - in order to obtain his clinical profile before enter-
ing the AVICENAassessment and management program. When the clinical profile is de-
fined, the system - which contains a library of lifestyle recommendations, exercise routines
and diets, previously created by an interdisciplinary team of specialists and classified by
disease (or combination of them) -proposes an individual treatment program, specifically
created by combining appropriate components of the different programs in the library, on
the basis of Carlos’ clinical profile. The clinician in charge controls the proposed program
and - after minor changes - assigns the user to the program. The selected program consists
on a medication treatment and series of lifestyle recommendations. The doctor prescribes
the medications and generates the corresponding electronic recipes. On Monday morning
Carlos stays at home and receives the visit of a technical worker of the AVICENA project
that deploys the smart pill dispenser (SPD) and the mobile app, explaining to Carlos how
to use them and secure his agreement to follow the expected daily routine for using these
devices to comply with the treatment monitoring. The AVICENA technician creates a pro-
file in the AVICENA Social Network for Carlos (with access to the services run at SPD
interface). Carlos profile is linked to his doctor profile, to the closest pharmacy enrolled in
the healthcare consortium and to the profiles of Carlos’ relatives of choice. The AVICENA
app is also connected to the AVICENA Social Network representing Carlos, generating
information feeds with regards his treatment compliance. The system is set up.
John is a pharmacist that conducts his business one street away from Carlos home.
He is enrolled in the healthcare consortium and daily controls using the AVICENA Social
Network the medicine supply of the users he has linked in his profile. Today he sees that
a new user has joined his network, Carlos, and John has received a first posting coming
from Carlos’ profile triggered by his SPD asking for a full medicine resupply. John checks
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the electronic prescriptions identified through Carlos’s ID and prepares the package to
be delivered with the medicines. The logistic company, specially trained to collaborate
on the healthcare consortium, receives the package and brings it to Carlos’ house and
then proceeds to refill the SPD. In the restocking process, the SPD stores the expiration
date of the medicines, its composition (to check possible allergies or incompatibilities) and
extracts the dosage routine from Carlos’ profile that was previously introduced by his
doctor. Every day the SPD reminds Carlos to take his medication and provides him the
prescribed amount in the tray, the AVICENA app also provides reminders. The pills are
delivered one by one, providing specific instructions depending on the kind of medication.
Using its embedded sensors, when the SPD detects that one pill has been taken, provides
the next until all the medications of the treatment have been provided. If Carlos does not
take the medication for any reason, the SPD retires the dose from the tray and the event
is logged, knowing specifically which medications were missed at that time. Also a new
entry is generated in the AVICENA Social Network profile, notifying about the missing
dose, so the caregivers receive the update when they login in the AVICENA social network
(or via push notification in the mobile app). The AVICENA mobile app reminds Carlos to
perform the periodic health check, so he uses the integrated sensors to record his health
vital signs, and proceeds to answer the questionnaires that are related to the treatment
program recommended by his doctor (see Norm 5.3). The questionnaires are friendly and
easy to answer to avoid dullness and frustration. The AVICENA mobile app provides
a range of user-friendly interactive screens that provides Carlos with direct feedback on
his progress (e.g. motivational messages, information about his treatment, educational
feedback about his chronic condition) and allows him to communicate directly through
voice, image and video to his clinicians and carers.
Olivia is the doctor that Carlos has assigned and who is following his treatment. Once
a week, she connects to the AVICENA’s Social Network and checks the evolution of all her
patients (see Norm 5.3). She can connect to Carlos’s vital status at any time to review the
answers that he provided to the regular questionnaires about his lifestyle, diet and exer-
cise and also check how the medication adherence has been going, detecting missed doses
or other unexpected events. She can adjust the questions she wants Carlos to respond to
and can create and upload new questions and measures if these are necessary to man-
age Carlos’s health status. She can also be alerted directly to her mobile phone, email or
through the web interface if any important breach or adverse effect is identified. On this
basis, she can reconsider the prescribed medication observing the health evolution and the
other observed parameters; she can send recommendation messages to the caregivers and
directly to Carlos on the mobile app, if needed also. In this particular case, Olivia decides
to reduce the dose of a specific drug as Carlos health is performing really well. She makes
a new electronic prescription and introduces the changes in Carlos profile. Meanwhile in
Carlos’ home, the SPD detects and acknowledges the change in Carlos’ treatment and posts
a message in John’s profile (the pharmacist) asking for a drug substitution. All actors’ ca-
pabilities are depicted in Figure 5.6.
In the scenario presented in §5.1.3 the following elements were defined:
• the set of doctors as [D1, . . . Dk] ∈ D
• the set of patients as [A1, . . . Ai] ∈ A
• the set of pharmacists as [φ1, . . . φi] ∈ ⊕
• the set of medications as [M1, . . .Mk] ∈M
• the set of prescriptions as [R1, . . . Rk] ∈ R
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• the set of medical treatments as [T1, . . . Tk] ∈ T
• the set of times as [τ1, . . . τk] ∈ T
• the set of substances as [S1, . . . Sk] ∈ S
• the set of medical records as [ρ1, . . . ρk] ∈ R
• the set of questionnaires as [Q1, . . . Qk] ∈ Q
• the set of devices as [δ1, . . . δk] ∈ D
• a competent authority C representing the institution responsible of the system
Please notice, for simplicity we are using sub-indexes only when they are essential. For in-
stance, if an example contains two patients, we will refer to them as Pti and Ptj . However,
if only one patient is in the example, we will refer to him as Pt. Following this idea, we
are also using super-indexes only when they are essential. For instance, if it is irrelevant
which city the doctor is assigned to, we will refer to him just as Dr.
5.1.4 Research questions
Summarising, four research questions addressed in this Chapterare:
1. Can a social-norm aware m-Health system help elders adhere to their medication
prescription? (i.e. daily take all the doses)
2. Can a social-norm aware m-Health system help elders adhere to their medication
regime? (i.e. daily take all the doses at the prescribed time and with the correct
order)
3. Can a social-norm aware m-Health system help elders adhere to their medical treat-
ment in a broader spectrum? (i.e. diet habits, lifestyle, exercise)
4. Can a social-norm aware m-Health system help the other users involved in the treat-
ment workflow take care of unexpected events?
5.2 STATE OF THE ART
This section presents a state of the art on monitoring and assisted living devices for patient
and elder care. The section will analyse device capability with special focus on comparing
them to proposed and existing social and norm aware devices. For a state of the art on
electronic institutions applied to e-health, please see §2.4. For an analysis of these systems
compared to our proposal, please see §6.3.2.
Ambient intelligence [ACRV13] [Sad11] (AmI) is the vision of a future in which envi-
ronments support people inhabiting them. Different kind of AmI applications have been
developed, including continuous monitoring, assisted living and others. The market for
health monitoring devices is currently characterised by application-specific solutions that
are mutually non-interoperable and are made up of diverse architectures [VF13]. This sec-
tion presents a short survey on the existing work in the area of Ambient Intelligence for
supporting independent living, with special emphasis on the works focused on facilitat-
ing activities of daily living (ADL). We specially focus in those related with the intake of
a prescribed medication. Special attention is given to COAALAS that has been selected as
basis for the work presented in this document.
5.2.1 Medication prescription and regimentation
AT can be effectively used for guiding elders with their prescribed treatments, avoiding
major problems such as non-compliance with the treatment and adverse drug reaction.
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Several devices are available for helping patients manage their daily doses of medica-
tion. They range from simple pill containers with multiple compartments that can hold
a month’s supply to intelligent pill dispensers [Inn12] with an alarm function which can
detect when the patient takes the pill, and that can be telematicaly programmed in case the
treatment changes. However, these kinds of devices tend to have a static encoding of their
functions, and are unable to react to changes in the environment (e.g., they will keep on
dispensing the pills even if the patient is on holidays away from home) and autonomously
react to potentially dangerous situations (e.g., the dispenser is about to run out of supply
for a given pill). Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge none of these devices takes in
consideration the important role that third parties may have in the activity. For instance,
the prescribing doctor scheduling a visit with the patient when the treatment finishes, a
delivery company refilling the dispenser when it is about to run out of medication, or the
patient’s personal computer displaying reminders when it is time to take a given medi-
cation. Nor they reflect the social constraints that apply in the relation between the user
and the other actors. For instance, forbidding the delivery company employee from enter-
ing the user’s home if the doctor considers the user capable of autonomously refilling the
dispenser.
5.2.2 Agent-based healthcare systems
In [AN04] ECA (Event-Condition-Action) rules are used for Smart Homes that support
assisted living for the elderly. A basic interpretation of the ECA rules is that, on detect-
ing certain events, if certain pre-conditions are satisfied, then a given set of actions are to
be enacted. By using rule-based systems and other Artificial Intelligence (AI from now
on) techniques, devices and hardware-oriented technologies for Smart Homes can be aug-
mented and enriched. With that goal in mind, authors propose connecting the devices to a
central monitoring facility that performs all the reasoning. This approach differs from the
rest in the sense that devices show a complete lack of intelligence, leaving all the reason-
ing to a central component, effectively preventing coordination and cooperation among
the agents representing the different devices.
A similar work [SS09] proposes using abductive logic programs for the reasoning pro-
cess. Abductive logic programs provide active behaviour, just like the ECA rules, but they
also provide added declarative semantics and a extensive background knowledge avail-
able via the logic programming. For instance, this approach allows for easily applying
preferences to the reminders issued to the user. Both works present a higher system adapt-
ability, allowing even for a customization that adapts the system to the preferences of the
user. However they lack the coordination among different agents that would allow the
system to autonomously recover from a failure if one of the agents stops working.
Robocare
Robocare [COS02] is a project deployed on a domestic test-bed environment that combines
a tracking component for people and robots and a task execution-supervision-monitoring
component. The system is composed of several software and hardware agents, each pro-
viding a set of services, and an event manager that processes requests to the different ser-
vices and directs them to the appropriate agents. The system also includes a monitoring
agent, with knowledge of the assisted person’s usual schedule. In order to coordinate all
the agents and monitor user’s behaviour heavy computational processes take place, lim-
iting the tested scenarios to non-crowded environments, where only 2-3 persons and only
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a small portion of the domestic environment are monitored. What is more, the expected
schedule is non dynamic and small justified deviations (e.g., relatives visiting the user) are
currently detected and corrected.
Independent LifeStyle Assistant
The AHRI (Aware Home Research Initiative) [KPJ+08] is a residential laboratory for inter-
disciplinary research where several projects have been evaluated. The most relevant one
is the ISLA (Independent LifeStyle Assistant) project [HKM+04], that passively monitors
the behaviours of the inhabitants of the residential laboratory, alerting relatives in case of
potentially dangerous situations (e.g., the user falls). The ISLA project presents two main
innovations with regards to the Robocare project:
• Agents autonomously interact within them in order to achieve their goals, without
the need of an event manager agent that coordinates them. However, in order to
transform context-free perceptions provided by the agents into context-aware per-
ceptions, a centralized coordinating agent is used.
• Agents are able to learn schedules based on the daily tasks performed by the in-
habitants. Models are built, reflecting which devices are triggered as a result of the
performance of which activities, and alerts are raised whenever an unlikely activity
takes place. Therefore, instead of using generic static schedules for the users, the
schedules are built dynamically based on user’s detected behaviour. However, once
a schedule has been learned, the user is not able to deviate from it without raising an
alarm.
Evaluation of the ISLA project presents two main conclusions:
• The need for coordination of the agents and centralized control outweights the ben-
efits of the distribution and independence of components agents architectures pro-
vide.
• Partial observability of actions performed by the inhabitants is a problem, specially
when plans are abandoned due to forgetfulness and reminders need to be issued.
Inhabitants do not tend to be in favour of having every of their moves observed.
MINAmI
In the scope of the MINAmI project[NFKG07] a qualitative study of three ambient intelli-
gence scenarios is reported, being the most relevant one a scenario that deals with mon-
itoring the taking of medication. In the scenario users are given a smart pillbox, with a
cap that counts the number of opening and closing events and a clock. The pillbox can
communicate with a mobile phone, that displays the timed record of cap openings and
closings. If the users forgets to take his medication for a prolonged period of time, the
pillbox sends a notification to a care center. During the evaluation of the scenario, users
felt it was too intrusive on their privacy, arguing the data should not be reported to their
doctors. They considered relying on such devices for the reminders could weaken people’s
cognitive abilities, and that such a system would not be suitable for users taking a cocktail
of medication rather than just a single medicament, as several pillboxes should be pro-
vided. The scenario presented seems to be mainly theoretical, lacking an implementation,
and does not provide a fully integration of the pillbox with the rest of the devices in the
Smart Home (e.g., the system can notify that the user forgot to take his medication even
when the rest of the devices are showing that the user has not been at home on the last 3
weeks, for instance, because he is on holidays).
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SPiDer
SPiDer focuses in the specific problem elderly face when trying to follow a complex sched-
ule of medications (i.e., the low compliance with complex prescribed medication sched-
ules) and aims to partially solve the aforementioned problems through the use of AT and
AI tools [Mor13]. The original system developed by SPiDer had three main components:
the Smart Pill Dispenser (SPD) which allows to perform the dispense tasks and the sensing
of the environment, the Identification Access Management (IAM) which allows to monitor
and manage the entrance and exit of the house, and the MAS which integrates both the
SPD and the IAM components and adds new features as communicative tools between
the system and the outside world. There it was a physical implementation of the SPD (see
figure 5.3.
Figure 5.3: The Smart Pill Dispenser of the SPiDer project
HomeRuleML
Decision support rules can be applied to smart environments. They will be able to detect
when the patient is performing a task, how he is performing it and at which stage the task
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is. Research on smart home environments and Ambient Assisted Living has often lead to
the development of expert systems and rule-based systems for the analysis of the informa-
tion recorded within the smart environment. However, according to the authors of Home-
RuleML [HND+07], few attempts have been made to achieve a cross-system standard for
decision support systems in smart environments (where both environmental and sensor
data are taken into account), effectively allowing for storing and exchanging decision sup-
port rules in the context of smart environments. HomeRuleML proposes a standard for a
wide and freely accessible set of rules, in the scope of smart home environments, which
can be openly exchanged within the research domain and beyond.
The main idea is providing a model of rules for smart home environments and Ambient
Assisted Living with the following properties:
• Simple to design: Because often the set of people with the technical knowledge (capa-
ble of designing conceptually complex rules) does not necessarily intersect with the
set of people with the medical knowledge (capable of understanding the needs of the
patient). The idea is avoiding the scenario where rules are created by developers and
not by the people with the actual insight and domain knowledge.
• Expressive: So they have sufficient details for the technical developers to adapt and
configure the rules to the available resources (e.g., sensors) in the environment. Not
too high level so as to lack detailed information about sensors in the environment
and the environment itself. In other words, provide enough information so as to
bind sensor data to a specific sensor.
• Flexible: Possible to integrate the rules dynamically in the smart environment.
HomeRuleML proposes an interesting standard for exchanging device and event
information in the scope of smart home and Ambient Assisted Living environments.
However, the proposal presents two main drawbacks compared to COAALAS. First,
the proposal is completely device centric, not presenting alternatives for modelling
other actors involved in the scenario and not related to devices (e.g., patient, doc-
tor and other healthcare professionals, relatives, etc.). Therefore, it lacks the social
layer COAALAS provides. Second the proposal is centred on one modelling layer,
the lower one to be precise, as they aim to provide enough information so as to bind
sensor data to a specific sensor. Lacking abstraction layers above HomeRuleML pro-
viding abstract sensor definitions make it difficult to automatically adapt the system
to changes in the environment or in the sensors (e.g., new sensors are purchased, the
patient changes location, some sensors stop working temporally or definitively, etc.)
and therefore, the approach does not seem suitable for dynamic scenarios.
Planning in robot ecologies
Robot ecologies [SBG+08] are a growing paradigm in which several robotic systems are
integrated into a smart environment. Such systems hold great promises for elderly assis-
tance [Jap]. However, the issue of planning and coordinating the activities of these systems
must be tackled. This is not trivial as it requires taking into account temporal and informa-
tion dependencies among different parts of the ecology, exogenous actions and multiple,
dynamic and sometimes conflicting goals. The work in [DRSG+14] describes a planner
designed to cope with such challenges that is able to:
• Cope with different, concurrent and even conflicting goals that can be added at any
time.
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• Perform high-level reasoning based on the different goals to be achieved. Map the
output of the reasoning process into low-level actions to fulfil the system require-
ment’s.
• Coordination of different robotic units to perform heterogeneous actions with sup-
port from the environment.
• Usage of common resources, time synchronisation and causal and information de-
pendencies.
• Able to rearrange activities to maintain the feasibility of a temporal network dealing
with unexpected events in a very high-level way.
The planner’s capability is depicted in a sample scenario where the robot Coro is work-
ing on an elder residence. Laundry for patient Sven has just finished, and the integrated
system sends a message to Coro, so the robot can pick up the clean clothes and deliver
them to the patient’s room. The robot interacts with the environment (electronic doors,
elevator, etc.) in order to pick-up the clean clothes. However, on his way to Sven’s room,
Coro receives a message from the kitchen. The meal for patient Gunilla has been prepared,
and must be delivered to the patient’s room as she is in bed recovering from an operation.
The planner is able to identify the goal to deliver the meal being more important than the
one for delivering the clothes (as a cold meal would not fulfil patient’s requirements and
the clothes can wait), so it generates a new plan for Coro. The robot has to leave the clothes
in a safe place, pick up the meal, deliver it to Gunilla and only then, go back to the plan for
delivering the clothes to Sven.
The planner proposed shows some basic capabilities for dealing with dynamic goals in
environments where unexpected events can occur. However, it does not provide flexibility
at the level COAALAS does. The planner is not able to define roles, norms and depen-
dencies between the different stakeholders in the scenario. Therefore, roles can not be
reassigned (the planner has no means to schedule the delivery of the clothes or the food
if Coro stops working) as there is no social structure to support such changes. Norms are
absent, the notion in Coro that delivering food is more important than delivering clothes is
somehow hard-coded, versus the explicit norm It is forbidden to deliver cold food COAALAS
can provide. The proposal is a centralized planner that can make the system fail if one
component (i.e. the planner) fails, whereas COAALAS proposes a high-level model every
component can understand. Finally, there is no high-level definition of the system non-IT
experts can adapt to changing situations (such as, more robots being available).
A model driven engineering process of platform neutral agents for ambient intelligence devices
The work presented in [AAF14] is based on one of COAALAS premises: Ambient Intelli-
gence devices should be enhanced with software able to react and adapt to user actions or events
that have occurred in the environment. To achieve this, they rely on model-driven engineer-
ing techniques, an approach for software development that promotes the use of models
to formally represent domain-specific concepts. The idea is obtaining the final software
through the transformation of different meta-models defined at different software abstrac-
tion layers. Model-driven engineering approaches allow to specify high-level concepts in
a platform independent model and transform it to a particular software implementation
model, effectively bridging the gap between design and implementation.
The idea behind this work, is transforming the high level model to agents based on the
Malaca agent platform [AF09]. On the one hand, this differs from the approach taken in
COAALAS in the sense we provide means for agents to understand the high level models,
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rather than relying on transformations that automatically generate agent code. This allows
for agents (and by extension the different Ambient Intelligence devices operated by them)
to be organizational-aware effectively understanding and reasoning about their position
in the organization (that is, the high level model). On the other hand, the approach does
not present a high level model as expressive as the COAALAS architecture, as it lacks core
concepts such as norms, roles and a clear social structure.
THOMAS and GerAmi
THOMAS [BFPLC10] provides a set of modular services extending the FIPA standard
[BPR99] to deal with organizations. This is done via a central component known as Organi-
zation Management System (OMS). Roles, organizational units and norms can be effectively
created via the OMS.
The THOMAS architecture has been applied to several projects on ambient assisted liv-
ing and patient-care, and GerAmi [CBA08] is an example of such projects. In GerAmi a
system with a geriatric agent to optimise work schedules and provide up-to-date patient
data is presented. The idea is combining case based reasoning with planning capabilities
to achieve such goals. The main focus is to include agents’ into persons to enhance com-
munication and work scheduling, effectively making nurses’ working hours more produc-
tive. This will effectively give nurses more time which they can use to caring for special
patients, exercising patients, helping them with their leisure activities, talking to patients
or their families, or even enhancing nurses’ knowledge. The system includes five roles:
Security, nurse, doctor and patient. The system, does not include both human and compu-
tational agents, because agents with human names are just sensors monitoring the person.
For instance, patient agent validates patients location, monitors state and sends a copy of
its memory to perform back-ups of patient’s data. Nurse agent manages nurses’ working
days, managing profiles, tasks, available time and resources. The system provides both ro-
bustness and security from a computational perspective (e.g., hourly back-ups and a raid
system with a robust WLAN). However, the system does not define potentially dangerous
situations and how to react to them. It also does not reorganise in case society changes (e.g.,
relative acting as a caregiver or nurse). Even though the THOMAS architecture provides
full support for norms, the system does not define a way to define states of the world that
should be always achieved or avoided when performing plans, even though such states
are mentioned on the scenario presented (e.g., a nurse can not work more than 8 hours).
The OMS component in the THOMAS architecture provides a high-level organizational
model very similar to the one presented in COAALAS. This allows for creating organiza-
tional aware agents that can understand and reason about their position in society. How-
ever, none of the articles explaining the THOMAS architecture analysed so far includes
a clear example of such organizational definition, and they do not provide a structural
definition of the elements. Furthermore, the THOMAS architecture allows for norms can
be added and removed, however the effects of modifying such norms on the organiza-
tion are not addressed, whereas they have been addressed in the architecture supporting
COAALAS [GSÁNVSF12].
COMMODITY12
COMMODITY12 [KBS+13] focuses on providing advice, recommendations and alerts to
diabetic patients based on their data, and at the same time assist medical personnel, who is
in charge of these patients, facilitating informed and timely decisions. The system consists
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in two main components: first, a set of devices that collect health-related data (e.g., activity
and body signals). Second, a set of personal agents with expert biomedical knowledge that
interpret the data via a reasoning process. Then they generate a high level representation
of patient’s health status that is provided to relevant actors in the scenario (e.g., patients
and health care professionals) in the form of feedback reports. The main idea is integrating
sensors, intelligent agents, knowledge bases and users within a single system. The work
introduces the LAMA architecture for developing software agents that can reason about
a medical domain. Agents are deployed using the GOLEM agent platform [BS08].
COMMODITY12 presents an approach to integrate sensors with smart agents (pro-
viding an analogous functionality to having smart sensors) in order to interpret sensor in-
formation with the biomedical knowledge included in the agents. Unlike other approaches
analysed (e.g., THOMAS and COAALAS) COMMODITY12 does not define the social
structure where agents and devices operate. That is, the COMMODITY12 model lacks
concepts such as role, objective and norm. Furthermore, even though COMMODITY12
agents have expert biomedical knowledge, they are oblivious of the social context they
operate in.
5.2.3 ALIVE meets SHARE-it: An Agent-Oriented Solution to Model Organisational
and Normative Requirements in Assistive Technologies
In a previous work [GSGGB+12] we present an approach to the development of assistive
technologies which uses both organisational and normative elements based on the ALIVE
[ÁNCPVS09] framework. We illustrate our approach via a scenario where a physically dis-
abled patient (with a particular disability that makes it very difficult for him to leave his
house) has to be supplied with his required medication. Our model contains the main ac-
tors in the scenario (i.e. patient, doctor, health insurance company, pharmaceutic, delivery
person, domotic house, intelligent medical dispenser and medical monitor) including both
human actors and computational agents socially integrated in the institution depicted in
the scenario.
The ALIVE framework eases the design of both the social network built around the
patient (e.g., doctors, caregivers, relatives, etc. ) and the expected behavioural patterns to
be abided by the actors in the scenario. ALIVE is designed as a multi-level architecture,
including the three following levels: Organisational, Coordination and Service.
The Organisational level is formalized following the Opera methodology [Dig04]. It
contains following concepts:
• Objectives: States of the world pursued by actors. Typically derived from organisa-
tional goals.
• Roles: Groups of activity types played by actors (either computational agents or hu-
mans). The set of all roles and the dependency relationships between them consti-
tutes the Social Structure.
• Landmarks: Represent relevant states of the world regarding the achievement of
goals. They are identified by the set of logical propositions that are true on the state
of the world represented by the landmark.
• Normative structure: The normative structure imposes patterns of expected be-
haviour on the set of actors in the scenario.
The coordination level provides the patterns of interaction among actors, effectively
transforming the elements in the organisational model into coordination plans known as
work-flows. Work-flows will bring the system from the state represented by a landmark to
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the next landmark, and are formed by chains of tasks. Tasks contain both pre-conditions
and post-conditions, defining the state of the world before and after the task is performed.
Tasks also contain semantic information that binds them to abstract services in the service
level.
The service level provides a pool of services that can be selected for each abstract task
composing the work-flows in the coordination level. Service descriptions are provided in
terms of OWL-S service profiles [MBH+04].
The main idea of using the ALIVE framework on a health care inspired scenario is
providing flexibility. ALIVE’s multi-layered architecture allows to automatically trigger
changes in the coordination and service levels when new roles, objectives and norms are
introduced in the organisational level. Furthermore, the agents in the coordination level
provide both organisational and normative awareness to the system, effectively allowing
them to analyse and reason about the work-flows before enacting them, discarding the
ones that do not comply with organisational norms.
5.3 THE AVICENAS´ ORGANIZATIONAL MODEL IN COAALAS
COAALAS, as said before, builds on the results of two European funded projects: EU-
SHARE-it [AC10] and EU-ALIVE [ÁNCPVS09]. By combining several state-of-the-art AI
techniques (such as Autonomy, Pro activity, Social Behaviour and Adaptability) COAALAS
provides a multi-agent platform able to integrate software agents embedded in the AAL
devices and human actors. This allows for making AAL devices intelligent enough to
organize, reorganize and interact with other actors. The agents embedded in the devices
have an awareness of their social role in the system – their commitments and responsibilities
– and are capable of taking over other roles if there are unexpected events or failures.
COAALAS creates a society of physically organisational-aware devices able to adapt to a
wide range of AAL situations that could have an impact on the user’s well-being.
COAALAS builds on top of the ALIVE framework, a multi-level architecture – as seen
in Figure 5.4) it is divided in an organisation level, a coordination level and a service level
– that provides support forlive, open and flexible service-oriented systems. The ALIVE
framework presents normative structures that allow for easily expressing both expected
behavioural patterns and the actions to be taken when the actors involved in the sce-
nario do not comply with these patterns. For achieving this functionality, ALIVE relies
on substantive norms that define commitments agreed upon actors and are expected to
be enforced by authoritative agents, imposing repair actions and sanctions if the system
reaches invalid states (i.e., states that are outside of the expected behavioural patterns).
Substantive norms allow the system to be flexible, by giving actors (human or computer-
controlled) the choice to cause a violation if this decision is beneficial from an individual
or collective perspective.
The Organisational level in ALIVE contains organizational structures inspired in the
Opera methodology [DVSD04] by using the following concepts:
• Objective, states of the world pursued by the system and the actors in the system
(i.e., daily take the prescribed medication dose).
• Role, Groups of activity types played by the different actors in the system (e.g., pa-
tient, caretaker, doctor, etc.). The set of roles and the relationships among them form
the Social Structure.
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Figure 5.4: ALIVE architecture (S stands for Service)
• Landmark, represent states of the world that are relevant for the achievement of goals
(i.e., a medication dose has been provided).
The organisation level supports the definition of substantive norms, adding a normative
structure to the social and interaction structures. The norms contain the following main
components, expressed using Partial State Descriptions of the world:
• Activation Condition: when the world reaches the state specified in this condition, the
norm starts to be checked.
• Expiration Condition: when the world reaches the state specified in this condition, the
norm stops to be checked, and has not been violated.
• Maintenance Condition: when the world reaches the negation of the state specified in
this condition, the norm stops to be checked, and has been violated.
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Figure 5.5: Example of norms of the use case defined via the ALIVE editor
• Deadline: condition that has to be met before the Expiration Condition holds. Typically,
used to specify obligations to be met before the norm expires (e.g., obligation to pay
taxes before the end of the year).
The increasing dependence on information technologies in health care organisations
has increased the interest in security techniques applied to healthcare. Typically, security
is concerned with the protection of information from unauthorized access. However, in
highly regulated scenarios involving several tasks that must be coordinated by a range of
actors, both the roles for some of the actors (e.g., who can act as patient’s caregiver) and
the way they should or may interact with patients (e.g., who can access patient compli-
ance records) are clearly defined and regulated, and this requires security from a higher
level point of view [FD00]. Not only sensitive data must be protected, but the activities
carried out by the actors should be controlled, and this implies that the rules and proto-
cols regimenting the medical organisation where the agents operate must be represented,
understood by the different agents (either human agents or computational processes) and
enforced[Nor90]. Including such rules and protocols into the system will not only enhance
security but also social acceptance (from patient’s point of view) and professional accep-
tance (from doctor’s point of view).
Via the ALIVE’s normative structure system designers can effectively provide a formal
description of the norms and protocols regimenting the organization. Such formal descrip-
tion can be understood by the different agents in the system and will allow to:
• Enable the agents operating the MAS to understand the norms and protocols in-
volved in the scenario. This will allow agents to reason about the normative conse-
quences of the actions they perform [PANVS14].
• Provide methods to enforce the norms and protocols, detecting norm violations via
a monitoring system [AÁNDVS10] and applying sanctions and repair actions.
Figure 5.5 depicts an ALIVE model of the following norms extracted from the scenario
presented in §5.1.3. The figure is presented as an example of norms modelled using the
ALIVE approach. §5.4 introduces a more exhaustive representation of the norms defined
to support the scenario presented in (§5.1.2). The norms are formalized in a metamodel
which is inspired in the ALIVE framework. Please notice that for a Norm Ni the Sanction
for Ni is another norm Si that is activated when Ni is violated.
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Norm N1: The patient has the obligation to answer the questionnaires related to the treat-
ment program recommended by his doctor. In the set of norms presented, the patient has
one day to fill the questionnaires. This time period can be easily tailored according to sce-
nario requirements. The spirit of this norm is trying to improve system’s health monitor-
ing capabilities by encouraging users to fill the questionnaires via a gamification approach
[McC12]. The idea is making questionnaires not only user friendly, but also providing a
social reward for filling them.
S1: Failing to comply with N1 results in patient’s reputation being lowered in the sys-
tem’s social network. This norm can be easily extended (e.g., continuously failing to com-
ply with the norm might result in alert messages being sent to relatives or caregivers).
Norm N2: Doctors have the obligation to review an updated patient adherence report. As
stated in the set of norms norm presented, the doctor has three days for the review, but
again this time period can be easily adjusted to scenario requirements. Updated patient
adherence reports are provided to doctors when patient’s detected pattern of behaviour
(either via questionnaires or via integrated information sources) does not match the ex-
pected pattern of behaviour for a prolonged period (typically, non-compliance is detected).
S2: A note is sent to the competent authority. The competent authority is a role con-
trolling the relation patient-doctor. Such role can be fulfilled by another doctor (e.g., the
head of department in a hierarchical organization), a caregiver or relative representing the
patient or by the patient himself.
Norm N3: The patient has the obligation to take his medication. 30 minutes are provided
for taking it, but this time can be easily adapted.
S3: The SPD retires the dose. The event is logged including which particular medica-
tion dose was missed and at which time. A message is posted on the social network so
caregivers and patient relatives are aware of the missing dose.
ALIVE provides coordination structures (basically a repository of coordination plans
automatically generated from the elements in the Organisational level) that provides ac-
tor’s patterns of interaction, effectively allowing the system to move between relevant
states (e.g., the pill dispenser needs to be refilled, the pill dispenser has been refilled, etc.).
The coordination structures are formed by tasks containing both pre and post conditions
(i.e., the state of the world before and after the task has been executed respectively) and
the permissions required for executing the tasks (associated to the different roles in the
scenario). A set of organizational aware intelligent agents select a role according to their
capabilities and start enacting the plans associated to that role as requested.
Finally, ALIVE also includes a service level that maps actions in the environment to
abstract tasks. Non-organizational aware agents in the system register their capabilities
(e.g., tasks they can perform) via a white pages system and are coordinated by the organi-
zational aware agents to execute the tasks required for enacting the different plans. Figure
5.6 provides an example of actor’s capabilities in a scenario inspired in an intelligent pill
dispenser. A realistic scenario is described in §5.1.3.
5.3.1 Related work
Table 5.1 presents a summary of the analysis of the state of the art performed in §5.2 and
puts in contrast existing AT w.r.t. COAALAS.
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Figure 5.6: Capabilities of the different actors
The uBox is a palm-sized pill dispenser that reminds a patient when it is time to take
medication and records when he takes a pill from the dispenser. It is also able to track
accesses to the box by other users (typically a health professional refilling the box) via
RFID keys. The project is able to ensure patient adheres to his medication prescription.
However, it is hard to see how it would manage multiple medication doses, ensuring every
dose is taken at a given time and in a particular order. Furthermore, the project is not social
aware nor able to react to unexpected deviations from patients schedule.
The Robocare project provides coordination between the different actors in the scenario
via an event manager, that processes requests for the different services and redirects them
to the appropriate agents. As the system also includes a monitoring agent that is aware of
the patient’s expected schedule, it can be effectively used to ensure the patient adheres to
his medication prescription and regime. However, the expected schedule is not dynamic,
and only minor deviations can be detected and corrected.
The ILSA project aims at passively monitoring the behaviour of the patient, alerting
relatives in case of potentially dangerous situations. Agents in ILSA are able to learn pa-
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Name Deployment Social Aware Prescription Regime Adaptive
COAALAS Smart device integra-
tion platform
X X X X
uBox Programmable pill dis-
penser
× X × ×
Robocare Tracking of people and
robots
X X X ×
ILSA Passive monitoring and
schedule learning
X × × ×
MINAmI Network-connected
pillbox
× X × ×
Smart Homes ECA rules × X X ×
SPiDer Smart pill dispenser X X X ×
HomeRuleML Standard for connected
devices
× × × ×
Robot Ecologies Robots coordinated
with smart environ-
ments
× × × X
Model Driven Transforming high level
concepts to implemen-
tation details
× X X X
Thomas Architecture Organizational aware
optimization of work
schedules
X × × ×
COMMODITY12 Assistance to diabetic
patients with expert
biomedical agents
× X X ×
Table 5.1: Comparison of existing solutions
tient’s schedule, building a user model as the patient interacts with the different devices.
Therefore, instead of using generic static schedules for the patients, the schedules are built
dynamically based on detected behaviour, and the resulting schedule is perfectly tailored
for every patient. However, once a schedule has been learned, the patient is not able to
deviate from it without raising an alarm. The ILSA project is not Social Aware, it can
detect some unexpected situations, but is unable to coordinate the different actors in the
system for solving them. The project can not be used to ensure patient adheres to a med-
ication prescription and regime, because the behavioural pattern the system learns might
not be aligned with them (e.g., the learned expected behaviour is for the user to miss every
medication dose).
The MINAmI project presents a smart pillbox, with a cap that counts the number of
opening and closing events and a clock. The pillbox can communicate with a mobile
phone, that displays the timed record of cap openings and closings. If the users forgets
to take his medication for a prolonged period,the pillbox sends a notification to a care cen-
tre. The project can be used to ensure patient adheres to a medication prescription, and is
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Figure 5.7: The new Smart Pill Dispenser prototype, evolution from SPiDer
able to detect unexpected situations and alert about them. However, it is not able to coor-
dinate the different actors in order to deal with the unexpected situation. MINAmI is not
suitable for ensuring patient adheres to a medication regime (specially if a very complex
combination of different medications is used) and does not present any social capabilities.
The Smart Homes project proposes connecting the different AT devices to a central
reasoning component that is able to issue particular actions when certain events and con-
ditions are met. The project can be effectively used to monitor user’s behaviour ensuring
he adheres to a medication prescription and regime. However, as all the intelligence in the
system is focused on a central component, the project presents no social awareness and its
adaptation capabilities are very limited.
SPiDer connects a smart pill dispenser and an access management system with a multi-
agent system to control and coordinate both components. The project can be effectively
used to monitor user’s behaviour ensuring he adheres to a medication prescription and
regime. However, The SPiDer project is not Social Aware in its current status of develop-
ment. It can detect some unexpected situations, but is unable to coordinate the different
actors in the system for solving them.
COAALAS applied to a pill dispenser device provides a social context, help patients ad-
here to their medication prescription and regime and is able to react to unexpected events
at the same time. COAALAS provides a social structure that allows the pill dispenser to co-
ordinate with other devices in order to ensure the patient takes his daily medical dose. For
instance, the pill dispenser can coordinate with a device taking care of the patient’s sched-
ule to find out if the patient will be away from home when it is time to take his medication.
If it is the case (and the medication dose does not require any special conservation pro-
cedures) the pill dispenser can dispense a pill before the patient leaves home, and issue a
reminder asking the patient to take the pill with him. When it is time to take the medication
dose, a reminder will alert the patient, who can take his medication dose even though he is
away from the dispenser. In case the patient deviates slightly from the expected schedule
(e.g., misses a non vital medication dose), COAALAS will detect the deviation and the pill
dispenser can coordinate with other actors (including doctors if required) to re-schedule
future medication doses, so the patient complies with his medication regime. Even more,
in case the patient deviates heavily from the expected schedule (e.g., misses one important
medication dose or several medication doses), COAALAS allows for detecting the devia-
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tion and can help the different actors involved in the treatment workflow take care of the
situation. COAALAS will not only be able to detect the deviation but will also be able to
identify which are the most appropriate actors for taking care of the unexpected event,
coordinating them to return the system to an acceptable (i.e., expected) state. The main
ingredient of this approach is the consideration of the norm conditions, which define a life
cycle of each norm, to infer when a norm is violated. According to [Ald07], the detection
of norm violations depends on two properties of inspection to be done:
Observability: the conditions or actions can be checked by internal agents, given the time
and resources needed;
Computability: the conditions of actions can be checked in a feasible and low cost manner.
Still, none of the above mentioned approaches can offer users the opportunity to con-
tinue their personalized therapeutic programme under medical supervision at his/her pre-
ferred environment.
AVICENA offers the opportunity to resolve the patient’s non-adherence by encouraging
and making possible the continuity of therapeutic regimen, reducing costs to the patient,
the caregivers and the health system. It focuses on developing innovative control mecha-
nisms for collaborative, adaptive, dynamic and user centred medical concordance assess-
ment and management systems located at preferred environments and highly cooperative,
intuitive interfaces integrating user, machine, pharmacist, and doctor over a network.
5.4 NORMS
This section introduces exhaustive examples of the norms defined to support the scenario
presented in §5.1.2. The section starts by presenting formal examples of such norms, as
defined in ALIVE’s normative structure. Then, the section goes on by introducing the
effects of the operations defined in §3.4 effectively depicting how norm dynamics will
interact with the scenario presented. Please notice that for a regulative norm Ni both the
sanction and the repair action for Ni is another regulative norm Si that is activated when
Ni is violated.
5.4.1 Norm examples
This section presents formal examples of norms based on the scenario introduced in §5.1.2.
Every example consists in an informal explanation of the norm in natural language and a
formal model of the norm defined using our formalism.
Aj is going to the pharmacy to pick up some medicines in order to refill his medical
dispenser. e-Prescription systems are not available in the area where Aj lives right now,
and some of the medicines are dangerous and therefore can only be dispensed with the
corresponding medical prescription Rk. According to the protocols, the pharmacist φi has
the obligation to retrieve the prescription and verify Aj ’s identity before delivering the
medicines. If the pharmacist delivers the medicines without following the protocol, he
will be sanctioned with an official warning from the competent authority. The norm is
formally introduced in Figure 5.8. Please notice how deadline condition sets the obligation
to perform a particular action at least once before a particular state of the world is met.
Ai has the obligation to follow the prescribed treatment for its duration. If Ai is not
following it, he will be sanctioned with a lowered reputation on AVICENAsocial network.
The smart pill dispenser allows to observe medical prescription adherences, whereas AVI-
CENA’s questionnaires allow to observe life-style adherence (e.g., diet and exercise). The
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NormN1: Pharmacist φi ∈ ⊕ is obliged to identify patientAj ∈ A and take his prescription
Rk ∈ R before delivering the medication Ml ∈M to the patient.
Saction S1: Competent Authority C sends a warning to pharmacist φi for violating the
protocol specified in N1.
Activation ConditionN1 hasPrescription(Rk, Aj) ∧ isForMedication(Rk,Ml)
Expiration ConditionN1 hasDelivered(Mk, φi, Aj)
Maintenance ConditionN1 True
DeadlineN1 hasPrescription(φi, Rk) ∧ isIdentifiedBy(Aj , φi)
Activation Condition S1 isV iolated(N1, φi)
Expiration Condition S1 warningSent(C, φi)
Maintenance Condition S1 True
Deadline S1
Figure 5.8: Formal model for regulative norm N1
Norm N2: Patient Ai ∈ A has the obligation to follow the prescribed treatment Tj ∈ T
since the date it starts until the date it finishes. Tj′ counts-as patient’s treatment in the
context of a patient Ai a treatment starting date τk ∈ T and treatment finishing date
τl ∈ T.
Saction S2: If patient Ai violates N2 his reputation in AVICENAsocial network is lowered.
Activation ConditionN2 isPrescribed(Ai, Tj , τk, τl) ∧ counts_as(Tj , Tj′ , Ai, τk, τl) ∧ actualT ime(τk)
Expiration ConditionN2 actualT ime(τl)
Maintenance ConditionN2 followsTreatment(Ai, Tj)
DeadlineN2
Activation Condition S2 isV iolated(N2, Ai)
Expiration Condition S2 lowerReputation(Ai)
Maintenance Condition S2 True
Deadline S1
Figure 5.9: Formal model for regulative norm N2
norm is formally introduced in Figure 5.9. Please notice how maintenance condition sets
the obligation to maintain a particular state of the world (e.g., perform an action periodi-
cally) until another state of the world is met.
Doctors are prohibited from accessing the medical records of patients they do not have
assigned. If the doctor access such medical records, he will be sanctioned with an official
warning from the competent authority. The norm is formally introduced in Figure 5.10.
Please notice how prohibitions are modelled as negated states of the world to be main-
tained while the norm is active. Also, notice the norm activates (e.g., prohibition starts to
hold) when the Di is not assigned to Ak, and deactivates (e.g., prohibition does not hold
anymore) with the assignation of Di to Ak.
Ak with diabetes visits Di after a stomach operation. Di prescribes a low-fiber diet, to
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NormN3: DoctorDi ∈ D is prohibited from accessing a medical record ρj ∈ R if it belongs
to a patient Ak ∈ A not assigned to him.
Saction S3: Competent Authority C sends a warning to the doctor Di for violating the
protocol specified in N3.
Activation ConditionN3 ¬isDoctorOf(Di, Ak)
Expiration ConditionN3 isMedicalRecordOf(ρj , Ak) ∧ isDoctorOf(Di, Ak)
Maintenance ConditionN3 ¬AccessMedicalRecord(Di, ρj)
DeadlineN3
Activation Condition S3 isV iolated(N3, Di)
Expiration Condition S3 warningSent(C,Di
Maintenance Condition S3 True
Deadline S3
Figure 5.10: Formal model for regulative norm N3
Norm N4: Doctor Di ∈ D, with the corresponding constitutive power, assigns a new
treatment Tj ∈ T to patient Ak ∈ A with a former treatment assigned Tl ∈ T . The
new treatment is applied for a time period between τm ∈ T and τn ∈ T whereas the old
treatment comprises the period between τo ∈ T and τp ∈ T. The constitutive norm that
maps patient’s treatment (Tq) is updated (dropping the old norm and adding a new one)
effectively updating the commitments specified in Norm N1.
Activation ConditionN4 assignTreatment(Di, Ak, Tj , τm, τn)∧
P(assignTreatment(Di, Ak, Tj , τm, τn), Di)
Expiration ConditionN4 hasTreatment(Ak, Tq, τm, τn) ∧ drop(counts_as(Tq, Tl, Ak, τo, τp))
∧counts_as(Tq, Tj , Ak, τm, τn)
Maintenance ConditionN4 True
Figure 5.11: Formal model for regulative norm N4
be included in the actual Ak’s prescription including medicines, exercise and a sugar free
diet. Just like in S1 patient has the obligation to follow the treatment with the same type
of sanction to be applied if Ak does not abide. The norm is formally introduced in Fig-
ure 5.11. Please notice how constitutive norms allow for just updating the treatment while
the regulative norm S1 continues to be responsible for treatment’s compliance. Also, notice
how constitutive power allows the treatment update to be meaningful, from an institu-
tional point of view. As a final remark, notice how norm is activated when the treatment
is assigned, and deactivated when the assignment acquires institutional meaning via the
update of the constitutive norm. As this operation is performed by institutional agents
(i.e. agents controlled by the institution that always will abide norms) the norm can not be
violated, therefore there are no sanctions or repair actions applied.
Ai with mild overweight visits doctor. After analysingAi’s medical record, doctor finds
out Ai’s diet is healthy and overweight is caused by a sedentary style of life. Therefore,
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Norm N5: Patient Ai ∈ A has the recommendation to perform exercise for the time period
compressed between τj ∈ T and τk ∈ T.
Saction S5: If patient Ai exercises his reputation in AVICENAsocial network is increased.
Activation ConditionN5 actualT ime(τj)
Expiration ConditionN5 actualT ime(τk)
Maintenance ConditionN5 ¬exercise(Ai)
DeadlineN5
Activation Condition S5 isV iolated(N5, Ai)
Expiration Condition S5 increaseReputation(Ai)
Maintenance Condition S5 True
Deadline S5
Figure 5.12: Formal model for regulative norm N5
doctor decides to recommend weekly routines of exercise to the Ai. In order to encour-
age Ai with following the recommendation, the system will increase Ai’s reputation in
AVICENA’s social network every time it detects (via questionnaires) the Ai has been exer-
cising. The norm is formally introduced in Figure 5.12. Please notice how both prohibitions
and sanctions can be used to promote desirable pattern of behaviour, in this case following
a recommendation. In order to do it, we configure the norm to detect Ai’s good practices
(in this case, Ai violates the norm when performing healthy actions) and use positive rein-
forcements (e.g., increasing Ai’s reputation) as sanctions.
Norm N6: Patient Ai ∈ A has the prohibition to consume substances Sj ∈ S that are
institutionally considered toxic substances.
Saction S6: If patient Ai consumes toxic substances the event is logged in his medical
record ρk ∈ R.
Activation ConditionN6 isPatient(Ai)
Expiration ConditionN6 false
Maintenance ConditionN6 counts_as(Sj , ToxicSubstance) ∧ ¬consume(Ai, Sj)
DeadlineN6
Activation Condition S6 isV iolated(N6, consume(Ai, Sj))
Expiration Condition S6 actualT ime(τm) ∧ isMedicalRecordOf(ρk, Ai)∧
logInRecord(ρk, consume(Ai, Sj), τm)
Maintenance Condition S6 True
Deadline S6
Figure 5.13: Formal model for regulative norm N6
Ai is elder and suffers from weak liver and is prohibited from consuming toxic sub-
stances, such as alcohol and tobacco. If the Ai takes them, considering the high risk of the
behaviour, the event is logged in Ai’s medical record, and will be presented to Ai’s doctor
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during their next appointment. The norm is formally introduced in Figure 5.13. Please no-
tice that the institutional definition of toxic substance can evolve through time, but thanks to
the abstraction level provided by constitutive norms this prohibition will remain the same.
Also notice how norm applies to a particular set of patients and never expires.
Norm N7: Patient Ai ∈ A has the obligation to answer questionnaire Qj ∈ Q presented at
time τk ∈ T before one day.
Saction S7: If patient Ai does not answer the questionnaire on time, his reputation is low-
ered in AVICENA’s social network.
Activation ConditionN7 questionnairePresented(Ai, Qj , τk)
Expiration ConditionN7 actualT ime(τl) ∧ hasTimeDifference(τk, τl, OneDay)
Maintenance ConditionN7 True
DeadlineN7 questionnaireAnswered(Ai, Qj)
Activation Condition S7 isV iolated(N7, Ai)
Expiration Condition S7 lowerReputation(Ai)
Maintenance Condition S7 True
Deadline S7
Figure 5.14: Formal model for regulative norm N7
A new Ai joining the AVICENA program acquires the obligation to answer the ques-
tionnaires related to the treatment program recommended by his doctor. Patients have
one day to fill the questionnaires, but this time period can be easily tailored according to
scenario requirements. The norm is formally introduced in Figure 5.14. The spirit of this
norm is trying to improve system’s health monitoring capabilities by encouraging users to
fill the questionnaires via a gamification approach [McC12]. The idea is making question-
naires not only user friendly, but also providing a social reward for filling them. If patient
does not fill the questionnaire in the time period established, his reputation in AVICENA’s
social network is reduced.
5.4.2 Norm operations
Once we have introduced formal examples of the norms we can proceed with examples
of how norm management operations are affecting the different set of norms formally
defined in our scenario. This subsection presents example of norm operations based on
normative environment modifications. Every example consists in an informal explanation
of the operation in natural language which focuses on the legal implications of the opera-
tion performed. The example also includes a formal representation of the operation using
time lines.
As seen in Figure 5.15, when norm N5 is promulgated retroactively patient Ai will be
rewarded for exercising (please, remember the sanction of this norm consists in a reward
tailored to promote healthy habits). In order to maximize the effect of encouraging a posi-
tive behaviour, the patient is rewarded both for exercising after the norm is in place (time
τ3) and also before it is (times τ1 and τ2).
As depicted in Figure 5.16, when patient is assigned a treatment requiring life style
adherence, norm N7 is promulgated prospectively. From this point, patient Ai acquires
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Figure 5.15: Retroactive Promulgation of regulative norm N5
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Figure 5.16: Prospective Promulgation of regulative norm N7
the obligation to fill questionnaires Q1, Q2 and Q3. Therefore Ai will be sanctioned for
not filling them. Questionnaires not filled before the promulgation (times τ1 and τ2) will
not be sanctioned (e.g., we can consider them to be optional questionnaires for statistical
purposes) but missing a questionnaire after the promulgation (time τ3) implies a lowered
reputation in the AVICENA social network, because life style adherence control is required
for the correct treatment.
As seen in Figure 5.17, according to questionnaires, patient’s life style adherence to
current treatment is perfect, as he has been following every recommendation timely. As a
reward, his doctor decides to remove the obligation to fill questionnaires. The patient does
not need AVICENA questionnaires anymore to control part of his treatment adherence.
Therefore patient’s lifestyle adherence will be controlled by scheduled medical analytics
and visits to the doctor to control his evolution. Norm N7 is annulled. From this point
patient Ai can miss questionnaires (e.g., Q1, Q2 and Q3) without a sanction (time τ3). In
case he missed a questionnaire and was sanctioned for this (time τ1) the sanction is undone
(i.e. patient’s reputation is restored). In case he missed a questionnaire and the sanction is
still pending (time τ2), the sanction will not be applied.
Figure 5.18 shows an example of an e-Prescription system implemented in the country
where the patient lives. As the e-Prescription information systems connects directly A, D
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Figure 5.17: Annulment of regulative norm N7
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Figure 5.18: Abrogation of regulative norm N1
and ⊕, the obligation of pharmacist to identify patients and take their prescription before
delivering medication is not meaningful anymore. Therefore norm N1 is abrogated. For
simplicity, we will focus in the obligation of pharmacist φj to take the prescriptions (e.g.,
R1, R2, R3 and R4) during the example. The obligation to identify the patient can be
easily extended from this example. From this point, pharmacies can deliver medication
without taking the prescription, and not be sanctioned for this (prescription R4). In case
the pharmacy was sanctioned for delivering medicines without taking the prescription in
the past (prescription R1) the sanction is kept. In case the pharmacy delivered medicines
without prescription (prescription R3) and the sanction is still pending, the sanction will
be applied after the abrogation.
As seen in Figure 5.19 when patient treatment is updated by doctor with the corre-
sponding constitutive power (e.g., prescribing a low fibre diet after a stomach operation)
the constitutive norm accounting for the patient treatment is updated prospectively. In
this particular example, norm N4 is promulgated prospectively, and it affects indirectly
norm N2, as it uses the constitutive norm in the obligation. Therefore, patient Ai will be
sanctioned for taking fibre. If the patient took fibre before the promulgation (times τ1 and
τ2) he will not be sanctioned (e.g., because his institutional interpretation of the treatment
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Figure 5.19: Prospective Promulgation of regulative norm N4
did not restrict fibre back then) but taking fibre after the promulgation (time τ3) implies
a lowered reputation in the AVICENA social network (according to N2 which has been
indirectly affected), because patient’s current treatment is restricting fibre consumption.
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Figure 5.20: Retroactive Promulgation of regulative norm N6
As depicted in Figure 5.20 patient’s treatment can also suffer updates due to techno-
logical changes. Furthermore, the updates can also be retroactive. In this particular ex-
ample, norm N6 is promulgated retroactively, effectively updating the definition of toxic
substance due to a technological change: the popularization of the electronic cigarettes.
Therefore, patientAi will be sanctioned for smoking (i.e. technically consuming) electronic
cigarettes. If the patient smoked electronic cigarettes before the promulgation (times τ1 and
τ2) he will be sanctioned (e.g., because the institutional interpretation of toxic substance is
updated with retroactive effects) just as if he smoked them after the promulgation (time
τ3). Please notice the nature of the sanction (i.e. logging the event in patient’s medical
record ρj) allows the retroactive promulgation to dynamically generate a medical record
adapted to the changes in the institutional interpretations. The valuable information in
such medical record will allow doctor to asses patient’s behaviour with a holistic view,
taking into account not only the actions performed by the patient after the update in the
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institutional interpretation, but also the previous actions.
In the realistic scenario described in §5.1.3 Lear is an elder patient with 3 daughters who
lives 4 months of the year with each one of them. Their daughters live in three different
cities of two different European countries, therefore, patient lives 4 months in every city.
Every time the patient changes his residence, he is assigned a new doctor. The assignment
of a new doctor implies an update on the constitutive powers assigned to the doctor. In the
scenario, patient Ai moves from Spain where doctor DBCN is assigned to him, to France
where he is assigned to doctor DPAR. Therefore, doctor’s DBCN constitutive powers are
abrogated. Treatments prescribed by doctor DBCN to patient Ai in the past are valid (and
the patient has the obligation to follow them even after the abrogation), but treatments
prescribed after the abrogation have no institutional effect. Once doctorDPAR is assigned
to patient Ai his constitutive powers are promulgated prospectively. That is, treatments
prescribed by doctor DPAR to patient Ai before the promulgation have no institutional
meaning. However, treatments prescribed after the abrogation have full institutional ef-
fect, and therefore, the patient has the obligation to follow them.
5.5 SCENARIO IMPLEMENTATION
Once we have introduced our theoretical framework for the testing scenario we proceed
to depict the implementation performed for our testing framework. We will focus on de-
picting the architecture and the set of norms resulting from simulating the different cases
in our testing scenario.
Figure 5.21: Architecture for our testing scenario
As depicted in Figure 5.21 we have performed the implementation by simulating the be-
haviour of the different actors involved in the AVICENA platform (including human actors
such as pharmacist and artificial actors such as the pill dispenser) in an agent platform. We
have used the JADE agent platform [BPR01] because it allows to easily develop and de-
ploy agents based on the Java programming language. The platform is FIPA-compliant
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and has some interesting ad-ons (such as the mental inspector and the sniffer) that help
during agent development and deployment. Furthermore, we already have some experi-
ence using the platform. The agents in the platform perform tasks associated to the actors
in the scenario they simulate. The tasks are passed through the event bus to the NoMoDEI
platform where the monitor puts them in contrast with the set of norms in the scenario. A
static program triggers norm changes that have prospective or retroactive impact on the
normative state of the system. Finally, we use a norm visualizer to check the impact of
agent actions and norm operations in the scenario.
Figure 5.22: Abrogation of a norm: timeline
Figures 5.22 and 5.23 show the abrogation of a norm in our test scenario. The example
corresponds to Norm 5.9 and time-line 5.18 in §5.4. Figures 5.24 and 5.25 show the retroac-
tive promulgation of a norm in our test scenario. The example corresponds to Norm 5.12 in
§5.4. Finally, figures 5.26 and 5.27 show the retroactive promulgation of a constitutive norm
in our test scenario. The example corresponds to Norm 5.13 and time-line 5.20 in §5.4.
Via our testing implementation we have demonstrated we can integrate agents in a do-
main (i.e. the medical domain) which is subject to tight regulations and protocols. Agent
interactions are observed and put in contrast with the regulations regimenting the sce-
nario, therefore we can state the agent system is subject to such regulations. Furthermore,
regulations and protocols evolve through time, and the information system should be able
to reflect this evolution. Therefore, our implementation is flexible and it shows how Nor-
mative Systems applied to e-health scenarios can effectively adapt to new regulations and
protocols caused by social, technological, medical and contextual changes.
5.6 CONCLUSIONS AND RELATED WORK
Once we have finished introducing our approach of a norm-aware agent-based model for
integrated Wastewater management systems, we proceed to put it in contrast with similar
approaches. This section compares the state of the art analysed in §2.4 with the work
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Figure 5.23: Abrogation of a norm: norm events
presented in this Chapter. We will provide a brief summary of every proposal analysed in
§2.4 and compare it to our proposal, focusing on detecting confluence points where our
work can be complemented by the different approaches in the state of the art. Then, we
will outline conclusions.
5.6.1 CARREL
In §2.4.1 we analyse the CARREL and CARREL+ frameworks, virtual organization for-
malized using ISLANDER [EDLCS02] and focused on procuring organs and tissues for
transplant. Both CARREL and CARREL+ apply Electronic Institutions for ensuring the
safety and soundness of the resulting system. This effectively allows to create systems that
are compliant with a particular set of norms and regulations. However, CARREL and
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Figure 5.24: Retroactive promulgation of a norm: timeline
CARREL+ present three main differences with the system we propose:
• Communicative acts (in the case of CARREL) and arguments (in the case of CAR-
REL+) that do not abide to the norms and protocols specified are directly rejected.
There are no sanctions or repair actions associated to a norm or protocol violation
because they are never violated. This fact is limiting agent’s autonomy, as agents
do not have the choice to violate a norm or protocol in case they consider it would
be beneficial for the society. For instance a doctor might access a restricted patient
medical record in case patient’s life is at risk, and there is no other doctor available.
Furthermore, it is also limiting norm’s expressiveness, as our system allows to define
norms that can be violated (mild sanctions) norms that should be never be violated
(hard sanctions with repair actions associated) and even promote norm violation by
applying positive sanctions (e.g., increasing patient’s reputation on the social net-
work when he does physical exercise).
• Norms and protocols are applied by limiting communicative acts. This makes it im-
possible to observe and control the behaviour of agents which are not acting through
the exchange of communicative acts. It will typically happen in scenarios where we
have both computational and human agents interacting together in the institution.
In such cases, CARREL is not able to observe and enforce the behaviour of human
agents, whereas our system is capable of doing it.
• CARREL and CARREL+ can adapt to changes in regulations and protocols, just like
the system we propose. However, our system is able to perform this task at run-
time, without stopping the observation of the institutional reality (e.g., which norms
have been violated), and inferring an institutional reality that is consistent with the
updates performed on the set of norms (e.g., if a norm is removed, we can remove the
sanctions associated to the norm). It is unclear if CARREL and CARREL+ support
these features.
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Figure 5.25: Retroactive promulgation of a norm: norm events
5.6.2 Automated monitoring of medical protocols
In §2.4.2 we analysed a system for automated real-time monitoring of medical protocols.
This framework presents many similarities with the one analysed in § 2.4.1. Communica-
tive acts that do not abide to norms and protocols are rejected limiting both agent’s au-
tonomy and norm’s expressiveness. Furthermore, it is impossible to observe and control
the behaviour of agents (e.g., human agents) which are not acting through the exchange of
communicative acts. Moreover, it is unclear how the framework presented in [AAB+03]
will support norm dynamics (i.e. updating the set of norms regimenting the institution). Fi-
nally, the architecture presented is based on a knowledge distributed approach that allows
to distribute the load among agents, effectively defining a dynamically scalable system. It
is clear the monitoring load is distributed among the set of supervisor agents in the system,
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Figure 5.26: Retroactive promulgation of a constitutive norm: timeline
but the criteria followed for load distribution is unclear. We have also explored the option
to distribute monitoring load among distributed computational resources [GSÁNVSF12]
but in our case we provide a distribution criteria based on a formal analysis of norm de-
pendencies.
5.6.3 A Multi-Agent System approach for monitoring the prescription of restricted
use antibiotics
In §2.4.3 we analysed a Multi-Agent System to monitor and help in the revision of medical
prescriptions including antibiotics of restricted use. Once again, the framework analysed
in this subsection presents many similarities with the one analysed in §2.4.1. Agent actions
that do not abide to norms and protocols are filtered by the governor agents, effectively lim-
iting both agent’s autonomy and norm’s expressiveness. Furthermore, this work proposes
attaching agents to human actors in order to integrate them in the Multi-Agent Systems,
whereas our proposal opts to fully integrate human actors in the institution, effectively
supporting institutions formed both by human and computational agents. Finally, it is
also unclear how the framework presented in [GPGS+03] will support norm dynamics (i.e.
updating the set of norms regimenting the institution).
5.6.4 Toward a Conceptual Agent-based Framework for Modelling and Simulation of
Distributed Healthcare Delivery Systems
In §2.4.4 we analyse the AOE2 framework for agent-based modelling and simulation in
distributed healthcare delivery systems. The idea of applying a framework to agent-based
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Figure 5.27: Retroactive promulgation of a constitutive norm: norm events
simulations in the healthcare domain is appealing. However, among the set of elements
and concepts the AOE2 framework is taking into account we miss one that is highly im-
portant in regulated scenarios such as the healthcare domain: Norms, that in the form
of obligations, permissions and protocols model the expected patterns of behaviour to be
followed by the different actors involved in the scenario. One can easily envision the mul-
tiple problems policy makers involved in healthcare will find when trying to balance the
norms and protocols between an efficient system (with relaxed norms tailored to minimize
overhead) and a safe one (with strict norms designed to minimize deviance from the ex-
pected behaviour). Being able to model (and apply in agents’ behaviour) such norms will
effectively allow an agent-based simulation to test the outcome of modifying the norma-
tive environment (that is, the set of norms) in the institution represented in the simulation
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(e.g., hospital or coordinated health care system in a particular area). We consider a system
like theAOE2 framework could benefit from the enhancement provided by our normative
model and our system for updating the normative environment at runtime.
5.6.5 Conclusions
This Chapter has presented AVICENA an extension of the COAALAS project , a framework
for Multi-Agent Systems that combines organisational and normative theories with Ambi-
ent Assisted Living (AAL) technologies. The COAALAS project has been extended with a
dynamic Normative System grounded on the ALIVE framework that allows us to create a
computational model for the regulations and protocols around treatment prescription and
treatment adherence.
The AVICENA approach and its tools, as they are envisaged, belong to a new generation
of intelligent services that are designed to be safely deployed and used by patients along-
side other assistive devices to support their owners in their daily life and improve their
concordance, adherence and persistence to a therapy. Consequently this will augment
their wellbeing, support concordance and interaction with their caregivers and doctor. In
this sense, the AVICENA platform will be a powerful extender of user’s capabilities and
serve society by reducing care costs and providing valuable knowledge about the every-
day people’s experiences in dealing with a therapeutic regime. It is important to highlight
that one of the crucial factors for the success of the AVICENA approach is stepping away
from vertically-oriented, closed systems towards the use of open systems, based on open
APIs and standardized protocols, as the ones provided by COAALAS, at various system
levels.
Through the ALIVE framework COAALAS provides a flexible multi-level architecture
able to model the complex interactions among different actors involved in the AAL tasks,
where a set of heterogeneous actors have different responsibilities and offer or consume
different services. Thanks to ALIVE’s multi-level approach, COAALAS supports introduc-
ing changes at a high level (e.g., introducing a new actor, a new objective for the system or
a new expected pattern of behaviour) without performing any modification to the lower
levels (i.e., reprogramming the agents in the different smart devices) because changes at
higher levels automatically trigger changes at the lower levels. COAALAS provides AT de-
vices with a high level layer, easy to use and understand by non-technological experts. By
using this layer, AT devices can be easily adapted to introduce a new medication regime
or to include a new actor (e.g., patient’s relative as a caretaker) in the system.
Also via the ALIVE framework, COAALAS allows for monitoring the different actions
performed by the set of actors in order to fulfill the AAL tasks. Deviations from the ex-
pected patterns of behaviour can be detected, and sanctions (when applicable) or repair
actions can be applied. Therefore, AVICENA is able to provide the appropriate support for
dealing with unexpected events (e.g., sending a doctor, or an urgent shipment of medica-
tions to the patient when the pill dispenser device runs out of pills).
Finally, the ALIVE framework provides COAALAS with a set of intelligent agents that
support both exception handling and organisational normative awareness capabilities. Ex-
ception handling is common in other service-oriented architectures, however, most ap-
proaches tend to focus on low-level (i.e., services provided by the actors) exception han-
dling. The ALIVE approach enables managing of exceptions at multiple levels ranging
from substituting services (i.e. low level exception handling) to looking for alternative
ways to achieve a particular goal (i.e., high level exception handling). Regarding organ-
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isational normative awareness, making normative agents reason about their tasks before
performing them, and discarding the ones that do not comply with the expected patterns
of behaviour, adds organisational awareness to the execution of the different tasks.
AT are applied to support people in their daily life. Most approaches focus solely on the
direct interaction between users and the assistive tool [KBLA+09] but AVICENA is a more
complex environment where more heterogeneous interactions are permitted. AI has the
potential to provide innovative mechanisms and methods capable of taking into account
more complex interactions. For instance, the important role that third parties may have
in user activities, and explicitly reflect the social constraints that apply in the relationship
between device and patient. For instance, a simple reminder system can be implemented
using a smart-phone’s calendar and alarm systems. However, it would lack the autonomy,
social awareness and normative awareness our proposal provides. A simple alarm system
is not able to adapt reminders to user’s calendar (it will keep reminding the user to take a
medication dose even if his calendar indicates he will be away from home when it is time
to take his medication, rather than adapting the reminder to user’s schedule) nor is able to
alert caretakers if potentially dangerous deviations from user’s routine are detected.
Our approach focuses on making devices intelligent enough to organize, reorganize
and interact with other actors providing smart devices with an awareness of their social
role in the system (including commitments and responsibilities). This way, smart devices
are capable of reacting to deviations from the expected patterns of behaviour, effectively
adapting to a wide range of AAL situations that could have an impact on the well-being
of the user. This happens to be a very useful tool for the AVICENA approach.
The particularities of each elder’s disabilities makes any custom solution difficulty ex-
portable to a whole population of elders. Furthermore, if the characteristics of a particular
elder’s disability change over time (e.g., the disability is degenerative) the applicability of a
custom solution is also limited in time. In order to tackle these issues, we present COAALAS
a system based on an adaptable and extensible architecture. By using COAALAS elder-care
experts can easily adapt the system capabilities to the patient’s current state. What is more
the extensibility of COAALAS (through the addition of more agents and services) provides
a virtually endless amount of tools for elder’s support.
Our proposal is specially relevant when applied to scenarios that are not only regu-
lated, but also contain dynamic regulations. That is, the normative environment to be
taken into account (i.e. the medical regulations and protocols to be applied) is not static,
but changes over time as new regulations arise and obsolete protocols are replaced by
modern ones. Changes in normative environments are typically caused by social changes
or technological changes. Some examples of such changes are:
• Patient’s treatment is updated: Typically, after a visit with his doctor, the patient
might have an updated prescription, depending on his evolution and medical his-
tory. Therefore, the patient has a new set of obligations and permissions.
• Medical advances: New studies demonstrate a particular habit is non-healthy, and
patient’s treatment is updated.
• Technological advances: New technologies (e.g., electronic cigarettes, e-prescriptions,
etc. ) will typically imply an update on medical regulations and protocols.
• Social changes: Habits that were widely accepted in the past (e.g., self-prescription
of medications) are not socially accepted anymore.
• Environmental changes: Agent actions can alter the environment, and therefore
change the set of norms regulating the system. For example, a patient living in dif-
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ferent countries along the year will be subject to different medical regulations. The
transition between the different regulations requires a dynamic Normative System.
In order to support such a highly regulated and dynamic scenario we propose a Nor-
mative System and integrate it into the AVICENA framework. The main contributions of
the proposed system w.r.t. related work (as presented in §2.4) is proposing a system that
meets the following properties:
• Flexible: Actors have the flexibility to violate norms (i.e. regulations and protocols).
When such norms are violated both sanctions (discouraging the agent from following
non-complying behaviours in the future) and repair actions (aimed at bringing the
system back from an undesirable state to a normal state) are applied. On the one
hand it allows us to easily integrate both human and computational actors, as there
is no feasible procedure to fully prevent human actors from violating a norm. On the
other hand, the level of the sanction applied when violations are detected allows us
to define a wide range of norm compliance modes such as:
– Norms that should never be violated. For instance, it is forbidden to self-
prescribe medications. Violating such norms will typically imply a very hard
sanction and a repair action.
– Norms that can be violated in very exceptional cases. For instance, a doctor
can only access his patient’s medical records, but in case patient’s life is at risk
and no other doctor is available, a doctor might access the medical records of a
patient not assigned to him.
– Norms that can be violated occasionally: For instance, a patient that is on diet
and skips it once a month might remain unsanctioned.
– Norms that should be violated: By applying positive reinforcement as sanctions,
we can effectively detect healthy patterns of behaviour and promote them.
• Expressive: We support a wide range of normative concepts. First, deontic norms,
including obligations, permissions and prohibitions. Second, constitutive norms, al-
lowing to interpret brute facts from an institutional point of view. This allows ab-
stracting deontic norms effectively providing simple and clear normative contexts.
Finally, constitutive powers, allowing to provide institutional meaning to actor ac-
tions performed under particular circumstances.
• Dynamic: We support norm dynamics, effectively allowing to insert, remove or
update norms in the normative context. The normative context can be updated at
run-time, while the system is checking if regulations and protocols are abided, and
inferring a normative state [UBSA10] consistent with the updates performed (e.g., re-
moving an obligation can remove the sanctions associated to previous violations of
the obligation).
We consider our proposal is a relevant contribution to the state of the art. The medical
domain is subject to tight regulations and protocols. Therefore the information systems
deployed on the medical domain should be subject to such regulations. However, in or-
der to be able to react to unexpected and potentially dangerous situations, informations
systems must be flexible, accounting for violations on the regulations and protocols. For
instance, a doctor should be able to access a restricted medical record of a patient (at least,
partially) if the patient’s life is at risk and no other doctor is available. Furthermore, med-
ical regulations and protocols evolve through time, and the information system should be
able to reflect this evolution. Therefore, our proposal is relevant, as it is flexible and it
allows Normative Systems applied to e-health scenarios to adapt to new regulations and
protocols caused by social, technological, medical and contextual changes.
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In contrast, the related work presents an interesting approach, specially the AOE2 pre-
sented in §2.4.4. Combining our proposal with the AOE2 framework would allow agent-
based simulations to test the outcome of modifying the normative environment in health
care domains. This is very interesting, as such system would allow legislators to balance
the norms and protocols between an efficient system with relaxed norms and a safe system
with strict norms.
In this chapter we have seen a more specific set of norms and protocols, when com-
pared to §4. The chapter has two main focus. First, how constitutive norm dynamics can
be used to design a clear system, easy to maintain and update. For instance, updating med-
ical treatments after visiting a doctor. Second, how constitutive powers add security to the
system and can be effectively applied in multi-institutional settings. The norms presented
tackle the following tasks:
• Detect and solve in a timely manner potentially dangerous situations, such as a pa-
tient not taking his medication.
• Control security issues related to medical data, such as an unauthorized doctor ac-
cessing a patient medical record.
• Control medical protocols, such as preventing self-medication.
As a summary, the main contributions of this chapter are:
1. A model of the agents involved in the e-health scenario.
a) The model includes a social structure developed using the ALIVE [APV+10]
methodology.
b) The model includes a normative structure specified in the norm formalism we
use on this document.
2. An instantiation of the generic architecture presented in §3 to the e-health scenario
presented in this Chapter .
3. Implementation details and tests on the architecture.
4. The proposal in this Chapter establishes the basis for secure agent-based systems for
e-health. In this scope, security is understood as the agent’s ability to be norm-aware,
effectively abiding to the medical regulations and protocols.
The AVICENA scenario has been kindly provided by Doctor Cristian Barrué. The
COAALAS project has been developed in collaboration with Sergio Álvarez-Napagao,
Dario Garcia-Gasulla and Jonathan Moreno.

CHAPTER 6
Conclusions
This thesis focuses on the formal definition and development of a normative monitoring
framework and run-time architecture to support scenarios where the normative context is
dynamic and may evolve through time. The motivation for this work is that in most real
domains human regulations are not static but dynamic, they change in order to adapt to
new situations and behaviours. However, current work in literature on automatic norma-
tive monitoring tends to assume static sets of norms, and therefore a regulatory change
would require to stop he monitoring processing, amend the normative specification used,
and the resume the task, with the risk to stop observing meaningful (potentially harmful)
events during the monitor down-time.
In order to fulfil our main objective we introduce (in §3.3) a basic formal framework
for norm monitoring, which then we extend (in §3.4) accounting for norm change. Then
(in §3.5) we demonstrate we can perform norm-update operations on the fly, without hav-
ing to stop the monitoring process. We accomplish this thanks to an auxiliary monitoring
process that helps with the norm update and then is merged with the main monitoring
process. We meet our objective by providing not only formal definitions, but also architec-
tural definitions and a working prototype.
Furthermore, our algorithms also show the monitoring process is inferring a normative
state consistent with the norm change. For instance, previous sanctions are maintained
in abrogated norms and compensated in annulled norms. Specifically, we support four
context update operations that have a consistent impact on the normative context, mainly:
• Prospective Promulgation: Where a norm is inserted in the system. It can be acti-
vated but not violated by past events.
• Retroactive Promulgation: Where a norm is inserted in the system. It can be both
activated and violated by past events.
• Annulment: Where a norm is removed from the system. Norm violations are re-
moved, and agents that paid a fine for violating the norm receive a compensation.
Repair actions are un-done when this is relevant (e.g., removing a ban from an actor
for violating the norm).
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• Abrogation: Where a norm is removed from the system. The norm is marked as be-
ing ’in transition’ and can not be violated anymore. However, violated and activated
instances of the norm remain valid.
Another important objective in our work was to support a norm formalisation that
is both expressive and flexible. We support a wide range of normative concepts includ-
ing obligations, prohibitions, permissions, constitutive norms and institutional powers,
including constitutive powers and normative powers. We also support a wide range of el-
ements inside our normative concepts, including activation, maintenance and deactivation
conditions, as well as deadlines. Finally, we support up to four norm update operations
giving the legislator or policy maker a wide range of options for creating the norms and
maintaining them. Even though some of the options we provide are explicitly invalid in
the real world (e.g., retroactive promulgation is prohibited by the constitutions and bills
of rights in many countries) we provide the option for the sake of flexibility. We show
both the expressiveness and flexibility of our framework by applying it to two real world
scenarios in §4 and §5.
As a summary, the main results and contributions of each chapter are:
1. Chapter 3
a) A conceptualization of a norm monitoring framework supporting the context
update operations.
i. We include four operations supporting prospective and retroactive norm
insertion and deletion. We also define norm updates.
ii. The operations can be applied to regulative and constitutive norms.
iii. The conceptualization is enhanced to support constitutive powers and nor-
mative powers.
b) A formal model of the norm monitoring framework, including:
i. A formal model of the four norm update operations.
ii. Formal algorithms for supporting the operations.
iii. Extension of the formalism, so the operations can support both regulative
and constitutive norms. The extension is also supported via formal algo-
rithms.
iv. Extension of the formalism to include constitutive powers and normative
powers. The extension is also supported via formal algorithms.
c) A base architecture for the norm monitoring framework.
d) An extension of the base architecture to support norm update operations, con-
stitutive powers and normative powers.
e) An implementation of the architecture.
f) A prototype for a norm visualization component for documenting the results of
our research.
2. Chapter 4
a) A model of the agents involved in wastewater management in the river basin.
i. The model includes a social structure developed using the ALIVE
[APV+10] methodology.
ii. The model includes a normative structure specified in the norm formalism
we use on this document.
b) An instantiation of the generic architecture presented in §3 to the wastewater
management scenario presented in this Chapter .
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c) Implementation details and tests on the architecture.
d) The proposal in §4 establishes the basis for performing agent-based social-aware
simulations in the river basin scenario.
3. Chapter 5
a) A model of the agents involved in the E-health scenario.
i. The model includes a social structure developed using the ALIVE
[APV+10] methodology.
ii. The model includes a normative structure specified in the norm formalism
we use on this document.
b) An instantiation of the generic architecture presented in §3 to the E-health sce-
nario presented in this Chapter .
c) Implementation details and tests on the architecture.
d) The proposal in §5 establishes the basis for secure agent-based systems for E-
health. In this scope, security is understood as the agent’s ability to be norm-
aware, effectively abiding to the medical regulations and protocols.
6.1 RELEVANCE TO ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
Multi-Agent systems are a central domain in Artificial Intelligence, evolved from Parallel
Artificial Intelligence, Distributed Problem Solving and Distributed Artificial Intelligence.
Normative Systems are a relevant domain in Artificial Intelligence too. They apply social
abstractions in order to allow complex multi-agent systems to cope with coordination co-
operation and trust issues. In order to apply such social abstractions, it is often mandatory
to know the current state of the normative environment. However, inferring this state can
prove to be a challenging problem either due to having to deal with dynamic normative
contexts, which are common in human regulation systems and real world scenarios.
This proposal aims to tackle this challenge. Therefore, it is tightly related to relevant
domains in Artificial Intelligence such as Normative Systems and social order in Multi-
Agent systems. The aim of this proposal might be seen as allowing commonly accepted
Artificial Intelligence techniques such as Normative Systems and Multi-agent systems to
be potentially applied to a bigger range of scenarios.
6.2 CONTRIBUTIONS TO ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
The main contributions of this thesis in the context of Artificial Intelligence are the follow-
ing:
• A formal monitoring framework supporting operations for expanding and con-
tracting normative contexts. In §3.3 and §3.4 we have introduced a formal method
for monitoring electronic normative environments able to evolve through time as
regulations change to adapt to new situations and behaviours. We start by intro-
ducing the four operations supported for updating normative environments. This
includes operations for expanding and contracting the normative environment, ef-
fectively supporting operations to add new norms and remove existing ones (updat-
ing an existing norm can be seen as a composite operation consisting in removing
a norm and then adding the new version of the norm). Each of these two opera-
tions comes in two forms, Ex Tunc (i.e., from the outset) and Ex Nunc (i.e., from now
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on) that will retroactively change the normative consequences of actions committed
prior to the existence of the norm (from the outset) , or affect only actions commit-
ted after the existence of the norm respectively (from now on). In §3.3 we present a
summary of a formal base framework (full details are in §A) that we extend to sup-
port the four operations as well as institutional powers, including both normative
powers and constitutive powers. Once the operations to be supported have been for-
mally defined, the chapter proposes in §3.4 a formal extension of the base normative
monitoring framework that will allow it to support normative context modifications
at run-time. That is, the normative environment can be expanded and contracted
without having to stop the monitoring process. Furthermore, all expansions and
contractions performed leave the normative context in a consistent state (e.g., if a
norm was violated, it will remain violated, unless an Ex Tunc contraction of the norm
has been performed). On the one hand the chapter includes informal descriptions
of the actions to be performed on the normative context for each of the four sup-
ported operations. On the other hand, the chapter also formalizes the impact of the
operations in the normative context.
• Methods for performing the expanding and contracting operations while the mon-
itoring system is on-line. In §3.5 we operationalise the formal proposal, providing
an implementation in the form of a prototype for NoMoDEI. §3 goes on by provid-
ing formal algorithms in meta-code. The algorithms implement the four operations
formally defined in §3.4.
• An architectural definition and a working prototype of our framework. In §3.6 we
present the architectural design of the system to be implemented in order to support
dynamic normative contexts following our proposed framework. We have partially
deployed a prototype §3.7 implementing this architecture , which will be fully doc-
umented in the final version of this document. The documentation of the prototype
for our formal framework will also include the particular technological stack selected
for instantiating the monitoring architecture.
• Two real world use cases where our framework is applied. In this document we
apply our framework to demonstration scenarios in §4 and §5. As this task is explic-
itly different from formalizing and deploying the framework we analyse it and draw
conclusions w.r.t. the application of our framework to the demonstration scenarios
in the next section.
6.3 CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE APPLICATION SCENARIOS
In our proposal we are not only providing a framework for supporting dynamic norma-
tive contexts, as seen in the previous section. We are also applying it to demonstration
scenarios in order to show the utility and applicability of our framework to real world
problems. Specially problems that can be tackled using information technologies in gen-
eral and multi-agent systems in particular.
We have considered several scenarios where actors (both human and computational)
interact in a common environment. We have considered mainly scenarios based on urban
mobility, environmental management, interactions in MMORPGs (massive multiplayer
online role-playing games) and e-health. Finally we have decided to apply our framework
both to environmental management and e-health.
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Environmental management provides a test bed where several actors (industries, water
treatment plants, towns, etc.) interact in a river basin environment. Actors’ objectives
are heterogeneous and sometimes conflicting. By applying a Normative System we align
agent’s objectives with common organisational objectives. At the same time, we detect
undesirable patterns of behaviour in the agents, such as free raiders, and sanction them.
When applying our framework to environmental management we put our focus on how
the Normative System can evolve. On the one hand adapting to new regulations and
protocols caused by technological advances. On the other hand adapting to unexpected
situations which are typically out of control of managers and legislators, such as heavy
rains.
E-health provides a test bed where several actors (patients, doctors, relatives etc.) in-
teract in a highly regulated medical environment. Actors’ interactions must be observed,
and medical protocols and regulations enforced. By applying a Normative System we can
reflect human regulations and protocols on the information system developed, effectively
making it norm and social aware. When applying our framework to a medical scenario
we focus on how a dynamic Normative System can provide security, abstraction, flexibil-
ity and detect potentially dangerous situations, effectively providing a response in a timely
manner.
This section presents conclusions w.r.t. the application of our framework to the demon-
stration scenarios selected, showing how they can benefit from normative frameworks in
general and dynamic normative frameworks in particular.
6.3.1 Normative Systems for Environmental Management
In §4 we present a norm-aware agent-based model for integrated wastewater management
systems. The Chapter provides an example on how Normative Systems can be integrated
in multi-agent systems where actors’ objectives are heterogeneous and sometimes conflict-
ing. The Normative System allows to align agent’s objectives with common organisational
objectives. At the same time, it allows to detect undesirable patterns of behaviour in the
agents, such as free raiders. Thanks to our proposal, misbehaving actors can be sanctioned,
effectively enforcing good practices among the actors.
In this aspect, our proposal shows many features in common with several works in
the state of the art. However, our proposal goes beyond, as it allows the set of norms
governing the multi-agent system to evolve through time. We provide a wide range of
examples, where deontic norms in the form of obligations, prohibitions and permissions
are inserted, removed and updated. Furthermore, we also show examples of dynamic
operations on constitutive norms and constitutive powers.
While most of the systems analysed show a less expressive normative language (they
typically do not account for constitutive norms and constitutive powers) we provide a
rich set of normative elements, supporting deontic elements (obligations, prohibitions and
permissions), constitutive norms, constitutive powers and violation handling norms (i.e.
sanctions). Furthermore, our normative elements contain a rich structure with activation,
maintenance and deactivation conditions, as well as deadlines.
Finally, we support norm dynamics, which is not supported by the proposals analysed
in the state of the art. We propose four operations to update the Normative System ac-
counting for norm promulgation and derogation both in prospective and retroactive forms.
On the one hand, we combine norm operations with a rich set of normative elements pro-
viding a dynamic normative language that can be adapted to a numerous set of contexts
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and situations. This is specially important in wastewater management scenarios, where
the set of norms will evolve adapting to situations which are typically out of control of
managers and legislators (e.g., heavy rains, droughts, pollution of the environment). On
the other hand we can adapt norms while our system is on-line, inferring a normative state
consistent with the update. In scenarios like wastewater management we can not afford to
stop monitoring the actions of the different actors, as free raiders and other misbehaving
actors could take advantage of this situation.
In contrast, our proposal does not present complex reasoning processes and decision
taking mechanisms for the agents involved in the system. We focus on the Normative
System, so we can effectively benefit from more expressive and complex agents the other
proposals include.
Summarizing, we consider our proposal is a relevant contribution to the state of the art
as it allows Normative Systems applied to wastewater treatment scenarios in novel ways.
On the one hand we dynamically adapt to new environmental regulations and protocols.
Our proposal is able to adapt regulations to exceptional contexts (e.g., heavy rains, river
pollution, etc.) and adapt them to agent’s behaviour to ensure water quality in the river
(e.g., implement more restrictive environmental policies if the agents keep polluting the
river with the existing ones). On the other hand this allows to define expressive mecha-
nisms to detect non-compliant behaviour and enforce courses of actions that are aligned
with the holistic institutional objectives. Our proposal is able to define a wide range of
concepts to define and enforce compliant behaviour, including permissions, prohibitions,
obligations, constitutive norms and constitutive powers.
In §4, we have seen a wide range of norms and norm operations, inspired in real world
regulations and protocols. The chapter focus on how the Normative System can evolve.
On the one hand adapting to new regulations and protocols caused by technological ad-
vances. On the other hand adapting to unexpected situations which are typically out of
control of managers and legislators, such as heavy rains. We have made an effort to pro-
vide an example of every possible norm operation, that is, promulgation and derogation
in prospective and retroactive form. Furthermore, we have tried to apply each of the norm
operations to each different norm type, effectively providing a complete test bed for our
framework.
6.3.2 Normative systems and E-health
In §5 we present AVICENA an extension of the COAALAS project , a framework for multi-
agent systems that combines organisational and normative theories with Ambient Assisted
Living (AAL) technologies. The COAALAS project has been extended with a dynamic Nor-
mative System grounded on the ALIVE framework that allows us to create a computa-
tional model for the regulations and protocols around treatment prescription and treat-
ment adherence.
Our proposal is specially relevant when applied to scenarios that are not only regu-
lated, but also contain dynamic regulations. That is, the normative environment to be
taken into account (i.e. the medical regulations and protocols to be applied) is not static,
but changes over time as new regulations arise and obsolete protocols are replaced by
modern ones. Changes in normative environments are typically caused by social changes
or technological changes. Some examples of such changes are:
• Patient’s treatment is updated: Typically, after a visit with his doctor, the patient
might have an updated prescription, depending on his evolution and medical his-
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tory. Therefore, the patient has a new set of obligations and permissions.
• Medical advances: New studies demonstrate a particular habit is non-healthy, and
patient’s treatment is updated.
• Technological advances: New technologies (e.g., electronic cigarettes, e-prescriptions,
etc. ) will typically imply an update on medical regulations and protocols.
• Social changes: Habits that were widely accepted in the past (e.g., self-prescription
of medications) are not socially accepted anymore.
• Environmental changes: Agent actions can alter the environment, and therefore
change the set of norms regulating the system. For example, a patient living in dif-
ferent countries along the year will be subject to different medical regulations. The
transition between the different regulations requires a dynamic Normative System.
In order to support such a highly regulated and dynamic scenario we propose a Nor-
mative System and integrate it into the AVICENA framework. The main contributions of
the proposed system w.r.t. related work (as presented in §2.4) is proposing a system that
meets the following properties:
• Flexible: Actors have the flexibility to violate norms (i.e. regulations and protocols).
When such norms are violated both sanctions (discouraging the agent from following
non-complying behaviours in the future) and repair actions (aimed at bringing the
system back from an undesirable state to a normal state) are applied. On the one
hand it allows us to easily integrate both human and computational actors, as there
is no feasible procedure to fully prevent human actors from violating a norm. On the
other hand, the level of the sanction applied when violations are detected allows us
to define a wide range of norm compliance modes such as:
– Norms that should never be violated. For instance, it is forbidden to self-
prescribe medications. Violating such norms will typically imply a very hard
sanction and a repair action.
– Norms that can be violated in very exceptional cases. For instance, a doctor
can only access his patient’s medical records, but in case patient’s life is at risk
and no other doctor is available, a doctor might access the medical records of a
patient not assigned to him.
– Norms that can be violated occasionally: For instance, a patient that is on diet
and skips it once a month might remain unsanctioned.
– Norms that should be violated: By applying positive reinforcement as sanctions,
we can effectively detect healthy patterns of behaviour and promote them.
• Expressive: We support a wide range of normative concepts. First, deontic norms,
including obligations, permissions and prohibitions. Second, constitutive norms, al-
lowing to interpret brute facts from an institutional point of view. This allows ab-
stracting deontic norms effectively providing simple and clear normative contexts.
Finally, constitutive powers, allowing to provide institutional meaning to actor ac-
tions performed under particular circumstances.
• Dynamic: We support norm dynamics, effectively allowing to insert, remove or
update norms in the normative context. The normative context can be updated at
run-time, while the system is checking if regulations and protocols are abided, and
inferring a normative state [UBSA10] consistent with the updates performed (e.g., re-
moving an obligation can remove the sanctions associated to previous violations of
the obligation).
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We consider our proposal is a relevant contribution to the state of the art. The medical
domain is subject to tight regulations and protocols. Therefore the information systems
deployed on the medical domain should be subject to such regulations. However, in or-
der to be able to react to unexpected and potentially dangerous situations, informations
systems must be flexible, accounting for violations on the regulations and protocols. For
instance, a doctor should be able to access a restricted medical record of a patient (at least,
partially) if the patient’s life is at risk and no other doctor is available. Furthermore, med-
ical regulations and protocols evolve through time, and the information system should be
able to reflect this evolution. Therefore, our proposal is relevant, as it is flexible and it
allows Normative Systems applied to e-health scenarios to adapt to new regulations and
protocols caused by social, technological, medical and contextual changes.
In §5 we have seen a more specific set of norms and protocols, when compared to §4.
As §4 already covers every possible norm operation applied to every possible norm type,
we have focused in exploring novel applications of norm dynamics in §5. The chapter has
three main focus. First, how constitutive norm dynamics add an abstraction layer to the
Normative System effectively providing a clear system, easy to maintain and update. For
instance, updating medical treatments after visiting a doctor. Second, how constitutive
powers add security to the system and can be effectively applied in multi-institutional set-
tings. For instance, where doctors obtain and loose constitutive power as the patient trav-
els between different countries with different normative contexts. Finally, we demonstrate
how retroactive promulgation of norms can be used to incentivate healthy behaviours
when we use rewards as sanctions. For instance, rewarding a patient with overweight
for performing mild physical exercise. The norms presented tackle the following tasks:
• Detect and solve in a timely manner potentially dangerous situations, such as a pa-
tient not taking his medication.
• Control security issues related to medical data, such as an unauthorized doctor ac-
cessing a patient medical record.
• Control medical protocols, such as preventing self-medication.
Finally, the scenario in §5 has allowed us to test the expressiveness and flexibility of
our framework. We have demonstrated the flexibility of sanctions by applying sanctions
as rewards to patients following healthy habits. Furthermore, we have demonstrated the
utility of retroactive promulgation of norms, even though the operation is forbidden by
constitutions and bills of rights in many countries.
6.4 FUTURE LINES OF RESEARCH
Having support for dynamic normative contexts opens several interesting lines of research,
mainly:
• Adaptable normative contexts, able to autonomously insert or remove norms into
the system.
• Support for multi-context monitoring, where the monitoring process can jump from
one normative context to another just by applying the expansion and contraction
operations.
• Scalable networks of monitors deployed on the cloud.
There are another lines of future work, such as extending the Opera model [Dig04] to
support our norm modification operations (as outlined in §3.6). However, this section will
focus on the first two lines of research, as they are more abstract and open. The third line
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of research has been explored further during the development of this thesis. Therefore, it
contains more results and preliminary work. That is why we consider this line of research
deserves its own section, and is introduced in §6.4.3.
6.4.1 Adaptable normative contexts
In this PhD thesis we introduce an extended normative framework and architecture to
cope with scenarios where the normative context is dynamic, therefore it can expand and
contract at runtime. However, we do not account for which updates should be performed
on the normative context in order to adapt it to a changing environment and agent popu-
lation. For instance, we might need to adapt our normative context on the event of unex-
pected situations, such as traffic jams, heavy rains or a medical emergency during a flight.
Furthermore, agent population can also be modified, and a different proportion of free-
raiders and miss-behaving agents will account for different norms. More tight norms to
account for a higher agent control with more violations and sanctions versus more relaxed
norms to minimize monitoring overload.
We have already introduced this concept in §4 and §5, but the actions taken to account
for unexpected situations are predefined in the regulations and protocols. Therefore, there
is still room for improvement, aiming at having intelligent agents that autonomously de-
cide which norms should be updated and how.
Adapting the normative context to the environment and the behaviour of the agents is
an interesting topic, therefore there are several research proposals tackling this issue.
In [MLSRA+15] Morales et al.present a proposal for on-line norm synthesis, specially
suited for open systems where key aspect of the system are unclear (or even worse, un-
known) during design time. In their proposal, they introduce LION an algorithm that
synthesizes liberal Normative Systems aimed at learning when norms are either substi-
tutable or complementary. The idea is avoiding over-regulation by maintaining only the
set of norms that are required to avoid undesirable states of the world. Some systems
[MLSRA+13] [MLSRA+14] tackle this issue by providing compact Normative Systems
that minimize both the number of norms provided to the agents and the computational
effort required to understand them. Other proposals [FT98] try to minimize the number of
constraints the Normative System applies to the agents. LION aims at:
• Regulate agent interactions in a seamless way.
• Reduce agent’s reasoning effort to understand the set of norms in the system by
compacting them.
• Impose as few restrictions as possible, to respect agent’s autonomy to the greatest
extent.
In [VSMS11] Villatoro et al.present Social Instruments as mechanisms that facilitate the
emergence of norms and conventions from the repeated interaction of agents in a society.
Norm emergence is a mechanism for sustaining social order, effectively increasing the pre-
dictability of the behaviour between the different members of the society and developing
the details of unwritten laws. The concept is similar to social learning of norms [MSA08]
[SA07] where agents learn norms concurrently by repeating interactions with randomly
selected neighbours. Typically we consider a norm as emerged [DPS03] when 90% of the
population converges to the same norm. The work in [VSMS11] demonstrates how agents
can experience meta-stable subconventions depending on their position in the interaction
topology. Subconventions are conventions adopted by a subset of agents in a society who
have converged to a different convention than that adopted by the majority of the popula-
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tion. Agents can observe the norm emergence process and rewire the links that relate them
to other agents to solve the problem of subconventions.
When applied to self-regulation of agent communities and on-line norm synthesis, the
combination of our approach with [MLSRA+15] opens an interesting line of future work
for self-adapting Normative Systems. When combined with norm emergence proposals
such as [VSMS11] where agents collaborate to create their own norms or norms are created
from the observation of agent’s interactions the line of future work allows use to simulate
and measure the effects of norm emergence in social simulations.
In fact, we have already started exploring this line of research. In [GSANVS13] we con-
tribute to Urban Mobility Decision Support Systems. These systems help policy makers in
designing the actions that will improve urban mobility. Typically, this is done via policy
optimisation techniques. Current approaches to policy optimisation are based on iterative
simulations of a model in order to find an optimal policy combination. Such approaches re-
quire fast simulation procedures, as the simulations are performed repetitively with vary-
ing parameters. Therefore, they are typically supported by simulations at a macro level,
where mathematical formulæ model the behaviour of the system. Simulations at a micro
level present higher accuracy but require longer execution times, and therefore they can
not be applied to current approaches without resulting in slow optimisation operations.
In [JA] Jiang et al. propose a formalization of norm conflicts based on normative states
of interrelated norms. Typically, norms are provided by various regulation sources im-
posed by different institutions. Potential conflicts of values and interests among such insti-
tutions may result in inconsistencies among these norms (e.g., a norm obliges a particular
action and another norm forbids it). Intuitively, a conflict occurs between an obligation
and a prohibition when they constraint on the same behaviour and have an overlapped
activation period. That is, both norms are potentially active at the same time (standing
for weak conflict) or we can prove they will be active at the same time (standing for hard
conflict).
Jiang et al. model an institution as a set of norms used to regulate the behaviour of the
participating agents, and formalize it using Norm Nets [JADT14]. The formalization in-
cludes operational semantics of the norms, with instantiated, activated, violated and satisfied
states. It is important to note such formalization resembles the norm life cycle we have
introduced in this document. The operational semantics are operationalized to Coloured
Petri Nets (CPN) [Jen13].
The method for detecting norm conflicts presented by Jiang et al. can be effectively at-
tached to our monitoring architecture, analysing norms before introducing them into the
system and effectively making sure norm conflicts are avoided. Furthermore, the method
is generic and not bound to a specific computational mechanism, but can also be com-
bined with additional conflict detection techniques, such as [LBDV+13]. We consider us-
ing Jiang’s et al. proposal would contribute to improve NoMoDEI, tackling one of our open
issues and making it a safer monitoring framework.
In [GSANVS13] we present an approach for policy optimisation based on micro-level
simulations where an heuristic provided by the policy maker guides the selection of the
scenarios to be simulated. This allows to set a limit on a potentially big search space,
and allows for a more accurate selection of the simulation scenarios. The result of the
simulations will reveal which is the optimal set of policies to be applied according to policy
maker’s objectives (ranging from a safe pedestrian-friendly city to an efficient network of
streets that maximize vehicle speed). This optimal set of policies can be put in contrast
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with the actual set of policies in the Normative System, effectively updating it at execution
time, and adapting the normative context to the environment. For instance, we can have
policies aimed at providing a safe pedestrian-friendly city, but in case of a traffic jam switch
to policies aimed at maximizing efficiency in the road network in order to dissolve the
traffic jam as soon as possible.
This contributes to the line of research on simulations and Normative Systems. The
systems will be able to measure their performance and expand or contract the normative
context consequently (e.g., detecting a particular norm is counter-productive for the over-
all system objectives and remove it from the normative context). We can simulate and
analyse the transition period between two Normative Systems, effectively analysing how
it does affect system performance, including how long does it take to adopt the Norma-
tive System, the performance of the system during the transition (while a particular norm
is added or removed) and the consequences to the actors (how the norm is added or re-
moved in terms of retroactive or prospective consequences of the change).
6.4.2 Multi-context monitoring
Even though institutions have been studied in the Multi-Agent System community for
quite some time, most of the approaches typically focus on specifying a single institu-
tion. The issue of modelling multiple interacting institutions has seldomly been addressed.
However, institutions are not necessarily separate entities. Several of them could operate
within the same context, for instance, governmental legislations in Catalonia (Spain) are
typically subject to regional (i.e. Catalan), national (i.e. Spanish) and European institutions.
Not to mention the existence of some international regulations and protocols related to
environmental domains (e.g., Kyoto protocol for CO2 emissions) and medical domains
(e.g., world health organisation recommendations). Furthermore, agents can participate
in several institutions at the same time and move from one institution to another. Finally
institutions themselves can be governed by institutions. Therefore, there is an open line
of research w.r.t. monitoring systems applied to multiple interacting institutions. Some
existing lines of research study multi-context institutions.
In [CDVP07b] Cliffe et al. propose both a model and operational semantics for specify-
ing individual and collective institutions. They also outline a declarative action language
for describing institutions. The idea is modelling particular aspects of a society individu-
ally and then combining them to give a richer model. This opens the possibility of using
institutions as a means for abstraction and also as a means for delegation. They extend In-
stql [HCDVP10] [CDVP07a] a formal specification of single institutions to support multi-
institutions.
In [CO09] Lopes Cardoso et al. propose the idea of agent-based Electronic Institutions
instantiated in the scope of a contextual normative background. We can effectively apply
our proposal to enrich this interesting line of research. The idea in this case is assigning a
monitor instance to every agent in the system. The monitor will interpret the normative
state for the agent, notifying norm activation, fulfilment and violation, effectively making
the agent norm-aware. Thanks to our dynamic normative framework, the monitor will be
able to transition between different normative contexts. The idea of transition is inspired
by [CDVP07b]. When peforming the transition, the system can update the set of norms to
be taken into account seamlessly. The transition is made on the fly, as we keep monitoring
the state of the normative environment for the agent, otherwise we might miss the obser-
vation of some important events. Furthermore, the transition is able to cope with multiple
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normative contexts. That is, if the agent violates a norm in context Ci and then transitions
to context Cj the monitor (and by extension, the agent) will be aware norm violation still
holds in Ci.
6.4.3 Improving performance and scalability in normative monitoring
Keeping track of the normative state in a context can be a cumbersome task. Some works
such as [ÁNAVSD10] propose a reduction from deontic norms to general production sys-
tems. A representation based on production systems is easiest to use at run-time. This
allows building a norm monitoring mechanism that can be used both by agents to per-
ceive the actual normative state of the environment and by institutions to detect norm
violations and enforce sanctions. The production system can be configured at run-time
by adding both abstract organisational specifications (i.e., regulative norms) and sets of
counts-as rules (i.e., constitutive norms). In such works, the detection of normative states
is a passive procedure that consists in monitoring past events and checking them against
a set of active norms.
A clear advantage of a norm monitoring mechanism implemented using general pro-
duction systems is that the efficiency of the system is bound to the complexity of the sys-
tem. That is, linear to the number of productions contained in the rules in the worst case
and constant in the best case. However, in real world scenarios this might not be enough,
as bottlenecks can arise on:
• The number of events received.
• The number of norms (and therefore, the number of rules) loaded in the production
system.
As performance is an important aspect on monitoring systems, we have already initi-
ated some preliminary work in the area. In [GSANVS11] we present a prototype based on
network analysis of norm dependencies to distribute a norm monitoring process among a
set of different interconnected monitors. Our proposal consists in:
• Extending a base formal model to detect information dependencies among the differ-
ent elements present in the original formal model, starting from low level elements
(i.e. clause), and extending the formalisation to the higher level elements, including
norms and monitors.
• Once we have a method to detect information dependencies we apply it to model
the normative context as a graph, where the edges between nodes model informa-
tion dependencies. Every formula is represented by a node in the graph, and we add
an edge between two nodes whenever there is information dependency between the
formulas they represent. This has effectively built an structure that supports group-
ing the most connected formulas together in sub-graphs. In order to detect which
are the most connected formulas, we run a Strongly Connected Components [NSS94]
analysis on the graph modelling the normative framework. This procedure will de-
tect N Strongly Connected Components, identifying the formulas belonging to each of
them. This process has effectively detected N sub-normative environments contain-
ing formulas with high information dependency among them. The sub-normative
environments will be connected to each other, as typically there will be informa-
tion dependencies among the different sub-normative environments. However, the
Strongly Connected Components analysis guarantees that:
– The formulas with a high number of information dependencies among them are
grouped on the same Strongly Connected Component, therefore, they will be on
the same sub-normative environment.
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– Information dependencies among formulas in different sub-normative environ-
ments are minimized.
• Once we have detected the Strongly Connected Components in the graph, we assign one
autonomous monitor to each of them. The monitors are running on different compu-
tational resources on a cloud, effectively allowing for a distributed computation of
the different sub-normative environments. As we need a holistic view of the norma-
tive environment, the different monitors are connected to each other via subscription
protocols. However, as mentioned before, the Strongly Connected Components analy-
sis guarantees that these subscriptions are minimized. An algorithm for performing
the normative environment distribution is provided, along with a formula that can
be used for deciding when to distribute the normative environment.
Our approach in [GSANVS11] was mainly inspired by the model for distributed inter-
pretation proposed by Lesser and Erman [LE80] In short, the process proposed by Lesser
consists on:
• Distributing the problem in several computational resources and give a local view of
the problem to each of them.
• Make the computational resources coordinate in order to solve inconsistencies de-
rived from local views of the problem.
• Aggregate the partial solutions provided by each computational node in a global
overall solution.
This technique can be effectively applied for distributing the computation of the normative
state, effectively allowing to apply the monitoring process to scenarios with a big number
of events per unit of time, or a big number of norms to be taken into account. However, the
range of problems this technique can be applied to is limited. The problem has to support
division into sub-problems, so that distribution and local solving can be performed.
In [UBSA10] Visara Urovi, Stefano Bromuri, Kostas Stathis and Alexander Artikis
present a framework for distributing the computation of the social environment. It pro-
vides a proof of concept on how distributing the computational process in different com-
putational resources (e.g., in a cloud) allows for larger-scale systems. The framework de-
scribed provides a simple, yet very clear, example of the idea. And, in our opinion, the
main problem of the approach relies in its simplicity. The distribution method introduced
is too dependant on being able to model the world as a grid (in order to be balanced, as
a rectangular grid). Therefore it can not be applied to scenarios where a physical model
of the world is hard or even impossible to assess (e.g., monitoring an auction process, or
the messages arriving to an Internet forum). Thus, we consider it a good example, but
we would like to provide more generic computational distribution methods, able to be ap-
plied to a wider range of environments. Our proposal in [GSANVS11] is similar to Artikis’
in the sense that we aim to split the events into distributed and interconnected monitors.
However, there is a fundamental difference. Our approach does not rely on a physical
division of the normative context, and this provides an important benefit: our approach
can be applied to scenarios where the representation of the world is either unclear, hard or
even impossible to define (e.g., an auction or the medical domain presented in §5).
In [Che93] Albert Mo King Cheng explores parallel execution as an approach to achieve
higher execution speeds in rule-based systems. This work provides an interesting idea
about how to model information dependencies among rules as graphs, and how to group
highly coupled rules (with high information dependencies among them) using a Strongly
Connected Components analysis. The way in which information dependencies are detected
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can be improved and made more expressive. Applying the procedure to a formal frame-
work rather than to a programming language source code would make it more generic,
able to be applied in a wider range of scenarios. Finally, nowadays it seems to make more
sense to apply the procedure to cloud computing techniques rather than to parallel com-
puting ones.
The framework for parallel execution of rules in production systems proposed by
Anoop Gupta et al. in [GFK+88] provides an interesting application of the divide and
conquer paradigm. A complex problem is divided into N local sub-problems plus a co-
ordination problem. The local sub-problems are executed in parallel and the coordination
problem puts the local results together resolving possible information conflicts. In general,
the process results in an overall performance gains. As long as we are careful with the over-
heads. Again, we consider the idea to be interesting and applicable to our framework for
normative computation distribution. However, we consider applying the procedure to a
formal framework rather than to a specific implementation of a production rules engine
would make it more generic, able to be applied in a wider range of scenarios. Again, it
seems better to apply the procedure to computing techniques rather than to parallel com-
puting ones.
When compared to Cheng’s and Gupta’s work, our approach in [GSANVS11] is more
generic, as we are building a dependency graph of a set of norms, no matter how these
norms are computed internally by each monitor (either production rules, Java programs or
alternative approaches). Furthermore, our approach has been adapted to new techniques,
mainly, substituting parallelism for distributed computing.
As future work we plan to apply our proposal in [GSANVS11] to the framework in-
troduced in this thesis, effectively extending it with parallel computing capabilities. The
extension will provide support for real time monitoring even on scenarios where the num-
ber of norms loaded in the production system is high, as the monitoring framework can
distribute the normative context among a set of collaborative monitoring systems at run-
time. The main goal is to effectively reduce the number of events each monitor has to take
into account, allowing each of them to compute a smaller part of the whole normative
context.
As a holistic view of the whole monitoring state is required, monitors will be linked
together in order to be able to collectively infer the full normative state of the context.
However, if the communication overhead required for this process is too high, it might
overpass the benefits of distributing the normative context computation. This fact can lead
to scenarios where the performance of the distributing normative context computation is
lower than the performance of a centralized normative context computation. In order to
avoid this issue, the model presented in this proposal guarantees links between distributed
monitors are kept to the minimum in order to minimise dependencies.
In order to support the creation and maintenance of the network of monitors, our pro-
posal for dynamic normative contexts comes in handy. It will allow to create a network of
monitors at runtime, and update them (e.g., for load balancing) adapting them to the flow
of events to be monitored. Norms can be added and removed from the different monitors
on the fly, without having to stop them, effectively allowing to distribute the work load
between the network of collaborating monitors at run time. Thanks to our proposal the
monitors can split and merge dynamically, effectively adapting themselves to the monitor-
ing load of the system. They can even delegate the monitoring of a set of norms to another
monitor in order to deal with peaks in the number of events to be observed.
APPENDIX A
Analysis of relevant monitoring
frameworks
This annex contains an in-depth analysis of the lines of work for norm monitoring anal-
ysed in Section 2.1.6 and Section 2.1.7. Such an extensive analysis is performed because we
have used these formal frameworks as basis for the NoMoDEI framework presented in §3.
Therefore, this section includes a complete analysis the reader can refer to in case further
details on these works are needed.
A.1 TOWARDS A FORMALISATION OF ELECTRONIC CONTRACTING ENVIRONMENTS
This section contains a formal approach to Oren et al. work. We consider it to be a good
detailed analysis to the concepts they define in their work. They formalise their notion of
norms for modelling contract clauses via the following steps:
• Formal preliminaries. Introducing the basic concepts required to understand the rest
of the formalisation steps.
• Definition of the structure of a contract in general, and the structure of a contract
clause (i.e., norm) in particular
• Definition of the operational semantics, defining how the status of a norm can change
over time.
Therefore, this section will follow the same approach.
A.1.1 Formal Preliminaries
In their work, they use a predicate based first order language L where the following ele-
ments are available:
• Connectives: {¬,∧,∨,→}
• Infinite set of variables.
• Non-logical predicate symbol.
• Constant symbol.
• Function symbol.
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The set of all well-formed formulae of L is denoted as wff(L) and a single well-formed
formula as wff . S = 〈t1/v1, ..., tn/vn〉 is a substitution of terms t for variables v in a
given wff . If no variables exists in a given wff after a substitution, it is said to be a fully
grounded wff . Otherwise, it is a partially grounded wff .
In Oren et al. work, the truth values of the different predicates can be inferred from
sources such as ontologies, an action model of the environment or another sources. Each
of these different sources, generates a theory denoted by Γ. Theories, can be labelled de-
pending on the source generating them. A typical theory is the one generated by the envi-
ronment source, labelled as ΓEnv . The union of all the theories is denoted by a label-less
theory Γ. Finally, a contract document contains a set of clauses modelling the different
norms imposed on agents. Since a contract document can be instantiated several times
with different sets of agents associated to similar roles, they identify the agents on a Con-
tract via an indirection mechanism. That is, a contract document imposes norms on a set
of roles, and agents are associated with these roles.
A.1.2 Structural definitions
Once the formal preliminaries assumed by Oren et al. in their work have been introduced,
we introduce their definition of the structure of norms and contract documents. The struc-
ture contains the following elements: Agent names and roles, norms, norm instantiations
and contracts.
Agent Names and Roles
Agents in Oren et al. framework are left unspecified. They can be implemented in any
Agent Programming Language and hosted in any Agent Platform. Only one assumption is
made: Agents are associated with a unique agent name. Therefore, this name will be used
to associate agents to specific norms. Contracts, associate agents with roles. For instance,
a contract specifying a teacher must be available at the University at least 2 hours per
week for solving student’s doubts will contain two roles. Teacher and Student. A specific
agent Isangi may then be associated with the Teacher role in a particular instantiation of the
contract. If the agent Isangi happens to be a student too (e.g., in a case of PhD student who
does some lecturing) it could be associated with the Student role in a different instantiation
of the same contract. A hierarchical relation is defined on contract roles. Whenever a
particular agent is assigned to a role is also assigned to it’s parents roles. Therefore, when
a given agent assumes the clauses applying to a particular role, it also assumes the clauses
applying to the parent’s roles.
Definition A 1 (Role)
A role is a constant. The set of all roles is denoted by Roles. The hierarchical relations among
roles are captured by the RoleHierarchy element, which is a binary relation of the form (ParentRole,
ChildRole) where ParentRole, ChildRole ∈ Roles. 2
Norms
As stated before, a Contract in Oren et al. framework is a set of clauses represented by
norms. A norm consists in the following components.
• Type. States weather the norm is an obligation or a permission.
• Activation condition. States when the norm must be instantiated.
• Normative state. Identifies when the norm is violated (in the case of obligations) or
what the agents are allowed to do (in the case of permissions or prohibitions).
• Expiration condition. States when the norm no longer affects the agent.
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• Target. Set of agents affected by the norm.
Norms pass from one state to another (i.e., activated, met or discharged) based on factors
such as the environment and the status of the contracts (the status of the norms modelling
the clauses in the contract to be more specific). They define a theory as introduced in
their Formal Preliminaries known as Normative Environment Theory ΓNEnv . Needless to say,
ΓNEnv ∈ Γ. The Normative Environment Theory allows for effectively interpreting the status
of norms. Oren et al. represent norms as a norm type and 4 well-formed formulas:
Definition A 2 (Abstract Norm)
A norm is a tuple of the form
〈NormType,NormActivation,NormCondition,NormExpiration,NormTarget〉
Where:
NormType ∈ {obligation, permission}
NormActivation ∈ wff ∧ NormCondition ∈ wff ∧ NormExpiration ∈ wff ∧
NormTarget ∈ wff 2
An Abstract Norm Store is a set of abstract norms, and is denoted as ANS .
The set of substitution variables S that make the Activation Condition become true is
applied to the other components of the abstract norm, effectively resulting in a instantiated
norm. They do not specify what happens in the case multiple instantiations from a partic-
ular abstract norm are possible (i.e., multiple substitutions make the activation condition
become true). This is specially relevant in cases of norms that are always active, therefore,
having an activation condition set as True.
Norm Instantiation
A norm that can be applied in a wide range of situations is considered to be abstract.
When one of the situations in which the norm can apply is met, the norm is instantiated.
Then and only then, the norm exerts a normative force on the agents associated to it.
From a structural point of view , the only difference between an instantiated norm
and an abstract norm, is that in an instantiated norm, the activation condition is fully
grounded, and its remaining parameters are either fully or partially grounded using the
same grounding as in the activation condition.
Definition A 3 (Instantiated Norm)
Given an abstract norm of the form:
〈NormType,NormActivation,NormCondition,NormExpiration,NormTarget〉
It can be instantiated using a set of theories Γ including, at least, one theory representing
the domain environment ΓEnv and one representing the Normative Environment ΓNEnv . The
instantiation process results on a instantiated norm of the form:
〈NormType,NormActivation′, NormCondition′, NormExpiration′, NormTarget′〉
Where the following properties are met:
• Γ ` NormActivation′
• NormActivation’ is fully grounded
• NormActivation′ = S(NormActivation)
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• NormCondition′ = S(NormCondition)
• NormExpiration′ = S(NormExpiration)
• NormTarget′ ∈ AgentNames
• NormTarget′ = 〈X|Γ ∪ 〈NormActivation′ ∪ 〈S(NormTarget)〉 ` X〉
2
As stated before, NormTarget’ is the set of individuals (i.e., agents) to whom the instantiated
norm applies. As seen in the previous definition, this set of individuals is entailed via both
the domain environment theory (i.e., ΓEnv) and the normative environment theory (i.e.,
ΓNEnv). The normative environment theory may be used when a target has to be identified
based on the status of another norm. Typically, it happens in the case of contrary to duty
obligations where a penalty must be paid by the agents violating a given norm.
Contract
Once the structural definition of Roles and Norms has been provided, they are able to
define the structure of Contracts. Formally:
Definition A 4 (Contract)
A contract (Contract Document) is a tuple with the following form:
〈Γ, Norms,Roles,RoleMapping〉
Where:
• Γ is the set of all theories
• Norms is a set of abstract norms
• Roles is a set of role definitions
• RoleMapping maps role definitions in the Roles set to the set of Agent Names which form the
Contract Parties.
The set ContractParties ⊆ AgentNames is the set of agents named within the contract.
It implies the following condition must hold:
Γ ∪Roles ∪RoleMapping ` X where X ⊆ ContractParties
This condition raises a requirement. A contract document might only impose norms on contract
parties. 2
Oren et al. allow for its main elements, and specially contracts, to have additional meta-
data associated. Typically, a piece of meta-data associated with contracts is the contract
status. They vies metadata as an additional theory from which agents can infer informa-
tion, Γmetadata.
A.1.3 Operational Semantics
Once the structure of the different elements has been introduced, they introduce the op-
erational semantics for these elements. This allows for defining how, given a particular
evolution of the environment, norms are instantiated fulfilled, violated and discharged.
For this, they introduce the Normative Environment theory ΓEnv which defines predicates
that are useful for identifying the status of norms as they progress through their lifecycle.
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Definition A 5 (Normative Environment Theory)
A Normative Enviroment Theory is a set of Normative States:
ΓNEnv = 〈NS1, NS2〉
Where each normative state keeps track of four basic events:
• An abstract norm is instantiated
• An instantiated norm expires
• A normative condition inside a norm, holds
• A normative condition inside a norm, does not hold
2
Therefore, in order to define a normative state, predicates based on Norm’s NormCon-
dition and ExpirationCondition elements must be defined. Formally:
Definition A 6 (Predicates)
Let in be an instantiated norm of the following form:
in = 〈NormType,NormActivation,NormCondition,NormExpiration,NormTarget〉
Then, for N ∈ {NormCondition,NormExpiration} predicate holds(in,N) evaluates to:
• True if
– Γ ` N ′
– N ′ is entailed with all variables in N grounded.
• Otherwise
2
Oren et al. definition of a normative state identifies the instantiated norms whose norma-
tive condition evaluates to true, the ones whose normative condition evaluates to false,
and the ones whose expiration condition evaluates to true. Formally:
Definition A 7 (Normative State)
Let INS be a set of instantiated norms, ΓEnv a domain environment theory and
ΓNEnv a Normative environment theory. A Normative State NS is a tuple of the form:
〈NSTrue,NSFalse,NSExpires〉 where:
• NSTrue = {in ∈ INS|holds(in,NormCondition) == true}
• NSFalse = {in ∈ INS|holds(in,NormCondition) == false}
• NSExpires = {in ∈ INS|holds(in,NormExpiration) == true}
2
It must be noted that NSExpires ⊆ NSTrue ∪ NSFalse holds. Therefore, in or-
der to identify the set of instantiated norms in a particular normative state, denoted by
inst_norms(NS), it is enough to identify the set of norms whose normative condition
evaluates to true and the set of norms whose normative condition evaluates to false. For-
mally:
Definition A 8 (Instantiated Norms)
Given a Normative State NS:
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inst_norms(NS) = NSTrue ∪NSFalse
2
They define a Normative Environment as an ordered sequence of normative states
〈NS1, NS2...NSi〉 where the normative state NSi is prior to the normative state NSi+1.
For any normative state, they define the next normative state by removing the expired
instantiated norms, adding new instantiated norms and checking the norm state of all in-
stantiated norms. Therefore, in order for normative state advance to be efficient, these
three operations must be performed with the lowest computational cost possible. They
define normative state semantics to formally specify the transitions from a normative state
to the next one:
Definition A 9 (Normative State Semantics)
Let ANS be an abstract norm store and NE a normative environment of the following form:
〈NS1, NS2...NSi〉
Let Γi be the set of well-formed-formulas denoting the domain environment associated with
NSi.
The set of potential norms for NSi is defined as:
• The norms that are instantiated in the previous state NSi−1(inst_norms(NSi− 1))
• The norms in the abstract norm store that are instantiated with respect to Γi (that is,
inst(ANS))
• The norms that have not expired in the previous state NSExpiresi−1 == false
Formally:
PNormsi = inst_norms(NSi−1 ∪ inst(ANS) \NSExpiresi−1
Then, NSi = 〈NSTruei, NSFalsei, NSExpiresi〉 can be defined with respect to the set of
norms Pnormsi and the theory Γi.
An initial normative state can be defined as follows:
〈NSTrue0, NSFalse0, NSExpires0〉
Where
• NSTrue0 = {}
• NSFalse0 = {}
• NSExpires0 = {}
2
In order to easily introduce the following definitions presented in Oren et al.
work we assume a normative environment {NS1, NS2, ...NSn} where NSi =
〈NSTruei, NSFalsei, NSExpiresi〉 and 1 < i < N . The Gödelisation operator is used
for naming normative states, allowing them to be used within well-formed-formulas. For
instance dNSie names the normative state NSi
The next concept they declare is the instantiated predicate. Informally, given a norma-
tive state NSi and a norm in instantiated(dNSie, in) evaluates to true if the norm in is
instantiated in NSi and was not instantiated in NSi−1 or not expired in NSi−1, and there-
fore, can still be instantiated in NSi. Formally:
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Definition A 10 (The instantiated predicate)
ΓNEnv ` instantiated(dNSie, in)
iff
in ∈ inst_norms(NSi) ∧ (in /∈ inst_norms(NSi−1) ∨ in /∈ NSExpiresi−1)
It is assumed by default
ΓNEnv 0 instantiated(dNS0e, in)
2
Then, the expires predicate is defined. It holds true whenever an instantiated norm
expired within a specific normative state. Formally:
Definition A 11 (The expires predicate)
Given an instantiated norm in and a normative state dNSie:
ΓNEnv ` expires(dNSie, in)
iff
in ∈ NSExpiresi
It is assumed by default
ΓNEnv 0 expires(dNS0e, in)
2
The active predicate holds if a norm is instantiated within a normative state. It can happen
for two reasons: Either the norm was instantiated within the state or it was instantiated
earlier and has not expired yet. Formally:
Definition A 12 (The active predicate)
Given an instantiated norm in and a normative state dNSie:
ΓNEnv ` active(dNSie, in)
iff
instantiated(dNSie, in) ∨ (in ∈ inst_norms(NSi−1) ∧ in /∈ NSExpiresi−1))
It is assumed by default
ΓNEnv 0 active(dNS0e, in)
2
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The becomesTrue predicate holds if a norm’s normative condition evaluates to true and
either the normative condition evaluated false on the previous normative state or the norm
has been instantiated in the current normative state. Formally:
Definition A 13 (The becomesTrue predicate)
Given an instantiated norm in and a normative state dNSie:
ΓNEnv ` becomesTrue(dNSie, in)
iff
in ∈ NSTruei ∧ (in ∈ NSFalsei−1) ∨ instantiated(dNSie, in))
2
The becomesFalse predicate is analogous to the becomesTrue predicate, dealing with the
negation of the normative condition rather than with the normative condition itself. For-
mally:
Definition A 14 (The becomesFalse predicate)
Given an instantiated norm in and a normative state dNSie:
ΓNEnv ` becomesFalse(dNSie, in)
iff
in ∈ NSFalsei ∧ (in ∈ NSTruei−1) ∨ instantiated(dNSie, in))
2
They use both becomesTrue and becomesFalse predicates to define the isTrue and isFalse
predicates. These predicates check weather a norm is active and true (or false) in some
normative state. Formally:
Definition A 15 (The isTrue predicate)
Given an instantiated norm in and a normative state dNSie:
ΓNEnv ` isTrue(dNSie, in)
iff
becomesTrue(dNSie, in) ∨ (active(dNSie, in) ∧ in ∈ NSTruei−1)
2
Definition A 16 (The isFalse predicate)
Given an instantiated norm in and a normative state dNSie:
ΓNEnv ` isFalse(dNSie, in)
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iff
becomesFalse(dNSie, in) ∨ (active(dNSie, in) ∧ in ∈ NSFalsei−1)
2
In order to fully understand the isFalse and isTrue predicates definitions, it must be
taken into account they are assuming a closed world model. That is, if a given predicate
can not be entailed from a Normative environment, then the negation of the predicate can
be entailed. Formally:
Definition A 17 (Properties of the normative environments)
Given a predicate x and a normative environment ΓNEnv :
ΓNEnv ` x
iff
ΓNEnv 06 x
This has two major implications:
• ΓNEnv 0⊥
• ¬ is given negation as failure semantics
2
Once this set of low level predicates has been defined, they use them to define addi-
tional predicates. Oren et al. start by defining a set of predicates able to operate both on
abstract and instantiated norms.
Definition A 18 (Norm access predicates)
Given the following elements:
• A norm N
• A norm type Type associated with N
• A norm activation condition NormActivation associated with N
• A norm expiration condition NormExpiration associated with N
• A norm target set NormTarget associated with N
• The state component of N’s normative condition condition SMainteinanceCondition
• The action component of N’s normative condition condition AMainteinanceCondition
The following predicates are defined:
• type(N,X) = true iff X = Type and false otherwise
• normActivation(N,X) = true iff NormActivation unifies to X and false otherwise
• normSCondition(N,X) = true iff SMainteinanceCondition unifies to X and false
otherwise
• normACondition(N,X) = true iff AMainteinanceCondition unifies to X and false
otherwise
• normExpiration(N,X) = true iff NormExpiration unifies to X and false otherwise
• normTarget(N,A) = true iff there is a unification between some element of A and
NormTarget
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2
Finally, they go on by defining predicates that are based on the normative environment.
They will form the base of Oren et al. normative environment theory ΓNEnv . They define
the violated, fulfilled, violationHandler and handlesViolation predicates as follows:
Definition A 19 (Normative Environment Predicates)
Given an instantiated norm in, a normative state dNSie and the instantiated normsN,N1 and
N2:
violated(dNSie, in) = normType(in, obligation) ∧ isFalse(dNSie, in)
fulfilled(dNSie, in) = expires(dNSie, in) ∧ ¬violated(dNSie, in)
fulfilled(dNSie, in) = expires(dNSie, in) ∧ violated(dNSie, in)
violationHandler(N) = normActivation(N, dviolated(dNSie, in)e
handlesV iolation(N1, N2) = normActivation(N1, dviolated(dNSie, N2)e
2
A.2 NORMATIVE MONITORING: SEMANTICS AND IMPLEMENTATION
This section presents a detailed analysis of Alvarez-Napagao et al. formal approach. It
starts by introducing a formalism for both regulative (deontic) and substantive (constitu-
tive) norms based on Structural Operational Semantics. Goes on by introducing the reduc-
tion from Structural Operational Semantics to Production System semantics. And the section
ends by introducing an implementation compliant to the Structural Operational Semantics
and the Production System semantics.
A.2.1 Formal Semantics
This subsection outlines the formal semantics of Alvarez-Napagao et al. framework. The
subsection starts by providing some formal preliminary definitions that will be used on
the rest of the formalisations. The subsection goes on by providing the semantics of insti-
tutions. The approach is based on the environment specifying the regulative and constitu-
tive norms. The subsection finishes by providing the details on how the institution evolves
over time based on events, and the impact on the monitoring process.
In their work, Alvarez-Napagao et al. use a predicate based first order language LO
where the following elements are available:
• Connectives: {¬,∧,∨,→}
• Infinite set of variables.
• Predicates taken from an Ontology O.
• Constants taken from an Ontology O.
• Function symbol.
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The set of all well-formed formulae of LO is denoted as wff(LO) and a single well-formed
formula as wff . It assumed well-formed formulae are in Disjunctive Normal Form (DNF).
Θ = 〈t1 → v1, ..., tn → vn〉 is a substitution instance of terms t for variables v in a
given wff . If no variables exists in a given wff after a substitution, it is said to be a fully
grounded wff . Otherwise, it is a partially grounded wff .
The set of roles in a normative system is denoted as a set of constants known as R. This
set is defined on the Ontology R ∈ O. The set of participants is denoted by P where each
participant enacts, at least, one role according to the ontology O.
A norm is a tuple with the following elements:
• Activation condition: Specifies when a norm becomes active. Is the triggering ele-
ment in the norm instantiation process. When the different conditions in the norm’s
activation condition hold, the norm is effectively instantiated, creating a new norm
instance. Variables are included in the norm representation, therefore, multiple in-
stantiations of the same norm can be handled and tracked separately.
• Maintenance condition: Specifies a condition that, when no longer hold, leads to the
violation of the norm.
• Norm deadline: Representing one or several deadlines for the norm to be fulfilled.
• Target condition: Specifies a condition that, when hold, leads to the fulfilment of the
norm.
• Deactivation condition: Defines when the norm becomes inactive. It will typically
correspond to the target condition (that is, fulfilling the norm instance deactivates
that instance of the norm) but more conditions can be added for representing differ-
ent deactivation scenarios.
• Norm subject: Set of roles in the ontology the norm applies to.
Formally a norm is:
Definition B 1 (Norm)
A norm n is a tuple n = 〈fA, fM , fδ, fD, fw, w〉 where:
• fA represents the activation condition of the norm. fA ∈ wff(LO)
• fM represents the maintenance condition of the norm. fM ∈ wff(LO)
• fD represents the deactivation condition of the norm. fD ∈ wff(LO)
• fδ represents the deadline condition of the norm. fδ ∈ wff(LO)
• fw represents the target condition of the norm. fw ∈ wff(LO)
• w represents the subject of the norm. w ∈ R
It must be noticed that, although the norm representation presented does not explicitly
include deontic operators, the combination of the activation, deactivation and maintenance
conditions is as explicit as conditional deontic statements with deadlines. It is even able
to express unconditional norms and maintenance obligations. For proving this statement,
the following relations must be taken into account:
• fδ → ¬fM , since the maintenance condition is more expressive than the deadline
alone.
• fw → fD, since the deactivation condition specifies the norm is fulfilled, or some
special deactivation scenario holds.
Intuitively, after the norm activation condition holds, the norm subject has the obligation to
see to it that the norm target holds true, before the norm maintenance condition is negated
(that is, either the norm deadline has been reached or some special deactivation scenario
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comes into place) until the norm deactivation condition holds (that is, the norm is ful-
filled or has expired). Formally, using a formalism for conditional deontic statements with
deadlines as the one in [DBDM04]:
Definition B 2 (Relation to conditional deontic statements with deadlines)
fA → [Ow(Ewfw ≤ ¬fM )UfD]
Where:
Eap stands for agent a sees to it p becomes true
U is the CTL∗ until operator
N denotes a set of norms. A particular set of norms is the set of violation handling norms.
These norms are activated automatically by the violation of another norm. Violation han-
dling norms are used as sanctioning norms if they are to be fulfilled by the norm violating
actor (e.g., the obligation of a driver to pay a fine if he/she crashes on a traffic sign) and
used as reparation norm if they are to be fulfilled by an institutional actor (e.g., the obligation
of the traffic authorities to repair the traffic sign broken during the crash). Formally:
Definition B 3 (Violation handling norm)
Given two norms n and n′ of the form:
n′ = 〈f ′A, f ′M , f ′δ, f ′D, f ′w, w′〉
n = 〈fA, fM , fδ, fD, fw, w〉
n′ is a violation handing norm of n, denoted by n n′ iff: fA ∧ ¬fM ∧ ¬fD ≡ f ′A
They define norms in an abstract manner, affecting all possible participants enacting a
particular role. When a norm is active there is a norm instance of the form ni = 〈n, θ〉 for a
given norm n and a particular substitution instance θ.
A state of the world st is the set of predicates holding at a specific point of time t. The
set of predicates is defined on the ontology, st ∈ O. S is the set of all possible states of the
world, S ∈ P(O). An expansion of a state of the world, denoted by F (s), is the minimal
subset of elements of wff(LO) using the predicates in s in combination with the logical
connectives {¬,∧,∨,→}.
Alvarez-Napagao et al. approach fills the need for the interpretation of brute events
as institutional facts (also known as constitution of social reality) by using counts-as rules.
Counts-as rules are tuples containing the following elements:
• A brute fact. Brute facts are elements of the set of all well-formed formulae.
• An institutional fact. Institutional facts are elements of the set of all well-formed
formulae.
• A context. A set of predicates, that is, a state of the world (or a subset of a state of the
world).
Counts-as rules state that, in a given context, a brute fact counts-as an institutional fact.
Formally:
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Definition B 4 (Counts-as rules)
A counts-as rule is a tuple of the form:
c = 〈γ1, γ2, s〉
where:
c = γ1, γ2 ∈ wff(LO)
c = s ⊆ O
C denotes a set of counts-as rules
Using the above preliminary definitions they are able introduce the concept of Institu-
tion. Formally:
Definition B 5 (Institution)
A institution is a tuple of the form:
c = 〈N,R, P,C,O〉
where:
N is a set of norms
R is a set of roles
P is a set of participants
C is a set of counts-as rules
O is a set an Ontology
By defining the concept of institution, they are able introduce the concept of normative
monitor. A Normative Monitor is composed of an institutional specification. This specifi-
cation includes, norms, the current state of the world and the current normative state. In
order to track the normative state of an institution in a particular point of time, three norm
instance sets are defined:
• Instantiation set IS.
• Fulfilment set FS.
• Violation set V S.
Formally:
Definition B 6 (Norm life cycle)
Let:
• n be a norm of the form n = 〈fA, fM , fδ, fD, fw, w〉.
• ni be a norm instance of the form form ni = 〈n, θ〉.
• s be a state of the world with an expansion F (s).
The life cycle of the norm instance ni is defined by the following normative state predicates:
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• activated(ni)⇔ ∃f ∈ F (s) : Θ(fA) ≡ f
• maintained(ni)⇔ ∃Θ′ ∧ ∃f ∈ F (s) : Θ′(fM ) ≡ f ∧Θ′ ⊆ Θ
• deactivated(ni)⇔ ∃Θ′ ∧ ∃f ∈ F (s) : Θ′(fD) ≡ f ∧Θ′ ⊆ Θ
• instantiated(ni)⇔ ni ∈ IS
• violated(ni)⇔ ni ∈ V S
• fulfilled(ni)⇔ ni ∈ FS
Then, a normative monitor MI for an institution I can be defined as a tuple of elements.
Formally:
Definition B 7 (Normative Monitor)
A Normative Monitor MI for an institution I is a tuple of the following form:
MI = 〈I, S, IS, V S, FS〉
Where:
• I = 〈N,R, P,C,O〉.
• S = P(O).
• IS = P(N × S ×Dom(S)).
• V S = P(N × S ×Dom(S)).
• FS = P(N × S ×Dom(S)).
Γ denotes the set of all possible configurations of a Normative Monitor MI . Γ = I ×
S × IS × V S × FS.
However, the definition above does not take into account the dynamic aspect of incom-
ing events affecting the state of the world through time. Therefore, Alvarez-Napagao et al.
extend their model assuming there a continuous sequential stream of events received by
the monitor. Formally:
Definition B 8 (Event)
An event is a tuple of the following form:
e = 〈α, p〉
Where:
• α ∈ P 3.
• p ∈ S and is fully grounded.
E denotes the set of all possible events, E = P(N × S).
Finally, Alvarez-Napagao et al. define the concept of Labelled Transition System for a
Normative Monitor MI . Formally:
Definition B 9 (Labelled Transition System)
The Labelled Transition System for a Normative Monitor is defined by 〈Γ, E, .〉.
Where:
• E is the set of all possible events e = 〈α, p〉.
• . is a transition relation such that . ⊆ Γ× E × Γ.
Please, notice the inference rules for the transition relation . are depicted in FigureA.1.
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Event processed:
ei = 〈α, t, p〉
〈s〉 ep 〈s ∪ {p}〉
Counts-as rule activation:
Θ(γ1) ≡ f Θ(γ2) /∈ s
〈γ1, γ2, si〉 ∈ C f ∈ F (s) si ⊆ s
〈s〉 〈s ∪ {Θ(γ2)}〉
Counts-as rule deactivation:
Θ(γ1) ≡ f Θ(γ2) ∈ s
〈γ1, γ2, si〉 ∈ C f ∈ F (s) si 6⊆ s
〈s〉 〈s− {Θ(γ2)}〉
Norm instantiation:
activated(n,Θ)
n ∈ N ¬∃n′ ∈ N,n′ ; n 〈n,Θ〉 /∈ is
〈is〉 nii 〈is ∪ {〈n,Θ〉}〉
Norm instance violation:
¬maintained(〈n,Θ〉) NR =
⋃
n;n′ 〈n′,Θ〉
n ∈ N 〈n,Θ〉 ∈ is 〈n,Θ〉 /∈ vs
〈is, vs〉 niv 〈(is− {〈n,Θ〉}) ∪NR, vs ∪ {〈n,Θ〉}〉
Norm instance fulfilled:
deactivated(n,Θ′)
n ∈ N 〈n,Θ〉 ∈ is Θ′ ⊆ Θ
〈is, fs〉 nif 〈is− {〈n,Θ〉}, fs ∪ 〈n,Θ〉〉
Norm instance violation repaired:
〈n′,Θ〉 ∈ fs
n, n′ ∈ N n; n′ 〈n,Θ〉 ∈ vs
〈vs, rs〉 nir 〈vs− {〈n,Θ〉}, rs ∪ {〈〈n,Θ〉, 〈n′,Θ〉〉}〉
Figure A.1: Inference rules for the transition relation .
A.2.2 Production System Semantics
Alvarez-Napagao et al. use a simplified version of the semantics for production systems
introduced in [CKMM04].
Considering a set P of predicate symbols and an infinite set of variables X :
• A fact is a grounded term f ∈ T (P).
• WM is the working memory, that is, a set of facts
• if p, c remove r add a denotes a production rule. Formally: p, c⇒ r, a.
A production rule consists of the following components:
• A set of positive and negative patterns p = p+∪p−. A pattern is a term pi ∈ T (F ,X ).
¬pi denotes a negated pattern. p− denotes the set of all negate patterns and p+ the
rest of patterns.
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• A proposition c whose set of free variables is a subset of the pattern variables:
V ar(c) ⊆ V ar(p).
• A set r of terms. Instances in the set will be removed from the working memory
when the rule is fired, r = {ri}i∈Ir . V ar(r) ⊆ V ar(p+).
• A set a of terms. Instances in the set will be added to the working memory when the
rule is fired, r = {ai}i∈Ia . V ar(a) ⊆ V ar(p).
The following definition introduces when a particular production rule matches to a set
of facts, dismatches to a set of facts and is fireable with respect to a working memory. It
also introduces how applying fireable rules on working memories lead to new working
memories.
Definition B 10 (Production rule semantics)
Given a set of positive patterns p+, a set of facts S and a substitution σ:
The set of positive patterns match the set of facts iff
∀p ∈ p+ ∃t ∈ S : σ(p) = t.
Given a set of negative patterns p−, a set of facts S and a substitution σ:
The set of negative patterns dismatches the set of facts iff
∀¬p ∈ p− ∀t ∈ S ∀σ : σ(p) 6= t.
Given a production rule p⇒ r, a , a working memoryWM and a substitution σ:
The production rule is (σ,WM′)-fireable iff the following conditions are met:
p+ matches withWM′
p− dismatches withWM
WM′ is a minimal subset ofWM
T |= σ(c)
The application of a (σ,WM′)-fireable rule on a particular working memory WM leads to a
new working memoryWM′′ where:
WM′′ = ((WM− σ(r)) ∪ σ(a))
Having introduced formally the concept of production rule, Alvarez-Napagao et al.
introduce the concept of production system. Formally:
Definition B 11 (Production System)
A general production system, denoted by PS , is defined as:
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PS = 〈P,WM0,R〉 whereR is the set of production rules over (H) = 〈P, X〉
They go on by introducing the formalisation of their normative monitor to a produc-
tion system. In order to do so, they need to define several predicates to bind norms to their
different conditions: activation, mainteinance and deactivation. They also need predicates to
represent the normative state of the different norm instances: violated, instantiated and ful-
filled. They also define a predicate to represent the arrival of new events: event, and a pred-
icate to represent the fact a particular norm instance is a violation handling norm instance
of a violated instance: repair. For handling the different DNF clauses, Alvarez-Napagao
et al. define two additional predicates: holds and has_clause. Using these predicates, they
are able to start instantiating a general production system in a production system for their
Normative Monitor. They start by defining the set of predicates. Formally:
Definition B 12 (Predicates of the Instantiated Production System)
Given an Institution I of the form I = 〈N,R, P,C,O〉 the set of predicates in the instantiated
production system is:
(P )i = O ∪ {activated,maintained, deactivated, violated,
instantiated, fulfilled, event, repair, holds, has_clause, countsas}
The initial working memory of the Instantiated Production System, denoted asWM0
should include the institutional specification. This can be achieved by including the for-
mulas in the counts-as rules set, and the norms, in order to represent the possible instan-
tiations of the predicate holds by using the predicate has_clause. To achieve this, Alvarez-
Napagao et al. define bindings between the norms and the formulae available on the work-
ing memory. Formally:
Definition B 13 (Norm-formula binding)
Given a norm n of the form n = 〈fA, fM , fδ, fD, fw, w〉 its bindings are defined as:
WMn := {activation(n, fA),mainteinance(n, fM ), deactivation(n, fD)}
As it is assumed formulas in the set wff(LO) are in DNF form, formulae can be interpreted as
a set of conjunctive clauses, of which, only one of them holding true is necessary for the formula to
hold true as well:
rh := has_clause(f, f ′) ∧ holds(f ′,Θ)⇒ ∅, {holds(f,Θ)}
By including the set of repair norms, via the repair predicate, and the counts-as defini-
tions, via the countsas predicate, the initial working memory of the instantiated production
system can be defined. Formally:
Definition B 14 (Initial Working Memory of the Instantiated Production System)
Given an Institution I of the form I = 〈N,R, P,C,O〉 the initial working memory of the
instantiated production system for the Institution, denoted asWMI , is:
WMI
⋃n∈N
n n′ repair(n, n′)∪
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⋃
n=〈fA,fM ,fδ,fD,fw,w〉∈N (WMn ∪WMfA ∪WMfM ∪WMfD )∪⋃
c=〈γ1,γ2,s〉∈C({countsas(γ1, γ2, s)} ∪WMγ1 ∪WMs)
They define the rule for the detection of a holding formula as rhcf = dfe ⇒
∅, {holds(f, σ)} where dfe denotes the propositional content of a formula f ∈ wff((L)O).
Please, notice the formula only uses predicates from the Ontology O and the logical con-
nectives¬,∧ and σ as the substitution set of the activation rule. From this concept, Alvarez-
Napagao et al. proceed by defining the set of rules for detection of holding formulae. For-
mally:
Definition B 15 (Set of rules for detection of holding formulae for an institution)
Given an Institution I of the form I = 〈N,R, P,C,O〉 the set of rules for detection of holding
formulae in the institution, denoted by RIhc, is:
RIhc :=
⋃
n=〈fA,fM ,fδ,fD,fw,w〉∈N (
⋃
f∈{fA,fM ,fD} r
hc
f ) ∪
⋃
c=〈γ1,γ2,s〉∈C(
⋃
c∈γ1 r
hc
f )
Via the use of predicate holds Alvarez-Napagao et al. are able to provide a translation
for the inference rules in Figure A.1 to production rules. Formally:
Definition B 16 (Production rules for the inference rules)
Event processing:
re = event(α, p)⇒ ∅, {dpe}
Counts-as rule activation:
rca = countas(γ1, γ2, c) ∧ holds(γ1,Θ) ∧ holds(γ2,Θ) ∧ holds(c,Θ′)⇒ ∅, {Θ(dγ2e)}
Counts-as rule deactivation:
rcd = countas(γ1, γ2, c) ∧ holds(γ1,Θ) ∧ holds(γ2,Θ) ∧ ¬holds(c,Θ′)⇒ {Θ(dγ2e)}, ∅
Norm Instantiation:
rni = activation(n, f) ∧ holds(f,Θ) ∧ ¬instantiated(n,Θ) ∧ ¬repair(n′, n)⇒
∅, {instantiated(n,Θ)}
Norm instance violation:
rnv = instantiated(n,Θ) ∧mainteinance(n, f) ∧ ¬holds(f,Θ′) ∧ repair(n, n′),∀Θ′ : Θ′ ⊆
Θ⇒ {instantiated(n,Θ)}, {violated(n,Θ), instantiated(n′,Θ)}
Norm instance fulfillment:
rnf = deactivation(n, f) ∧ instantiated(n,Θ) ∧ holds(f,Θ′),∀Θ′ : Θ′ ⊆ Θ⇒
{instantiated(n,Θ)}, {fulfilled(n,Θ)}
Norm instance violation repaired:
rnr = violated(n,Θ) ∧ repair(n, n′) ∧ fulfilled(n′,Θ′)⇒ {violated(n,Θ)}, ∅
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By using the above definitions, the set of rules for an Institution can be defined. For-
mally:
Definition B 17 (Set of rules for an Institution)
Given an Institution I of the form I = 〈N,R, P,C,O〉 the set of rules for the Institution I ,
denoted byRI is:
RI = RhcI ∪ {rh, re, rca, rcd, rni, rnv, rnf , rnr}
And finally, Alvarez-Napagao et al. define the production system for an institution.
Formally:
Definition B 18 (Production System for an Institution)
Given an Institution I of the form I = 〈N,R, P,C,O〉 the production system for the Institution
I , denoted by PSI , is:
PSI = 〈PI ,WMI ,RI〉
A.2.3 The implementation
Alvarez-Napagao et al. implement a prototype of their norm reasoner as a DROOLS pro-
gram. DROOLS is an open source rule engine for declarative reasoning integrated in the
Object-Oriented programming language Java. The rule engine implemented in DROOLS
is based on the forward chaining inference RETE algorithm [For82]. Facts can be repre-
sented by adding them to the knowledge base as objects of the class Predicate. Predicates
are imported dynamically from the standard description logic OWL-DL ontologies via the
OWL2Java tool as subclasses of a particular Predicate class.
DROOLS programs can be initialised with a rule definition file. Both the working mem-
ory and the rule base can be modified at run-time by the Java process that is running the
rule engine. They take advantage of this by keeping a fixed base, file with rules inde-
pendent from the institution, and a parser for feeding the definitions that are dependant
from the institution. The institutional definition Alvarez-Napagao et al. use is based on an
extension of the XML language presented in [GR10]. The initial working memory can be
automatically generated by inserting facts into the DROOLS knowledge base correspond-
ing to the initial working memory of the institution as defined in Definition14.
The prototype implemented by Alvarez-Napagao et al. is available at http://sf.net/
projects/ict-alive under GPL license.
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